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Next Level Programs of Study (NLPS) Overview 
 
Over 150 new CTE courses are available for the 2021-2022 school year, as part of the Office of CTE’s 

Next Level Programs of Study initiative. Next Level Programs of Study courses will improve the 
quality of CTE courses through updated, more relevant standards directly aligned to 
postsecondary certificate programs whenever possible.  The courses have also been 
restructured to improve the consistency of CTE course delivery.  The Office of CTE encourages 
schools to transition to the Next Level Programs of Study courses as soon as possible for students 
beginning a pathway because of the inherent benefits the courses provide to students.  
 
Next Level Programs of Study will provide students the opportunity to complete up to one year’s worth 
of a postsecondary program through a four (4) course sequence. The first three courses of each program 
of study will consist of a principles course and two advanced courses required to earn CTE Concentrator 
status. The three courses may be taken individually or can be completed concurrently for programs that 
are able to offer extended training sessions. Beginning in the 2022-2023 school year, each program of 
study will also include a capstone course that may be taken for up to 6 credits.  
 

 
NLPS Review Document  

 
The purpose of the NLPS Review Document is to provide educators the opportunity to view the 4-course 
sequence for each Next Level Program of Study in its entirety. In addition to information previously 
shared in the List of Available Courses for 2021-2022, individuals can find the postsecondary courses at 
Ivy Tech and Vincennes that each NLPS course has been aligned to, along with the key competencies for 
each postsecondary course. These key competencies will serve as the basis for NLPS course frameworks 
that will be completed in early 2021.  
 
To learn more about the Next Level Programs of Study and to use additional resources please visit the 
Indiana Governor’s Workforce Cabinet website.   
 
  

https://www.in.gov/gwc/files/NLPS%20CTE%20Course%20Titles%20and%20Descriptions_Available%202021-2022.pdf
https://www.in.gov/gwc/2437.htm
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List of Next Level Programs of Study: 
 

Advanced Manufacturing 

Automation and Robotics 

Digital Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 (New)  

Industrial Technical Maintenance - Electrical - In Progress 

Industrial Technical Maintenance – Mechanical – In Progress 

Precision Machining 

Welding Technology 

Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Ag Mechanical and Engineering - (formerly Ag Power, Structure and Technology Systems) - In Progress 

Agri-Science - Plants or Animals - (combined Animal, Plant, and Food Products)  

Horticulture 

Landscaping 

Precision Agriculture (New) 

Architecture and Construction 

Civil Construction (New) 

Construction Trades – Carpentry 

Construction Trades – Electrical - In Progress 

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Technology (HVAC)  

Plumbing and Pipefitting (New) - In Progress 

Arts, AV Tech and Communications 

Digital Design 

Interior Design 

Radio and Television - In Progress 

Business Management and Administration, Marketing, and Finance 

Business Administration - (formerly E&M Bus Mgmt Focus) 

Business Operations and Technology (formerly Admin and Office Mgmt) 

Supply Chain and Logistics 

Marketing and Sales 

Entrepreneurship 

Accounting 

Banking and Investment 

Insurance (New) - In Progress 

Education and Training 

Early Childhood 

Education Careers - In Progress 
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Health Sciences 

Biomedical Sciences and Technology 

Emergency Medical Services  

Medical Assistant (New) 

Pharmacy - In Progress 

Pre-Nursing / Healthcare Specialist (Includes CNA ) - In Progress 

Central Service Tech / Surgical Technician 

Hospitality and Tourism 

Culinary Arts – (offers a new Baking and Pastry capstone option) 

Hospitality Management 

Nutrition Science (formerly Dietetics) 

Human Services 

Human and Social Services 

Information Tech 

Cybersecurity - In Progress 

Information Technology Operations 

Networking  

Software Development 

Law, Public Safety, Corrections, and Security 

Criminal Justice 

Fire and Rescue 

Paralegal – NEW - In Progress 

STEM 

Design Technology (Formerly Mechanical Drafting and Design) 

Energy Technology - In Progress 

Engineering 

Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics 

Automotive Services 

Automotive Collision Repair  

Aviation Management (formerly Aviation Flight and Operations) - In Progress 

Diesel Services - In Progress 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Industrial Automation and Robotics 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7108 Principles of 
Advanced 
Manufacturing 

7103 Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Technology 

7106 Mechatronics 
Systems 

7224 Automation and 
Robotics Capstone 

 

Principles of Advanced Manufacturing 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7108 

Course Description Principles of Advanced Manufacturing is a course that includes classroom and 
laboratory experiences in Industrial Technology and Manufacturing Trends. 
Domains include safety and impact, manufacturing essentials, lean manufacturing, 
design principles, and careers in advanced manufacturing. Hands-on projects and 
team activities will allow students to apply learning on the latest industry 
technologies. Work-based learning experiences and industry partnerships are 
highly encouraged for an authentic industry experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 101 
VU: PMTD 110, PMTD 110L, DRAF 140 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Manufacturing 

7108.D1.1 Understand the importance of the manufacturing industry, and introduction to 
common manufacturing concepts through direct interaction with industry. 

7108.D1.2 Conduct assigned tasks in a safe and workmanlike manner while working 
independently or in small groups. 

7108.D1.3 Discuss the need for workplace safety and workplace safety training programs as 
covered by the OSHA 10 hour program: 

7108.D1.4 Attain readiness to take OSHA 10 Hour General Industry Certification exam. 
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7108.D1.5 Discuss quality systems and reference common manufacturing examples 

7108.D1.6 Use quantitative analytical skills to evaluate and process numerical data. 

7108.D1.7 Discuss basic blueprint reading fundamentals 

7108.D1.8 Discuss basic measurement systems. 

7108.D1.9 Perform basic measurement using precision measuring tools. 

7108.D1.10 Demonstrate the ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7108.D1.11 Utilizing and applying software where appropriate to the course. 

7108.D1.12 Attain readiness to take MSSC Safety and Quality Certification exam. 

 

Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7103 

Course Description Advanced Manufacturing Technology introduces manufacturing processes and 
practices used in manufacturing environments. The course also covers key electrical 
principles, including current, voltage, resistance, power, inductance, capacitance, 
and transformers, along with basic mechanical and fluid power principles.  Topics 
include, types of production, production materials, machining and tooling, 
manufacturing planning, production control, and product distribution will be 
covered.  Students will be expected to understand the product life cycle from 
conception through distribution.  This course also focuses on technologies used in 
production processes.  Basic power systems, energy transfer systems, machine 
operation and control will be explored. This course will use lecture, lab, online 
simulation and programming to prepare students for Certified Production 
Technician Testing through Manufacturing Skill Standards Council (MSSC). 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Advanced Manufacturing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 102, INDT 113 
VU: CIMT 100, CIMT 100L, CIMT 160, CIMT 160L 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications MSSC Certified Production Tech 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

7103.D1.1 Conduct assigned tasks in a safe and workmanlike manner while working either 
independently or in small groups 

7103.D1.2 Identify basic manufacturing processes and major types of production systems. 
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7103.D1.3 Define common properties of industrial materials, their application, testing and 
enhancement 

7103.D1.4 Describe the design, tooling and production aspects of manufacturing. 

7103.D1.5 Demonstrate a general knowledge of non-traditional manufacturing processes and 
automation. 

7103.D1.6 Explain the basic concepts of electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power systems. 

7103.D1.7 Describe and solve for basic electrical quantities such as voltage, amperage, 
resistance, and power. 

7103.D1.8 Describe the types of basic fluid power systems used in manufacturing. 

7103.D1.9 Determine fluid system properties such as pressure, flow, viscosity, and pressure 
drop 

7103.D1.10 Identify the common types and operation of bearing, coupling, belt, and chain 
systems. 

7103.D1.11 Identify physical principles including: force, torque, simple machines, and 
mechanical drives. 

7103.D1.12 Describe the basic concepts of machine control, machine automation, and electrical 
control. 

7103.D1.13 Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. 

7103.D1.14 Use quantitative analytical skills to evaluate and process numerical data. 

7103.D1.15 Solve problems using critical and creative thinking skills. 

7103.D1.16 Utilize and apply software where appropriate to the course. 

7103.D1.17 Attain readiness to take MSSC Production and Maintenance Awareness Certification 
exams. 

7103.D1.18 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7103.D1.19 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

Domain Electrical Power 

7103.D2.1 Demonstrate proper safety precautions related to equipment. 

7103.D2.2 Define the following terms: voltage, resistance, current amperage, direct current, 
alternating current, and power supply. 

7103.D2.3 Identify electrical components and form a schematic diagram. 

7103.D2.4 Identify types of electrical mechanical switches (SPDT, DPDT, etc.) 

7103.D2.5 Use Ohm's Law to calculate voltage, current, and resistance problems. 

7103.D2.6 Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements using the proper 
measurement devices (both analog and digital meters). 

7103.D2.7 Calculate voltage, current, and resistance in simple series, parallel, and series-
parallel circuits. 

7103.D2.8 Create a schematic drawing and complete single phase AC electrical service 
connections including meter bases and service panels. 

7103.D2.9 Explain the basic principles and operation of transformers, resistors, capacitors and 
diodes. 

7103.D2.10 Describe the concepts of both DC and AC inductance and capacitance. 

7103.D2.11 Calculate values for AC and DC resistive, inductive, and capacitive components. 

7103.D2.12 Assemble and test laboratory exercises including building single phase AC switched 
circuits, and circuits using mechanical relays. 
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7103.D2.13 Use meters to identify and measure results of AC and DC laboratory exercises. 

7103.D2.14 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7103.D2.15 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7103.D3.1 Demonstrate understanding of the basic functions of PLC’s 

 

Mechatronics Systems 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7106 

Course Description Mechatronics Systems covers the basic electrical and mechanical components and 
functions of a complex mechatronics system. Through a systems approach, 
students will learn about mechanical components which lead and support the 
energy through a mechanical system to increase efficiency and to reduce wear and 
tear. By understanding the complete system, students will learn and apply 
troubleshooting strategies to identify, localize and (where possible) to correct 
malfunctions. Preventive maintenance of mechanical elements and electrical drives 
as well as safety issues within the system will also be discussed. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Advanced Manufacturing, Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 122, ADMF 112 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Electrical and Robot Systems 

7106.D1.1 Understand the hazards of electromechanical equipment and apply safe working 
practices. 

7106.D1.2 Describe the basic functions and design of a robotic mechatronic system. 

7106.D1.3 Apply basic knowledge of robot physics in a mechatronics system. 

7106.D1.4 Explain the role of various electrical components within a robotic mechatronic 
system. 

7106.D1.5 Trace and describe the flow of energy and information in a robotic mechatronic 
system. 

7106.D1.6 Describe the basic physical properties of electrical components. 

7106.D1.7 Read, analyze and utilize the technical documents such as data sheets, timing 
diagrams, operational manuals, schematics, etc. for a mechatronic system. 
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7106.D1.8 Carry out measurements and adjustments on electrical components/circuits in a 
mechatronic system. 

7106.D1.9 Localize, identify, document and correct (where possible) malfunctions in electrical 
circuits, based upon the technical documentation. 

7106.D1.10 Transfer the knowledge learned from one system to another system. 

7106.D1.11 Effectively use current and emerging computer technologies when applicable. 

7106.D1.12 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7106.D1.13 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

Domain Mechanical Systems 

7106.D2.1 Understand the hazards of electromechanical equipment and apply safe working 
practices. 

7106.D2.2 Explain the role of various mechanical components within a given system or 
module. 

7106.D2.3 Trace and describe the flow of energy in a given mechatronic system or subsystem. 

7106.D2.4 Describe the basic physical properties of mechanical components including; 
materials, lubrication requirements, and surface properties. 

7106.D2.5 Carry out adjustments on mechanical components in a mechatronic system. 

7106.D2.6 Read, analyze and utilize the technical data sheets for the mechanical components 
and electrical drives within a mechatronic system. 

7106.D2.7 Correctly localize, identify and document causes of malfunctions in mechanical 
components or electrical drives, based upon the technical documentation. 

7106.D2.8 Correct malfunctions where possible, or correctly identify the expertise required to 
correct a malfunction. 

7106.D2.9 Transfer the knowledge learned from one system to another system. 

7106.D2.10 Effectively use current and emerging computer technologies when applicable. 

7106.D2.11 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7106.D2.12 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

 

 

Automation and Robotics Capstone 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7224 

Course Description The Automation and Robotics Capstone course focuses on the installation, 
maintenance, and repair of industrial robots. Students will also learn the basics of 
pneumatic, electro pneumatic and hydraulic control circuits as well as the basic 
theory, fundamentals of digital logic, and programming of programmable logic 
controllers (PLCs) in a complex mechatronic system. Students will learn to identify 
malfunctioning robots and to apply troubleshooting strategies to identify and 
localize problems caused by pneumatic and hydraulic control circuits and PLC 
hardware. Completing the capstone course will provide students the opportunity to 
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earn a postsecondary certificate and will prepare students to take nationally 
recognized industry certification exams.  Hands-on projects and team activities will 
allow students to apply learning on the latest industry technologies. Extended 
work-based learning experiences and industry partnerships are highly encouraged 
for an authentic industry experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Mechatronics Systems 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 
credits maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: INDT 104, INDT 203, ADMF 222, ADMF 202, INDT 205 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Fluid Power 

7224.D1.1 Calculate and demonstrate the basic physics of fluid mechanics using Pascal's Law. 

7224.D1.2 Describe function and construction of various fluid power components, including 
pumps, valves, cylinders, filters, heat exchangers, pressure regulators, and 
accumulators. 

7224.D1.3 Identify fluid power symbols and interpret fluid power schematic diagrams. 

7224.D1.4 Demonstrate basic fluid power plumbing. 

7224.D1.5 Design elementary fluid power circuits. 

7224.D1.6 Troubleshoot elementary fluid power circuits. 

7224.D1.7 Demonstrate knowledge of safety procedures related to fluid power equipment. 

7224.D1.8 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7224.D1.9 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7224.D1.10 Demonstrate proper safety precautions related to equipment. 

Domain Machine Maintenance and Installation 

7224.D2.1 Perform the rigging and lifting of industrial components. 

7224.D2.2 Describe the principles of mechanical power transmission systems. 

7224.D2.3 Make speed, torque, and pitch calculations. 

7224.D2.4 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of belt, gear, chain and coupling drives. 

7224.D2.5 Install and align belts, gears, chains and couplings correctly. 

7224.D2.6 Describe the use and construction of seals and packings. 

7224.D2.7 Recognize the differences, and correct uses of plain and anti-friction type bearings. 

7224.D2.8 Compare gear drive systems, their components and function. 

7224.D2.9 Analyze failures due to heat, vibration and observation. 

7224.D2.10 Selection of proper lubricants for the correct use, in specific applications. 

7224.D2.11 Installing and maintaining components safely. 
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7224.D2.12 Follow conventional industrial safety practices. 

Domain Pressurized Systems 

7224.D3.1 Understand the hazards of electromechanical equipment and apply safe working 
practices. 

7224.D3.2 Understand what a mechatronic system is, and the inter relationships of 
components and modules within a complex mechatronic system with a focus on 
(electro) pneumatic and hydraulic control systems. 

7224.D3.3 Understand the role of (electro) pneumatic and hydraulic control systems in 
complex mechatronic system and subsystems. 

7224.D3.4 Understand troubleshooting, maintenance and safety issues revolving around 
(electro) pneumatic and hydraulic circuits within a mechatronic system. 

7224.D3.5 Explain the role of various pneumatic / hydraulic components within a system or 
module and trace and describe the flow of energy in a given system or module. 

7224.D3.6 Describe the basic physical properties of pneumatic/hydraulic components in a 
system and carry out measurements and adjustments on pneumatic / hydraulic 
components. 

7224.D3.7 Read, analyze and utilize technical documents for the pneumatic/hydraulic control 
system. 

7224.D3.8 Localize, identify, document and correct malfunctions in complex mechatronic 
systems. 

7224.D3.9 Transfer the knowledge learned from one system to other systems. 

7224.D3.10 Effectively use current and emerging computer technologies when applicable. 

Domain Advanced Control Systems 

7224.D4.1 Explain the role of programmable logic controllers within a given system or module. 

7224.D4.2 Trace and describe the flow of information in a given mechatronic system or 
subsystem with a focus on the control function of PLCs in the system. 

7224.D4.3 Describe the basic functions and design of PLCs. 

7224.D4.4 Read, analyze and utilize the technical documents such as data sheets, timing 
diagrams, operation manuals, schematics, and ladder diagrams. 

7224.D4.5 Correctly localize, identify and document system malfunctions in or caused by PLC 
hardware, based upon the technical documentation. 

7224.D4.6 Transfer the knowledge learned from one system to another system. 

7224.D4.7 Effectively use current and emerging computer technologies when applicable. 

7224.D4.8 Attain readiness to take Level 1 - Siemens Certified Mechatronic Systems Assistant 
exam. 

Domain Programmable Logic Controllers 

7224.D5.1 Review basic computer operations. 

7224.D5.2 Program from relay logic to ladder logic diagrams. 

7224.D5.3 Design timer circuits and logic circuits. 

7224.D5.4 Describe logic circuits. 

7224.D5.5 Describe the common parts of programmable controllers. 

7224.D5.6 Program a start/stop circuit using a PLC. 

7224.D5.7 Program counters and timers using a programmable controller. 

7224.D5.8 Install and troubleshoot a simple programmable controller system. 
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7224.D5.9 Discuss input and output analog signals to/ from the PLC. 

7224.D5.10 Discuss sequencers. 

7224.D5.11 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Digital Manufacturing – Industry 4.0 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7220 Principles of 
Industry 4.0 and 
Digital 
Manufacturing 

4728 Robotics Design 
and Innovation 

7100 Digital 
Manufacturing 
Systems 

 7222 Advanced 
Manufacturing - 
Industry 4.0 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Industry 4.0 and Digital Manufacturing 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Digital Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7220 

Course Description Principles of Industry 4.0 introduces students to the Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT). Students will explore industry 4.0 technologies such as artificial intelligence 
(AI), human to robot collaboration, big data, safety, electrical, sensors, digital 
integration, fluid power, robot operation, measurement, CAD, CNC, additive 
manufacturing, print reading, and technical mathematics.  Students will complete 
hands-on labs, virtual simulations, projects, and critical thinking assignments to 
help prepare for SACA C-101 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate I - Basic Operations 
certification exam. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SMDI 110 
TBD 

Postsecondary Credential TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications SACA C-101 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate I - Basic Operations 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Industry 4.0 

7220.D1.1 Identify the components of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). 

7220.D1.2 Recognize that IIoT is the building block for Smart Manufacturing and Digital 
Integration. 

7220.D1.3 Recognize how equipment monitoring plays a major role in predictive maintenance, 
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lean manufacturing, and quality. 

7220.D1.4 Demonstrate how Industry 4.0 concepts are changing the manufacturing world. 

7220.D1.5 Execute basic setup, adjustment & operation of automated machines that may 
include; CNC, robotics, 3D Printers, laser engraving, etc. 

7220.D1.6 Discuss multiple aspects of industrial prints/drawings that are used in 
manufacturing. 

7220.D1.7 Demonstrate an understanding of technical math, US customary, metric system, 
and metrology. 

7220.D1.8 Recall content pertaining to General Industrial Safety to successfully obtain the 
OSHA 10 Hour General Industry Certification. 

7220.D1.9 Recall fundamental content to meet/exceed the cut-score for the SACA (Smart 
Automation Certification Alliance) C-101 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate - Basic 
Operations - Silver Certification. 

7220.D1.10 Demonstrate skills to obtain the SACA C-101 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate - Basic 
Operations - Gold Certification at a 100% of skill standard. 

 
 

Robotics Design and Innovation 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Digital Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 4728 

Course Description The Robotics Design and Innovation course is designed to introduce students to 
technology that is revolutionizing modern manufacturing and logistic centers 
across global markets.  Students will explore careers that are related to the fourth 
industrial revolution and be introduced to the emerging technologies that make 
the manufacturing world ever changing.  These technologies include; 
mechatronics, CAD/CAM, robots, programmable automation, cloud technologies, 
networking, big data and analytics.  Students will design a part to be mass 
produced using processes such as additive and subtractive manufacturing, while 
utilizing lean manufacturing concepts.  The course will prepare students for the 
SACA, C-102 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Industry 4.0 and Digital Manufacturing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SMDI 111 
TBD 

Postsecondary Credential TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications SACA C-102 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate - Advanced Operations Certification 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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4728.D1.1 Demonstrate safety hazards and application of safe work practices when working 
with industrial equipment and hand tools. 

4728.D1.2 Communicate an occupation one could expect to obtain and the skills needed in the 
fourth industrial revolution. 

4728.D1.3 Differentiate between additive and subtractive manufacturing. 

4728.D1.4 Execute software at an introductory level for graphical communication. 

4728.D1.5 Produce a production part that utilizes advanced manufacturing processes as a 
team member. 

4728.D1.6 Describe how components in modern manufacturing facilities work and 
communicate with each other. 

4728.D1.7 Create a simple handling tool program using an industrial robot. 

4728.D1.8 Recall fundamental content to meet/exceed the cut-score for the SACA (Smart 
Automation Certification Alliance) C-102 - Certified Industry 4.0 Associate II - 
Advanced Operations - Silver Certification. 

4728.D1.9 Demonstrate skills to obtain the SACA C-102 - Certified Industry 4.0 Associate II - 
Advanced Operations - Gold Certification at a 100% of skill standard. 

4728.D1.10 Demonstrate the ability to create and interpret technical documents. 
 
 

Digital Manufacturing Systems 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Digital Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7100 

Course Description Digital Manufacturing Systems will deepen students’ technical skills by studying 
the electrical system required to support an Industry 4.0 manufacturing system 
and building on skills learned in Principles of Industry 4.0 and Robotics Design and 
Innovation.  Topics include Industry 4.0 technologies such as data analytics, cyber 
security, and smart sensors. Students will work on a 4-6 student team to build a 
working prototype of an Industry 4.0 system. Highlights include: Variable 
Frequency Drives, PLC troubleshooting, Cyber Security, Smart Sensors, and Smart 
network communications. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Industry 4.0 and Digital Manufacturing, Robotics Design and 
Innovation 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SMDI 130, SMDI 225 
TBD 

Postsecondary Credential TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications SACA C-104 Certified Industry 4.0 Associate - IIoT, Networking & Data Analytics 
Certification 
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain:  Electrical System 

7100.D1.1 Apply electrical system safety 

7100.D1.2 Connect and operate basic electrical circuits 

7100.D1.3 Interpret electrical schematics and diagrams 

7100.D1.4 Use a digital multimeter (DMM) to make electrical measurements 

7100.D1.5 Analyze basic load circuits 

7100.D1.6 Test and replace/reset fuses and circuit breakers 

7100.D1.7 Connect and operate basic reactive components 

7100.D1.8 Analyze basic combination circuits 

7100.D1.9 Troubleshoot basic series and parallel electrical circuits 

7100.D1.10 Connect and operate single-phase transformer circuits 

7100.D1.11 Analyze Inductive Circuits 

7100.D1.12 Analyze Capacitive Circuits 

Domain:  IIoT, Networking, Data Analytics 

7100.D2.1 Optimize overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) 

7100.D2.2 Identify and eliminate production bottlenecks 

7100.D2.3 Configure and use a cloud-based data acquisition system 

7100.D2.4 Identify Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) components 

7100.D2.5 Use a keypad to operate an AC variable frequency drive (VFD) 

7100.D2.6 View and edit basic VFD parameters 

7100.D2.7 Interpret a PLC program that controls 2/3-wire VFD operation 

7100.D2.8 Operate and monitor a PLC-controlled VFD 

7100.D2.9 Reset a VFD after an error occurs 

7100.D2.10 Operate and monitor a PLC system 

7100.D2.11 Configure a PLC to PC Ethernet/IP Driver 

7100.D2.12 Create and edit a PLC project 

7100.D2.13 Use status and diagnostic indicators to troubleshoot a PLC system 

7100.D2.14 Troubleshoot a PLC system with discrete I/O 

7100.D2.15 Connect and configure a managed Ethernet network 

7100.D2.16 View Ethernet switch network performance and diagnostics 

7100.D2.17 Configure port security of a managed industrial Ethernet switch 

7100.D2.18 Configure a virtual LAN using a managed Ethernet switch 

7100.D2.19 Adjust and operate a flat belt conveyor 

7100.D2.20 Interpret and operate a PLC program that controls a mechatronic system sequence 

7100.D2.21 Interpret and operate a robot program that uses a traverse axis 

7100.D2.22 Interpret and operate a PLC program that uses discrete I/O handshaking 

7100.D2.23 Interpret and operate PLC and robot programs that use Ethernet I/O handshaking 

7100.D2.24 Connect and configure an IO-Link Master 

7100.D2.25 Connect and operate an IO-Link RFID reader system 

7100.D2.26 Interpret and operate a PLC program that uses an IO-Link RFID function block 
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7100.D2.27 Connect and configure an Ethernet-serial interface 

7100.D2.28 Connect and operate a barcode reader 

7100.D2.29 Interpret and operate a PLC program that uses barcode reader function block 

7100.D2.30 Connect, configure, and operate an IO-Link sensor 

7100.D2.31 Interpret and operate a PLC program that uses an IO-Link sensor 

7100.D2.32 Interpret and operate a PLC project that tracks production statistics 

7100.D2.33 Configure and use a cloud-based SCADA system to track production statistics 

7100.D2.34 Configure and use a cloud-based maintenance management system 

7100.D2.35 Create and manually populate an SQL database to store data from automation 

7100.D2.36 Use a basic query to display and analyze data from an SQL database 
 
 

Advanced Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 Capstone 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Digital Manufacturing - Industry 4.0 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7222 

Course Description Introduces the basic theory, operation, and programming of industrial robots and 
their applications through simulations and hands-on laboratory activities. Basic 
theory, operation, and programming of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) will 
be emphasized in this course along with how automation devices may be 
integrated with other machines.  Multiple industry standard certifications in the 
field of robotics and automation will be available depending on the length of the 
course. As a capstone course, students are encouraged to participate in an 
intensive, embedded work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Robotics Design and Innovation, Digital Manufacturing Systems 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 
credits maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 116, ADMF 205, ADMF 206, INDT 205 
TBD 

Postsecondary Credential TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Industrial Robotics I 

7222.D1.1 Identify safety hazards and apply safe working practices when working with 
automated equipment. 

7222.D1.2 Demonstrate ability to create and set up a robotic work cell. 

7222.D1.3 Demonstrate an ability to properly start up, operate, and shut down an industrial 
robot. 
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7222.D1.4 Create and execute robot programs in teach mode and playback mode. 

7222.D1.5 Demonstrate ability to define tool center points. 

7222.D1.6 Develop an understanding of various coordinate systems used in robotic 
programming. 

7222.D1.7 Demonstrate ability to backup and restore robot programs. 

7222.D1.8 Demonstrate an ability to recover robot operation from common faults. 

7222.D1.9 Demonstrate an ability to monitor and operate robot inputs & outputs. 

7222.D1.10 Create and execute MACROs. 

7222.D1.11 Demonstrate an ability to create programs with subroutine structure. 

7222.D1.12 Recognize how multiple robots, PLC’s, and CNC types of equipment integrate with 
each other. 

7222.D1.13 Demonstrate an ability to edit programmed positions. 

7222.D1.14 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7222.D1.15 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7222.D1.16 Assess readiness to take the SACA C-215 Robot System Operations I Certification 
exam. 

Domain Programmable Logic Controllers 

7222.D2.1 Review basic computer operations. 

7222.D2.2 Program from relay logic to ladder logic diagrams. 

7222.D2.3 Design timer circuits and logic circuits. 

7222.D2.4 Describe logic circuits. 

7222.D2.5 Describe the common parts of programmable controllers. 

7222.D2.6 Program a start/stop circuit using a PLC. 

7222.D2.7 Program counters and timers using a programmable controller. 

7222.D2.8 Install and troubleshoot a simple programmable controller system. 

7222.D2.9 Discuss input and output analog signals to/ from the PLC. 

7222.D2.10 Discuss sequencers. 

7222.D2.11 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7222.D2.12 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7222.D2.13 Assess readiness to take the SACA C-207 Programmable Controller Systems 1 
Certification exam. 

Domain Industrial Robotics II 

7222.D3.1 Continued study of safety hazards and application of safe work practices when 
working 

7222.D3.2 with automated robotic equipment. 

7222.D3.3 Demonstrate the ability to write advanced teach pendant programs. 

7222.D3.4 Understand the integration process of robots into a multi robot work cell using 
various 

7222.D3.5 types of computer-controlled equipment including the PLC and HMI. 

7222.D3.6 Communicate effectively utilizing industry vernacular. 

7222.D3.7 Solve technical problems using critical thinking skills. 

7222.D3.8 Effectively troubleshoot error codes and return service to a non-functioning robot. 

7222.D3.9 Demonstrate how to master and calibrate a robot. 
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7222.D3.10 Discuss the various applications of EOAT and the nature of automatic tool changing. 

7222.D3.11 Apply basic knowledge of robot physics in an automated robotic work cell. 

7222.D3.12 Prepare to earn industry recognized robotic certifications. 

7222.D3.13 Demonstrate the ability to create and interpret technical documents. 

7222.D3.14 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7222.D3.15 Demonstrate an ability to create a simulated work-cell using leading edge software. 

7222.D3.16 Assess readiness to take the FANUC Certified Robot Operator-1 certification exam. 

Domain Sensors 

7222.D4.1 Describe the hazards associated with automated machines and determine 
appropriate safety methods for working around computer controlled machinery. 

7222.D4.2 Define and discuss open loop and closed loop systems. 

7222.D4.3 Discuss the types of switches used in manufacturing automation. 

7222.D4.4 Discuss the types of photoelectric sensors used in manufacturing automation. 

7222.D4.5 Discuss the types of transducers used in manufacturing automation. 

7222.D4.6 Describe and classify sensor systems as discrete, analog, and data types. 

7222.D4.7 Develop an understanding of process variables and the appropriate sensor 
technology used to measure that variable. 

7222.D4.8 Analyze and select appropriate sensing control and safety requirements for 
automated machinery. 

7222.D4.9 Define and discuss the terms sink and source with respect to sensor technology. 

7222.D4.10 Analyze and interpret sensor specifications and documentation. 

7222.D4.11 Install, program, and troubleshoot sensor systems. 

7222.D4.12 Adjust machines for accuracy and repeatability of sensor operations. 

7222.D4.13 Solve mathematical problems related to sensor operations. 

7222.D4.14 Verbally describe and interpret data obtained from sensor readings. 

7222.D4.15 Assess readiness to take the SACA C-205 Sensor Logic Systems 1, C-213 Smart 
Sensor and Identification Sys. 1 and C-214 Smart Factory Systems 1 Certification 
exam. 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Industrial Maintenance Technician – Electrical 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7108 Principles of 
Advanced 
Manufacturing 

7103 Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Technology 

7102 Industrial 
Electrical 
Fundamentals 

  Industrial Electrical 
Capstone 

 

In Progress –  

Please contact the Office of CTE for additional details if you are planning to offer 

the NLPS in the Fall of 2021.   

  

mailto:cte@gov.in.gov
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Industrial Maintenance Technician – Mechanical 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7108 Principles of 
Advanced 
Manufacturing 

7103 Advanced 
Manufacturing 
Technology 

7104 Machinery 
Installation and 
Maintenance 

  Industrial 
Maintenance 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Advanced Manufacturing 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7108 

Course Description Principles of Advanced Manufacturing is a course that includes classroom and 
laboratory experiences in Industrial Technology and Manufacturing Trends. 
Domains include safety and impact, manufacturing essentials, lean manufacturing, 
design principles, and careers in advanced manufacturing. Hands-on projects and 
team activities will allow students to apply learning on the latest industry 
technologies. Work-based learning experiences and industry partnerships are 
highly encouraged for an authentic industry experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 101 
VU: PMTD 110, PMTD 110L, DRAF 140 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Manufacturing 

7108.D1.1 Understand the importance of the manufacturing industry, and introduction to 
common manufacturing concepts through direct interaction with industry. 

7108.D1.2 Conduct assigned tasks in a safe and workmanlike manner while working 
independently or in small groups. 

7108.D1.3 Discuss the need for workplace safety and workplace safety training programs as 
covered by the OSHA 10 hour program: 
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7108.D1.4 Attain readiness to take OSHA 10 Hour General Industry Certification exam. 

7108.D1.5 Discuss quality systems and reference common manufacturing examples 

7108.D1.6 Use quantitative analytical skills to evaluate and process numerical data. 

7108.D1.7 Discuss basic blueprint reading fundamentals 

7108.D1.8 Discuss basic measurement systems. 

7108.D1.9 Perform basic measurement using precision measuring tools. 

7108.D1.10 Demonstrate the ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7108.D1.11 Utilizing and applying software where appropriate to the course. 

7108.D1.12 Attain readiness to take MSSC Safety and Quality Certification exam. 

 

Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Industrial Automation and Robotics 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7103 

Course Description Advanced Manufacturing Technology introduces manufacturing processes and 
practices used in manufacturing environments. The course also covers key electrical 
principles, including current, voltage, resistance, power, inductance, capacitance, 
and transformers, along with basic mechanical and fluid power principles.  Topics 
include, types of production, production materials, machining and tooling, 
manufacturing planning, production control, and product distribution will be 
covered.  Students will be expected to understand the product life cycle from 
conception through distribution.  This course also focuses on technologies used in 
production processes.  Basic power systems, energy transfer systems, machine 
operation and control will be explored. This course will use lecture, lab, online 
simulation and programming to prepare students for Certified Production 
Technician Testing through Manufacturing Skill Standards Council (MSSC). 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Advanced Manufacturing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 102, INDT 113 
VU: CIMT 100, CIMT 100L, CIMT 160, CIMT 160L 

Postsecondary Credential TC Automation and Robotics Technology (15.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications MSSC Certified Production Tech 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

7103.D1.1 Conduct assigned tasks in a safe and workmanlike manner while working either 
independently or in small groups 
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7103.D1.2 Identify basic manufacturing processes and major types of production systems. 

7103.D1.3 Define common properties of industrial materials, their application, testing and 
enhancement 

7103.D1.4 Describe the design, tooling and production aspects of manufacturing. 

7103.D1.5 Demonstrate a general knowledge of non-traditional manufacturing processes and 
automation. 

7103.D1.6 Explain the basic concepts of electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power systems. 

7103.D1.7 Describe and solve for basic electrical quantities such as voltage, amperage, 
resistance, and power. 

7103.D1.8 Describe the types of basic fluid power systems used in manufacturing. 

7103.D1.9 Determine fluid system properties such as pressure, flow, viscosity, and pressure 
drop 

7103.D1.10 Identify the common types and operation of bearing, coupling, belt, and chain 
systems. 

7103.D1.11 Identify physical principles including: force, torque, simple machines, and 
mechanical drives. 

7103.D1.12 Describe the basic concepts of machine control, machine automation, and electrical 
control. 

7103.D1.13 Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. 

7103.D1.14 Use quantitative analytical skills to evaluate and process numerical data. 

7103.D1.15 Solve problems using critical and creative thinking skills. 

7103.D1.16 Utilize and apply software where appropriate to the course. 

7103.D1.17 Attain readiness to take MSSC Production and Maintenance Awareness Certification 
exams. 

7103.D1.18 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7103.D1.19 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

Domain Electrical Power 

7103.D2.1 Demonstrate proper safety precautions related to equipment. 

7103.D2.2 Define the following terms: voltage, resistance, current amperage, direct current, 
alternating current, and power supply. 

7103.D2.3 Identify electrical components and form a schematic diagram. 

7103.D2.4 Identify types of electrical mechanical switches (SPDT, DPDT, etc.) 

7103.D2.5 Use Ohm's Law to calculate voltage, current, and resistance problems. 

7103.D2.6 Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements using the proper 
measurement devices (both analog and digital meters). 

7103.D2.7 Calculate voltage, current, and resistance in simple series, parallel, and series-
parallel circuits. 

7103.D2.8 Create a schematic drawing and complete single phase AC electrical service 
connections including meter bases and service panels. 

7103.D2.9 Explain the basic principles and operation of transformers, resistors, capacitors and 
diodes. 

7103.D2.10 Describe the concepts of both DC and AC inductance and capacitance. 

7103.D2.11 Calculate values for AC and DC resistive, inductive, and capacitive components. 

7103.D2.12 Assemble and test laboratory exercises including building single phase AC switched 
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circuits, and circuits using mechanical relays. 

7103.D2.13 Use meters to identify and measure results of AC and DC laboratory exercises. 

7103.D2.14 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7103.D2.15 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

7103.D3.1 Demonstrate understanding of the basic functions of PLC’s 

 

Machinery Installation and Maintenance 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study ITMM 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7104 

Course Description Machinery Installation and Maintenance examines the procedures for the removal, 
repair and installation of machine components. The methods of installation, 
lubrication practices, and maintenance procedures for industrial machinery are 
analyzed. Also presented are the techniques involved in the calibration and repair 
of mechanical devices and the practice in computations pertaining to industrial 
machinery. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Advanced Manufacturing, Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: INDT 203 
VU: CIMT 140, CIMT 140L, CIMT 150, CIMT 150L 

Postsecondary Credential CT Industrial Mechanical, TC Industrial Mechanical Technology (47.0303) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Industrial Maintenance Capstone 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study ITMM 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description The Industrial Maintenance Capstone course focuses on the installation, 
maintenance, and repair of industrial robots. Students will also learn the basics of 
pneumatic, electro pneumatic and hydraulic control circuits as well as the basic 
theory, fundamentals of digital logic, and programming of programmable logic 
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controllers (PLCs) in a complex mechatronic system. Students will learn to identify 
malfunctioning robots and to apply troubleshooting strategies to identify and 
localize problems caused by pneumatic and hydraulic control circuits and PLC 
hardware. Completing the capstone course will provide students the opportunity to 
earn a postsecondary certificate and will prepare students to take nationally 
recognized industry certification exams.  Hands-on projects and team activities will 
allow students to apply learning on the latest industry technologies. Extended 
work-based learning experiences and industry partnerships are highly encouraged 
for an authentic industry experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Machinery Install, Repair and Maintenance 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 
credits maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ADMF 112, ADMF 222, INDT 114, MTTC 101 
VU: WELD 160, CIMT 175, CIMT 175L 

Postsecondary Credential ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for the 2022-2023 school year 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Precision Machining 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7109 Principles of 
Precision 
Machining 

7105 Precision 
Machining 
Fundamentals 

7107 Advanced 
Precision 
Machining 

 7219 Precision 
Machining 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Precision Machining 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Precision Machining 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7109 

Course Description Principles of Precision Machining will provide students with a basic understanding 
of the processes used to produce industrial goods.  Classroom instruction and labs 
will focus on shop safety, measurement, layout, blueprint reading, shop math, 
metallurgy, basic hand tools, milling, turning, grinding, and sawing operations.  
This course prepares the student for the optional National Institute for 
Metalworking Skills (NIMS) Measurement, Materials, & Safety certification that 
may be required for college dual credit. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes The Precision Machining program is most effective offered in a multi-period 
training session.   
If partnering with VU for dual credit, it is required to enroll in the Machining 
Fundamentals (7105) and the Advanced Machining (7107) courses concurrently. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MTTC 101, 106 
VU: PMTD 110, PMTD 110L, PMTD 105 

Postsecondary Credential ITCC: CT Machine Tool Technology, TC Machine Tool Technology (48.0503) 
VU: CG Metalworking Technology 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101, UCC Electives 12 hours 

Promoted Certifications NIMS Measurement, Materials & Safety 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Machining 

7109.D1.1 Demonstrate applications of machining speeds and feeds. 
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7109.D1.2 Interpret detail and assembly drawings of tooling and related components. 

7109.D1.3 Interpret engineering data presented in graphs or charts, algebraic expressions and 
proportional relationships. 

7109.D1.4 Demonstrate the correct use of basic hand tools, special accessories, and required 
testing equipment. 

7109.D1.5 Identify the basic parts and applications of measuring and layout tools. 

7109.D1.6 Identify the basic parts and functions of the 5 common machine tools 

7109.D1.7 Identify and explain the application of all common cutting tools. 

7109.D1.8 Identify and explain Metallurgy and heat treatment of steels 

7109.D1.9 Perform routine preventative maintenance procedures. 

7109.D1.10 Develop and utilize mathematical formulas to compute coordinates and solve 
machining related problems. 

7109.D1.11 Solve problems and make decisions using formal process methods. 

7109.D1.12 Solve mathematical problems related to machining operations. 

Domain Print Interpretation 

7109.D2.1 Indicate dimensions and tolerances related to fasteners and joining requirements. 

7109.D2.2 Understand detail and assembly drawings of gears and cams. 

7109.D2.3 Demonstrate skills in multi-view drawings required for manufacture and repair of 
machinery. 

7109.D2.4 Discuss detail drawings involving multi-view projections, sectional views, auxiliary 
views, 

7109.D2.5 dimensioning subassemblies, and isometric illustrations. 

7109.D2.6 Interpret welding symbols and codes. 

7109.D2.7 Develop and use mathematical formulas to compute coordinates and solve gearing-
related 

7109.D2.8 problems. 

7109.D2.9 Apply basic knowledge of physics-mechanics to industrial related problems. 

7109.D2.10 Apply tolerances, limits, and fits to meet manufacturing requirements. 

7109.D2.11 Read prints, interpret drawings, and understand engineering specifications. 

7109.D2.12 Think critically and independently, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate technical 
problems and 

7109.D2.13 information. 

7109.D2.14 Solve problems and make decisions using formal process methods. 

7109.D2.15 Solve mathematical problems related to engineering formulas. 

7109.D2.16 Verbally describe and interpret data obtained from prints. 
 
 

Precision Machining Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Precision Machining 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7105 

Course Description Precision Machining Fundamentals will build a foundation in conventional milling 
and turning.  Students will be instructed in the classroom on topics of shop safety, 
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theory, industrial terminology, and calculations.  Lab work will consist of the setup 
and operation of vertical and/or horizontal milling machines and engine lathes.  
This course prepares the student for the optional National Institute for 
Metalworking Skills (NIMS) Milling I certification that may be required for college 
dual credit. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Precision Machining 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes It is recommended that Precision Machining program of study be taught in a 2-3 
period block of time.   
VU dual credit requires that Precision Machining Fundamentals and Advanced 
Precision Machining be completed concurrently 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MTTC 102, MTTC 103 
VU: PMTD 120 

Postsecondary Credential ITCC: CT Machine Tool Technology, TC Machine Tool Technology (48.0503) 
VU: CG Metalworking Technology 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101, UCC Electives 12 hours 

Promoted Certifications NIMS Milling I 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Manual Milling and Turning 

7105.D1.1 Identify, understand and practice general and machine specific safety rules and 
practices. 

7105.D1.2 Interpret engineering data presented in graphs or charts, algebraic expressions and 
proportional relationships. 

7105.D1.3 Demonstrate the correct use of basic hand tools, special accessories, and required 
testing equipment. 

7105.D1.4 Perform routine preventative maintenance procedures. 

7105.D1.5 Perform linear and angular measurements using a six inch scale, micrometers, 
calipers, combination set, and sine bar. 

7105.D1.6 Perform layout operations using a combination set, Vernier height gage, and 
surface plate. 

7105.D1.7 Demonstrate the understanding of the theory and function of measuring and layout 
tools, basic operations performed on conventional machine tools, related shop 
theory, shop mathematics and calculations. 

Domain Turning Process 

7105.D2.1 Identify and demonstrate correct setup and operation of tooling applications for 
the conventional engine lathe. 

7105.D2.2 Utilize mathematical formulas to compute coordinates and solve lathe machining 
related problems. 

7105.D2.3 Apply feeds and speeds calculations for given material and tooling combinations. 
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7105.D2.4 Think critically and independently analyze, synthesize, and evaluate technical 
problems and information. 

Domain Milling Process 

7105.D3.1 Demonstrate applications of machining speeds and feeds. 

7105.D3.2 Interpret detail and assembly drawings of tooling and related components. 

7105.D3.3 Develop and utilize mathematical formulas to compute coordinates and solve 
milling machine related problems. 

7105.D3.4 Perform routine preventative maintenance procedures. 

7105.D3.5 Identify and demonstrate correct setup and operation of tooling applications for 
milling machines. 

7105.D3.6 Think critically and independently analyze, synthesize, and evaluate technical 
problems and information. 

 
 

Advanced Precision Machining 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Precision Machining 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7107 

Course Description Advanced Precision Machining will build upon the Turning and Milling prcesses 
learned in Precision Machining Fundamentals and will build a foundation in 
abrasive process machines.  Students will be instructed in the classroom on topics 
of shop safety, theory, industrial terminology, and calculations associated with 
abrasives.  Lab work will consist of the setup and operation of bench grinders and 
surface grinders.  Additionally students will be introduced to Computerized 
Numeric Controlled (CNC) setup, operations and programming. This course 
prepares the student for the optional National Institute for Metalworking Skills 
(NIMS) Grinding I certification that may be required for college dual credit. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Precision Machining, Precision Machining Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes It is recommended that Precision Machining program of study be taught in a 2-3 
period block of time.   
VU dual credit requires that Precision Machining Fundamentals and Advanced 
Precision Machining be completed concurrently 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MTTC 105, MTTC 110 
VU: PMTD 120 

Postsecondary Credential ITCC: CT Machine Tool Technology, TC Machine Tool Technology (48.0503) 
VU: CG Metalworking Technology 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101, UCC Electives 12 hours 

Promoted Certifications NIMS Grinding I 
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Milling and Turning 

7107.D1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of basic OSHA requirements, general shop safety, and 
MSDS information. 

7107.D1.2 Create and interpret documentation for safety, set-up, and quality control 
purposes. 

7107.D1.3 Utilize standard shop documents such as Job Routers, Job Process Sheets, 
Inspection Plans, etc. 

7107.D1.4 Effectively interpret part prints or technical drawings, including GD&T, and use the 
information to select proper gauging and measurement tools. 

7107.D1.5 Demonstrate applications of machining speeds and feeds. 

7107.D1.6 Interpret detail and assembly drawings of tooling and related components. 

7107.D1.7 Interpret engineering data presented in graphs or charts, algebraic expressions, and 
proportional relationships. 

7107.D1.8 Demonstrate the correct use of basic hand tools, special accessories, and required 
testing equipment. 

7107.D1.9 Perform routine preventative maintenance procedures. 

7107.D1.10 Develop and utilize mathematical formulas to compute coordinates and solve lathe 
and milling machine related problems. 

7107.D1.11 Apply basic knowledge of physics-mechanics to lathe and mill problems. 

7107.D1.12 Apply tolerance limits and fits to meet lathe and mill machine tooling problems. 

7107.D1.13 Identify and demonstrate correct setup and operation of tooling applications for 
the conventional engine lathe and mill. 

7107.D1.14 Think critically and independently analyze, synthesize, and evaluate technical 
problems and information. 

Domain Abrasive Processes 

7107.D2.1 Demonstrate the correct use of abrasive tooling, special accessories, and required 
testing equipment. 

7107.D2.2 Apply tolerance limits and fits to meet abrasive processing requirements. 

7107.D2.3 Identify and demonstrate correct setup and operation of abrasive operations. 

7107.D2.4 Solve mathematical problems related to abrasive processing operations. 

Domain Basic CNC Programming and Operation 

7107.D3.1 Develop basic CNC programming and operating skills 

7107.D3.2 Utilize CNC programming and machine tools to perform complex machining tasks 

7107.D3.3 Use CNC machines to rough in parts that will be used in grinding processes. 

7107.D3.4 Compare the material cost, waste, manpower, scheduling of producing a part with 
manual machines compared to using a CNC production method using G- and M-
codes 

 
 

Precision Machining Capstone 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Precision Machining 
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NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7219 

Course Description Precision Machining Capstone is an in-depth study of skills learned in Precision 
Machining I, with a stronger focus on CNC setup/operation/programming. 
Students will be introduced to two axis CNC lathe programming and three axis CNC 
milling machine programming. Develops the theory of programming in the 
classroom with applications of the program accomplished on industry-type 
machines. Studies terminology of coordinates, cutter paths, angle cutting, and 
linear and circular interpolation. Classroom activities will concentrate on precision 
set-up and inspection work, as well as machine shop calculations. Students will 
develop skills in advanced machining and measuring parts involving tighter 
tolerances and more complex geometry. A continued focus on safety will also be 
presented. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Precision Machining Fundamentals, Advanced Precision Machining 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 
credits maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MTTC 107, MTTC 208, MTTC 209 
VU: PMTD 115, PMTD 116 

Postsecondary Credential ITCC: CT Machine Tool Technology, TC Machine Tool Technology (48.0503) 
VU: CG Metalworking Technology 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101, UCC Electives 12 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain CNC Setup and Operation 

7219.D1.1 Demonstrate a basic knowledge of OSHA requirements, chip handling, and general 
shop safety 

7219.D1.2 Identify the components of a CNC Mill (Machining Center) and Lathe (Turning 
Center) 

7219.D1.3 Identify and understand important documentation including job routers/process 
plan sheets setup sheets, and prints. 

7219.D1.4 Perform machine inspections and preventative maintenance checks on CNC mills & 
lathes 

7219.D1.5 Understand and navigate the machine control unit (MCU) 

7219.D1.6 Perform safe and proper machine startup and shut down procedures 

7219.D1.7 Recognize and correct machine malfunctions 

7219.D1.8 Use jog controls to move the machine manually 

7219.D1.9 Locate, assemble, and install the correct tooling in the tool changer/turret. 

7219.D1.10 Properly install and align the appropriate workholding systems in the machine 
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according to part documentation 

7219.D1.11 Locate and set work offsets 

7219.D1.12 Properly set tool offsets for each tool required in the part documentation 

7219.D1.13 Load, verify, and safely execute a CNC program in automatic mode 

7219.D1.14 Use manual, manual data input, and automatic operation modes. 

7219.D1.15 Interpret the components of a basic CNC program 

7219.D1.16 Perform basic edits of a part program 

7219.D1.17 Use standard measuring and inspection tools to determine if parts are within 
tolerances 

7219.D1.18 Apply basic Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T) to part inspection. 

7219.D1.19 Make tool wear adjustments to manufacture parts to specifications 

Domain CNC Programming: Mill and Lathe 

7219.D2.1 Consistently demonstrate proper programming format and techniques for manual 
CNC programming to machine parts without error. 

7219.D2.2 Complete appropriate documentation for safety, set-up, and quality control 
purposes. 

7219.D2.3 Create process plans and routings for machining operations. 

7219.D2.4 Choose appropriate tooling for specified material and machining operation. 

7219.D2.5 Calculate proper feeds and speeds for optimal tool life, machining time, and part 
finish. 

7219.D2.6 Understand and use the Cartesian Coordinate System 

7219.D2.7 Write mill and lathe G and M code programs manually on the machine 
control/simulator/PC 

7219.D2.8 Verify, troubleshoot, and correct part programs and machining problems 

7219.D2.9 Navigate CNC controls to run programmed parts 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Welding Technology 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7110 Principles of 
Welding 
Technology 

7111 Shielded Metal 
Arc Welding 

7101 Gas Welding 
Processes 

 7226 Welding 
Technology 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Welding Technology 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Welding Technology 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7110 

Course Description Principles of Welding Technology includes classroom and laboratory experiences that 
develop a variety of skills in oxy-fuel cutting and basic welding. This course is 
designed for individuals who intend to make a career as a Welder, Technician, 
Designer, Researcher, or Engineer. Emphasis is placed on safety at all times. OSHA 
standards and guidelines endorsed by the American Welding Society (AWS) are used. 
Instructional activities emphasize properties of metals, safety issues, blueprint 
reading, electrical principles, welding symbols, and mechanical drawing through 
projects and exercises that teach students how to weld and be prepared for 
postsecondary and career success. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: WELD 100 
VU: WELD 160, WELD 107 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Structural Welding 48.0508; TC Welding Technology 48.0508 
VU: CG Welding Technology 48.0508 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; MATH 100-level or higher; UCC Social Science or 
Speech Elective 

Promoted Certifications AWS Sense Core 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Welding Fundamentals 

7110.D1.1 Understand and identify welding symbols and blueprints. 
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7110.D1.2 Discuss the need for workplace safety and workplace safety training programs as 
covered by the OSHA 10 hour program 

7110.D1.3 Demonstrate basic welding techniques using virtual welding simulator. 

7110.D1.4 Learn proper AWS Standard Welding Terms and Definitions. 

7110.D1.5 Effectively analyze and apply Metallurgy fundamentals to welding processes. 

7110.D1.6 Identify the five basic welding joints. 

7110.D1.7 Understand and identify welding defects and discontinuities. 

7110.D1.8 Understand how to interpret Weld Procedure Specifications (WPSs) and their 
purpose. 

7110.D1.9 Demonstrate the use of oxy fuel welding and cutting. 

7110.D1.10 Demonstrate the use of plasma arc cutting. 

7110.D1.11 Discuss the current trends and opportunities in the welding field. 

7110.D1.12 Attain readiness to take OSHA 10 Hour General Industry Certification exam 

7110.D1.13 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. Apply that knowledge 
to steel fabrication. 

7110.D1.14 Utilize welding symbols to make appropriate welds according to code. 

7110.D1.15 Understand the basic concepts of sketching and drawing blueprints. 

7110.D1.16 Understand and apply welding symbol terminology and theory to industry 
applications 

7110.D1.17 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

Domain Plasma Arc Cutting 

7110.D2.1 Understand and apply learned skills to be able to operate CNC plasma cutting 
equipment 

7110.D2.2 Use CAD software to design parts 

7110.D2.3 Perform basic maintenance on all required equipment 

7110.D2.4 Utilize equipment to its full capability 

7110.D2.5 Use proper terminology as it applies to Plasma Arc Cutting 

7110.D2.6 Show they understand safe work practices 

7110.D2.7 Apply learned skills to cut and fabricate a project 
 
 

Shielded Metal Arc Welding 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Welding Technology 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7111 

Course Description Shielded Metal Arc Welding involves the theory and application of the Shielded Metal 
Arc Welding process. Process theory will include basic electricity, power sources, 
electrode selection, and all aspects pertaining to equipment operation and 
maintenance. Laboratory welds will be performed in basic weld joints with a variety 
of electrodes in the flat, horizontal and vertical positions. Emphasis will be placed on 
developing the basic skills necessary to comply with AWS industry standards. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Welding Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
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maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: WELD 108, WELD 206 
VU: WELD 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Structural Welding 48.0508; TC Welding Technology 48.0508 
VU: CG Welding Technology 48.0508 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; MATH 100-level or higher; UCC Social Science or 
Speech Elective 

Promoted Certifications AWS D.1.1 Shielded Metal Arc Welding, 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Shielded Metal Arc Welding 

7111.D1.1 Demonstrate electric welding equipment safety. 

7111.D1.2 Understand and apply all shielded metal arc welding safety rules. 

7111.D1.3 Identify the five basic welding joints. 

7111.D1.4 Identify heat input and metal distortion. 

7111.D1.5 Describe the capabilities of electric welding equipment. 

7111.D1.6 Weld with A.C. and D.C. current. 

7111.D1.7 Prepare and tack weld coupons. 

7111.D1.8 Make single and multi-pass welds. 

7111.D1.9 Weld in the flat, horizontal, vertical, and the overhead position. 

7111.D1.10 Identify SMAW electrodes and AWS electrode classification. 

7111.D1.11 Describe D.C. straight and reverse polarity. 

7111.D1.12 Describe proper electrode manipulation for each type of electrode. 

7111.D1.13 Describe proper correct technique for each welding position and electrode type. 

7111.D1.14 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7111.D1.15 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 

Domain Advanced Shielded Metal Arc Welding 

7111.D2.1 Describe differences in currents and polarities; AC, DC Reverse and DC Straight. 

7111.D2.2 Explain how to safely use SMAW equipment. 

7111.D2.3 Describe the AWS electrode identification system for SMA process. 

7111.D2.4 Perform fillet welds on .5” to 1"plate (21-bead Multi-pass) in horizontal, vertical and 
overhead positions. 

7111.D2.5 Describe how to control magnetic arc blow in DC welding of groove welds. 

7111.D2.6 Prepare and tack groove welds as to AWS D1.1 Structural Steel Code. 

7111.D2.7 Perform 3/8"and 1" groove welds as per AWS and ASME Code, in all positions. 

7111.D2.8 Perform air carbon arc gouging on steel groove welds. 

7111.D2.9 Describe heat input and metal warpage and distortion. 

7111.D2.10 Describe methods of destructive and non-destructive testing. 

7111.D2.11 Attain readiness to take American Welding Society certification exam 
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7111.D2.12 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7111.D2.13 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 
 
 

Gas Welding Processes 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Welding Technology 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7101 

Course Description Gas Welding Processes is designed to cover the operation of Gas Metal Arc Welding 
(MIG) equipment. This will include all settings, adjustments and maintenance needed 
to weld with a wire feed system. Instruction on both short-arc and spray-arc transfer 
methods will be covered. Tee, lap, and open groove joints will be done in all positions 
with solid, fluxcore, and aluminum wire.    Test plates will be made for progress 
evaluation. Schools may choose to offer the course as a comprehensive MIG Welding 
course or a combination of introductory MIG and TIG Welding operations. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Welding Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes Schools may choose to align to ITCC WELD 207 and WELD 208 to cover introductory 
MIG and TIG Welding. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: WELD 207, WELD 272 (WELD 208) 
VU: WELD 103 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Structural Welding 48.0508; TC Welding Technology 48.0508 
VU: CG Welding Technology 48.0508 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; MATH 100-level or higher; UCC Social Science or 
Speech Elective 

Promoted Certifications AWS D.1.1 MIG, AWS Sense Entry Level Welder 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Gas Metal Arc Welding 

7101.D1.1 Employ safety practices involved in gas metal arc welding. 

7101.D1.2 Describe constant voltage and wire feed welding processes. 

7101.D1.3 Weld with hard wire using short circuit and spray method welding. 

7101.D1.4 Weld with flux-core tubular wires. 

7101.D1.5 Weld aluminum with spray. 

7101.D1.6 Identify the gases used in gas metal arc welding. 

7101.D1.7 Perform routine maintenance on gas metal arc welding equipment. 

7101.D1.8 Identify and weld five (5) basic types of joints. 

7101.D1.9 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7101.D1.10 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 
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Domain Advanced Gas Metal Arc Welding 

7101.D2.1 Demonstrate the proper safety procedures in Gas Metal Arc welding. 

7101.D2.2 Learn proper AWS Standard Welding Terms and Definition. 

7101.D2.3 Perform weld restarts that are smooth and even with GMAW using short circuiting 
transfer equipment on mild steel. 

7101.D2.4 Perform lap, and tee joint welds with GMAW using short circuiting transfer 
equipment on mild steel in the vertical up, vertical down and overhead position. 

7101.D2.5 Perform square groove welds with GMAW using short circuiting transfer equipment 
on mild steel in the vertical up, vertical down and overhead position. 

7101.D2.6 Perform lap, and tee joint welds with GMAW using spray equipment on thick mild 
steel in the flat and horizontal position. 

7101.D2.7 Perform V-Groove welds with GMAW using spray equipment on thick mild steel in the 
flat position. 

7101.D2.8 Perform lap, tee and groove welds with GMAW equipment on aluminum. 

7101.D2.9 Understand welding procedure specifications (WPS) and be able to follow them. 

7101.D2.10 Understand the basic metallurgical properties of steel and aluminum and how they 
are affected by welding. 

7101.D2.11 Understand the significance of the suffix in GMAW electrode selection. 

7101.D2.12 Prepare to create a workmanship sample weldment for GMAW following the AWS 
provided prints. 

7101.D2.13 Gain insight into the Certification for AWS welders 

7101.D2.14 Attain readiness to take American Welding Society certification exam 

7101.D2.15 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

7101.D2.16 Demonstrate ability to use various types of software applicable to course. 
 
 

Welding Technology Capstone 
Career Cluster Advanced Manufacturing 

Program of Study Welding Technology 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7226 

Course Description The Welding Technology Capstone course builds upon the knowledge and skills 
developed in Welding Fundamentals, Shielded Metal Arc Welding, and Gas Metal Arc 
Welding by developing advanced welding skills in Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (TIG), 
Pipe Welding, and Fabrication.  As a capstone course, students should have the 
opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills through an intensive work-based 
learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Shielded Metal Arc Welding, Gas Welding Processes 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: WELD 208 (WELD 272), WELD 273, WELD 203, WELD 210, Elective 
VU: WELD 104, WELD 105, WELD 106, PMTD Elective? 
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Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Structural Welding 48.0508; TC Welding Technology 48.0508 
VU: CG Welding Technology 48.0508 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; IVYT 113 Student Success in 
Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; MATH 100-level or higher; UCC Social Science or 
Speech Elective 

Promoted Certifications AWS D.1.1 SMAW 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

7226.D1.1 Interpret welding symbols and demonstrate how they apply to shop drawings. 

7226.D1.2 Identify the various joint configurations and explain how they affect weld strength. 

7226.D1.3 Employ and practice safety procedures and practices used in the welding industry. 

7226.D1.4 Identify and describe the function of each component of a GTAW station. 

7226.D1.5 Identify and specify GTAW electrodes using the AWS electrode classification system. 

7226.D1.6 Identify and specify GTAW filler metals using the AWS filler metal classification 
system. 

7226.D1.7 Explain the effects of DCEN, DCEP, and AC current on electrode life, surface cleaning, 
and weld characteristics. 

7226.D1.8 Describe the shielding gases used for GTAW, describe their characteristics and their 
uses. 

7226.D1.9 Select the proper power source, current type, shielding gas, flow rate, electrode type 
and diameter, nozzle size, and filler metal. 

7226.D1.10 Properly assemble and adjust all variables required to produce acceptable GTA welds. 

7226.D1.11 Properly prepare tungsten electrodes for welding with AC or DC current. 

7226.D1.12 Demonstrate the use of square wave and pulse welding technology and how it applies 
to GTAW. 

7226.D1.13 Properly prepare metals for welding. 

7226.D1.14 Identify different types of weld defects and describe steps to prevent them. 

7226.D1.15 Describe welding characteristics for Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, and Aluminum and 
other weldable metals. 

7226.D1.16 Demonstrate welding on various types of metals. 

Domain Advanced Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 

7226.D2.1 Demonstrate the proper safety procedures in Gas Tungsten Arc welding. 

7226.D2.2 Learn proper AWS Standard Welding Terms and Definition. 

7226.D2.3 Setup and shut down of a Gas Tungsten Arc station properly and safely. 

7226.D2.4 Select and determine the proper electrode and nozzle size for a job. 

7226.D2.5 Understand welding procedure specifications (WPS) and be able to follow them. 

7226.D2.6 Perform destruction testing with appropriate welds. 

7226.D2.7 Perform proper techniques of preparation of tungsten electrodes. 

7226.D2.8 Perform balling of tungsten electrodes in preparation for aluminum welding. 

7226.D2.9 Gain insight into the Certification for AWS welders. 

7226.D2.10 Practice welding, following WPS and instructors guidelines. 
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7226.D2.11 Lap/T/Square groove/w/wire on 10ga.steel. 

7226.D2.12 Lap/T/Square groove on 10ga. Stainless Steel. 

7226.D2.13 Lap/T on 10ga. Aluminum. 

7226.D2.14 Workmanship sample prints; steel, stainless steel, aluminum. 

7226.D2.15 Attain readiness to take American Welding Society certification exam. 

7226.D2.16 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

Domain Pipe Welding 

7226.D3.1 Understand and apply all shielded metal arc pipe welding and gas tungsten arc 
welding safety rules. 

7226.D3.2 Apply American Welding Society D1.1 code welding criteria to guided bend tests. 

7226.D3.3 Utilize and apply shielded metal arc pipe welding process and gas tungsten arc 
welding fundamentals to pass AWS welding certifications. 

7226.D3.4 Apply all appropriate equipment settings and adjustments. 

7226.D3.5 Understand and apply the basic principles and terminology involved in destructive 
weld testing. 

7226.D3.6 Employ safety procedures in preparation of and welding of pipe. 

7226.D3.7 Perform the proper technique for preparing the pipe for welding. 

7226.D3.8 Tack pipe in 2G and 5G position. 

7226.D3.9 Weld pipe in the2G position with the stringer bead method. 

7226.D3.10 Weld pipe in the 5G position with the stringer or weave bead method. 

7226.D3.11 Prepare pipe for weld test. 

7226.D3.12 Demonstrate ability to inspect weld joint before, during and after welding. 

7226.D3.13 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 

Domain Fabrication 

7226.D4.1 Describe equipment used in basic metal fabrication. 

7226.D4.2 Use measuring equipment. 

7226.D4.3 Prepare a bill of materials from a print chosen for project. 

7226.D4.4 Prepare a list of fabrication steps necessary to fabricate this project. 

7226.D4.5 Layout the various tolerances, fits and allowances related to this project. 

7226.D4.6 Layout the assigned project. 

7226.D4.7 Fabricate the assigned project. 

7226.D4.8 Perform visual inspection of project. 

7226.D4.9 Produce a detailed drawing of project with welding symbols. 

7226.D4.10 Demonstrate ability to read and interpret technical documents. 
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Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Ag Mechanical and Engineering 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7117 Principles of 
Agriculture 

5088 Agriculture Power, 
Structures and 
Technology 

7112 Agriculture 
Structures 
Fabrication and 
Design 

 7228 Agriculture 
Mechanization and 
Technology 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7117 

Course Description Principles of Agriculture is a two-semester course that will cover the diversity of the 
agricultural industry and agribusiness concepts. Students will develop an 
understanding of the role of agriculture in the United States and globally. Students 
will explore Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resource (AFNR) systems related to the 
production of food, fiber and fuel and the associated health, safety and 
environmental management systems. Topics covered in the course range from 
animals, plants, food, natural resources, ag power, structures and technology, and 
agribusiness. Participation in FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) will 
be an integral part of this course in order to develop leadership and career ready 
skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 100 
VU: AGBS 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture, CT Landscaping Technician, TC Precision Agriculture Specialist 
(1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain AFNR Systems 
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7117.D1.1 Describe the role of agriculture in US and global societies through the domestication 
and distribution of the world’s important crop and livestock species. 

7117.D1.2 Recognize the diversity of AFNR systems in the US and the world.  

7117.D1.3 Understand the size and productivity of farms and ranches in the US and around the 
world. 

7117.D1.4 Understand US production systems for major grain crops, including Crop Rotation 
Systems, Tillage Systems, Variety Selection, and Harvest and grain storage technology. 

7117.D1.5 Understand US production systems for major livestock animals. 

7117.D1.6 Research, examine, and discuss issues and trends that impact AFNR systems on local, 
state, national and global levels. 

7117.D1.7 Examine technologies and analyze their impact on AFNR systems. 

Domain Agribusiness 

7117.D2.1 To have students develop an understanding of how economics relates to agriculture, 
and how economic principles are used to analyze and solve problems in agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

7117.D2.2 To have students understand the structure of the U.S. Agriculture and how agriculture 
interacts with the aggregate economic system. 

7117.D2.3 To have students recognize the role of producers, input suppliers, food marketing 
organizations, and consumers in the U.S. Agricultural economy. 

7117.D2.4 Help students understand the qualities and characteristics employers in agribusiness 
expect in prospective employees and how students can develop those qualities and 
characteristics. 

7117.D2.5 Describe the diversity of jobs and careers in agricultural industries in Indiana and the 
US. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7117.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and improve 
safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7117.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management in the 
workplace. 

7117.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use of AFNR 
tools and equipment. 

Domain Careers 

7117.D4.1 Evaluate the nature and scope of AFNR systems in society and the economy 

7117.D4.2 Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in AFNR 
systems 

7117.D4.3 Identify how key organizational structures and processes affect organizational 
performance and the quality of products and services 

7117.D4.4 Demonstrate those qualities, attributes, and skills necessary to succeed in, or further 
prepare for, a chosen career while effectively contributing to society. 

Domain Leadership 

7117.D5.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason through speaking, writing, visuals, 
and active listening in formal and informal settings 

7117.D5.2 Recognize and explain the role of the FFA in the development of leadership, 
education, employability, communications, and human relations skills 

7117.D5.3 Examine roles within teams, work units, departments, organizations, 
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interorganizational systems, and the larger environment 

7117.D5.4 Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others 

7117.D5.5 Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution of the whole person 

Domain Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) 

7117.D6.1 Explain the nature of and become familiar with those terms related to an SAE 
program. 

7117.D6.2 Explore the numerous possibilities for an SAE program which a student might 
develop. 

7117.D6.3 Develop an individual SAE program and implementation plan for record keeping skills. 

 

 

Agriculture Power, Structure, and Technology 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag Mechanical and Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5088 

Course Description Agriculture Power, Structure and Technology is a two semester, up to six credits, lab 
intensive course in which students develop an understanding of basic principles of 
tool selection, operation, maintenance, and management of agricultural equipment 
in concert with the utilization of technology. Topics covered include: safety, problem-
solving/troubleshooting, electricity, plumbing, concrete, carpentry, metal technology, 
engines, emerging technologies, leadership development, supervised agricultural 
experience, and career opportunities in the area of agriculture power, structure, and 
technology. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 106, AGRI 128 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Agriculture Structures Fabrication and Design 
Career Cluster Agriculture 
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Program of Study Ag Mechanical and Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7112 

Course Description Agricultural Structures Fabrication and Design is a two-semester course that focuses 
on metal work and agricultural structures. This course will allow students to develop 
skills in welding and metalworking such as metal identification and properties, metal 
preparation, use of oxy-acetylene torch, plasma cutting and cutting operations, arc 
welding, MIG welding, TIG welding. This course will also allow students to develop 
skills in construction in regard to the ag industry such as carpentry, masonry, etc. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Agriculture Mechanization and Technology Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag Mechanical and Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7228 

Course Description The Agriculture Mechanization and Technology Capstone course builds upon the 
knowledge and skills developed in the Principles, Ag Power, Structures and 
Technology, Agricultural Structures Fabrication and Design courses by developing 
advanced skills that students can apply to the field.  Students enrolled in this course 
will participate in lab activities involving agricultural equipment such as fueled 
power engines, electrical motors, pneumatic and hydraulic systems, etc. Students 
will be instructed on the operation, maintenance, repair, engineering and design of 
the agricultural mechanics and technology systems. As a capstone course, students 
should have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills through an 
intensive work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Ag Power, Structures and Technology, Ag Structures Fabrication and Design (-or- 
Precision Ag) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
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max 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for the 2022-2023 school year 
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Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Agri-Science – Plants or Animals 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7117 Principles of 
Agriculture 

5008 Animal Science 5102 Food Science  7230 Next Level PoS- 
Agricultural 
Research Capstone 

    5170 Plant and Soil 
Science 

5070 Advanced Life 
Science, Animals 
(L) 

  Next Level PoS- 
Agriculture 
Biotechnology 

        5074 Advanced Life 
Science, Plants 
and Soils (L) 

    

        5072 Advanced Life 
Science: Foods 

    

 

Principles of Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7117 

Course Description Principles of Agriculture is a two-semester course that will cover the diversity of the 
agricultural industry and agribusiness concepts. Students will develop an 
understanding of the role of agriculture in the United States and globally. Students 
will explore Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resource (AFNR) systems related to the 
production of food, fiber and fuel and the associated health, safety and 
environmental management systems. Topics covered in the course range from 
animals, plants, food, natural resources, ag power, structures and technology, and 
agribusiness. Participation in FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) will 
be an integral part of this course in order to develop leadership and career ready 
skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 100 
VU: AGBS 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture, CT Landscaping Technician, TC Precision Agriculture Specialist 
(1.0201) 
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CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain AFNR Systems 

7117.D1.1 Describe the role of agriculture in US and global societies through the domestication 
and distribution of the world’s important crop and livestock species. 

7117.D1.2 Recognize the diversity of AFNR systems in the US and the world.  

7117.D1.3 Understand the size and productivity of farms and ranches in the US and around the 
world. 

7117.D1.4 Understand US production systems for major grain crops, including Crop Rotation 
Systems, Tillage Systems, Variety Selection, and Harvest and grain storage technology. 

7117.D1.5 Understand US production systems for major livestock animals. 

7117.D1.6 Research, examine, and discuss issues and trends that impact AFNR systems on local, 
state, national and global levels. 

7117.D1.7 Examine technologies and analyze their impact on AFNR systems. 

Domain Agribusiness 

7117.D2.1 To have students develop an understanding of how economics relates to agriculture, 
and how economic principles are used to analyze and solve problems in agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

7117.D2.2 To have students understand the structure of the U.S. Agriculture and how agriculture 
interacts with the aggregate economic system. 

7117.D2.3 To have students recognize the role of producers, input suppliers, food marketing 
organizations, and consumers in the U.S. Agricultural economy. 

7117.D2.4 Help students understand the qualities and characteristics employers in agribusiness 
expect in prospective employees and how students can develop those qualities and 
characteristics. 

7117.D2.5 Describe the diversity of jobs and careers in agricultural industries in Indiana and the 
US. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7117.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and improve 
safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7117.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management in the 
workplace. 

7117.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use of AFNR 
tools and equipment. 

Domain Careers 

7117.D4.1 Evaluate the nature and scope of AFNR systems in society and the economy 

7117.D4.2 Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in AFNR 
systems 

7117.D4.3 Identify how key organizational structures and processes affect organizational 
performance and the quality of products and services 
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7117.D4.4 Demonstrate those qualities, attributes, and skills necessary to succeed in, or further 
prepare for, a chosen career while effectively contributing to society. 

Domain Leadership 

7117.D5.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason through speaking, writing, visuals, 
and active listening in formal and informal settings 

7117.D5.2 Recognize and explain the role of the FFA in the development of leadership, 
education, employability, communications, and human relations skills 

7117.D5.3 Examine roles within teams, work units, departments, organizations, 
interorganizational systems, and the larger environment 

7117.D5.4 Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others 

7117.D5.5 Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution of the whole person 

Domain Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) 

7117.D6.1 Explain the nature of and become familiar with those terms related to an SAE 
program. 

7117.D6.2 Explore the numerous possibilities for an SAE program which a student might 
develop. 

7117.D6.3 Develop an individual SAE program and implementation plan for record keeping skills. 

 

Animal Science 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5008 

Course Description Animal Science is a two-semester program that provides students with an overview 
of the animal agriculture industry. Students participate in a large variety of activities 
and laboratory work including real and simulated animal science experiences and 
projects. All areas that the students study may be applied to both large and small 
animals. Topics to be covered in the course include: history and trends in animal 
agriculture, laws and practices relating to animal agriculture, comparative anatomy 
and physiology of animals, biosecurity threats and interventions relating to animal 
and human safety, nutrition, reproduction, careers, leadership, and supervised 
agricultural experiences relating to animal agriculture. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas  
Fulfills a science course requirement for all diplomas 
Fulfills a physical science requirement for General Diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 103 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences  
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Requirements 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Plant and Soil Science 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5170 

Course Description Plant and Soil Science a two semester course that provides students with 
opportunities to participate in a variety of activities including laboratory and field 
work. Coursework includes hands-on learning activities that encourage students to 
investigate areas of plant and soil science. Students are introduced to the following 
areas of plant and soil science: plant growth, reproduction and propagation, 
photosynthesis and respiration, diseases and pests of plants and their management, 
biotechnology, the basic components and types of soil, soil tillage, and conservation. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science course requirement for all diplomas 
Fulfills a Physical Science requirement for the general diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 105, AGRI 117 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Advanced Life Science, Animals (L) 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5070 
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Course Description Advanced Life Science: Animals is a two-semester course that provides students with 
opportunities to participate in a variety of activities including laboratory work.  
Students will explore concepts related to history and trends in animal agriculture as 
related to animal welfare, husbandry, diseases and parasites, laws and practices 
relating to handling, housing, environmental impact, global sustainable practices of 
animal agriculture, genetics, breeding practices, biotechnology uses, and 
comparative knowledge of anatomy and physiology of animals used in animal 
agriculture. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as an elective or directed elective for all diplomas.  
Fulfills a science requirement for all diplomas.  
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 107 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Advanced Life Science: Foods 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5072 

Course Description Advanced Life Science: Foods is a course that provides students with opportunities to 
participate in a variety of activities including laboratory work. This is a standards-
based, interdisciplinary science course that integrates biology, chemistry, and 
microbiology in the context of foods and the global food industry. Students enrolled 
in this course formulate, design, and carry out food-base laboratory and field 
investigations as an essential course component. Students understand how biology, 
chemistry, and physics principles apply to the composition of foods, the nutrition of 
foods, food and food product development, food processing, food safety and 
sanitation, food packaging, and food storage. Students completing this course will be 
able to apply the principles of scientific inquiry to solve problems related to biology, 
physics, and chemistry in the context of highly advanced industry applications of 
foods. 
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Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as an elective or directed elective for all diplomas.  
Fulfills a science requirement for all diplomas.  
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 108 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Advanced Life Science, Plants and Soils (L) 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5074 

Course Description Advanced Life Science: Plants and Soils is a two semester course that provides 
students with opportunities to participate in a variety of activities including 
laboratory work. Students study concepts, principles, and theories associated with 
plants and soils. Knowledge gained enables them to better understand the workings 
of agricultural and horticultural practices. They recognize how plants are classified, 
grow, function, and reproduce. Students explore plant genetics and the use of plants 
by humans. They examine plant evolution and the role of plants in ecology. Students 
investigate, through laboratories and fieldwork, how plants function and how soil 
influences plant life. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as an elective or directed elective for all diplomas.  
Fulfills a science requirement for all diplomas.  
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 109 

Postsecondary 
Credential 
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Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Food Science 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5102 

Course Description Food Science is a two semester course that provides students with an overview of 
food science and the role it plays in the securing of a safe, nutritious, and adequate 
food supply. A project-based approach is utilized in this course, along with 
laboratory, team building, and problem solving activities to enhance student 
learning.  Students are introduced to the following areas of horticulture science: food 
processing, food chemistry and physics, nutrition, food microbiology, preservation, 
packaging and labeling, food commodities, food regulations, issues and careers in the 
food science industry. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas.  
Fulfills a Life Science or Physical Science requirement for the General Diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Agricultural Research Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 
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Course Code  

Course Description Agricultural Research Capstone course includes extended laboratory, field, and 
literature investigations in one or more specialized agricultural science disciplines, 
such as animal, plant, food, natural resources, biotechnology, engineering, etc. 
Students enrolled in this course will apply scientific applications, concepts, principles, 
and design process to solve complex, real-world issues in agriculture. Students will 
become familiar with laboratory procedures used in an educational, research, or 
industrial setting. Students will complete an end-of-course project and presentation, 
such as a scientific research paper, agriscience fair project, or some other suitable 
presentation of their findings. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Concentrator A and B for respected pathway 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
 
 
 

Agriculture Biotechnology Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Agriscience 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7230 

Course Description Ag Biotechnology is a two-semester course that concentrates on the applications of 
biotechnology in the agricultural industry. Students enrolled in this course will apply 
the use of living organisms to solve problems or make useful products. Students will 
become familiar with laboratory procedures such as cell/tissue culture, 
micropropagation, cell/tissue culture, electrophoresis, etc.  Students enrolled in this 
course will be required to use data and scientific techniques to solve problems 
concerning living organisms and will demonstrate competence in the application of 
principles and techniques for the development, application and management of 
biotechnology within the agriculture industry. As a capstone course, students should 
have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills through an intensive 
work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Concentrator A and B for respected pathway 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward  

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Horticulture 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7117 Principles of 
Agriculture 

5132 Horticultural 
Science - NLPS 

7114 Greenhouse and 
Soilless 
Production 

 7232 Horticulture 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7117 

Course Description Principles of Agriculture is a two-semester course that will cover the diversity of the 
agricultural industry and agribusiness concepts. Students will develop an 
understanding of the role of agriculture in the United States and globally. Students 
will explore Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resource (AFNR) systems related to the 
production of food, fiber and fuel and the associated health, safety and 
environmental management systems. Topics covered in the course range from 
animals, plants, food, natural resources, ag power, structures and technology, and 
agribusiness. Participation in FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) will 
be an integral part of this course in order to develop leadership and career ready 
skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 100 
VU: AGBS 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture, CT Landscaping Technician, TC Precision Agriculture Specialist 
(1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain AFNR Systems 

7117.D1.1 Describe the role of agriculture in US and global societies through the domestication 
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and distribution of the world’s important crop and livestock species. 

7117.D1.2 Recognize the diversity of AFNR systems in the US and the world.  

7117.D1.3 Understand the size and productivity of farms and ranches in the US and around the 
world. 

7117.D1.4 Understand US production systems for major grain crops, including Crop Rotation 
Systems, Tillage Systems, Variety Selection, and Harvest and grain storage technology. 

7117.D1.5 Understand US production systems for major livestock animals. 

7117.D1.6 Research, examine, and discuss issues and trends that impact AFNR systems on local, 
state, national and global levels. 

7117.D1.7 Examine technologies and analyze their impact on AFNR systems. 

Domain Agribusiness 

7117.D2.1 To have students develop an understanding of how economics relates to agriculture, 
and how economic principles are used to analyze and solve problems in agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

7117.D2.2 To have students understand the structure of the U.S. Agriculture and how agriculture 
interacts with the aggregate economic system. 

7117.D2.3 To have students recognize the role of producers, input suppliers, food marketing 
organizations, and consumers in the U.S. Agricultural economy. 

7117.D2.4 Help students understand the qualities and characteristics employers in agribusiness 
expect in prospective employees and how students can develop those qualities and 
characteristics. 

7117.D2.5 Describe the diversity of jobs and careers in agricultural industries in Indiana and the 
US. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7117.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and improve 
safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7117.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management in the 
workplace. 

7117.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use of AFNR 
tools and equipment. 

Domain Careers 

7117.D4.1 Evaluate the nature and scope of AFNR systems in society and the economy 

7117.D4.2 Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in AFNR 
systems 

7117.D4.3 Identify how key organizational structures and processes affect organizational 
performance and the quality of products and services 

7117.D4.4 Demonstrate those qualities, attributes, and skills necessary to succeed in, or further 
prepare for, a chosen career while effectively contributing to society. 

Domain Leadership 

7117.D5.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason through speaking, writing, visuals, 
and active listening in formal and informal settings 

7117.D5.2 Recognize and explain the role of the FFA in the development of leadership, 
education, employability, communications, and human relations skills 

7117.D5.3 Examine roles within teams, work units, departments, organizations, 
interorganizational systems, and the larger environment 
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7117.D5.4 Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others 

7117.D5.5 Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution of the whole person 

Domain Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) 

7117.D6.1 Explain the nature of and become familiar with those terms related to an SAE 
program. 

7117.D6.2 Explore the numerous possibilities for an SAE program which a student might 
develop. 

7117.D6.3 Develop an individual SAE program and implementation plan for record keeping skills. 

 

Horticultural Science 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Horticulture 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5132 

Course Description Horticulture Science is a two semester course that provides students with a 
background in the field of horticulture. Coursework includes hands-on activities that 
encourage students to investigate areas of horticulture as it relates to the biology 
and technology involved in the production, processing, and marketing of horticultural 
plants and products. Students are introduced to the following areas of horticulture 
science: reproduction and propagation of plants, plant growth, growth-media, 
management practices for field and greenhouse production, marketing concepts, 
production of plants of local interest, greenhouse management, floral design, and 
pest management. Students participate in a variety of activities including extensive 
laboratory work usually in a school greenhouse. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas. 
Fulfills a Life Science or Physical Science requirement for the General Diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 116, AGRI 117 
VU: HORT 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture (1.0601) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Survey of Horticulture 

5132.D1.1 Differentiate between the major groups of horticultural plants: herbaceous 
and woody, annual and perennial, temperate, and tropical. 

5132.D1.2 Identify the common plant species used in horticulture. 
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5132.D1.3 Describe the basic functions of plants parts and how plants adapt to the 
environment. 

5132.D1.4 Explain modern plant propagation techniques and how they are applied to 
different plant groups. 

5132.D1.5 Describe the fundamentals of plant breeding and how it applies to ornamental 
plants. 

5132.D1.6 Characterize the types of environments involved in horticulture: landscape, 
greenhouse and indoor environments. 

5132.D1.7 Demonstrate knowledge of the environmental factors involved in ornamental 
plant production including soils, water and pests. 

Domain Soil Science 

5132.D2.1 Understanding applied chemical, physical, and biological concepts related to 
soil. 

5132.D2.2 Understanding of the origin, classification, and distribution of soils and their 
relationship to people and food production. 

5132.D2.3 Understanding of the fertility management and conservation of soils. 

5132.D2.4 Understand the environmental impact of soil use. 

5132.D3.1 Establish production and maintenance practices for field and greenhouse 
production 

 

Greenhouse and Soilless Production 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Horticulture 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7114 

Course Description Greenhouse and Soilless Production is a two-semester course that provides an 
overview of structural designs and uses of enclosed structures (greenhouses) to grow 
various plants and food. The course will focus on discussing different types of 
enclosed structures, management systems, and growing systems used to produce 
plants and food. The course will also present an overview of soilless growing systems 
such as hydroponics, aquaponics, aeroponics and fogponics. Students will utilize the 
school greenhouse as part of this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 175, AGRI 129 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture (1.0601) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences  
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Requirements 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Greenhouse Production 

7114.D1.1 Identify different types of greenhouse structures and relate why that system is 
utilized. 

7114.D1.2 Demonstrate basic greenhouse operational/management procedures (day to 
day events) 

7114.D1.3 Develop management strategies for different types of greenhouses 

7114.D1.4 Perform identification, care, and maintenance for a specific set of plants/food 
grown in an enclosed structure 

7114.D1.5 Classify different types of growing systems that can be used in greenhouses. 

Domain Soilless Production 

7114.D2.1 Analyze the basic construction and use of various soilless growing systems. 

7114.D2.2 Recognize terminology used in alternative growing methods systems. 

7114.D2.3 Design and create soilless growing systems (to take home if desired). 

7114.D2.4 Troubleshoot issues that arise in soilless growing systems. 

7114.D2.5 Construct and operate various soilless growing systems. 

7114.D2.6 Describe the types of plants and foods (and plant requirements) that can be 
grown in soilless systems. 

 
 

Horticulture Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Horticulture 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7232 

Course Description The Horticulture Capstone course builds upon the knowledge and skills developed in 
the Principles, Horticultural Science, and Greenhouse and Soilless Production courses 
by developing advanced skills that students can apply to the field.  As a capstone 
course, students should have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills 
through an intensive work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Horticultural Science, Greenhouse and Soilless Production 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 130, AGRI 176 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture (1.0601) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences  
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Requirements 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Vegetable Production 

7232.D1.1 Describe current vegetable production systems and where those systems are 
utilized. 

7232.D1.2 Analyze markets for vegetables with an emphasis on Indiana. 

7232.D1.3 Explain the principles of growing in soil versus water. 

7232.D1.4 Investigate how soil type affects vegetable plant production. 

7232.D1.5 Analyze the differences in management when growing in open fields and high 
tunnels. 

7232.D1.6 Analyze the differences in management when growing in aquaponic and 
hydroponic systems 

7232.D1.7 Investigate which species and cultivars are best adapted to different growing 
systems. 

7232.D1.8 Describe harvest methods for vegetables in different growing systems. 

7232.D1.9 Explain best practices in handling produce to minimize spoilage and the spread 
of foodborne pathogens. 

7232.D1.10 Examine and prepare students for GAPS and Serve Safe certification. 

7232.D1.11 Explain the pros and cons of large- and small-scale vegetable production. 

Domain Urban Food Production 

7232.D2.1 Describe the types of urban food and agriculture production utilized in society. 

7232.D2.2 Research the history and need for urban food production in the United States. 

7232.D2.3 Analyze the importance of space conservation in urban environments. 

7232.D2.4 Recognize key terminology, methods, regulations, and marketing strategies 
utilized in urban farming. 

7232.D2.5 Create an urban farm business plan. 
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Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Landscaping 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7117 Principles of 
Agriculture 

5132 Horticultural 
Science - NLPS 

7115 Landscape and 
Turf Management 

 7234 Landscape 
Management 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7117 

Course Description Principles of Agriculture is a two-semester course that will cover the diversity of the 
agricultural industry and agribusiness concepts. Students will develop an 
understanding of the role of agriculture in the United States and globally. Students 
will explore Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resource (AFNR) systems related to the 
production of food, fiber and fuel and the associated health, safety and 
environmental management systems. Topics covered in the course range from 
animals, plants, food, natural resources, ag power, structures and technology, and 
agribusiness. Participation in FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) will 
be an integral part of this course in order to develop leadership and career ready 
skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 100 
VU: AGBS 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture, CT Landscaping Technician, TC Precision Agriculture Specialist 
(1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain AFNR Systems 

7117.D1.1 Describe the role of agriculture in US and global societies through the domestication 
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and distribution of the world’s important crop and livestock species. 

7117.D1.2 Recognize the diversity of AFNR systems in the US and the world.  

7117.D1.3 Understand the size and productivity of farms and ranches in the US and around the 
world. 

7117.D1.4 Understand US production systems for major grain crops, including Crop Rotation 
Systems, Tillage Systems, Variety Selection, and Harvest and grain storage technology. 

7117.D1.5 Understand US production systems for major livestock animals. 

7117.D1.6 Research, examine, and discuss issues and trends that impact AFNR systems on local, 
state, national and global levels. 

7117.D1.7 Examine technologies and analyze their impact on AFNR systems. 

Domain Agribusiness 

7117.D2.1 To have students develop an understanding of how economics relates to agriculture, 
and how economic principles are used to analyze and solve problems in agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

7117.D2.2 To have students understand the structure of the U.S. Agriculture and how agriculture 
interacts with the aggregate economic system. 

7117.D2.3 To have students recognize the role of producers, input suppliers, food marketing 
organizations, and consumers in the U.S. Agricultural economy. 

7117.D2.4 Help students understand the qualities and characteristics employers in agribusiness 
expect in prospective employees and how students can develop those qualities and 
characteristics. 

7117.D2.5 Describe the diversity of jobs and careers in agricultural industries in Indiana and the 
US. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7117.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and improve 
safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7117.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management in the 
workplace. 

7117.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use of AFNR 
tools and equipment. 

Domain Careers 

7117.D4.1 Evaluate the nature and scope of AFNR systems in society and the economy 

7117.D4.2 Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in AFNR 
systems 

7117.D4.3 Identify how key organizational structures and processes affect organizational 
performance and the quality of products and services 

7117.D4.4 Demonstrate those qualities, attributes, and skills necessary to succeed in, or further 
prepare for, a chosen career while effectively contributing to society. 

Domain Leadership 

7117.D5.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason through speaking, writing, visuals, 
and active listening in formal and informal settings 

7117.D5.2 Recognize and explain the role of the FFA in the development of leadership, 
education, employability, communications, and human relations skills 

7117.D5.3 Examine roles within teams, work units, departments, organizations, 
interorganizational systems, and the larger environment 
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7117.D5.4 Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others 

7117.D5.5 Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution of the whole person 

Domain Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) 

7117.D6.1 Explain the nature of and become familiar with those terms related to an SAE 
program. 

7117.D6.2 Explore the numerous possibilities for an SAE program which a student might 
develop. 

7117.D6.3 Develop an individual SAE program and implementation plan for record keeping skills. 

 

Horticultural Science 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Horticulture 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5132 

Course Description Horticulture Science is a two semester course that provides students with a 
background in the field of horticulture. Coursework includes hands-on activities that 
encourage students to investigate areas of horticulture as it relates to the biology 
and technology involved in the production, processing, and marketing of horticultural 
plants and products. Students are introduced to the following areas of horticulture 
science: reproduction and propagation of plants, plant growth, growth-media, 
management practices for field and greenhouse production, marketing concepts, 
production of plants of local interest, greenhouse management, floral design, and 
pest management. Students participate in a variety of activities including extensive 
laboratory work usually in a school greenhouse. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas. 
Fulfills a Life Science or Physical Science requirement for the General Diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 116, AGRI 117 
VU: HORT 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture (1.0601) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Survey of Horticulture 

5132.D1.1 Differentiate between the major groups of horticultural plants: herbaceous 
and woody, annual and perennial, temperate, and tropical. 

5132.D1.2 Identify the common plant species used in horticulture. 
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5132.D1.3 Describe the basic functions of plants parts and how plants adapt to the 
environment. 

5132.D1.4 Explain modern plant propagation techniques and how they are applied to 
different plant groups. 

5132.D1.5 Describe the fundamentals of plant breeding and how it applies to ornamental 
plants. 

5132.D1.6 Characterize the types of environments involved in horticulture: landscape, 
greenhouse and indoor environments. 

5132.D1.7 Demonstrate knowledge of the environmental factors involved in ornamental 
plant production including soils, water and pests. 

Domain Soil Science 

5132.D2.1 Understanding applied chemical, physical, and biological concepts related to 
soil. 

5132.D2.2 Understanding of the origin, classification, and distribution of soils and their 
relationship to people and food production. 

5132.D2.3 Understanding of the fertility management and conservation of soils. 

5132.D2.4 Understand the environmental impact of soil use. 

5132.D3.1 Establish production and maintenance practices for field and greenhouse 
production 

 

Landscape and Turf Management 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Landscaping 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7115 

Course Description Landscape and Turf Management is a two-semester course that provides the student 
with an overview of the many career opportunities in the diverse field of landscape 
and turf management. Students are introduced to the procedures used in the 
planning and design of a landscape using current technology practices, the principles 
and procedures involved with landscape construction, the determination of 
maintenance schedules, communications, and management skills necessary in 
landscaping operations, and the care and use of equipment utilized by landscapers. 
Upon completion of the program, students have the opportunity to become Indiana 
Landscape Industry Certified through a state approved program. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 164, AGRI 165 
VU: HORT 205 

Postsecondary CT Landscape Technician (1.0605) 
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Credential 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Landscape Management 

7115.D1.1 Describe the elements of a practical landscape design given the function and 
location of the site. 

7115.D1.2 Identify the trees, shrubs, perennials, annuals, groundcovers and turf that best 
meet the needs of the landscape design. 

7115.D1.3 Identify the hard-scape elements that are required for a landscape design. 

7115.D1.4 Identify the site requirements such as grading, mounding and irrigation that 
are required for a landscape design. 

7115.D1.5 Demonstrate the skills necessary to draw manually and electronically a 
comprehensive landscape design based on site and utilization criteria. 

7115.D1.6 Identify pests commonly found in landscaped areas and explain their control. 

Domain Turf Management 

7115.D2.1 Identify major turf grass species and describe their advantages in turf 
applications. 

7115.D2.2 Identify the pests of lawns, athletic fields and golf courses and explain their 
control. 

7115.D2.3 Describe the soil and site conditions that promote healthy turf. 

7115.D2.4 Explain the major techniques involved in establishing turf. 

7115.D2.5 Explain the basic characteristics of irrigation systems and their use in turf 
maintenance. 

7115.D2.6 Demonstrate skills necessary to install and maintain turf in the landscape. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7115.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and 
improve safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7115.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management 
in the workplace. 

7115.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use 
of AFNR tools and equipment. 

 
 

Landscape Management Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Landscaping 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7234 

Course Description The Landscape Capstone course builds upon the knowledge and skills developed in 
the Principles, Horticultural Science and Landscape and Turf Management courses by 
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developing advanced skills that students can apply to the field.  As a capstone course, 
students should have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills through 
an intensive work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Horticultural Science, Landscape and Turf Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 261, AGRI 262 
VU: HORT 255 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Landscape Technician (1.0605) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Herbaceous Landscape Plants 

7234.D1.1 Identify, maintain, and properly select the major groups of annual bedding plants. 

7234.D1.2 Identify, maintain, and properly select the major groups of perennial flowering plants. 

7234.D1.3 Identify, maintain, and properly select the major groups of hardy ornamental grasses. 

7234.D1.4 Explain the cultural requirements of annuals, perennials and grasses in Midwestern 
landscapes. 

7234.D1.5 Describe the growth characteristics of major herbaceous plant groups and their use in 
various landscape situations. 

7234.D1.6 Demonstrate the proper techniques of planting, watering, fertilizing, and pruning 
herbaceous landscape plants. 

Domain Woody Landscape Plants 

7234.D2.1 Identify major ornamental trees by their leaves, bark, buds and seeds 

7234.D2.2 Identify major ornamental shrubs by their leaves and flowers 

7234.D2.3 Explain the cultural requirements of woody ornamental plants in Midwestern 
landscapes 

7234.D2.4 Describe cultural requirements of major native and exotic woody ornamental plants 

7234.D2.5 Evaluate trees and shrubs for specific site requirements 

7234.D2.6 Demonstrate proper installation and maintenance techniques for trees and shrubs 

Domain Additional 

7234.D3.1 Understand fundamentals of residential and commercial landscape design 

7234.D3.2 Demonstrate knowledge of drafting techniques in landscape design, such as using 
basing CAD operation. 

7234.D3.3 Develop a portfolio of work 
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Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 

Precision Agriculture 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7117 Principles of 
Agriculture 

7116 Precision 
Agriculture 

7113 Crop 
Management 

 7236 Precision 
Agriculture 
Capstone 

             7238 Agribusiness 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Ag 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7117 

Course Description Principles of Agriculture is a two-semester course that will cover the diversity of the 
agricultural industry and agribusiness concepts. Students will develop an 
understanding of the role of agriculture in the United States and globally. Students 
will explore Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resource (AFNR) systems related to the 
production of food, fiber and fuel and the associated health, safety and 
environmental management systems. Topics covered in the course range from 
animals, plants, food, natural resources, ag power, structures and technology, and 
agribusiness. Participation in FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) will 
be an integral part of this course in order to develop leadership and career ready 
skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 100 
VU: AGBS 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Urban Horticulture, CT Landscaping Technician, TC Precision Agriculture Specialist 
(1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  
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Domain AFNR Systems 

7117.D1.1 Describe the role of agriculture in US and global societies through the domestication 
and distribution of the world’s important crop and livestock species. 

7117.D1.2 Recognize the diversity of AFNR systems in the US and the world.  

7117.D1.3 Understand the size and productivity of farms and ranches in the US and around the 
world. 

7117.D1.4 Understand US production systems for major grain crops, including Crop Rotation 
Systems, Tillage Systems, Variety Selection, and Harvest and grain storage technology. 

7117.D1.5 Understand US production systems for major livestock animals. 

7117.D1.6 Research, examine, and discuss issues and trends that impact AFNR systems on local, 
state, national and global levels. 

7117.D1.7 Examine technologies and analyze their impact on AFNR systems. 

Domain Agribusiness 

7117.D2.1 To have students develop an understanding of how economics relates to agriculture, 
and how economic principles are used to analyze and solve problems in agriculture 
and agribusiness. 

7117.D2.2 To have students understand the structure of the U.S. Agriculture and how agriculture 
interacts with the aggregate economic system. 

7117.D2.3 To have students recognize the role of producers, input suppliers, food marketing 
organizations, and consumers in the U.S. Agricultural economy. 

7117.D2.4 Help students understand the qualities and characteristics employers in agribusiness 
expect in prospective employees and how students can develop those qualities and 
characteristics. 

7117.D2.5 Describe the diversity of jobs and careers in agricultural industries in Indiana and the 
US. 

Domain Safety, Health, and Environment Management Systems 

7117.D3.1 Identify and explain the implications of required regulations to maintain and improve 
safety, health and environmental management systems. 

7117.D3.2 Summarize the importance of safety, health and environmental management in the 
workplace. 

7117.D3.3 Use appropriate protective equipment and demonstrate safe and proper use of AFNR 
tools and equipment. 

Domain Careers 

7117.D4.1 Evaluate the nature and scope of AFNR systems in society and the economy 

7117.D4.2 Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in AFNR 
systems 

7117.D4.3 Identify how key organizational structures and processes affect organizational 
performance and the quality of products and services 

7117.D4.4 Demonstrate those qualities, attributes, and skills necessary to succeed in, or further 
prepare for, a chosen career while effectively contributing to society. 

Domain Leadership 

7117.D5.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason through speaking, writing, visuals, 
and active listening in formal and informal settings 

7117.D5.2 Recognize and explain the role of the FFA in the development of leadership, 
education, employability, communications, and human relations skills 
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7117.D5.3 Examine roles within teams, work units, departments, organizations, 
interorganizational systems, and the larger environment 

7117.D5.4 Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others 

7117.D5.5 Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution of the whole person 

Domain Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) 

7117.D6.1 Explain the nature of and become familiar with those terms related to an SAE 
program. 

7117.D6.2 Explore the numerous possibilities for an SAE program which a student might 
develop. 

7117.D6.3 Develop an individual SAE program and implementation plan for record keeping skills. 

 

Precision Agriculture 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Precision Ag 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7116 

Course Description Precision Agriculture describes the purpose and concepts of precision agriculture and 
precision farming through classroom and lab-based instruction. It involves 
understanding and operation of the various precision agriculture tools including GPS, 
GIS, and VRT. Students will learn how to collect data, analyze data and use the 
information to make decisions. Provides an understanding and justifications that 
demonstrate the economic and environmental benefits of precision agriculture. The 
Precision Agriculture course also incorporates the use of UAVs. Students will 
demonstrate UAV competency and handling in order to achieve the Part 107 UAS 
certification. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: PAET 100, PAET 107 
VU: AGBS 260, AGBS 240 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Precision Agriculture Specialist (1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, COMM 143 Speech, COMP 201 Computers in 
Business, MATH 102 College Algebra, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, or MATT 
109 Business Math, Social Science Elective (3) 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Precision Agriculture 
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7116.D1.1 Describe the basic purpose and concepts of precision agriculture. 

7116.D1.2 Determine basic principles of the various tools of precision agriculture including GPS, 
GIS and VRT. 

7116.D1.3 Recall basic knowledge of GPS and how it works. 

7116.D1.4 Recognize the use of these tools to collect data, analyze data and use the information 
to make a decision. 

7116.D1.5 Describe justifications that demonstrate the economic or environmental benefits of 
precision agriculture. 

7116.D1.6 Locate support resources for the systems 

7116.D1.7 Demonstrate proper setup and operation of guidance and documentation systems. 

Domain Unmanned Aerial Systems 

7116.D2.1 Describe the benefits of UAVs operation in the Precision Agriculture industry. 

7116.D2.2 Differentiate between multi-rotor and fixed wing aircraft and determine flight 
operating characteristics. 

7116.D2.3 Demonstrate safe flight operation of an UAV. 

7116.D2.4 Understand the rules and regulations of operating a drone/UAS 

7116.D2.5 Understand sensors and data used in various industry monitoring (RGB, NIR, NDVI and 
Contour Mapping) 

7116.D2.6 Decipher lighting conditions for best sensor imaging results 

7116.D2.7 Practice flying exercises in gathering, processing and delivering the data to the client 
applying commonly used software programs 

7116.D2.8 Choose the correct imagery for the mission. 
 
 

Crop Management 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Precision Ag 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7113 

Course Description Crop Management will provide an understanding of plant nutrient requirements and 
how to provide for those needs to achieve efficient crop production through 
classroom and lab-based instruction. Students will understand proper fertilizer 
materials, application methods and techniques. Instruction on soil analysis by 
demonstrating proper soil testing techniques which will be used to create fertility 
plans for proposed crops. Integrated pest management and the evaluation of various 
pest controls with minimal impact on the environment will also be an emphasis of the 
course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Agriculture 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 117, AGRI 217 
VU: AGBS 110, AGBS 254 
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Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Precision Agriculture Specialist (1.0201) 
CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, COMM 143 Speech, COMP 201 Computers in 
Business, MATH 102 College Algebra, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, or MATT 
109 Business Math, Social Science Elective (3) 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Soil Science 

7113.D1.1 Understanding applied chemical, physical, and biological concepts related to soil. 

7113.D1.2 Understanding of the origin, classification, and distribution of soils and their 
relationship to people and food production. 

7113.D1.3 Understanding of the fertility management and conservation of soils. 

7113.D1.4 Understand the environmental impact of soil use. 

Domain Nutrient Management 

7113.D2.1 Understanding plant nutrient requirements and how to provide for those needs to 
achieve efficient crop production. 

7113.D2.2 Use concepts and principles to calculate nutrient needs of the soil and the proposed 
crop 

7113.D2.3 Analyze the soil pH and calculate the lime needs of the soil and proposed crop 

7113.D2.4 Calculate the various decision impacts on profits 

7113.D2.5 Know common fertilizer materials. 

7113.D2.6 Understand proper fertilizer application methods and techniques. 

7113.D2.7 Create fertility plans for corn, soybean, wheat, and alfalfa production. 

7113.D2.8 Recognize the 17 chemical elements 

7113.D2.9 Read and interpret soil analysis 

7113.D2.10 Explain and demonstrate proper techniques for taking soil test 

Domain Pest Management 

7113.D3.1 Apply the fundamentals of plant identification as they relate to weeds, diseases and 
insects. 

7113.D3.2 Identify the most prevalent weeds found in Indiana. 

7113.D3.3 Identify the most prevalent insects in Indiana. 

7113.D3.4 Identify the most prevalent plant disease in Indiana. 

7113.D3.5 Categorize pesticides and growth regulators according to their toxicity to warm 
blooded animals, fish, and bees. 

7113.D3.6 Use chemical information to evaluate the various controls of pests with minimal 
impact on the environment and beneficial insects, pathogens and animals present. 

7113.D3.7 Outline a schedule of safety procedures to be followed when using pesticides. 

7113.D3.8 Identify the pests associated with crop loss 

7113.D3.9 Determine when plant pest control measures are necessary. 

7113.D3.10 Estimate the proportion of the crop affected. 
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7113.D3.11 Estimate the economic losses to be expected if control measures are not used. 

7113.D3.12 Estimate cost of control measures. Describe the nature of concepts of working capital, 
analysis of cash, and cash flow from operations. 

 
 

Precision Agriculture Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study Precision Ag 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7236 

Course Description The Precision Agriculture Capstone course builds upon the knowledge and skills 
developed in the Principles, Precision Agriculture and Crop Management by 
developing advanced skills that students can apply to the field.  As a capstone course, 
students should have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and use skills through 
an intensive work-based learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Precision Agriculture, Crop Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective credits for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AGRI 111, PAET 201, PAET 202, PAET 222, PAET 280 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Precision Agriculture Specialist (1.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Crop Production 

7236.D1.1 Explain aspects of U.S. agricultural production. 

7236.D1.2 Describe major types of cropping systems. 

7236.D1.3 Explain how soils influence crop production. 

7236.D1.4 Explain hybrid and variety development, and influence of GM technology on crop 
production. 

7236.D1.5 Formulate crop fertilizer recommendations based on soil test results, and design 
appropriate application techniques including correct timing and placement 

7236.D1.6 Describe field crop physiology, growth and development. 

7236.D1.7 Develop tillage and crop management systems. 

7236.D1.8 List characteristics of sustainable agriculture systems. 

7236.D1.9 Learn about interaction between common crop production practices and 
environmental quality 

7236.D1.10 Understand how crop fertilizer recommendations are generated 

7236.D1.11 Learn about appropriate application of technological advances in agronomy to 
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current crop production systems 

7236.D1.12 Understand the interaction among common crop production practices, agricultural 
sustainability, and environmental quality 

7236.D1.13 Employ scientific concepts to address issues facing the food, agriculture, and natural 
resource system 

Domain GPS Guidance Systems 

7236.D2.1 Demonstrate competency in GPS constellation and signal frequency 

7236.D2.2 Differentiate between communication protocols 

7236.D2.3 Describe the level of accuracy necessary for different GPS-controlled guidance 
systems 

7236.D2.4 Differentiate between RTK, CORS, and virtual reference stations 

7236.D2.5 Demonstrate competency in installation, setup, and troubleshooting of assisted 
steering components 

7236.D2.6 Demonstrate competency in installation, setup, and troubleshooting integrated 
steering systems 

Domain Application Controls 

7236.D3.1 Demonstrate the use and functionality of rate controllers 

7236.D3.2 Demonstrate the use and functionality of overlap control 

7236.D3.3 Identify pumps, valves, and solenoids 

7236.D3.4 Demonstrate competency in sprayer nozzle selection 

7236.D3.5 Describe the equipment used in precision planting systems 

7236.D3.6 Describe the equipment used in precision harvesting systems 

Domain Ag Application of GIS 

7236.D4.1 Outline the objectives of using a geographic information system. 

7236.D4.2 Explain the special GIS considerations of precision agriculture data and processing, 
such as encoding and import/export. 

7236.D4.3 Demonstrate the ability to develop and manipulate a database. 
 
 

Agribusiness Capstone 
Career Cluster Agriculture 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7238 

Course Description Agribusiness Management Capstone course is a two semester course that introduces 
students to the Principles of agribusiness management and leadership from a local 
and global perspective, with the utilization of technology. The course will help 
students build a strong knowledge base of the agribusiness industry as they study 
agribusiness types, communications, agricultural law, leadership, and teamwork, 
ethics, and agricultural economics. Additionally, students will understand the role of 
selling in the agricultural economy, stressing the points and terminology necessary in 
today’s agriculture.  Students will demonstrate principles and techniques for 
planning, development, application and management of agribusiness systems 
through project-based learning and a supervised agriculture experience (work-based 
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learning) programs. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Any Agriculture Concentrator Sequence 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward  

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: AGBS 152, AGBS 130, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CG Agribusiness (1.0101) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, COMM 143 Speech, COMP 201 Computers in 
Business, MATH 102 College Algebra, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, or MATT 
109 Business Math, Social Science Elective (3) 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Agriculture Sales 

7238.D1.1 Understand the many possible situations of full-time sales and other sales 
employment opportunities. 

7238.D1.2 Develop a marketing video for their major 

7238.D1.3 Enhance communication skills and build a foundation understanding why we buy 
products 

7238.D1.4 Execute sales skills and techniques by an actual sale made to current sales 
representatives 

7238.D1.5 Analyze sales presentations to understand the sales process 

Domain Agriculture Leadership 

7238.D2.1 Recognize the value of leadership in the agribusiness industry 

7238.D2.2 Read and interpret how leaders impact today's agribusiness 

7238.D2.3 Research leadership styles and how they have changed in the past 

7238.D2.4 Explain the importance of communication skills in agribusiness 

7238.D2.5 Understand the importance of teamwork in workgroups 

7238.D2.6 Analyze the effects of leadership decisions on the performance of a company and its 
human resources 

7238.D2.7 Perform positively in group situations to solve a variety of cases and analytical 
situations. 

Domain Agribusiness Management 

7238.D3.1 Understand the importance of continuing life-long learning for employment. 

7238.D3.2 Develop problem-solving skills within a case-study context. 

7238.D3.3 Demonstrate ability to synthesize agribusiness acumen. 

7238.D3.4 Discuss agribusiness decisions and their outcomes and their impact on future business 
decisions. 

7238.D3.5 Develop an analysis of a business simulation over 8 years 

7238.D3.6 Present a presentation of the analysis of the business performance for stockholders. 
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Architecture and Construction 

Civil Construction (Heavy Highway) 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7130 Principles of 
Construction 
Trades 

7121 Civil Construction 
Fundamentals 

7118 Advanced Civil 
Construction 

 7240 Civil Construction 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Construction Trades 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study CT 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7130 

Course Description Principles of Construction Trades covers the NCCER Core Curriculum and is a 
prerequisite to most other construction courses. Its modules cover topics such as 
basic safety, communication skills, and introduction to construction drawings; all 
basic skills needed to continue education in the construction program. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 100 
VU: CNST 100, CNST 120, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Core Certification 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Construction Trades 

7130.D1.1 Comply with OSHA-10 training requirements. Explain the safety obligations of 
workers, supervisors, and managers to ensure a safe workplace. 

7130.D1.2 Review basic mathematical functions and explain their applications to the 
construction trades. 

7130.D1.3 Identify and explain specific applications of hand tools that are widely used in the 
construction industry, such as hammers, saws, levels, pullers, and clamps. 
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7130.D1.4 Provide detailed descriptions of commonly used power tools, such as drills, saws, 
grinders, and sanders. Review applications, proper use, safety, and maintenance. 
Demonstrate power tool use in on-the-job settings. 

7130.D1.5 Discuss basic terms for construction drawings, components, and symbols. Explain the 
different types of drawings and interpret and use drawing dimensions. 

7130.D1.6 Explain how ropes, chains, hoists, loaders, and cranes are used to move material and 
equipment from one location to another on a job site. 

7130.D1.7 Identify the roles of individuals and companies in the construction industry. 

7130.D1.8 Recognize hazards associated with materials handling and explain proper materials 
handling techniques and procedures. 

Domain Construction Industry 

7130.D2.1 Recognize direct job opportunities in the - construction field. 

7130.D2.2 Recognize indirect job opportunities in the -construction field. 

7130.D2.3 Become familiar with new residential building products. 

7130.D2.4 Understand the connection between residential construction and related fields. 

7130.D2.5 Understand the importance of safety training and education in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.6 Understand the relationship between worker’s compensation insurance and safety 
record. 

7130.D2.7 Understand and appreciate the roles that OSHA and INSafe play in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.8 Understand the hazards involved in the residential construction industry. 

7130.D2.9 Understand basic drafting/drawing techniques and how to apply them to - working 
drawings. 

7130.D2.10 Understand the relationship between individual building components and a structure 
as a whole. 

7130.D2.11 Utilize different resources to understand building component’s applications and their 
limitations. 

7130.D2.12 Understand basic print reading for the construction industry. 

 

Civil Construction Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study Civil Construction 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7121 

Course Description Civil Construction Fundamentals covers the first half of NCCER Heavy Highway 
Construction Level 1. Its modules cover topics such as orientation to the trade, 
identification of equipment used in heavy highway construction, heavy highway 
construction safety, work-zone safety, soils, site work, excavation math, and 
interpreting civil drawings. The NCCER Heavy Highway Construction Level 1 
certificate will not be awarded until the student successfully completes both this 
course and Advanced Civil Construction. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 120, BCTI 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Heavy Highway Construction 

7121.D1.1 Investigate careers, equipment, and processes used in the construction of highways 
and bridges. 

7121.D1.2 Identify the types of heavy equipment, utility equipment, and cranes used in the 
construction of bridges and highways. 

7121.D1.3 Examine the safety hazards and precautions associated with construction of highways 
and bridges with emphasis on the importance of following safety procedures in order 
to prevent accidents and injuries associated with working in hazardous 
places/conditions. 

7121.D1.4 Analyze the signs, signals, and barricades found on various job sites including highway 
work-zone safety requirements. 

7121.D1.5 Describe soil classification systems and explain how shrink and swell factors affect 
equipment selection; also discuss how soil conditions affect equipment performance 
and explain techniques for working with various types of soils. 

7121.D1.6 Examine the methods used to set and interpret grade stakes. 

7121.D1.7 List methods for controlling surface water and ground water on a job site, as well as 
the layout of foundations and laying of pipe. 

7121.D1.8 Apply basic math skills required for site excavation work including methods and 
practice in calculating the areas and volumes of various geometric shapes, as well as 
formulas and methods used to calculate cut and fill requirements of a job. 

7121.D1.9 Explain how to read site plans to calculate cut and fill requirements; interpret both 
roadway and construction site drawings used for excavation and grading work. 

7121.D1.10 Attain readiness to take the first half of the NCCER Heavy Highway Construction Level 
1 certification exams. 

Domain Concrete Finishing 

7121.D2.1 Describe the methods and procedures used in concrete finishing. Identify terms of the 
trade and tools and equipment used to place, finish, and cure concrete. Explain 
methods and techniques for constructing concrete structures. 

7121.D2.2 Explain safety requirements for concrete construction and finishing. Investigate 
information on OSHA requirements with regard to hazard communication, fall 
protection, and use of personal protective equipment. Examine topics such as general 
work site safety, use of chemicals, and safe use of hand and power tools. 
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7121.D2.3 Analyze the properties of concrete and the components that make up the concrete 
mixture. Describe chemical and physical properties of cement, aggregate, and 
admixtures. Explain basic tests used to determine properties such as slump and 
ultimate strength. 

7121.D2.4 Describe tools and equipment used in the production, placing, and curing of concrete. 
Explain safe operation and maintenance requirements. Demonstrate proper use of 
each hand tool and larger pieces of power equipment. 

7121.D2.5 Investigate the methods and procedures used in preparing for placing concrete. 
Assess background information about site layout, forms requirements, and subgrade 
preparation. Describe requirements for various types of joints and reinforcement. 
Discuss the ordering of concrete from a mixing or batch plant. 

7121.D2.6 Examine requirements and methods for properly placing concrete. Describe how to 
convey and place fresh concrete using various types of equipment, such as wheel-
barrows, pumps and conveyors. Demonstrate techniques for spreading, consolidating, 
and striking off concrete. 

7121.D2.7 Describe basic finishing techniques for slabs and other horizontal structures. Explain 
proper use of floats, trowels, edgers, and groovers and demonstrate their uses. 
Discuss requirements for cutting joints using different types of saws. 

7121.D2.8 Compare the methods and procedures used in curing and protecting concrete. 
Discuss the types of curing commonly performed for both horizontal and vertical 
placement. Describe techniques for protecting concrete during hot and cold weather. 

7121.D2.9 Describe basic problems for the processes of placing, finishing, and curing. Define 
symptoms of each type of problem and discuss their causes. Examine ways to reduce 
or eliminate these problems. 

7121.D2.10 Attain readiness to take the NCCER Concrete Finishing Level I certification exams. 
 
 

Advanced Civil Construction 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study Civil Construction 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7118 

Course Description Advanced Civil Construction builds upon the knowledge and skills learned in the 
fundamentals course and covers the second half of NCCER Heavy Highway 
Construction Level 1. Its modules cover topics such as rigging practices, crane safety 
and emergency procedures, basic principles of cranes, and crane communications. 
The NCCER Heavy Highway Construction Level 1 certificate and wallet card will also 
be awarded upon successful completion of this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Civil Construction Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 121 
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Postsecondary 
Credential 

TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Heavy Highway Level 1 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Basic Rigging 

7118.D1.1 Describe basic rigging and safety practices related to rigging activities, the use and 
inspection of equipment and hardware used in rigging, jacks and hoisting equipment, 
and how to apply common hitches. 

7118.D1.2 Apply safety standards and best safety practices relevant to the operation of cranes, 
and describe safety considerations related to power lines, weather conditions, and 
specific crane functions. 

7118.D1.3 Examine mobile crane equipment with an in-depth discussion of terminology and 
nomenclature, and explain the basic scientific principles associated with mobile crane 
operation. 

7118.D1.4 Demonstrate the proper communication process between the signal person and the 
crane operator, including electronic communications and the standard hand signals. 

7118.D1.5 Attain readiness to take the second half of the NCCER Heavy Highway Construction 
Level 1 certification exams. 

7118.D1.6 Inspect various types of rigging components and report on the condition and 
suitability for a task. 

7118.D1.7 Configure a sling to produce a single-wrap basket hitch, double-wrap basket hitch, 
single wrap choker hitch, and double-wrap choker hitch. 

7118.D1.8 Select the correct tagline for a specified application. 

7118.D1.9 Tie specific instructor-selected knots. 

7118.D1.10 Select, inspect, and demonstrate the safe use of a block and tackle, chain hoist, 
ratchet-lever hoist, and jack. 

7118.D1.11 Verify the boom length and operating radius of a telescopic and/or lattice-boom 
crane using 

7118.D1.12 manufacturer’s data or a measuring tape. 

7118.D1.13 Calculate the amount of blocking needed for the outrigger of a specific crane. 

7118.D1.14 Verify that a crane is level. 

7118.D1.15 Demonstrate proper crane-communication techniques using a handheld radio or 
another acceptable verbal-signaling device. 

7118.D1.16 Demonstrate each standard hand signal depicted in 29 CFR 1926.1400, Subpart CC, 
Appendix A. 

7118.D1.17 Direct an operator to move and place a load using the appropriate hand signals and 
voice communication. 

 
 

Civil Construction Capstone 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study Civil Construction 
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NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7240 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Civil Construction Fundamentals, Advanced Civil Construction 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 122, BCTI 123, BCTI 160 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TBD 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Heavy Highway Level 2 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Earthmoving, Finishing, and Grading 

7240.D1.1 Discuss the process of planning and executing earthmoving activities on various types 
of construction projects. Explain the use of heavy equipment such as bulldozers, 
scrapers, excavators, and loaders. 

7240.D1.2 Examine common types of equipment and instruments used for finish grading; 
materials and methods used to stabilize soils and control soil erosion; and finishing 
and grading methods used for various applications. 

7240.D1.3 Examine working in and around excavations, particularly in preparing building 
foundations. 

7240.D1.4 Describe types and bearing capacities of soils; procedures used in shoring, shielding, 
and sloping trenches and excavations; trenching safety requirements, including 
recognition of unsafe conditions; and mitigation of groundwater and rock when 
excavating foundations. 

7240.D1.5 Describe the operation of plants used to manufacture concrete and asphalt paving 
and discuss the different types of aggregates. 

7240.D1.6 Analyze paving operations, paving equipment, recycling processes, and quality control 
requirements for both concrete and hot-mix asphalt paving. 

7240.D1.7 Describe elevated decks and formwork systems and methods used in their 
construction. 

7240.D1.8 Examine joist, pan, beam and slab, flat slab, composite slab, and specialty form 
systems and discuss instructions for the use of flying decks, as well as shoring and 
reshoring systems. 

7240.D1.9 Discuss the applications and construction methods for types of forming and form 
hardware systems for walls, columns, and stairs, as well as slip and climbing forms. 
Describe the assembly, erection, and stripping of gang forms. 

7240.D1.10 Draw a plan for basic earthmoving operations and include: clearing and grubbing, 
excavating the foundation, constructing embankments, backfilling, and compacting. 

7240.D1.11 Lay out a basic earthmoving operation. 
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7240.D1.12 Identify and select the proper equipment for a given earthmoving operation. 

7240.D1.13 Establish fine grade after a rough grade has been performed, according to 
instructions. 

7240.D1.14 Draft a job hazard/safety analysis for an excavation according to instructor’s 
specifications. 

7240.D1.15 Demonstrate setting the stringline to establish the grade for concrete slipform paving, 
correctly set up the slipform paver for operation, perform slipform paving, and 
perform a concrete slump test. 

7240.D1.16 At the discretion of the instructor, perform hot-mix asphalt paving, also perform a 
quantitative analysis on the segregation of stone. 

7240.D1.17 Erect, plumb, brace, and level a hand-set deck form. 

7240.D1.18 Install edge forms, including instructor-selected blockouts, embedments, and 
bulkheads. 

7240.D1.19 Erect, plumb, and brace an instructor-selected wall form. 

7240.D1.20 Erect, plumb, and brace a stair form. 

Domain Concrete, Ironwork, and Bridge Construction 

7240.D2.1 Explain the selection and uses of different types of reinforcing materials. Describe 
requirements for bending, cutting, splicing, and tying reinforcing steel and the 
placement of steel in footings and foundations, walls, columns, and beams and 
girders. 

7240.D2.2 Analyze the safety concerns associated with concrete, as well as concrete testing, 
concrete admixtures, and the proper procedures for placing concrete. 

7240.D2.3 Identify the materials used in steel-framed structures and explain how to read basic 
structural blueprints. 

7240.D2.4 Discuss the types of construction that utilize structural steel, the components of the 
structures, and the process involved in erecting a steel structure. Explain the 
principles of structural stresses and the requirements of bolted connections. 

7240.D2.5 Describe the common types of bridges, along with the components that make up the 
substructure and superstructure of a bridge. Also discuss the types of materials used 
in bridge construction, basic surveying equipment and practices, and how to interpret 
bridge drawings. 

7240.D2.6 Describe the types of footings used to support bridges, as well as various types of 
piles and pile- driving methods. Also discuss safety practices associated with pile 
driving on land and in marine environments, along with environmental protection 
issues. 

7240.D2.7 Identify the forms used to fabricate concrete walls, columns, footings, pile caps, and 
other bridge structures. Also discuss site-built and manufactured forming systems 
along with instructions for cleaning and storing forms. 

7240.D2.8 Attain readiness to take the NCCER Heavy Highway Construction Level 2 certification 
exams. 

7240.D2.9 Use appropriate tools to cut and bend reinforcing bars. 

7240.D2.10 Demonstrate five types of ties for reinforcing bars, along with proper lap splicing. 

7240.D2.11 Demonstrate the proper placement, spacing, tying, and support for reinforcing bars. 

7240.D2.12 Identify job plans and drawings used for ironworking jobs. 

7240.D2.13 Identify ornamental ironwork, general symbols, and welding symbols and applications 
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on ironworking job plans and drawings. 

7240.D2.14 Describe different uses for structural steel. 

7240.D2.15 Identify selected types, shapes, and grades of structural steel, including types of 
structural steel beams. 

7240.D2.16 Make bolted connections on structural steel. 

7240.D2.17 Use a bridge plan to explain the details of a project, and perform layout based on a 
plan sheet. 

7240.D2.18 Lay out pile locations according to foundation drawings. 

7240.D2.19 Create templates in accordance with provided drawings. 

7240.D2.20 Perform a material takeoff for concrete formwork. 

7240.D2.21 Build a small cap form at least 4’ x 3’ with headers, and include a beam seat, anchor 
bolts, and pipe blockout. 
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Architecture and Construction 

Construction Trades - Carpentry 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7130 Principles of 
Construction 
Trades 

7123 Construction 
Trades: General 
Carpentry 

7122 Construction 
Trades: Framing 
and Finishing 

 7242 Construction 
Trades Capstone 

 

Principles of Construction Trades 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study CT 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7130 

Course Description Principles of Construction Trades covers the NCCER Core Curriculum and is a 
prerequisite to most other construction courses. Its modules cover topics such as 
basic safety, communication skills, and introduction to construction drawings; all 
basic skills needed to continue education in the construction program. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 100 
VU: CNST 100, CNST 120, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Core Certification 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Construction Trades 

7130.D1.1 Comply with OSHA-10 training requirements. Explain the safety obligations of 
workers, supervisors, and managers to ensure a safe workplace. 

7130.D1.2 Review basic mathematical functions and explain their applications to the 
construction trades. 

7130.D1.3 Identify and explain specific applications of hand tools that are widely used in the 
construction industry, such as hammers, saws, levels, pullers, and clamps. 

7130.D1.4 Provide detailed descriptions of commonly used power tools, such as drills, saws, 
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grinders, and sanders. Review applications, proper use, safety, and maintenance. 
Demonstrate power tool use in on-the-job settings. 

7130.D1.5 Discuss basic terms for construction drawings, components, and symbols. Explain the 
different types of drawings and interpret and use drawing dimensions. 

7130.D1.6 Explain how ropes, chains, hoists, loaders, and cranes are used to move material and 
equipment from one location to another on a job site. 

7130.D1.7 Identify the roles of individuals and companies in the construction industry. 

7130.D1.8 Recognize hazards associated with materials handling and explain proper materials 
handling techniques and procedures. 

Domain  

7130.D2.1 Recognize direct job opportunities in the - construction field. 

7130.D2.2 Recognize indirect job opportunities in the -construction field. 

7130.D2.3 Become familiar with new residential building products. 

7130.D2.4 Understand the connection between residential construction and related fields. 

7130.D2.5 Understand the importance of safety training and education in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.6 Understand the relationship between worker’s compensation insurance and safety 
record. 

7130.D2.7 Understand and appreciate the roles that OSHA and INSafe play in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.8 Understand the hazards involved in the residential construction industry. 

7130.D2.9 Understand basic drafting/drawing techniques and how to apply them to - working 
drawings. 

7130.D2.10 Understand the relationship between individual building components and a structure 
as a whole. 

7130.D2.11 Utilize different resources to understand building component’s applications and their 
limitations. 

7130.D2.12 Understand basic print reading for the construction industry. 
 
 

Construction Trades: General Carpentry 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study CT Carpentry 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7123 

Course Description Construction Trades: General Carpentry covers the NCCER Carpentry Level 1. Its 
modules cover topics such as building materials, fasteners, adhesives, hand and 
power tools, introduction to construction drawings, specifications, layout, floor 
systems, wall systems, ceiling joist and roof framing, basic stair layout, and 
introduction to building envelope systems. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 101, BCTI 102 
VU: CNST 105, CNST 105L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Carpentry Level 1 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain General Carpentry 

7123.D1.1 Review the history of the trade, describe the apprentice program, identify career 
opportunities for carpentry and construction workers, and list the skills, 
responsibilities, and characteristics a worker should possess. Discuss the importance 
of safety in the construction industry. 

7123.D1.2 Categorize the building materials used in construction work, including lumber, sheet 
materials, engineered wood products, structural concrete, and structural steel. 
Describe the fasteners and adhesives used in construction work. Discuss the methods 
of squaring a building. 

7123.D1.3 Provide descriptions of hand tools and power tools used by carpenters. Demonstrate 
safe and proper operation, as well as care and maintenance. 

7123.D1.4 Apply the techniques for reading and using construction drawings and specifications 
with an emphasis on drawings and information relevant to the carpentry trade. 
Generate quantity takeoffs. 

7123.D1.5 Examine framing basics and the procedures for laying out and constructing a wood 
floor using common lumber, as well as engineered building materials. 

Domain Carpentry Basics 

7123.D2.1 Describe procedures for laying out and framing walls, including roughing-in door and 
window openings, constructing corners, partition Ts, and bracing walls. Follow the 
procedure to estimate the materials required to frame walls. 

7123.D2.2 Describe types of roofs and list instructions for laying out rafters for gable roofs, hip 
roofs, and valley intersections. Compare stick-built and truss-built roofs. List the 
basics of roof sheathing installation. 

7123.D2.3 Investigate the concept of the building envelope and explain its components. 
Describe types of windows, skylights, and exterior doors, and list instructions for 
installation. 

7123.D2.4 Compare types of stairs and common building code requirements related to stairs. 
Examine techniques for measuring and calculating rise, run, and stairwell openings, 
laying out stringers, and fabricating basic stairways. 

7123.D2.5 Attain readiness to take NCCER Carpentry Level I certification exams. 

7123.D3.1 Understand the application of conventional fiberglass/asphalt roof shingles. 

7123.D3.2 Apply carpentry skills, methods, and techniques to lab and/or on-the-job settings. 
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Construction Trades: Framing and Finishing 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study CT Carpentry 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7122 

Course Description Construction Trades: Framing and Finishing covers NCCER Carpentry Framing and 
Finishing Level 2. Its modules cover topics such as commercial drawings, roofing 
applications, thermal and moisture protection, exterior finishing, cold-formed steel 
framing, drywall installation and finishing, doors and door hardware, suspended 
ceilings, window, door, floor, and ceiling trim, and cabinet installation. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades; Construction Trades: General Carpentry 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 103, BCTI 104 
VU: CNST 160, CNST 160L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Carpentry Framing and Finishing Level 2 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Framing 

7122.D1.1 Demonstrate how to read and interpret a set of commercial drawings and 
specifications. 

7122.D1.2 Describe the types and grades of steel framing materials, and follow instructions for 
selecting and installing metal framing for interior and exterior walls, loadbearing and 
nonbearing walls, partitions, and other applications. 

7122.D1.3 Analyze the various types of exterior finish materials and their installation 
procedures, including wood, metal, vinyl, and fiber-cement siding. 

7122.D1.4 Describe the selection and installation of various types of insulating materials in walls, 
floors, and attics. List the uses and installation practices for vapor barriers and 
waterproofing materials. 

7122.D1.5 Demonstrate how to properly prepare the roof deck and install roofing for residential 
and commercial buildings. 

Domain Finishing 

7122.D2.1 Explain the installation of metal doors and related hardware in steel-framed, wood-
framed, and masonry walls, along with their related hardware, such as locksets and 
door closers. Discuss the installation of wood doors, folding doors, and pocket doors. 

7122.D2.2 Describe the various types of gypsum drywall, their uses, and the fastening devices 
and methods used to install them. Follow detailed instructions for installing drywall 
on walls and ceilings using nails, drywall screws, and adhesives. Discuss fire- and 
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sound-rated walls. 

7122.D2.3 List the materials, tools, and methods used to finish and patch gypsum drywall. 
Discuss both automatic and manual taping and finishing tools. 

7122.D2.4 Examine the materials, layout, and installation procedures for many types of 
suspended ceilings used in commercial construction, as well as ceiling tiles, drywall 
suspension systems, and pan-type ceilings 

7122.D2.5 Describe the different types of trim used in finish work and demonstrate the proper 
methods for selecting, cutting, and fastening trim to provide a professional finished 
appearance. (Wall/ trim finishes painting – staining) 

7122.D2.6 Follow detailed instructions for the selection and installation of base and wall 
cabinets and countertops. 

7122.D2.7 Attain readiness to take the NCCER Carpentry Framing and Finishing Level 2 
certification exams. 

7122.D3.1 Learn to complete quality inspections/checks on each task 

7122.D3.2 Apply recognized construction standards 
 
 

Construction Trades Capstone 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study CT Carpentry 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7242 

Course Description This course covers NCCER Electrical Level 1. Its modules cover topics such as 
orientation to the electrical trade, electrical safety, introduction to electrical circuits, 
electrical theory, introduction to the National Electrical Code, device boxes, hand 
bending, raceways and fittings, conductors and cables, basic electrical construction 
drawings, residential electrical services, and electrical test equipment. This course 
also covers the NCCER Carpentry Forms Level 3. Its modules cover topics such as 
rigging equipment, rigging practices, properties of concrete, reinforcing concrete, 
trenching and excavating, foundations, slab-on-grade, handling and placing concrete, 
vertical formwork, horizontal formwork, and tilt-up wall panels. Additionally, this 
course gives students the opportunity to work at a job site that is specifically related 
to their career objectives and provides on-the-job experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Construction Trades: General Carpentry; Construction Trades: Framining and 
Finishing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 130, BCTI 201, BCTI 202, BCTI 280 
VU: CNST 155, CNST 155L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
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VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Basic Electrical 

7242.D1.1 Describe the electrical trade and discuss the career paths available to electricians. 

7242.D1.2 Discuss safety rules and regulations for electricians, including precautions for 
electrical hazards found on the job. Examine the OSHA-mandated lockout/tagout 
procedure. 

7242.D1.3 Explain electrical concepts used in Ohm’s law applied to DC series circuits. Discuss 
atomic theory, electromotive force, resistance, and electric power equations. 

7242.D1.4 Analyze series, parallel, and series-parallel circuits. Examine resistive circuits, 
Kirchhoff’s voltage 

7242.D1.5 and current laws, and circuit analysis. 

7242.D1.6 Examine and use the NEC®. Describe the layout and the types of information found 
within the code book. Practice finding information using easy-to-follow procedures. 

7242.D1.7 Identify the hardware and systems used by an electrician to mount and support 
boxes, receptacles, and other electrical components. Examine NEC® fill and pull 
requirements for device, pull, and junction boxes under 100 cubic inches. 

7242.D1.8 Describe conduit bending and installation. Demonstrate the techniques for using 
hand operated and step conduit benders, as well as cutting, reaming, and threading 
conduit. 8. List the types and applications of raceways, wireways, and ducts. 
Investigate the appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7242.D1.9 Describe the types and applications of conductors and demonstrate proper wiring 
techniques. Investigate the appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7242.D1.10 Examine electrical prints, drawings, and symbols, and the types of information that 
can be found on schematics, one-lines, and wiring diagrams 

7242.D1.11 Investigate the electrical devices and wiring techniques common to residential 
construction and maintenance. Perform service calculations. Investigate the 
appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7242.D1.12 Demonstrate proper selection, inspection, and use of common electrical test 
equipment, including voltage testers, clamp-on ammeters, ohmmeters, multimeters, 
phase/motor rotation testers, and data recording equipment. Describe safety 
precautions and meter category ratings. 

Domain Carpentry Forms 

7242.D2.1 Describe the properties, characteristics, and uses of cement, aggregates, and other 
materials used in different types of concrete. Discuss procedures for estimating 
concrete volume and testing freshly mixed concrete, as well as methods and 
materials for curing concrete. 

7242.D2.2 Explain how ropes, chains, hoists, loaders, and cranes are used to move material and 
equipment from one location to another on a job site. Describe inspection techniques 
and load-handling safety practices. Demonstrate American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) hand signals. 

7242.D2.3 Examine working in and around excavations, particularly in preparing building 
foundations. Describe types and bearing capacities of soils; procedures used in 
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shoring, shielding, and sloping trenches and excavations; trenching safety 
requirements, including recognition of unsafe conditions; and mitigation of 
groundwater and rock when excavating foundations. 

7242.D2.4 Explain the selection and uses of different types of reinforcing materials. Describe 
requirements for bending, cutting, splicing, and tying reinforcing steel and the 
placement of steel in footings and foundations, walls, columns, and beams and 
girders. 

7242.D2.5 Discuss basic site layout safety, tools, and methods; layout and construction of deep 
and shallow foundations; types of foundation forms; layout and formation of slabs-
on-grade; and forms used for curbing and paving. 

7242.D2.6 Discuss the applications and construction methods for types of forming and form 
hardware systems for walls, columns, and stairs, as well as slip and climbing forms. 
Describe the assembly, erection, and stripping of gang forms. 

7242.D2.7 Describe elevated decks and formwork systems and methods used in their 
construction. Examine joist, pan, beam and slab, flat slab, composite slab, and 
specialty form systems and discuss instructions for the use of flying decks, as well as 
shoring and reshoring systems. 

7242.D2.8 Examine tools, equipment, and procedures for safely handling, placing, and finishing 
concrete. Describe joints made in concrete structures and the use of joint sealants. 

7242.D2.9 Describe how tilt-up concrete construction is used and how tilt-up panels are formed, 
erected, and braced. Discuss the installation of rebar and types of embedments used 
to lift and brace the panels. Investigate methods used to create architectural and 
decorative treatments. 

7242.D2.10 Attain readiness to take the second half of NCCER Carpentry Forms Level 3 
certification exams. 

Domain WBL 

7242.D3.1 Gain practical experience on the job. 

7242.D3.2 Think critically and independently analyze, synthesize, and evaluate technical 
problems and information. 

7242.D3.3 Identify and interpret health, safety, and welfare standards as dictated by local, state 
or federal agencies. 

7242.D4.1 Understand residential code and how to utilize a code manual. 

7242.D4.2 Understand residential electrical principles and terminology. 

7242.D4.3 Understand common and complex residential wiring diagrams and their applications. 

7242.D4.4 Interpret and apply the National Electrical Code (NEC) to residential electrical 
applications. 

7242.D4.5 Understand the connection between wire types and wire sizes and how it relates to 
residential electrical safety. 

7242.D4.6 Diagnose and troubleshoot residential electrical problems using critical and creative 
thinking skills. 

7242.D4.7 Utilize proper planning techniques when designing a residential electrical plan for 
remodeling or new construction. 

7242.D4.8 Attain readiness to take NCCER Electrical Level I certification exams. 
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Architecture and Construction 

Construction Trades - Electrical 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7130 Principles of 
Construction 
Trades 

7124 Electrical 
Fundamentals 

7119 Advanced 
Electrical 

  Construction 
Trades Electrical 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Construction Trades 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study CT 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7130 

Course Description Principles of Construction Trades covers the NCCER Core Curriculum and is a 
prerequisite to most other construction courses. Its modules cover topics such as 
basic safety, communication skills, and introduction to construction drawings; all 
basic skills needed to continue education in the construction program. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 100 
VU: CNST 100, CNST 120, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Carpentry Specialist, TC Carpentry Specialist (46.0415) 
CG Construction Carpenter Assistant (46.0000) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 100+ level or higher, 

Promoted Certifications NCCER Core Certification 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Construction Trades 

7130.D1.1 Comply with OSHA-10 training requirements. Explain the safety obligations of 
workers, supervisors, and managers to ensure a safe workplace. 

7130.D1.2 Review basic mathematical functions and explain their applications to the 
construction trades. 

7130.D1.3 Identify and explain specific applications of hand tools that are widely used in the 
construction industry, such as hammers, saws, levels, pullers, and clamps. 

7130.D1.4 Provide detailed descriptions of commonly used power tools, such as drills, saws, 
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grinders, and sanders. Review applications, proper use, safety, and maintenance. 
Demonstrate power tool use in on-the-job settings. 

7130.D1.5 Discuss basic terms for construction drawings, components, and symbols. Explain the 
different types of drawings and interpret and use drawing dimensions. 

7130.D1.6 Explain how ropes, chains, hoists, loaders, and cranes are used to move material and 
equipment from one location to another on a job site. 

7130.D1.7 Identify the roles of individuals and companies in the construction industry. 

7130.D1.8 Recognize hazards associated with materials handling and explain proper materials 
handling techniques and procedures. 

Domain  

7130.D2.1 Recognize direct job opportunities in the - construction field. 

7130.D2.2 Recognize indirect job opportunities in the -construction field. 

7130.D2.3 Become familiar with new residential building products. 

7130.D2.4 Understand the connection between residential construction and related fields. 

7130.D2.5 Understand the importance of safety training and education in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.6 Understand the relationship between worker’s compensation insurance and safety 
record. 

7130.D2.7 Understand and appreciate the roles that OSHA and INSafe play in the construction 
industry. 

7130.D2.8 Understand the hazards involved in the residential construction industry. 

7130.D2.9 Understand basic drafting/drawing techniques and how to apply them to - working 
drawings. 

7130.D2.10 Understand the relationship between individual building components and a structure 
as a whole. 

7130.D2.11 Utilize different resources to understand building component’s applications and their 
limitations. 

7130.D2.12 Understand basic print reading for the construction industry. 

 

Electrical Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study CT Electrical 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7124 

Course Description This course covers NCCER Electrical Level 1. Its modules cover topics such as 
orientation to the electrical trade, electrical safety, introduction to electrical circuits, 
electrical theory, introduction to the National Electrical Code, device boxes, hand 
bending, raceways and fittings, conductors and cables, basic electrical construction 
drawings, residential electrical services, and electrical test equipment. The NCCER 
Electrical Level 1 certificate and wallet card will also be awarded upon successful 
completion of this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 130 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Advanced Electrical 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study CT Electrical 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7119 

Course Description Advanced Electrical covers topics such as alternating current, motors: theory and 
application, electric lighting, conduit bending, and pull and junction boxes. The 
second part of the course will cover topics such as conductor installations, cable tray, 
conductor terminations and splices, grounding and bonding, circuit breakers and 
fuses, control systems and fundamental concepts. Students will be ready to complete 
the NCCER Electrical Level 2 certificate upon successful completion of the course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades; and Electrical Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BCTI 131, BCTI 132 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
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Construction Trades Electrical Capstone 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study CT Electrical 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Construction Trades; Electrical Fundamentals; and Advanced Electrical 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC:  BCTI 231, BCTI 232, BCTI 101, BCTI 102, BCTI 280 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Architecture and Construction 

Construction Trades – Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7131 Principles of HVAC  7125 HVAC 
Fundamentals 

7126 HVAC Service  7244 HVAC Capstone 

 

Principles of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study HVAC 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7131 

Course Description Principles of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) This covers many of 
the topics needed for students to be successful in the mechanical construction 
industry.  Its modules include history of HVAC industry, OSHA 10-hour construction 
industry training, communication and customer service skills.  This course will also 
cover basic electricity concepts. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HVAC 100, BCTI 130 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Heating, Venting, and Air Conditioning, TC Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning 
(47.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain HVAC Basics 

7131.D1.1 Investigate the earliest uses of refrigeration and heating equipment and the inventors 
that developed them. 

7131.D1.2 Discuss current employment opportunities in the mechanical construction industry 
and understand the qualifications required employment. 

7131.D1.3 Comply with OSHA-10 training requirements and understand the safety obligations of 
workers, supervisors, and managers to ensure a safe workplace. 

7131.D1.4 Discuss the causes and results of accidents and the impact of accident costs. 
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7131.D1.5 Define safe work procedures, proper use of personal protective equipment, and 
working with hazardous chemicals. 

7131.D1.6 Demonstrate ability to understand various elements used in commercial and 
residential blueprints. 

7131.D1.7 Identify the types of architectural lines, symbols, notations, and abbreviations used in 
print reading. 

7131.D1.8 Identify types of drawings such as elevation views, section views, detail views, and 
construction materials. 

7131.D1.9 Practice techniques for communicating effectively with customers, co-workers and 
supervisors. 

7131.D1.10 List examples that emphasize the importance of verbal and written information and 
instructions on the job. 

7131.D1.11 Attain readiness to take the OSHA 10 Certification exam. 

Domain Basic Electrical 

7131.D2.1 Describe the electrical trade and discuss the career paths available to electricians. 

7131.D2.2 Discuss safety rules and regulations for electricians, including precautions for 
electrical hazards found on the job. Examine the OSHA-mandated lockout/tagout 
procedure. 

7131.D2.3 Explain electrical concepts used in Ohm’s law applied to DC series circuits. Discuss 
atomic theory, electromotive force, resistance, and electric power equations. 

7131.D2.4 Analyze series, parallel, and series-parallel circuits. Examine resistive circuits, 
Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, and circuit analysis. 

7131.D2.5 Examine and use the NEC®. Describe the layout and the types of information 

7131.D2.6 found within the code book. Practice finding information using easy-to-follow 
procedures. 

7131.D2.7 Identify the hardware and systems used by an electrician to mount and support 
boxes, receptacles, and other electrical components. Examine NEC® fill and pull 
requirements for device, pull, and junction boxes under 100 cubic inches. 

7131.D2.8 Describe conduit bending and installation. Demonstrate the techniques for using 
hand-operated and step conduit benders, as well as cutting, reaming, and threading 
conduit. 

7131.D2.9 List the types and applications of raceways, wireways, and ducts. Investigate the 
appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7131.D2.10 Describe the types and applications of conductors and demonstrate proper wiring 
techniques. Investigate the appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7131.D2.11 Examine electrical prints, drawings, and symbols, and the types of information that 
can be found on schematics, one-lines, and wiring diagrams. 

7131.D2.12 Investigate the electrical devices and wiring techniques common to residential 
construction and maintenance. Perform service calculations. Investigate the 
appropriate NEC® requirements. 

7131.D2.13 Demonstrate proper selection, inspection, and use of common electrical test 
equipment, including voltage testers, clamp-on ammeters, ohmmeters, multimeters, 
phase/motor rotation testers, and data recording equipment. Describe safety 
precautions and meter category ratings. 

7131.D2.14 Attain readiness to take NCCER Electrical Level I certification exams. 
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HVAC Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study HVAC 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7125 

Course Description HVAC Fundamentals introduces fundamentals applicable to the heating and 
refrigeration phases of air conditioning. Includes types of units, parts, basic controls, 
functions, and applications. Emphasizes practices, tool and meter use, temperature 
measurement, heat flow, the combustion process and piping installation practices. 
Covers the basic sequence of operation for gas, oil and electric furnaces. Introduction 
to compression systems used in mechanical refrigeration including the refrigeration 
cycle and system components. Introduces safety procedures, proper use of tools used 
to install and service refrigeration equipment, refrigerant charging and recovery, 
system evacuation, calculating superheat and subcooling and using a refrigerant 
temperature/pressure chart. This course will use lecture, lab and online simulation to 
prepare students for the nationally recognized certification exam as part of the 
outcome assessment learning objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of HVAC 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HVAC 101, HVAC 103 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Heating, Venting, and Air Conditioning, TC Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning 
(47.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Heating Fundamentals 

7125.D1.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures. 

7125.D1.2 Define and properly use the terminology of the heating industry. 

7125.D1.3 Identify and explain the operation of safety devices and components used on heating 
equipment that were covered in the course. 

7125.D1.4 Explain the combustion and heating process of a fossil fuel furnace. 

7125.D1.5 Describe the sequence of operation for the furnace types covered in the course. 

7125.D1.6 Demonstrate the use of the tools, test equipment and materials used in heating 
equipment installation and service that were covered in this course. 

7125.D1.7 Explain the basics concepts of low voltage thermostatic control. 

7125.D1.8 Discuss the characteristics of fuels and the safety precautions for working with those 
fuels. 
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7125.D1.9 Measure the temperature rise across a furnace’s heat exchanger. 

7125.D1.10 Identify common electrical schematic symbols used in furnace schematics. 

7125.D1.11 Identify the different ignition systems used on gas furnaces. 

7125.D1.12 Explain how to measure manifold gas pressure. 

7125.D1.13 Describe the various methods of proving flame used on gas and oil furnaces that were 
covered in the course. 

Domain Refrigeration Fundamentals 

7125.D2.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures with tools, refrigerants, torches, and test 
equipment covered in the course. 

7125.D2.2 Define key terms associated with refrigeration such as superheated refrigerant, sub 
cooled refrigerant, and saturated refrigerant. 

7125.D2.3 Identify the basic components of mechanical refrigeration systems that were covered 
in the course. 

7125.D2.4 Describe the basic refrigeration cycle identifying where the refrigerant is 
superheated, subcooled, saturated, under high pressure, and under low pressure. 

7125.D2.5 Use a temperature/pressure chart to determine saturation temperatures and 
pressures. 

7125.D2.6 Using data supplied, calculate/determine superheat, subcooling, evaporator coil TD, 
evaporator coil , T condenser split, saturated suction temperature and condensing 
temperature. [TD = EAT – BP where EAT is evaporator entering air temperature and 
BP is refrigerant boiling point temperature in the evaporator; T = EAT – LAT where 
EAT is the evaporator’s entering air temperature and LAT is the evaporator’s leaving 
air temperature]. 

7125.D2.7 Explain the basic principles of heat transfer. 

7125.D2.8 Demonstrate the proper use of refrigeration tools introduced in the course. 

7125.D2.9 Demonstrate the fluxing, brazing, and/or soldering, flaring and swaging techniques 
introduced in the course. 

7125.D2.10 Describe the operation/function of compressors, metering devices, condensers and 
evaporators. 

7125.D2.11 Describe the use of vacuum pumps, manifold gauges and refrigerant 
recovery/recycling equipment. 

7125.D2.12 Explain the basics of ozone depletion, the link between refrigerants and ozone 
depletion and the effects of ozone depletion. 

7125.D2.13 Attain readiness to take the Esco EPA 608 Reclamation Certification exam. 

7125.D3.1 Demonstrate how to pressurize a system with nitrogen, install gauges, properly 
evacuate a system, and read a micron gauge.  

 
 

HVAC Service 
Career Cluster Architecture and 

Construction 

Program of Study HVAC 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7126 

Course Description HVAC Service continues the study of air conditioning and refrigeration along with the 
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procedures used to analyze mechanical and electrical problems encountered when 
servicing heating systems. Students will better understand compressors, metering 
devices, system recharging, refrigerant recovery, basics of motor types, equipment 
installation and troubleshooting practices as they apply to air conditioning and 
refrigeration systems. Additionally, students will be able to understand electrical 
schematics and connection diagrams, combustion testing, venting and combustion 
air requirements, sequence of operation, heating controls, troubleshooting 
techniques, installation practices, basic codes applying to furnace codes, and service 
procedures. This course will use lecture, lab and online simulation to prepare students 
for the nationally recognized certification exam as part of the outcome assessment 
learning objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of HVAC, HVAC Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HVAC 202, HVAC 211 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Heating, Venting, and Air Conditioning, TC Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning 
(47.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Electrical Circuits and Controls 

7126.D1.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures. 

7126.D1.2 Describe the operation of the individual controls identified in the course and explain 
how they are typically used in control systems. 

7126.D1.3 Effectively read and use schematic and pictorial wiring diagrams commonly found on 
residential and light commercial heating, air conditioning equipment. 

7126.D1.4 Wire a simple control system for a residential or light commercial heating and/or air 
conditioning system while using the appropriate wiring diagrams. 

7126.D1.5 Draw pictorial and schematic wiring diagrams for equipment. 

7126.D1.6 Troubleshoot electrical control systems. 

7126.D1.7 Perform tasks as assigned in a professional manner. 

7126.D1.8 Program basic electronic heating/cooling thermostats. 

7126.D1.9 Install field control wiring for typical residential and light commercial HVAC systems. 

7126.D1.10 Explain the difference between pilot duty and line duty controls. 

7126.D1.11 Recognize common controls used on residential and light commercial HVAC 
equipment covered in the class. 

7126.D1.12 Draw the typical schematic symbols used in HVAC/R work. 

7126.D1.13 Attain readiness to take the ESCO HVAC Excellence Employment Ready Exam. 

Domain Refrigeration Service 
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7126.D2.1 Identify and correctly locate on a system the air conditioning and refrigeration system 
components normally found in residential and light commercial A/C systems. 

7126.D2.2 Describe the proper operation and function of system components covered in the 
course. 

7126.D2.3 Identify the most common types of system component failure and the effect each has 
on the performance of the system. 

7126.D2.4 Using manifold gauges, pressure/temperature charts, and thermometers, determine 
the following for a refrigeration system: superheat, subcooling, evaporator coil TD, 
evaporator coil DT, condensing temperature, saturated suction temperature and 
condenser split. 

7126.D2.5 Apply the basic refrigeration cycle and a refrigerant temperature/pressure chart to 
analyze and troubleshoot A/C and/or refrigeration systems. 

7126.D2.6 Recover refrigerants; evacuate systems, leak check and field charge systems using the 
methods covered in the course. 

7126.D2.7 Outline the basics of electrical control of residential A/C systems. 

7126.D2.8 Identify the different single-phase motor types used in HVAC/R systems and their 
applications. 

7126.D2.9 Describe motor starting components, their application and how they work. 

7126.D2.10 Describe electrical troubleshooting techniques for compressor motors and fan motors 
their associated starting components. 

7126.D2.11 Describe how changes in evaporator loading will affect the system. 

7126.D2.12 Describe the effect on the system from the common system problems such as 
undercharging, overcharging, dirty condensers, low evaporator airflow, etc. 

7126.D2.13 Safely perform assign tasks following lab safety regulations. 

7126.D2.14 Attain readiness to take the ESCO HVAC Excellence Employment Ready Exam. 
 
 

HVAC Capstone 
Career Cluster Architecture and Construction 

Program of Study HVAC 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7244 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) HVAC Fundamentals, HVAC Service 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HVAC 208, HVAC 107 or HVAC 205 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Heating, Venting, and Air Conditioning, TC Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning 
(47.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics; COMM 104 Workplace 
Communications, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Heating Service 

7244.D1.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures. 

7244.D1.2 Find pertinent installation information in a furnace installation manual. 

7244.D1.3 Adjust blower speed to meet manufacturer’s specifications for temperature rise 
across the furnace’s heat exchanger. 

7244.D1.4 Describe fuel piping, combustion air and venting requirements for gas and oil 
furnaces. 

7244.D1.5 Identify the common controls used on heating appliances covered in the course. 

7244.D1.6 Explain the function of the common heating controls covered in the course. 

7244.D1.7 Explain how the different gas and oil ignition systems work. 

7244.D1.8 Perform basic troubleshooting tests on a furnace. 

7244.D1.9 Demonstrate the use of common test equipment required in heating service work. 

7244.D1.10 Read an electrical schematic for a furnace. 

7244.D1.11 List basic code requirements pertaining to furnace installations covered in the course. 

7244.D1.12 Describe the different venting requirements between atmospheric furnaces, 78-80% 
fan assisted furnaces, and 90% induced draft furnaces. 

7244.D1.13 Outline typical sequences of operation for furnace types covered in the course. 

7244.D1.14 Formulate a “clean and check” preventative maintenance procedure for furnace. 

7244.D1.15 Attain readiness to take the ESCO HVAC Excellence Employment Ready Exam. 

Domain Duct Fabrication 

7244.D2.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures. 

7244.D2.2 Develop neat and clean shop drawings to scale. 

7244.D2.3 Read and interpret schedules, drawings and specifications shown on construction 
drawings to formulate a material list. 

7244.D2.4 Layout and calculate measurements for duct work used in heating and air 
conditioning using mechanical drawings. 

7244.D2.5 Demonstrate the use of hand tools used in sheet metal fabrication and duct 
installation. 

7244.D2.6 Demonstrate use of sheet metal shop equipment. 

7244.D2.7 Demonstrate proper installation practices. 

Domain Heat Pump Systems 

7244.D3.1 Demonstrate safe practices and procedures. 

7244.D3.2 Interpret and utilize pictorial and schematic diagrams. 

7244.D3.3 Identify different types of heat pumps in relation to their source of heat. 

7244.D3.4 Diagram refrigerant flow through a heat pump in both the heating and cooling mode 
identifying refrigerant condition and pressures. 

7244.D3.5 Explain in detail the defrost cycle of the air-to-air heat pump. 

7244.D3.6 Identify and troubleshoot electrical control system components covered in this 
course. 

7244.D3.7 Identify and troubleshoot common refrigeration system components covered in this 
course. 
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7244.D3.8 Explain the different methods for checking refrigerant charge and charging heat 
pumps covered in this course. 

7244.D3.9 Describe the typical thermostats used with heat pumps. 

7244.D3.10 Explain the need and types of auxiliary heat. 

7244.D3.11 Given the heat loss and heat gain of a structure, size a heat pump and back-up electric 
heat. 

7244.D3.12 Outline typical heat pump control technique. 

7244.D3.13 Compare and contrast the different types of heat pumps: air-to-air, ground source 
and closed- loop water source heat pumps. 

7244.D3.14 Attain readiness to take the ESCO HVAC Excellence Employment Ready Exam. 
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Architecture and Construction 

Plumbing and Pipefitting 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7133 Principles of 
Plumbing and 
Pipefitting 

7129 Plumbing and 
Pipefitting 
Fundamentals 

7120 Advanced 
Plumbing and 
Pipefitting 

  Plumbing and 
Pipefitting 
Capstone 
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Arts, AV Tech, and Communications 

Digital Design 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7140 Principles of 
Digital Design 

7141 Digital Design 
Graphics 

7136 Professional 
Photography and 
Videography 

 7246 Digital Design 
Capstone 

    5550 Graphic Design 
and Layout 

  

    7138 Interactive Media 
Design 

  

 

Principles of Digital Design 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7140 

Course Description Principles of Visual Communication introduces students to fundamental design 
theory. Investigations into design theory and color dynamics will provide experiences 
in applying design theory, ideas and creative problem solving, critical peer 
evaluation, and presentation skills.  Students will have the opportunity to apply the 
design theory through an understanding of basic photographic theory and technique.  
Topics will include image capture, processing, various output methods, and light. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC VISC 101, PHOT 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Design Fundamentals 
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7140.D1.1 Define and apply design process theory. 

7140.D1.2 Create compositions, artwork, illustrations, layouts, designs, etc. that demonstrate 
the effective use of the elements and principles of design. 

7140.D1.3 Demonstrate creative and visual problem-solving skills through exercises and/or 
projects utilizing vector/raster-based graphics programs and/or other traditional 
processes. 

7140.D1.4 Generate ideas, notes and thumbnails manually or digitally. 

7140.D1.5 Create oral or written justification using appropriate design vocabulary. 

7140.D1.6 Engage in critical peer evaluation. 

Domain Photography 

7140.D2.1 Demonstrate an ability to operate a camera using manual controls. 

7140.D2.2 Measure incidental and reflective light for a subject and determine the proper camera 
settings. 

7140.D2.3 Demonstrate printing equipment to produce properly exposed and processed prints. 

7140.D2.4 Learn and employ methods of image correction. 

7140.D2.5 Produce photographs which demonstrate an ability to control focus in a variety of 
situations. 

7140.D2.6 Demonstrate an understanding of depth of field. 

7140.D2.7 Demonstrate an understanding of capturing and freezing motion. 

7140.D2.8 Understand how to apply the theory of equivalent exposures and bracketing. 

7140.D2.9 Demonstrate the effects of time of day on the qualities and direction of available 
light. 

7140.D2.10 Demonstrate an understanding of photographic filters and how they work. 

7140.D2.11 Demonstrate an understanding of photographic composition and design. 

7140.D2.12 Produce photographs that exhibit conceptual thinking ability. 
 
 

Digital Design Graphics 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7141 

Course Description Digital Design Graphics will help students to understand and create the most 
common types of computer graphics used in visual communications.  Skills are 
developed through work with professional vector-based and page layout software 
used in the industry. Additionally, students will be introduced to a full range of image 
input technology and manipulation including conventional photography, digital 
imaging, and computer scanners. Students will learn to communicate concepts and 
ideas through various imaging devices. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Digital Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: VISC 102, VISC 115 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Vector Graphics 

7141.D1.1 Navigate within the computer’s operating environment. 

7141.D1.2 Demonstrate a working knowledge of the hardware components and peripherals. 

7141.D1.3 Execute fundamental type formatting and editing. 

7141.D1.4 Develop the critical basics of effective page layout software operation. 

7141.D1.5 Utilize illustration tools to manipulate paths and anchor points. 

7141.D1.6 Recognize graphic file formats and appropriate uses. 

Domain Raster Graphics 

7141.D2.1 Operate image input devices. 

7141.D2.2 Explain the physical properties of light and the basic laws of photographic optics (how 
light behaves). 

7141.D2.3 Explain the differences between various graphic file formats, image resolution, and 
proper light levels. 

7141.D2.4 Create images that use the principles/fundamentals of design. 

7141.D2.5 Demonstrate the ability to solve communication design problems using imaging. 

7141.D2.6 Develop hand/computer-imaging skills. 

7141.D2.7 Apply the rules of effective typography using hand and/or computer skills. 

7141.D2.8 Demonstrate a variety of imaging methods in application to class projects. 

7141.D2.9 Be able to assess your work and others constructively and effectively. 
 
 

Professional Photography & Videography 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7136 

Course Description Professional Photography & Videography further develops advanced camera skills 
and photographic vision. The course introduces special techniques and digital 
processes while refining printing and processing skills. It will also emphasize good 
composition and the use of photography as a communication tool. Students will also 
learn the basics of planning, shooting, editing and post-producing video and sound. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Digital Design; Digital Design Graphics 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 
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Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: PHOT 107, VISC 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Intermediate Photography 

7136.D1.1 Apply zone system to black and white photography. 

7136.D1.2 Effectively execute assignments starting with pre-visualization and ending with a 
properly exposed negative and print. 

7136.D1.3 Demonstrate ability to use filters with the camera. 

7136.D1.4 Demonstrate the ability to make decisions about depth of field and shutter speeds. 

7136.D1.5 Demonstrate and refine ability to compose effectively. 

7136.D1.6 Demonstrate advanced tonal controls, image adjustments, as well as various digital 
workflow processes to produce high quality digital prints. 

7136.D1.7 Demonstrate the critical and aesthetic skills necessary to effectively assess 
photographic images. 

7136.D1.8 Present orally a project to your peers, clients, faculty, or advisors. 

Domain Video and Sound 

7136.D2.1 List and compare various formats for video recording, storage and sequencing. 

7136.D2.2 Describe the production process, and define the responsibilities of production team 
members. 

7136.D2.3 Learn the basics of planning, shooting, editing and post-producing video. 

7136.D2.4 Analyze videos for technical quality and aesthetic principles. 

7136.D2.5 Demonstrate competent usage and handling of video equipment. 

7136.D2.6 Incorporate effective visual aesthetics in capturing video content. 

7136.D2.7 Compile and edit video content into creative and technically successful project 
 
 

Graphic Design and Layout 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5550 

Course Description Graphic Design and Layout teaches design process and the proper and creative use of 
type as a means to develop effective communications for global, corporate and social 
application. Students will create samples for a portfolio, which may include elements 
or comprehensive projects in logo, stationery, posters, newspaper, magazine, 
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billboard, and interface design. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Digital Design; Digital Design Graphics 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes Schools wishing to offer this course for multiple credits should utilize Next Level 
Programs of Study courses. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC VISC 113, VISC 114 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Typography 

5550.D1.1 Describe, appreciate and apply the history and development of type and typefaces. 

5550.D1.2 Describe and use typographic terminology. 

5550.D1.3 Create various design projects/layouts that demonstrate the ability to solve 
communication design problems using typography. 

5550.D1.4 Be aware of the design (typefaces, hand lettering, font creation) options available, 
and fully utilize the unique potential of the typography. 

5550.D1.5 Develop an attention to detail to recognize typographic rules and aesthetics. 

5550.D1.6 Evaluate your and peer work critically. 

Domain Graphic Design and Layout 

5550.D2.1 Create portfolio quality projects by applying the design process. 

5550.D2.2 Develop marketing concepts by completing creative briefs based on global, corporate 
and social applications and target audience. 

5550.D2.3 Visualize ideas by means of research, thumbnail sketches, and developmental drafts. 

5550.D2.4 Identify print reproduction criteria necessary for various media. 

5550.D2.5 Adhere to a production schedule to meet deadlines in an efficient and professional 
manner. 

5550.D2.6 Present and provide feedback to peers, clients, faculty, or advisors. 
 
 

Interactive Media Design 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7138 

Course Description Interactive Media Design focuses on the tools, strategies, and techniques for 
interactive design and emerging technologies, like web and social media. Students 
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will learn the basics of planning, shooting, editing and post-producing video and 
sound. Additionally, students will explore the process of integrating text, graphics, 
audio and video for effective communication of information. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Digital Design; Digital Design Graphics 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: VISC 110, VISC 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Web and Social Media 

7138.D1.1 Discuss the current online/interactive environment and the unique design challenges 
this media (websites, mobile, and social media) presents. 

7138.D1.2 Identify and apply effective design solutions based on content. 

7138.D1.3 Understand how User Experience (UX) impacts online/interactive media. 

7138.D1.4 Discuss the importance of proper research, brainstorming and thumbnails. 

7138.D1.5 Analyze and optimize graphic files for web delivery. 

7138.D1.6 Evaluate the aesthetics of interactive media such as websites, social media, mobile 
design. 

7138.D1.7 Recognize the importance and power of social media in maintaining content. 

7138.D1.8 Identify current and emerging social media trends. 

7138.D1.9 Understand Search Engine Optimization (SEO) theory and current practices. 

7138.D1.10 Apply professional quality standards in the role of blogging, social networking, 
dynamic media, and the mobile web to build the brand of a company, person, or 
organization 

7138.D1.11 Implement interactive media such as websites, social media mobile design using 
current editing software. 

7138.D1.12 Manipulate and optimize images for web utilization with industry-standard graphic 
software. 

7138.D1.13 Understand web hosting options. 

Domain Video and Sound 

7138.D2.1 List and compare various formats for video recording, storage and sequencing. 

7138.D2.2 Describe the production process and define the responsibilities of production team 
members. 

7138.D2.3 Learn the basics of planning, shooting, editing and post-producing video. 

7138.D2.4 Analyze videos for technical quality and aesthetic principles. 
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7138.D2.5 Demonstrate competent usage and handling of video equipment. 

7138.D2.6 Incorporate effective visual aesthetics in capturing video content. 

7138.D2.7 Compile and edit video content into creative and technically successful projects. 
 
 

Digital Design Capstone 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Digital Design 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7246 

Course Description The Digital Design Capstone course provides students the opportunity to dive deeper 
into advanced concepts of Visual Communication including user experience/user 
interface design, video production editing, animation and/or web design.  Depending 
on the length of the course, students may focus their efforts on one area or explore 
multiple aspects. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Digital Design Graphics, and one of Interactive Media Design, Graphic Design and 
Layout, or Professional Photography and Videography. 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: VISC 104, VIDT 210, VISC 200, VISC 209, VISC 210 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Visual Communications (50.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 1XX Student Success Elective, ARTH 101 
Survey of Art and Culture I, ARTH 102 Survey of Art and Culture II, or ARTH 105 
History of Design 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain User Experience/User Interface 

7246.D1.1 Describe, appreciate and apply the history, development, and standards of 
experience/interface design. 

7246.D1.2 Describe and use UX/UI terminology. 

7246.D1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of the standards, terms, and applications of UX/UI. 

7246.D1.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the various methods used in this field. 

7246.D1.5 Through various assignments communicate your research, analysis, scenarios, etc. 
which show comprehension of the end users’ needs. 

7246.D1.6 Develop an awareness of all the interrelated factors that impact user experience (ADA 
compliance, mobile, user centered design, societal factors, etc.). 

7246.D1.7 Demonstrate sound user experience design practice relative to the enhancement of 
communication and visual appeal. 

7246.D1.8 Evaluate your peer and professional work critically. 
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Domain Video Production Editing 

7246.D2.1 Ingest digital footage into an editing system. 

7246.D2.2 Explore various aspects for the editing process. 

7246.D2.3 Understand and use appropriate editing styles. 

7246.D2.4 Create and refine a rough cut. 

7246.D2.5 Produce projects using a non-linear editing system. 

7246.D2.6 Integrate audio and video within a project. 

7246.D2.7 Synchronize multiple concurrent video angles taken from a multi-camera shoot. 

7246.D2.8 Experiment with special effects, masking, and matting. 

7246.D2.9 Produce projects of varying lengths and output mediums. 

7246.D2.10 Edit projects down to a specific time frame. 

7246.D2.11 Present orally a project to your peers, clients, faculty, or advisors 

Domain Motion Graphics 

7246.D3.1 Develop advanced creative interfaces for use in multimedia projects. 

7246.D3.2 Integrate the principles of good multimedia design with a strong focus on the 
aesthetic component including research, brainstorming, and storyboarding. 

7246.D3.3 Synchronize animation and sound. 

7246.D3.4 Incorporate various mediums, including sound, images, audio, etc. 

7246.D3.5 Describe the different roles of a multimedia producer within the industry. 

7246.D3.6 Analyze the use of multimedia as a marketing tool. 

7246.D3.7 Appraise and integrate different content and software to achieve one product. 

7246.D3.8 Use basic programming skills to add functionality to a project. 

7246.D3.9 Implement usability and functionality testing processes. 

Domain 3D Rendering and Animation 

7246.D4.1 Apply the ability to employ available 3D rendering and animation software packages. 

7246.D4.2 Construct and render 3D models and textures for use in static and dynamic simulated 
environments. 

7246.D4.3 Utilize constructed environments and models in various animations techniques. 

7246.D4.4 Explain the history of computer animation. 

7246.D4.5 Evaluate the possibilities of computer animation and how it is utilized in a variety of 
industries today. 

Domain Web Design 

7246.D5.1 Explain Information Architecture (IA) how interactive media design affects user 
experience (UX), and how that translates to a successful user interface (UI). 

7246.D5.2 Describe and apply effective interactive media design processes—including research, 
web project definition, organization, structure, process, and interaction. 

7246.D5.3 Identify and apply effective design solutions based on content. 

7246.D5.4 Discuss the importance of proper research, brainstorming and thumbnails, and 
wireframing. 

7246.D5.5 Evaluate the aesthetics of interactive design pertaining to emerging trends. 

7246.D5.6 Discuss the history of interactive design and te relationship they have with interactive 
design today 

7246.D5.7 Discuss design principles (color, layout, typography) as they apply to interactive 
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design. 

7246.D5.8 Construct web pages using standards- compliant HTML5 and CSS3 that successfully 
passes validation tests of theW3C. 

7246.D5.9 Discuss the use of helper technologies such as CSS frameworks, and when and why to 
use them. 

7246.D5.10 Implement a simple javascript/Javascript plugin to add dynamics to a website. W311. 
Create a final static website meeting the needs of a client. 
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Arts, AV Tech, and Communications 

Interior Design 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7132 Principles of 
Interior Design  

7127 Interior Design 
Fundamentals 

7128 Materials, Finishes 
and Design 

 7248 Interior Design 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Interior Design 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Interior Design 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7132 

Course Description Principles of Interior Design introduces students to fundamental design theory and 
color dynamics as applied to compositional design.  Investigations into design theory 
and color dynamics will provide experiences in applying design theory to three-
dimensional concepts, human factors and the psychology and social influences of 
space. These experiences will develop student’s skills in creative problem solving, peer 
evaluation, and presentation skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: VISC 101, EDSN 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Environmental Design (50.0408) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: General Education Core Elective (3), IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Interior Design Fundamentals 

7132.D1.1 Develop and demonstrate a working design vocabulary. 

7132.D1.2 Define and apply design process theory. 

7132.D1.3 Communicate specific design concepts. 

7132.D1.4 Recognize and employ the elements and principles of design. 

7132.D1.5 Recognize and employ color theory and color perception. 

7132.D1.6 Demonstrate creative and visual problem-solving skills through exercises and/or 
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projects utilizing vector/raster-based graphics programs and/or other traditional 
processes. 

7132.D1.7 Generate ideas notes and thumbnails manually. 

7132.D1.8 Review and discuss the historical foundation of design in art. 

7132.D1.9 Engage in critical peer evaluation. 

Domain Design Fundamentals for Space 

7132.D2.1 Utilize the principles of color mixing, color properties, schemes and harmonies. 

7132.D2.2 Integrate color psychology into environmental applications. 

7132.D2.3 Identify, describe and apply the design elements.. 

7132.D2.4 Identify, describe and apply the design principles. 

7132.D2.5 Create 3-D models analyzing space, form, pattern, light and shadow. 

7132.D2.6 Utilize spatial organization techniques when creating designs. 

7132.D2.7 Demonstrate an understanding of human behavior and how space can impact and 
influence the users. 

7132.D2.8 Present design solutions through preparation models and oral justification. 

7132.D2.9 Evaluate compositions using critical thought processes. 
 
 

Interior Design Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Interior Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7127 

Course Description Interior Design Fundamentals provides students with an overview of the field of 
interior (environmental) design, including an understanding of fundamental 
construction knowledge and skills needed in the field. Exercises include small scale 
space analysis and functional planning based on user needs, furniture arrangement 
and selection, materials and finishes considerations and presentation techniques.  
Students will also learn basics regarding building practices, building structures, 
residential construction techniques, building materials and plan reading.  Includes 
building codes, sustainable design practices, and the preparation of site and 
construction plans, elevations, sections, three-dimensional drawings details and hand 
renderings as they relate to construction and presentation drawings. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Interior Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDSN 103, EDSN 107 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Environmental Design (50.0408) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: General Education Core Elective (3), IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Interior Design 

7127.D1.1 Coordinate the elements and principles of design into a harmonious space. 

7127.D1.2 Demonstrate basic client interviewing skills. 

7127.D1.3 Demonstrate a competency of furniture and fixture selection and arrangement 
through projects involving living areas, kitchens and support space, bedrooms and 
bathrooms. 

7127.D1.4 Develop project solutions with concern for function, lifestyle, sustainability and 
aesthetics. 

7127.D1.5 Utilize appropriate space allowances with concern for proxemics and human factors. 

7127.D1.6 Demonstrate basic drafting skills. 

7127.D1.7 Prepare client presentation: a. Select materials. b. Layout and compose presentation 
c. Use appropriate equipment and mounting materials d. Include color rendering of 
floor plan utilizing various media 

7127.D1.8 Prepare an oral presentation to include: a. Appropriate use of interior design 
vocabulary b. Justification of design solution 

Domain Design and Construction 

7127.D2.1 Demonstrate accurate reading of construction documents and understanding of 
drawing sequencing. 

7127.D2.2 Identify basic architectural styles. 

7127.D2.3 Illustrate proficiency in basic drafting skills: architectural lettering, use of scale, 
architectural symbols, legends and labeling. 

7127.D2.4 Apply technical drafting skills through the use of exercises to create construction 
documents including: dimensioned floor plans, accurate line weights and lettering, 
foundation and framing plans, interior and exterior elevations, working section detail 
drawings, cross sections, and floor and window schedules. 

7127.D2.5 Formulate building and structural solutions based on considerations such as 
sustainable strategies, orientation and climate, economics and building codes. 

7127.D2.6 Create representational drawings illustrating contour, shade and shadow techniques, 
and rendered floor plans, site plans, elevations and pictorial drawings, using 
appropriate drafting techniques. 

7127.D2.7 Critique construction documents to include appropriate use of 
structural/architectural nomenclature. 

 
 

Materials, Finishes, and Design 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Interior Design 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7128 

Course Description Materials, Finishes, and Design examines the physical properties and characteristics 
of furniture, materials, finishes, and architectural detailing.  The course includes an 
intensive study of textiles, including fiber sources, identification and classification to 
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finish and sustainable qualities. Students will apply textile knowledge to interior 
textile fabrications including window treatments, upholstery, carpet and wall 
coverings. Content addresses environmental issues and problems in specifying, 
estimating, and installing these materials. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Interior Design; and Interior Design Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDSN 104, EDSN 201 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Environmental Design (50.0408) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: General Education Core Elective (3), IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Textile for Interiors 

7128.D1.1 Use correct textile vocabulary & terminology 

7128.D1.2 Identify and describe the characteristics of textiles, including fiber names, yarn types, 
construction methods, finishing, dyeing, and printing techniques 

7128.D1.3 Interpret fabric care and labeling information 

7128.D1.4 Identify the legal, sustainability, and environmental issues related to textile 
production 

7128.D1.5 Select appropriate textiles based on code requirements, test results, environmental 
impact, end use suitability and consumer satisfaction 

7128.D1.6 Calculate the appropriate yardage needed for window treatments 

Domain Materials and Finishes 

7128.D2.1 Research and find information sources for varying project considerations. 

7128.D2.2 Identify appropriate materials selection for a variety of client needs. 

7128.D2.3 Recognize the installation requirements of various materials. 

7128.D2.4 Utilize proper finish selections based on accurate knowledge of product properties, 
use, specification liabilities, building codes and fire safety criteria. 

7128.D2.5 Accurately specify, measure, cost, order and oversee installation of various materials. 

7128.D2.6 Specify appropriate interior components such as moldings, doors, hardware, 
fireplaces and architectural details. 

7128.D2.7 Specify appropriate ceiling treatments, window coverings, floor coverings, wall 
coverings, upholstery, and a variety of building materials and finishes. 

7128.D2.8 Measure and figure quantities and pricing for window treatments, wall coverings, 
floor coverings, and upholstery. 

7128.D2.9 Coordinate guidelines for contract documents and specifications. 

7128.D2.10 Demonstrate an understanding of how to use the Sweets catalogs. 

7128.D2.11 Understanding of cabinet construction including joinery, materials of construction, 
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hardware, etc. 

7128.D2.12 Write accurate specifications for architectural detailing including commercial floor 
and wall systems, interior finishes, doors, windows, trim and moldings, hardware, and 
custom case goods. 

7128.D2.13 Prepare contract documents to include: Typed finish schedules, control sheets or 
purchase requisitions; Floor plans keyed to schedule. 

7128.D2.14 Prepare work orders to communicate to the craftsperson the fabrication concept and 
pricing. 

7128.D2.15 Prepare an oral presentation for project critique to include: Appropriate use of 
interior finishes vocabulary; Justification of design solution. 

 
 

Interior Design Capstone 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Interior Design 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7248 

Course Description The Interior Design Capstone course is designed to provide students a chance to 
extend their knowledge and skills through additional course work and a work-based 
learning experience. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Interior Design Fundamentals; Materials, Finishes, and Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDSN 108, EDSN 115 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Environmental Design (50.0408) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: General Education Core Elective (3), IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Environmental Design and Space Planning 

7248.D1.1 Demonstrate understanding of space planning through: Accurate furniture and 
equipment arrangements to facilitate specific tasks, social gatherings, conferring, etc; 
Appropriate furnishings based upon global human factors and ergonomics; Provisions 
for adequate traffic allowances. 

7248.D1.2 Apply universal design principles. 

7248.D1.3 Prepare a pre-design program including interview questionnaires or information 
sheets utilized to obtain research data. 

7248.D1.4 Prepare an appropriate and accurate written design concept for a variety of design 
projects. 

7248.D1.5 Prepare an oral presentation for class critique to include: Appropriate use of 
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environmental vocabulary; Justification of design solutionsAwareness of sustainable 
design practices and materials. 

Domain Basic CAD for Environmental Designers 

7248.D2.1 Identify CAD hardware and software. 

7248.D2.2 Review the basic commands for file handling, formatting, and editing. 

7248.D2.3 Demonstrate the ability to use the main drawing and editing commands to create 
architectural working drawings. 

7248.D2.4 Demonstrate ability to create site plans, floor plans, elevations, sections, and detail 
drawings with the following layers: Furniture, fixtures and equipment layout; 
Reflected ceiling/lighting plan; Electrical, plumbing, and HVAC plans; Dimensioning 
and labeling. 

7248.D2.5 Demonstrate proper layer management utilizing paper space to create a set of 
complete drawings. 

7248.D2.6 Establish text styles and dimension styles. 

7248.D2.7 Utilize manufacturer’s reference/block libraries and demonstrate their use in 
architectural exterior and interior drawings: Create a library of furniture/elements; 
Create symbols to be used in a symbols library. 

7248.D3.1 Prepare a portfolio of work related to interior design concepts 
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Arts, AV Tech, and Communications 

Radio and Television 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7139 Principles of Radio 
& TV 

7135 Audio and Video 
Production 

7137 Mass Media 
Performance 

  Radio & TV 
Broadcasting 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Radio and TV 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Radio and TV 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7139 

Course Description Principles of Radio & TV provides an introduction to the fundamentals of digital 
production. Students will develop basic skills in digital production techniques for 
audio, video, studio, and field production. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU BCST 102, VU BCST 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Audio and Video Production 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Radio and TV 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7135 

Course Description Audio and Video Production provides an in-depth study on audio and video 
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production techniques for radio, television, and digital technologies.  Students will 
learn skills necessary for audio production and on-air work used in radio and other 
digital formats.  Additionally, experience will be gained in the development of the 
video production process; including skills in message development, directing, camera, 
video switcher, and character generator operations. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Radio & TV 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU BCST 120, VU BCST 140 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Mass Media Performance 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Radio and TV 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7137 

Course Description Students will study the theory and practice in the voice and visual aspects of radio 
and television performance. In addition, this course introduces the skills used to 
acquire and deliver news stories in a digital media format.  Students will learn how to 
research issues and events, interview news sources, interact with law enforcement 
and government officials, along with learning to write in a comprehensive news style. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Radio & TV 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU BCST 110, VU BCST 112 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Radio & TV Broadcasting Capstone 
Career Cluster Arts, AV Tech and Comm 

Program of Study Radio and TV 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7250 

Course Description This course will cover a variety of domains including an introduction to the media of 
mass communication, video field production, and broadcast industry practices 
specific to radio, television, and digital media.  Attention will be given to cross-
industry synergies, emerging technologies, and the global market for media.  
Students are highly encouraged to do a video newscast or radio practicum to gain 
real world experience.  In most cases this practicum may be completed through a 
school-based enterprise. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Principles of Radio & TV 
Audio and Video Production 
Mass Media Performance 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU JOUR 216, VU BCST 206, VU BCST 240, VU BCST 281 or BCST 291 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Business Management and Administration 

Business Administration 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4562 Principles of 
Business 
Management 

7143 Management 
Fundamentals 

4524 Accounting 
Fundamentals 

 7256 Business 
Administration 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Business Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4562 

Course Description Principles of Business Management examines business ownership, organization 
principles and problems, management, control facilities, administration, financial 
management, and development practices of business enterprises. This course will 
also emphasize the identification and practice of the appropriate use of technology to 
communicate and solve business problems and aid in decision making. Attention will 
be given to developing business communication, problem-solving, and decision-
making skills using spreadsheets, word processing, data management, and 
presentation software. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 101, BOAT 207 or CINS 101 
VU: MGMT 100, COMP 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Business 

4562.D1.1 Identify the social, legal, economic, and ethical challenges of the business 
environment. 

4562.D1.2 Identify management and leadership functions, and the relationship to operations 
and supply chain management. 
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4562.D1.3 Relate the characteristics of organizational structures to legal forms of business 
ownership including small business and entrepreneurship. 

4562.D1.4 Examine the principles of short- and long-range financial planning, as well as the role 
of the stock exchanges in the financial markets. 

4562.D1.5 Analyze business issues and events related to strategic decision-making in an 
international and global context. 

4562.D1.6 Describe the marketing mix/marketing concept and its relationship to purchasing, 
production, distribution, and quality. 

4562.D1.7 Interpret the importance of communication and technology to the success of the 
organization. 

4562.D1.8 List and describe the human resource functions in business. 

4562.D1.9 Examine career opportunities in business. 

Domain  Business Software Applications 

4562.D2.1 Explain the purpose of information systems to support organizations and enhance 
productivity. 

4562.D2.2 Explain the physical components and operation of microcomputers. 

4562.D2.3 Use word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation applications to 
perform key business tasks. 

4562.D2.4 Explain the difference between computer operating systems and user software 
programs. 

4562.D2.5 Identify when to use appropriate features within a software application. 

4562.D2.6 Utilize internet applications and “cloud” technologies in business situations. 

4562.D2.7 Utilize collaboration technologies. 

4562.D2.8 Explain security goals, response to threats, and safeguards. 

4562.D2.9 Discuss issues related to the ethical use of information technology. 
 
 

Management Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7143 

Course Description Management Fundamentals describes the functions of managers, including the 
management of activities and personnel. Describes the judicial system and the nature 
and sources of law affecting business.  Studies contracts, sales contracts with 
emphasis on Uniform Commercial Code Applications, remedies for breach of contract 
and tort liabilities.  Examines legal aspects of property ownership, structures of 
business ownership, and agency relationships. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 105, BUSN 201 
VU: MGMT 100 
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Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Management 

7143.D1.1 Define management, managers, and the basic management functions. 

7143.D1.2 Evaluate classical, behavioral, quantitative, and contemporary management theories 
in regard to process, motivation, and expected outcomes. Distinguish between the 
external, task, and internal environments of organizations. 

7143.D1.3 Discuss social responsibility, the meaning of ethics in the business setting, and the 
social audit. 

7143.D1.4 Assess the roles of goals and goal setting in the planning process and identify barriers 
that may interfere with goal setting. 

7143.D1.5 Appraise the strategic planning process and the process of strategy implementation. 

7143.D1.6 Structure and support the steps in the decision-making process. 

7143.D1.7 Identify and describe the major purposes for and types of forecasting techniques. 

7143.D1.8 Discuss the nature of work specialization, departmentalization, and scheduling within 
the scope of management. 

7143.D1.9 Discuss how organizational activities are coordinated and describe the management 
of organizational conflict. 

7143.D1.10 Appraise international business practices and evaluate against cultural and political 
values. 

Domain Business Law 

7143.D2.1 Discuss state and federal judicial systems and jurisdictions. 

7143.D2.2 Identify the sources of laws as applied to business. 

7143.D2.3 Apply appropriate legal principles to contractual obligations. 

7143.D2.4 Understand the parameters of the various business structures. 

7143.D2.5 Apply the laws of agency and debt adjustment to factual situations. 

7143.D2.6 Recognize the obligations and rights of parties to negotiate instruments. 

7143.D2.7 Recognize the rights and obligations of parties as regards personal and real property. 

7143.D2.8 Recognize the rights and obligations of the parties to sales and lease of goods 
contracts. 

7143.D2.9 Apply the Uniform Commercial Code to sales contracts and differentiate common law 
and Uniform Commercial Code situations. 

7143.D2.10 Understand the application of consumer protection laws. 

7143.D2.11 Recognize the importance of both Federal and State employment laws to effective 
organizational leadership. 

7143.D2.12 Understand the importance of protecting intellectual property rights. 
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Accounting Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 4524 

Course Description Accounting Fundamentals introduces the language of business using Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and procedures for proprietorships and 
partnerships using double-entry accounting. Emphasis is placed on accounting 
principles as they relate to both manual and automated financial systems. This 
course involves understanding, analyzing, and recording business transactions and 
preparing, analyzing, and interpreting financial reports as a basis for decision-
making. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective all diplomas 

Additional Notes Formerly Introduction to Accounting 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ACCT 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Financial Accounting 

4524.D1.1 Recognize the meaning and function of accounting, its importance, and basic US 
accounting rules and the body most responsible for their development. 

4524.D1.2 Use the accounting cycle, including analyzing and recording transactions and 
preparing basic financial statements in accordance with accrual accounting principles. 

4524.D1.3 Account for buying and selling merchandise, including using LIFO, FIFO, and weighted 
average to assign values to cost of goods sold and ending inventory. 

4524.D1.4 Recognize the purpose, advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of internal 
controls. Prepare a bank reconciliation. 

4524.D1.5 Account for uncollectible accounts receivable using the allowance method. 

4524.D1.6 Account for notes receivable, including interest accruals. 

4524.D1.7 Account for notes payable, including interest accruals. Recognize acceptable 
accounting for basic payroll and other short-term liabilities. 

4524.D1.8 Recognize the cost of a plant asset and use accepted method(s) to depreciate a plant 
asset. Account for the disposal of a plant asset. Recognize acceptable accounting for 
other non-current assets. 

4524.D1.9 Calculate the present value of bonds at issuance and account for borrowing by issuing 
bonds. 
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4524.D1.10 Account for issuing common and preferred stock, treasury stock transactions, and for 
dividends. 

4524.D1.11 Prepare a multi-step income statement and a classified balance sheet. Given cash 
pieces, prepare a statement of cash flows. 

4524.D1.12 Analyze a set of financial statements for profitability and liquidity. 
 
 

Business Administration Capstone 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7256 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Management Fundamentals; Accounting Fundamentals 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 201, BUSN 207, BOAT 216, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain International Business 

7256.D1.1 Discuss the basic framework of international trade, including importing, exporting 
comparative advantage, balance of trade and exchange rates. 

7256.D1.2 Explain the different ways a purely domestic business can become an international 
operation. 

7256.D1.3 Define multinational enterprise and discuss its impact on the world economy. 

7256.D1.4 Discuss how a company’s decision-making process in different areas of the world may 
be affected by the cultures, the political systems, and the economic systems of those 
areas. 

7256.D1.5 Recognize the different trading zones of the world (Pacific Rim, European Community, 
etc.). 

7256.D1.6 Analyze problems encountered in international business negotiations and 
communications. 

Domain Business Communications 

7256.D2.1 Utilize critical thinking, decision-making, and problem-solving techniques to promote 
sound, effective business communications. 

7256.D2.2 Analyze audience to determine appropriate language, tone, style, and format for 
specific communications. 
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7256.D2.3 Compose routine and specific-purpose business letters including inquiry. 

7256.D2.4 Compose memorandums, reports, and telecommunications. 

7256.D2.5 Apply accepted rules of grammar, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling when 
composing and editing documents for accuracy, coherence, continuity, clarity, and 
format. 

7256.D2.6 Appraise and assess interactive listening techniques and nonverbal communications. 

7256.D2.7 Evaluate and discuss technical, legal, ethical, and global issues related to business 
communications. 

7256.D2.8 Examine and apply team skills in a classroom environment. 

7256.D2.9 Assess and edit written material in a team setting. 

7256.D2.10 Summarize material in order to prepare an effective document. 

7256.D2.11 Apply electronic and/or print research skills in assignments and special projects. 

7256.D2.12 Utilize computer skills to produce written business communications. 

7256.D2.13 Illustrate research findings in a written report using appropriate graphics, charts, and 
support materials. 

7256.D2.14 Utilize social media tools and applications. 

Domain Marketing 

7256.D3.1 Analyze the nature of marketing in a competitive market, and how it functions in 
domestic and global economies. 

7256.D3.2 Describe the various environmental factors affecting marketing decisions. 

7256.D3.3 Explain how mission, situational analysis, objectives, positioning, and product and 
market analysis affect planning, forecasting and overall marketing strategy. 

7256.D3.4 Explain the process of marketing research and its influences on marketing strategy. 

7256.D3.5 Apply market segmentation, describe its relationship to selecting a target market, and 
discuss its effect on the success of the marketing plan. 

7256.D3.6 Explain the purchase decision process and influences that affect consumer behavior. 

7256.D3.7 Discuss and explain how logistics, marketing channels, and supply chain management 
create utility. 

7256.D3.8 Discuss pricing strategy as it relates to markets, segments, and profitability. 

7256.D3.9 Explain the correlation between marketing metrics and customer relationship 
management in providing feedback to identify gaps in meeting marketing objectives. 

7256.D3.10 Construct an integrated marketing plan 

Domain Human Resources 

7256.D4.1 Define the human resource management functions and how they contribute to 
achievement of organizational objectives. 

7256.D4.2 Discuss how the changing global environment and multicultural society affect human 
resource management. 

7256.D4.3 Examine job analysis methods. 

7256.D4.4 Describe the staffing process. 

7256.D4.5 Identify the different approaches to performance appraisals. 

7256.D4.6 Explain the components of motivation and communication and their effect on the 
work environment. 

7256.D4.7 Analyze the objectives and policies of an organization’s total compensation program. 

7256.D4.8 Explain the use of audit findings to improve human resource management. 
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7256.D4.9 Discuss cultural differences as they relate to human resources management. 

7256.D4.10 Analyze the legal environment as it relates to human resource management. 

7256.D4.11 Identify the different roles that labor unions play in domestic and international 
business organizations. 
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Business Management and Administration 

Business Operations and Technology 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7153 Principles of 
Business 
Operations and 
Technology 

7144 Business Office 
Communications 

7146 Digital Data 
Applications 

7254 Business 
Operations and 
Technology 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Business Operations and Technology 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Bus Operations and Tech 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7153 

Course Description The Principles of Business Operations and Technology course will prepare students to 
plan, organize, direct, and control the functions and processes of a firm or 
organization and be successful in a work environment. Students are provided 
opportunities to develop attitudes and apply skills and knowledge in the areas of 
business, management, Microsoft office, and finance. Individual experiences will be 
based upon the student’s career and educational goals. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BOAT 121, BOAT 101 
VU: COMP 256 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Microsoft Office Specialist (52.0407); TC Business Operations, Applications, 
and Technology 
VU(J): CG Business Office Management Technology (52.0204) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition 

Promoted Certifications MS Outlook 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Microsoft Office 

7153.D1.1 Explore MS Office 2019 and Windows 10. 

7153.D1.2 Explore Office 365. 

7153.D1.3 Manage email messages. 
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7153.D1.4 Manage calendars. 

7153.D1.5 Manage contacts and personal contact information. 

7153.D1.6 Create and manage tasks. 

7153.D1.7 Customize Outlook. 

7153.D1.8 Recognize special and/or advanced software features as they related to software 
certification. 

Domain Business Operations 

7153.D2.1 Demonstrate professional etiquette. 

7153.D2.2 Examine teamwork and teambuilding skills in a diverse environment. 

7153.D2.3 Describe the steps necessary to plan meetings, make conference and travel 
arrangements, and schedule appointments. 

7153.D2.4 Apply personal and business time and stress management techniques. 

7153.D2.5 Apply best practices for managing confidential information. 

7153.D2.6 Identify personal and professional characteristics associated with job success. 

7153.D2.7 Examine the need for and demonstrate the ability to engage in lifelong learning. 

7153.D2.8 Demonstrate the appropriate soft skills in a diverse workplace. 

7153.D2.9 Collect and compile data to prepare resume and letter of application. 

7153.D2.10 Analyze situations involving confidentiality and ethical behavior. 

7153.D2.11 Prepare and manage internal and external workplace communication. 

7153.D2.12 Analyze, research, and summarize data and incorporate into a presentation. 

7153.D2.13 Evaluate the physical components of an office and their effect on efficiency. 

7153.D2.14 Apply standard ARMA alphabetic indexing rules to business documents. 

7153.D2.15 Demonstrate the ability to manage records. 
 
 
 

Business Office Communications 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Bus Operations and Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7144 

Course Description The Business Office Communications course emphasizes the analysis  of 
communication  to direct the choice of oral and written methods and techniques. It 
includes practice in writing a variety of messages used to communicate in business 
and industry with an emphasis on the potential impact of the message on the 
receiver as a basis for planning and delivering effective business communications. 
Through projects and the development of messages students will develop their 
knowledge and skills for the use of Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Operations and Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course ITCC: BOAT 216, BOAT 105, BOAT 109 
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Alignment VU: COMP 202 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Microsoft Office Specialist (52.0407); TC Business Operations, Applications, 
and Technology 
VU(J): CG Business Office Management Technology (52.0204) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition 

Promoted Certifications MS Word, MS PowerPoint 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Business Communications 

7144.D1.1 Utilize critical thinking, decision-making, and problem-solving techniques to promote 
sound, effective business communications. 

7144.D1.2 Analyze audience to determine appropriate language, tone, style, and format for 
specific communications. 

7144.D1.3 Compose routine and specific-purpose business letters including inquiry. 

7144.D1.4 Compose memorandums, reports, and telecommunications. 

7144.D1.5 Apply accepted rules of grammar, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling when 
composing and editing documents for accuracy, coherence, continuity, clarity, and 
format. 

7144.D1.6 Appraise and assess interactive listening techniques and nonverbal communications. 

7144.D1.7 Evaluate and discuss technical, legal, ethical, and global issues related to business 
communications. 

7144.D1.8 Examine and apply team skills in a classroom environment. 

7144.D1.9 Assess and edit written material in a team setting. 

7144.D1.10 Summarize material to prepare an effective document. 

7144.D1.11 Apply electronic and/or print research skills in assignments and special projects. 

7144.D1.12 Utilize computer skills to produce written business communications. 

7144.D1.13 Illustrate research findings in a written report using appropriate graphics, charts, and 
support materials. 

7144.D1.14 Utilize social media tools and applications. 

Domain MS Word 

7144.D2.1 Navigate the Windows operating software environment. 

7144.D2.2 Create, edit, save, and print a document. 

7144.D2.3 Customize options and views for documents. 

7144.D2.4 Determine and set appropriate character and paragraph formatting. 

7144.D2.5 Use the Windows and Office Clipboards. 

7144.D2.6 Configure suitable page layout options. 

7144.D2.7 Generate, format, and manipulate tables and lists. 

7144.D2.8 Modify and insert graphic elements in a document and apply effects. 

7144.D2.9 Apply references such as captions, citations, headers, footers, and endnotes. 

7144.D2.10 Analyze documents to share and maintain. 

7144.D2.11 Create, insert, and update table of contents, index, and table of figures. 
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7144.D2.12 Use the Find and Replace feature. 

7144.D2.13 Customize themes and styles. 

7144.D2.14 Perform mail merge. 

7144.D2.15 Proof and correct business documents using appropriate review tools. 

7144.D2.16 Proof and validate documents. 

7144.D2.17 Insert and use field codes and Quick Parts. 

7144.D2.18 Devise simple macros and manage macro security. 

Domain MS PowerPoint 

7144.D3.1 Utilize PowerPoint software to plan, create, evaluate, and deliver professional 
presentations to a diverse audience. 

7144.D3.2 Format graphics and apply transitions and animations. 

7144.D3.3 Apply advanced formatting to objects on a slide. 

7144.D3.4 Customize and enhance PowerPoint Presentations using advanced animations. 

7144.D3.5 Inspect, package and distribute a presentation. 

7144.D3.6 Integrate other software applications in presentations. 

7144.D3.7 Customize PowerPoint Presentations and the PowerPoint Environment. 

7144.D3.8 Create Photo Album. 
 
 
 

Digital Data Applications 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Bus Operations and Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7146 

Course Description Students will use Microsoft Excel to sort and search records, combine files, produce 
reports, and to extract data from a file. This course is designed to include creating 
and formatting worksheets, using formulas and basic functions, creating charts, and 
printing professional-looking reports. Additionally students will use Microsoft Access 
to create a database and to manage a database through the creation and 
modification of a query.  Students will also be expected to produce reports from the 
information. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Operations and Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BOAT 218, BOAT 222 
VU: COMP 234, COMP 185 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Microsoft Office Specialist (52.0407); TC Business Operations, Applications, 
and Technology 
VU(J): CG Business Office Management Technology (52.0204) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition 
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VU: ENGL 101 English Composition 

Promoted Certifications MS Excel, MS Access 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain MS Excel 

7146.D1.1 Create worksheets and workbooks. 

7146.D1.2 Navigate through worksheets and workbooks. 

7146.D1.3 Format worksheets and workbooks. 

7146.D1.4 Customize options and views for worksheets and workbooks. 

7146.D1.5 Configure worksheets and workbooks to print or save. 

7146.D1.6 Insert data in cells and ranges. 

7146.D1.7 Format cells and ranges. 

7146.D1.8 Order and group cells and ranges. 

7146.D1.9 Create a table. 

7146.D1.10 Modify a table. 

7146.D1.11 Filter and sort a table. 

7146.D1.12 Utilize cell ranges and references in formulas and functions. 

7146.D1.13 Summarize data with functions. 

7146.D1.14 Utilize conditional logic in functions. 

7146.D1.15 Format and modify text with functions. 

7146.D1.16 Create a chart. 

7146.D1.17 Format a chart. 

7146.D1.18 Insert and format an object. 

7146.D1.19 Recognize special and/or advanced software features as they relate to software 
certifications. 

Domain MS Access 

7146.D2.1 Create, open, close, and exit a database. 

7146.D2.2 Identify objects in the navigation pane. 

7146.D2.3 Demonstrate the ability to build tables using standard database guidelines. 

7146.D2.4 Create and edit relationships among tables. 

7146.D2.5 Utilize and refine query tools. 

7146.D2.6 Maintain, sort, and filter data. 

7146.D2.7 Create forms using Form Wizard and other design tools. 

7146.D2.8 Define criteria for record selection. 

7146.D2.9 Create, modify, and customize tables, forms, and reports. 

7146.D2.10 Integrate and analyze data by importing, exporting, and linking. 

7146.D2.11 Demonstrate the ability to apply application parts using blank forms, quick start and 
templates. 

7146.D2.12 Automate tasks using macros. 

7146.D2.13 Manage and secure the database. 
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Business Operations and Technology Capstone 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Bus Operations and Tech 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7254 

Course Description Digital literacy has become increasingly important to the business environment. 
Technological advances provide opportunities for businesses to survey inclusion of 
new innovations.  This course discusses, identifies, researches, and applies emerging 
technologies. Discussing new technology and understanding the importance of 
updating skills is necessary for today’s business operations. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Business Office Communications; Digital Data Applications 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BOAT 201, BOAT 214, 
VU: COMP 242, CNET 151, ECON 208, ACCT 291, COMP 107 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Microsoft Office Specialist (52.0407); TC Business Operations, Applications, 
and Technology 
VU(J): CG Business Office Management Technology (52.0204) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition 

Promoted Certifications MS Project, Quickbooks? 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Emerging Technologies 

7254.D1.1 Discuss digital literacy in the increasingly complex business environment. 

7254.D1.2 Demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the Internet including ethical and 
security issues. 

7254.D1.3 Demonstrate basic knowledge of emerging technologies to include terms, concepts, 
and trends. 

7254.D1.4 Design, produce, publish, and maintain documents utilizing emerging technology. 

7254.D1.5 Recognize the types of online communication and demonstrate how business 
operations utilize the Internet for communication. 

7254.D1.6 Identify the convergence of computing and mobile communications. 

7254.D1.7 Assemble original work for inclusion in LinkedIn portfolio. 

7254.D1.8 Integrate work-based learning experience in an office environment. 

Domain Project Management (MS Project) 

7254.D2.1 Set up project information. 

7254.D2.2 Create and modify a project task structure. 

7254.D2.3 Prepare a logical schedule model. 

7254.D2.4 Construct a user-controlled schedule. 

7254.D2.5 Analyze and modify multiple projects. 
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7254.D2.6 Apply and change resource information. 

7254.D2.7 Create and edit resource assignments. 

7254.D2.8 Analyze and modify resource allocations. 

7254.D2.9 Predict project costs. 

7254.D2.10 Set up and maintain baselines. 

7254.D2.11 Summarize and synthesize actual progress. 

7254.D2.12 Compare progress against a baseline. 

7254.D2.13 Change potential schedule problems. 

7254.D2.14 Show critical path information. 

7254.D2.15 Apply and customize views. 

7254.D2.16 Manipulate data with other applications. 

7254.D2.17 Design and prepare display reports and dashboards 
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Business Management and Administration 

Supply Chain Management 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4562 Principles of 
Business 
Management 

7155 Logistics and 
Management 

7142 Supply Chain 
Management 

7258 Supply Chain 
Management 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Business Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4562 

Course Description Principles of Business Management examines business ownership, organization 
principles and problems, management, control facilities, administration, financial 
management, and development practices of business enterprises. This course will 
also emphasize the identification and practice of the appropriate use of technology to 
communicate and solve business problems and aid in decision making. Attention will 
be given to developing business communication, problem-solving, and decision-
making skills using spreadsheets, word processing, data management, and 
presentation software. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 101, BOAT 207 or CINS 101 
VU: MGMT 100, COMP 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Business 

4562.D1.1 Identify the social, legal, economic, and ethical challenges of the business 
environment. 

4562.D1.2 Identify management and leadership functions, and the relationship to operations 
and supply chain management. 
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4562.D1.3 Relate the characteristics of organizational structures to legal forms of business 
ownership including small business and entrepreneurship. 

4562.D1.4 Examine the principles of short- and long-range financial planning, as well as the role 
of the stock exchanges in the financial markets. 

4562.D1.5 Analyze business issues and events related to strategic decision-making in an 
international and global context. 

4562.D1.6 Describe the marketing mix/marketing concept and its relationship to purchasing, 
production, distribution, and quality. 

4562.D1.7 Interpret the importance of communication and technology to the success of the 
organization. 

4562.D1.8 List and describe the human resource functions in business. 

4562.D1.9 Examine career opportunities in business. 

Domain  Business Software Applications 

4562.D2.1 Explain the purpose of information systems to support organizations and enhance 
productivity. 

4562.D2.2 Explain the physical components and operation of microcomputers. 

4562.D2.3 Use word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation applications to 
perform key business tasks. 

4562.D2.4 Explain the difference between computer operating systems and user software 
programs. 

4562.D2.5 Identify when to use appropriate features within a software application. 

4562.D2.6 Utilize internet applications and “cloud” technologies in business situations. 

4562.D2.7 Utilize collaboration technologies. 

4562.D2.8 Explain security goals, response to threats, and safeguards. 

4562.D2.9 Discuss issues related to the ethical use of information technology. 
 

 
Logistics and Management 

Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Supply Chain 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7155 

Course Description Logistics and Management provides students the opportunity to explore how 
essential managerial functions relate to the various components of a logistics 
operation.  Logistics concepts are approached from a manufacturing perspective with 
a focus on system integration and automation and lean manufacturing operations. 
Topics will include logistics systems, supply chain management, order, demand 
inventory and warehouse management, and automated components of a logistics 
system.  Students will be prepared for the MSSC Certified Logistics Associate (CLA) 
and MSSC Certified Logistics Technician (CLT) certifications.    
 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 
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Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 105, LOGM 127 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Supply Chain Management/ Logistics, TC Supply Chain Management (52.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer, COMM 101 Fundamentals of 
Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Management 

7155.D1.1 Define management, managers, and the basic management functions. 

7155.D1.2 Evaluate classical, behavioral, quantitative, and contemporary management theories 
in regard to process, motivation, and expected outcomes. Distinguish between the 
external, task, and internal environments of organizations. 

7155.D1.3 Discuss social responsibility, the meaning of ethics in the business setting, and the 
social audit. 

7155.D1.4 Assess the roles of goals and goal setting in the planning process and identify barriers 
that may interfere with goal setting. 

7155.D1.5 Appraise the strategic planning process and the process of strategy implementation. 

7155.D1.6 Structure and support the steps in the decision-making process. 

7155.D1.7 Identify and describe the major purposes for and types of forecasting techniques. 

7155.D1.8 Discuss the nature of work specialization, departmentalization, and scheduling within 
the scope of management. 

7155.D1.9 Discuss how organizational activities are coordinated and describe the management 
of organizational conflict. 

7155.D1.10 Appraise international business practices and evaluate against cultural and political 
values. 

Domain Logistics 

7155.D2.1 Understand the economic importance of logistics in both individual applications and 
global implications. 

7155.D2.2 Understand the role of logistics in modern manufacturing. 

7155.D2.3 Understand the effect of distribution in customer service relationships. 

7155.D2.4 Define supply chain management and understand issues involved in creating and 
maintaining supply chain strategies. 

7155.D2.5 Discuss the different types of information systems and their use in logistics systems. 

7155.D2.6 Distinguish the basic concepts and characteristics of different forms of transportation 
and the influence of transportation on plant and warehouse locations. 

7155.D2.7 Apply techniques and methods for effective inventory management from a lean 
manufacturing perspective. 

7155.D2.8 Design a warehouse operation layout considering safety, material handling, 
automation, information systems and lean manufacturing concepts. 

7155.D2.9 Discuss global implications of supply chain management and logistics systems with 
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respect to current technology. 

7155.D2.10 Explain the central components of a logistics system and their integration. 

7155.D2.11 Analyze improvement opportunities for today’s manufacturing logistics systems. 
 
 

Supply Chain Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Supply Chain 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7142 

Course Description Supply Chain Management will build upon the knowledge and skills developed in the 
Logistics Management course by focusing on specific aspects of Supply Chain 
Management such as supply chain strategy, planning and design, customer service, 
purchasing, forecasting, inventory and warehouse management, as well as an in-
depth study of transportation systems.  Students will examine various modes of 
transportation and their associated characteristics, economics, and regulations. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management; Logistics and Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: LOGM 227, LOGM 229 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Supply Chain Management/ Logistics, TC Supply Chain Management (52.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer, COMM 101 Fundamentals of 
Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Supply Chain Management 

7142.D1.1 Summarize the procedures and issues involved in supply chain strategy and planning 
and designing the supply chain network. 

7142.D1.2 Discuss the impact of logistics on customer service. 

7142.D1.3 Define the role and techniques of order processing and information systems in the 
supply chain. 

7142.D1.4 Distinguish the basic concepts and characteristics of the different modes of 
transportation. 

7142.D1.5 Discuss the importance and characteristics of purchasing to a business and within the 
entire supply chain network. 

7142.D1.6 Apply techniques and methods involved in effective inventory management, 
warehouse management, and materials handling. 

7142.D1.7 Apply techniques to maintain financial control and measurement of logistics 
performance. 

7142.D1.8 Understand supply chain risks and barriers. 
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7142.D1.9 Apply Total Quality Manage to the Supply Chain. 

7142.D1.10 Apply techniques and methods involved in effective global supply chain management. 

Domain Transportation 

7142.D2.1 Describe the role and history of transportation in both public and private sector 
commerce. 

7142.D2.2 Select the best mode of transportation given product attributes and costs associated 
with the selected transportation mode. 

7142.D2.3 Discuss the development and operation of carrier operation in motor carriers, 
railroads, water carriers, air carriers, pipeline, and international transportation. 

7142.D2.4 Summarize the regulations and cost structure of carrier operation in motor carriers, 
railroads, water carriers, air carriers, and pipeline. 

7142.D2.5 Calculate costing and pricing in transportation. 

7142.D2.6 Describe the importance of relationship management. 

7142.D2.7 Discuss proper techniques for the negotiation and bidding process. 

7142.D2.8 Explain Safety principles related to logistics. 

7142.D2.9 Explain key warehousing principles such as receiving, storage, order cycle practices 
and inspection. 

7142.D2.10 Explain order management principles such as staging, labeling, and loading. 

7142.D2.11 Discuss protective packaging and materials handling. 

7142.D2.12 Review hazmat documentation and MSDS. 

7142.D2.13 Explain import and export control including customs and regulatory compliance. 
 
 

Supply Chain Management Capstone 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Supply Chain 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7258 

Course Description Supply Chain Management Capstone course will build upon the knowledge and skills 
learned in previous courses by taking a deeper dive into Procurement, Operations 
Management, Lean Manufacturing Systems. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Logistics and Management; Supply Chain Management 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: LOGM 201, LOGM 228, LOGM 267, ACCT 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Supply Chain Management/ Logistics, TC Supply Chain Management (52.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer, COMM 101 Fundamentals of 
Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
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Competency # Competency  

Domain Operations Management 

7258.D1.1 Describe operations management 

7258.D1.2 Develop and employ basic customer demand forecasts 

7258.D1.3 Plan the timely production of goods and services 

7258.D1.4 Manage the acquisition of factors of production 

7258.D1.5 Manage the operations process 

7258.D1.6 Plan for and manage the distribution of the resulting goods and services 

7258.D1.7 Understand the need for and insure the accomplishment of quality goods and services 

Domain Logistics Quality and Lean Management 

7258.D2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the philosophical and historical development of quality 
and lean concepts. 

7258.D2.2 Make comparisons of conventional operating concepts and philosophies in logistics 
and supply chain industries to lean. 

7258.D2.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic terms, disciplines, and concepts of quality 
and lean. 

7258.D2.4 Demonstrate the ability to define, develop, and illustrate the disciplines of value 
stream mapping. 

7258.D2.5 Identify the sources and types of waste-streams in a supply chain. 

7258.D2.6 Define and identify the differences between value-added and non-value activities. 

7258.D2.7 Identify and explain the major advantages of quality and lean over conventional 
operating methods. 

7258.D2.8 Explain the principles of pull systems. 

7258.D2.9 Define methodologies required to achieve continuous improvement. 

7258.D2.10 Define the importance and need for making a commitment to achieve the 
implementation of quality and lean disciplines. 

7258.D2.11 Develop concepts and processes that allow supply chains the ability to remain 
competitive in global markets. 

Domain Procurement 

7258.D3.1 Describe the demands placed on procurement and supply chain managers by business 
stakeholders. 

7258.D3.2 Summarize the impact of procurement and supply chain management on the 
competitive success and profitability of modern organizations. 

7258.D3.3 Discuss the ethical, contractual, and legal issues faced by procurement and supply 
chain professionals. 

7258.D3.4 Summarize the increasingly strategic nature of procurement, especially the fact that 
procurement is much more than simply buying goods and services. 

7258.D3.5 Summarize the procurement process. 

7258.D3.6 Discuss supplier development, evaluation, selection, and measurement techniques. 

7258.D3.7 Define appropriate techniques used to measure supplier quality. 

7258.D3.8 Summarize appropriate negotiation and contract management techniques. 

7258.D3.9 Describe methods to strategically manage costs in procurement management 

Domain Accounting 

7258.D4.1 Recognize the meaning and function of accounting, its importance, and basic US 
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accounting rules and the body most responsible for their development. 

7258.D4.2 Use the accounting cycle, including analyzing and recording transactions and 
preparing basic financial statements in accordance with accrual accounting principles. 

7258.D4.3 Account for buying and selling merchandise, including using LIFO, FIFO, and weighted 
average to assign values to cost of goods sold and ending inventory. 

7258.D4.4 Recognize the purpose, advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of internal 
controls. Prepare a bank reconciliation. 

7258.D4.5 Account for uncollectible accounts receivable using the allowance method. 

7258.D4.6 Account for notes receivable, including interest accruals. 

7258.D4.7 Account for notes payable, including interest accruals. Recognize acceptable 
accounting for basic payroll and other short-term liabilities. 

7258.D4.8 Recognize the cost of a plant asset and use accepted method(s) to depreciate a plant 
asset. Account for the disposal of a plant asset. Recognize acceptable accounting for 
other non-current assets. 

7258.D4.9 Calculate the present value of bonds at issuance and account for borrowing by issuing 
bonds. 

7258.D4.10 Account for issuing common and preferred stock, treasury stock transactions, and for 
dividends. 

7258.D4.11 Prepare a multi-step income statement and a classified balance sheet. Given cash 
pieces, prepare a statement of cash flows 

7258.D4.12 Analyze a set of financial statements for profitability and liquidity. 

7258.D4.13 Communicate effectively both orally and in writing, using professional, business 
English. 
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Marketing 

Marketing and Sales 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4562 Principles of 
Business 
Management 

5914 Marketing 
Fundamentals 

5918 Strategic 
Marketing 

  Business 
Management 
Capstone 

        7145 Digital Marketing     

 

Principles of Business Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4562 

Course Description Principles of Business Management examines business ownership, organization 
principles and problems, management, control facilities, administration, financial 
management, and development practices of business enterprises. This course will 
also emphasize the identification and practice of the appropriate use of technology to 
communicate and solve business problems and aid in decision making. Attention will 
be given to developing business communication, problem-solving, and decision-
making skills using spreadsheets, word processing, data management, and 
presentation software. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 101, BOAT 207 or CINS 101 
VU: MGMT 100, COMP 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Business 

4562.D1.1 Identify the social, legal, economic, and ethical challenges of the business 
environment. 
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4562.D1.2 Identify management and leadership functions, and the relationship to operations 
and supply chain management. 

4562.D1.3 Relate the characteristics of organizational structures to legal forms of business 
ownership including small business and entrepreneurship. 

4562.D1.4 Examine the principles of short- and long-range financial planning, as well as the role 
of the stock exchanges in the financial markets. 

4562.D1.5 Analyze business issues and events related to strategic decision-making in an 
international and global context. 

4562.D1.6 Describe the marketing mix/marketing concept and its relationship to purchasing, 
production, distribution, and quality. 

4562.D1.7 Interpret the importance of communication and technology to the success of the 
organization. 

4562.D1.8 List and describe the human resource functions in business. 

4562.D1.9 Examine career opportunities in business. 

Domain  Business Software Applications 

4562.D2.1 Explain the purpose of information systems to support organizations and enhance 
productivity. 

4562.D2.2 Explain the physical components and operation of microcomputers. 

4562.D2.3 Use word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation applications to 
perform key business tasks. 

4562.D2.4 Explain the difference between computer operating systems and user software 
programs. 

4562.D2.5 Identify when to use appropriate features within a software application. 

4562.D2.6 Utilize internet applications and “cloud” technologies in business situations. 

4562.D2.7 Utilize collaboration technologies. 

4562.D2.8 Explain security goals, response to threats, and safeguards. 

4562.D2.9 Discuss issues related to the ethical use of information technology. 
 
 

Marketing Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Marketing and Sales 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5914 

Course Description Marketing Fundamentals provides a basic introduction to the scope and importance 
of marketing in the global economy. Course topics include the seven functions of 
marketing: promotion, channel management, pricing, product/service management, 
market planning, marketing information management, and professional selling skills. 
Emphasis is marketing content but will involve use of  oral and written 
communications, mathematical applications, problem-solving, and critical thinking 
skills through the development of an integrated marketing plan and other projects. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
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Additional Notes Formerly Principles of Marketing 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MKTG 101, MKTG 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

Business Administration TC w Marketing 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Marketing 

5914.D1.1 Analyze the nature of marketing in a competitive market, and how it functions in 
domestic and global economies. 

5914.D1.2 Describe the various environmental factors affecting marketing decisions. 

5914.D1.3 Explain how mission, situational analysis, objectives, positioning, and product and 
market analysis affect planning, forecasting and overall marketing strategy. 

5914.D1.4 Explain the process of marketing research and its influences on marketing strategy. 

5914.D1.5 Apply market segmentation, describe its relationship to selecting a target market, and 
discuss its effect on the success of the marketing plan. 

5914.D1.6 Explain the purchase decision process and influences that affect consumer behavior. 

5914.D1.7 Discuss and explain how logistics, marketing channels, and supply chain management 
create utility. 

5914.D1.8 Discuss pricing strategy as it relates to markets, segments, and profitability. 

5914.D1.9 Explain the correlation between marketing metrics and customer relationship 
management in providing feedback to identify gaps in meeting marketing objectives. 

5914.D1.10 Construct an integrated marketing plan. 

Domain Selling 

5914.D2.1 Discuss the relationship between personal selling and the marketing 
concept/marketing mix. 

5914.D2.2 List the characteristics of industrial buying behavior and consumer buying behavior. 

5914.D2.3 List or state personal attributes and performance characteristics of successful 
salespersons. 

5914.D2.4 Understand and utilize varieties of communication forms to adapt to the buyer/ seller 
relationship. 

5914.D2.5 Describe the importance of knowledge of the company, the competition, and the 
product and its impact on selling activities. 

5914.D2.6 List the stages of the selling process. 

5914.D2.7 Discuss managerial concerns that affect salespersons’ performance appraisals. 

5914.D2.8 Develop and deliver a prepared tailored presentation. 

Domain Promotions 

5914.D3.1 Explain the role of promotion as a marketing function 

5914.D3.2 Compare and contrast the types of promotion 

5914.D3.3 Identify the elements of the promotional mix 

5914.D3.4 Describe the use of business ethics in promotion 
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5914.D3.5 Differentiate types of advertising media, both traditional and digital 
 
 

Strategic Marketing 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Marketing and Sales 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5918 

Course Description Strategic Marketing builds upon the foundations of marketing and applies the 
functions of marketing at an advanced level. Students will study the basic principles 
of consumer behavior and examine the application of theories from psychology, 
social psychology, and economics. The relationship between consumer behavior and 
marketing activities will be reviewed. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management; Marketing Fundamentals (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-2 credits per semester, 4 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MKTG 201, MKTG 230 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

Business Administration TC w Marketing 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Marketing Research 

5918.D1.1 Define market research and its importance in the marketplace. 

5918.D1.2 Analyze the marketing research process. 

5918.D1.3 Create effective questionnaires. 

5918.D1.4 Distinguish between data collection techniques. 

5918.D1.5 Evaluate different tabulation techniques. 

5918.D1.6 Demonstrate proper proposal and report writing. 

Domain Consumer Behavior 

5918.D2.1 Define consumer behavior and examine its relationship to the marketing mix. 

5918.D2.2 Summarize the factors that affect consumer behavior including consumer motivation, 
lifestyle, product quality, economics, advertising, and buying habits. 

5918.D2.3 Interpret the consumer decision process in relation to consumer buying habits. 

5918.D2.4 Discuss and analyze the buyer's psychological and social psychological actions and 
reactions. 

5918.D2.5 Explain how consumer behavior principles can be applied practically to the 
professional practice of marketing. 

5918.D2.6 Apply the concepts of consumer behavior that affect marketing management 
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decisions. 

5918.D2.7 Explain the ethical and societal implications of consumer behavior in marketing. 
 
 

Digital Marketing 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Marketing and Sales 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7145 

Course Description Digital Marketing provides an introduction to the world of e-commerce and digital 
marketing media. The course covers how to integrate digital media and e-commerce 
into organizational and marketing strategy. Students will explore e-commerce 
applications and the most popular digital marketing tactics and tools. Emphasizes 
familiarity with executing digital media, understanding the marketing objectives that 
digital media can help organizations achieve, and establishing and enhancing an 
organization’s digital marketing presence. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management; Marketing Fundamentals (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: MKTG 252, MKTG 257 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

Business Administration TC w Marketing 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Digital Marketing 

7145.D1.1 Identify the real-time informational value of digital media. 

7145.D1.2 Execute digital marketing tactics in an integrated marketing strategy to facilitate 
organizational goals, including but not limited to an integrated digital marketing plan, 
differentiation, positioning, and branding. 

7145.D1.3 Discuss the ethical and legal issues for digital marketing. 

7145.D1.4 Select correct digital media channels for desired communication objectives. 

7145.D1.5 Describe the most common digital media tactics (i.e., Website, Search Engine 
Marketing (SEM), Email, Social Media, Paid Ads, Blogs, etc.) and the effective use of 
each. 

7145.D1.6 Identify how an integrated digital marketing plan can improve brand recognition, 
expand the customer base, generate loyalty, and build relationships. 

7145.D1.7 Describe the impact of digital media in delivering the marketing mix to the target 
market. 

7145.D1.8 Discuss methods for soliciting and utilizing Voice of Customer. 
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7145.D1.9 Create and maintain company blogs as a method to engage in interactive 
conversations with customers to maintain or enhance customer experience and 
engagement with your brand, building trust, credibility, and loyalty. 

7145.D1.10 Use professional social networking applications for recruitment and B-to-B 
communication (i.e., industry discussion groups, company buzz, polls of network and 
target groups). 

7145.D1.11 Discuss the role of mobile technology and location-based marketing tools to bring the 
Internet to point of sale and connect with customers where they are. 

7145.D1.12 Create personalized online video marketing content and channels. 

7145.D1.13 Develop familiarity with social media aggregators to manage various media efficiently 
and effectively. 

7145.D1.14 Discuss digital media from a global marketing perspective. 

7145.D1.15 Track effectiveness and return-on-investment (ROI) of digital marketing tactics using 
digital analytics tools. 

Domain Digital Marketing Management 

7145.D2.1 Describe the impact of the internet and digital tools on marketing management. 

7145.D2.2 Identify methods of employing digital marketing for demand generation. 

7145.D2.3 Apply marketing concepts (i.e., 4P’s, integrated marketing strategy, adopter 
categories, product life cycle, market segmentation, and decision making process) to 
digital marketing. 

7145.D2.4 Discuss the use of the Internet for primary and secondary marketing research. 

7145.D2.5 Judge digital product strategies including differentiation, branding, and positioning. 

7145.D2.6 Distinguish the factors putting downward pressure on online pricing and general 
pricing strategies for digital marketing. 

7145.D2.7 Explain how the Internet has both shortened and lengthened distribution channels 
and changed channel leadership and power. 

7145.D2.8 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of e-commerce. 

7145.D2.9 Propose the implications of the Internet and digital media for sales promotion, 
advertising, personal selling, public relations, customer service, and relationship 
marketing. 

7145.D2.10 Evaluate website effectiveness, plan a website, and measure return-on-investment 
(ROI) of a website. 

7145.D2.11 Discuss the major ethical, legal, and security issues of digital marketing and e-
commerce. 

7145.D2.12 Describe global marketing environmental factors for digital marketing and e-
commerce. 

7145.D2.13 Examine the importance of tracking online user behavior and identify the latest digital 
tracking methods. 

7145.D2.14 Integrate an organization’s goals and values into an integrated digital organization by 
transforming the organizational culture, attitudes and proficiencies toward digital 
media. 

7145.D2.15 Evaluate and explain the effectiveness and return-on-investment (ROI) of an 
integrated digital marketing strategy using digital analytics tools. 
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Marketing and Sales 

Entrepreneurship 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7154 Principles of 
Entrepreneurship 

7148 New Venture 
Development 

7147 Small Business 
Operations 

  Business 
Management 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Entrepreneurship 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Entrepreneurship 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7154 

Course Description Principles of Entrepreneurship focuses on students learning about their own 
strengths, character and skills and how their unique abilities can apply to 
entrepreneurship, as well as how an entrepreneurial mindset can serve them 
regardless of their career path.  Students will learn about the local, regional and state 
resources and will begin to understand and apply the entrepreneurial process.  The 
course helps students to identify and evaluate business ideas while learning the steps 
and competencies required to launch a successful new venture.    The course helps 
students apply what they have learned from the content when they write a Personal 
Vision Statement, a Business Concept Statement, and an Elevator Pitch. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ENTR 100, ENTR 200 (ENTR 101) 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Entrepreneurship, TC Entrepreneurship (52.0701) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Entrepreneurial Concepts 

7154.D1.1 Identify current trends in entrepreneurship and the many paths one can take to be an 
entrepreneur (side hustle, freelancer, franchise owner, high growth startup, small 
business owner, purchasing an existing business, etc.). 
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7154.D1.2 Identify and understand steps in the Entrepreneurial process or a startup model like 
RISE (Regional Innovation & Startup Education) or Lean Startup. 

7154.D1.3 Identify entrepreneurial concepts; including ideation, prototyping, opportunity 
evaluation, launch. 

7154.D1.4 Identify the management, financial, marketing, and legal skills necessary to operate 
and grow an entrepreneurial business venture. 

7154.D1.5 Describe issues regarding the operation of an entrepreneurial business. 

7154.D1.6 Identify global aspects of an entrepreneurial business. 

7154.D1.7 Conduct background research on economic conditions, market trends, competitive 
factors and consumer behavior using higher order thinking methods. 

7154.D1.8 Build and apply professional skills in oral and written communication, critical thinking, 
self-evaluation. 

7154.D1.9 Conduct a personal inventory, including mapping your network, resources (both local 
and state), and the time you are willing to give to pursue your entrepreneurial 
endeavor. 

7154.D1.10 Identify problems and opportunities after completing your personal inventory and 
assess next steps in validating the problem you would like to solve. Identify who has 
the problem (target market), how big the problem is (market size) and who you will 
need to enroll or what will you need to do to begin solving the problem. 

7154.D1.11 Create a problem statement and elevator pitch for the problem you would like to 
solve. 

7154.D1.12 Create several business model canvases for local or state businesses to learn how to 
use and apply the tool to your own idea. 

7154.D1.13 Understand how different types of businesses are funded and which tools support 
funding different types of businesses (pitching to investors for high growth, writing 
traditional business plan for bank loans, bootstrapping through friends and family or 
creating a campaign using tools like GoFundMe or Kickstarter) 

Domain Entrepreneurial Mindset 

7154.D2.1 Understand all of the pathways to being an entrepreneur. 

7154.D2.2 Identify all of the ways having an entrepreneurial mindset can help anyone in any 
field. 

7154.D2.3 Analyze the common characteristics, habits and mindset of successful entrepreneurs 
from different industries. 

7154.D2.4 Apply the concept of fail fast, fail forward, and maximizing resiliency by 
understanding how to accept feedback and being vulnerable to pursue your 
entrepreneurial endeavors. 

7154.D2.5 Recognize the role of leadership, ethics and diversity in entrepreneurial ventures. 

7154.D2.6 Understand the importance and strategies for creating a long-term vision in order to 
navigate the numerous obstacles in the entrepreneurship journey. 

7154.D2.7 Write a personal vision and mission statement.  

7154.D2.8 Create and start a personal and professional development plan, based on an 
understanding of strengths and limiting beliefs, to achieve desired goals. 

7154.D2.9 Understand the art of building effective teams and cultures within the startup space. 
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New Venture Development 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Entrepreneurship 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7148 

Course Description Entrepreneurial Marketing and Management is targeted to students interested in 
creating and growing their own businesses. The course will focus on key marketing 
strategies particularly relevant for new ventures. Students will apply marketing 
concepts to entrepreneurial company challenges, which include creating and 
nurturing relationships with new customers, suppliers, distributors, employees and 
investors; and understand the special challenges and opportunities involved in 
developing marketing strategies "from the ground up." 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Entrepreneurship 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ENTR 215 (ENTR 105) 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Entrepreneurship, TC Entrepreneurship (52.0701) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain New Venture Development 

7148.D1.1 Apply problem and customer validation processes. 

7148.D1.2 Identify and refine ideas for possible solutions based on research, resources, 
capabilities, and team. 

7148.D1.3 Create a prototype/minimum viable product and test it through customer validation. 

7148.D1.4 Communicate problems and solutions effectively, clearly, and concisely to proper 
audiences. 

7148.D1.5 Identify Total Available Market (TAM ) 

7148.D1.6 Identify Serviceable Available Market (SAM) 

7148.D1.7 Identify Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM) 

7148.D1.8 Identify and research competition and identify your value proposition against the 
competition. 

7148.D1.9 Execute plan and launch startup. 

Domain Business Plan 

7148.D2.1 Understand and build the framework of a business model canvas or business plan 
depending on the type of business you are starting and the funding needs you will 
have. 

7148.D2.2 Evaluate market entry strategies like starting a new business, buying an existing 
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business, franchising, and other forms of ownership. 

7148.D2.3 Formulate a marketing strategy that connects the product, price, promotion and 
location of a new venture. 

7148.D2.4 Understand and read the story that numbers can tell us for a business. 

7148.D2.5 Understand and calculate unit economics. 

7148.D2.6 Create financial statements for your business. 

7148.D2.7 Calculate return on investment and break-even points. 
 
 
 

Small Business Operation 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Entrepreneurship 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7147 

Course Description Entrepreneurial Financial Management will help students identify and evaluate the 
various sources available for funding a new enterprise; demonstrate an 
understanding of financial terminology; read, prepare, and analyze basic financial 
statements; estimating capital requirements and risk, exit strategies; and prepare a 
budget for their business, including taxes and personnel costs. In addition, the 
student should be able to explain the importance of working capital and cash 
management. The student should also be able to identify financing needs, and 
prepare sales forecasts. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Entrepreneurship; New Venture Development 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ENTR 220 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Entrepreneurship, TC Entrepreneurship (52.0701) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Business Operations 

7147.D1.1 Create a growth and development action plan for a launched business. 

7147.D1.2 Apply asset management principles and compare and contrast the different asset 
classes and their functions as wealth management tools. 

7147.D1.3 Explore strategies for effective human resource recruitment and management. 

7147.D1.4 Identify strategies for financing a growing firm. 

7147.D1.5 Explain the difference between cash accounting versus accounting, and tax 
accounting versus financial accounting reporting. 
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7147.D1.6 Evaluate the credit worthiness of a business. 

7147.D1.7 Examine the basic methods of business valuation. 

7147.D1.8 Identify the calculations, collections, payments and filing requirements for state sales 
and use tax. 

7147.D1.9 Describe the calculations, withholding requirements, payments, and filing 
requirements that are related to payroll taxes. 

7147.D1.10 Identify which income tax returns apply to different business entities at the federal, 
state and local levels and explain information needed for each. 

7147.D1.11 Discuss insurance needs and options. 

7147.D1.12 Understand legal concepts for business ownership. 
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Finance 

Accounting 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4562 Principles of 
Business 
Management 

4524 Accounting 
Fundamentals 

4522 Advanced 
Accounting 

 7252 Accounting 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Business Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4562 

Course Description Principles of Business Management examines business ownership, organization 
principles and problems, management, control facilities, administration, financial 
management, and development practices of business enterprises. This course will 
also emphasize the identification and practice of the appropriate use of technology to 
communicate and solve business problems and aid in decision making. Attention will 
be given to developing business communication, problem-solving, and decision-
making skills using spreadsheets, word processing, data management, and 
presentation software. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 101, BOAT 207 or CINS 101 
VU: MGMT 100, COMP 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Business 

4562.D1.1 Identify the social, legal, economic, and ethical challenges of the business 
environment. 

4562.D1.2 Identify management and leadership functions, and the relationship to operations 
and supply chain management. 
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4562.D1.3 Relate the characteristics of organizational structures to legal forms of business 
ownership including small business and entrepreneurship. 

4562.D1.4 Examine the principles of short- and long-range financial planning, as well as the role 
of the stock exchanges in the financial markets. 

4562.D1.5 Analyze business issues and events related to strategic decision-making in an 
international and global context. 

4562.D1.6 Describe the marketing mix/marketing concept and its relationship to purchasing, 
production, distribution, and quality. 

4562.D1.7 Interpret the importance of communication and technology to the success of the 
organization. 

4562.D1.8 List and describe the human resource functions in business. 

4562.D1.9 Examine career opportunities in business. 

Domain  Business Software Applications 

4562.D2.1 Explain the purpose of information systems to support organizations and enhance 
productivity. 

4562.D2.2 Explain the physical components and operation of microcomputers. 

4562.D2.3 Use word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation applications to 
perform key business tasks. 

4562.D2.4 Explain the difference between computer operating systems and user software 
programs. 

4562.D2.5 Identify when to use appropriate features within a software application. 

4562.D2.6 Utilize internet applications and “cloud” technologies in business situations. 

4562.D2.7 Utilize collaboration technologies. 

4562.D2.8 Explain security goals, response to threats, and safeguards. 

4562.D2.9 Discuss issues related to the ethical use of information technology. 
 

 
Accounting Fundamentals 

Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 4524 

Course Description Accounting Fundamentals introduces the language of business using Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and procedures for proprietorships and 
partnerships using double-entry accounting. Emphasis is placed on accounting 
principles as they relate to both manual and automated financial systems. This 
course involves understanding, analyzing, and recording business transactions and 
preparing, analyzing, and interpreting financial reports as a basis for decision-
making. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective all diplomas 

Additional Notes Formerly Introduction to Accounting 
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ACCT 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Financial Accounting 

4524.D1.1 Recognize the meaning and function of accounting, its importance, and basic US 
accounting rules and the body most responsible for their development. 

4524.D1.2 Use the accounting cycle, including analyzing and recording transactions and 
preparing basic financial statements in accordance with accrual accounting principles. 

4524.D1.3 Account for buying and selling merchandise, including using LIFO, FIFO, and weighted 
average to assign values to cost of goods sold and ending inventory. 

4524.D1.4 Recognize the purpose, advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of internal 
controls. Prepare a bank reconciliation. 

4524.D1.5 Account for uncollectible accounts receivable using the allowance method. 

4524.D1.6 Account for notes receivable, including interest accruals. 

4524.D1.7 Account for notes payable, including interest accruals. Recognize acceptable 
accounting for basic payroll and other short-term liabilities. 

4524.D1.8 Recognize the cost of a plant asset and use accepted method(s) to depreciate a plant 
asset. Account for the disposal of a plant asset. Recognize acceptable accounting for 
other non-current assets. 

4524.D1.9 Calculate the present value of bonds at issuance and account for borrowing by issuing 
bonds. 

4524.D1.10 Account for issuing common and preferred stock, treasury stock transactions, and for 
dividends. 

4524.D1.11 Prepare a multi-step income statement and a classified balance sheet. Given cash 
pieces, prepare a statement of cash flows. 

4524.D1.12 Analyze a set of financial statements for profitability and liquidity. 
 

 
Advanced Accounting 

Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Accounting 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 4522 

Course Description Advanced Accounting expands on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP) and procedures for various forms of business ownership using double-entry 
accounting covered in Accounting Fundamentals, including an emphasis on payroll 
accounting.  Topics covered include calculating gross pay, withholdings, net pay, 
direct deposits, journalizing payroll transactions and preparing individual earnings 
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records and payroll registers. Emphasis is placed on applying Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles through hands-on practice with popular commercial accounting 
software packages that are currently used in business. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management (NLPS); Accounting Fundamentals 

Credits Credits:  2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ACCT 122, ACCT 106 
VU: ACCT 143, ACCT 291 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Professional Bookkeeping, TC Accounting (52.0302) 
CG Accounting (52.0305) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, Humanities/Social & Behavioral Science (3-4), 
IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, COMM 143 Speech, MATT 109 Business 
Mathematics or MATH 102 College Algebra 

Promoted Certifications Quickbooks 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Payroll Accounting 

4522.D1.1 Understand and apply the Fair Labor Standards Act, Social Security, Federal Income 
Tax Withholding, Unemployment tax, and other laws and acts that affect payroll. 

4522.D1.2 Calculate gross pay, regular pay, overtime pay, and overtime premium pay. 

4522.D1.3 Calculate the following withholdings from gross pay: FICA, Federal Income Tax, State 
Income Tax, County Income Tax, and other deductions. 

4522.D1.4 Calculate employer taxes and other employee benefits (paid by the employer): FICA, 
FUTA, SUTA, workers' compensation, and other benefits paid by employer. 

4522.D1.5 Record payroll data using the double-entry accounting method of recording, 
classifying, summarizing, and reporting transactions. 

4522.D1.6 Prepare appropriate payroll tax forms: withholding tax (Federal and State), 
unemployment tax, (Federal and State), payroll register, employee's earnings record, 
other appropriate forms or schedules. 

4522.D1.7 Demonstrated project or a series of learning problems. 

Domain Accounting Systems Application 

4522.D2.1 Use accounting software to set up a company’s General Ledger Chart of Accounts and 
needed subsidiary ledgers including but not limited to Accounts Receivable, Accounts 
Payable, Inventory, Fixed Assets, and Payroll. 

4522.D2.2 Use accounting software to perform the complete accounting cycle to analyze, to 
record in the most appropriate module, to adjust, to report and to perform periodic 
closing of financial information. 

4522.D2.3 Analyze data and reports generated by accounting software. 

4522.D2.4 Communicate effectively using correct Standard English, both orally and in writing by 
completion of papers, projects and/or presentations. Input numeric data using proper 
keying techniques. 
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4522.D2.5 Think critically and independently analyze to solve accounting problems. 
 
 

Accounting Capstone 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Accounting 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7252 

Course Description The Accounting Capstone course will emphasize Managerial Accounting concepts and 
Income Tax Accounting for individuals and sole proprietorships.  Topics include 
general versus cost accounting systems, cost behavior, cost-volume profit analysis, 
budgeting, standard cost systems, responsibility accounting, incremental analysis, 
and capital investment analysis. Offers an overview of federal and state income tax 
law for individuals including taxable income, capital gains and losses, adjustments, 
standard and itemized deductions, tax credits and appropriate tax forms.  When 
offered for multiple credits per semester, the Accounting Capstone may be used to 
provide students the opportuntity to participate in an intensive work-based learning 
experience and/or to complete additional coursework in using spreadsheets to solve 
accounting cases and to complete a postsecondary credential from ITCC or VU. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Accounting Fundamentals; Advanced Accounting 

Credits Credits:  2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ACCT 102, ACCT 205, BOAT 218 
VU: ACCT 292, COMP 242, OADM 233 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Professional Bookkeeping, TC Accounting (52.0302) 
CG Accounting (52.0305) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, Humanities/Social & Behavioral Science (3-4), 
IVYT 111 Student Success for University Transfer 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, COMM 143 Speech, MATT 109 Business 
Mathematics or MATH 102 College Algebra 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Managerial Accounting 

7252.D1.1 Discuss the difference between financial and managerial accounting and identify the 
characteristics, process, organization, and the profession of managerial accounting. 

7252.D1.2 Define and discuss the concepts, procedures, and characteristics of a manufacturing 
process with a job order cost system. 

7252.D1.3 Distinguish between the process cost system and the job-order cost system and 
describe and illustrate a process cost accounting system. 

7252.D1.4 Describe the nature and objectives of budgeting, including procedures and various 
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reports. 

7252.D1.5 Describe and illustrate methods used for evaluation of capital investment proposals, 
capital rationing and planning, and controlling capital investment expenditures. 

7252.D1.6 Describe and explain the nature and types of decentralization. 

7252.D1.7 Define and discuss responsibility accounting for investment centers and transfer 
pricing. 

7252.D1.8 Describe and illustrate inventory control, quantitative techniques for estimating costs, 
and the learning effect in estimating costs. 

7252.D1.9 Define and explain the managerial use of expected value concept, variance analysis 
using expected value, and maximum concepts of decision-making policies. 

7252.D1.10 Define and illustrate the usefulness of financial statement analysis, types of analysis, 
basic analytical procedures, solving analysis, profitability analysis, and selection of 
analytical procedures. 

7252.D1.11 Describe the nature of concepts of working capital, analysis of cash, and cash flow 
from operations. 

7252.D1.12 Identify and illustrate the characteristics of other selected topics. 

Domain Income Tax 

7252.D2.1 Utilize a tax vocabulary in order to discuss general concepts of U.S. income tax law for 
various taxable entities and to carefully read forms and instructions. 

7252.D2.2 Define the general tax formula or structure and place concepts as they are covered in 
the course within that framework. 

7252.D2.3 Discuss components of gross income, identifying whether these are excluded or 
included for federal income tax purposes. 

7252.D2.4 Discuss adjustments to gross income and calculate adjusted gross income (AGI). 

7252.D2.5 Discuss the standard deduction or itemized deductions and the deduction for 
exemptions to arrive at taxable income. 

7252.D2.6 Determine federal income tax less appropriate credits to arrive at tax due or to be 
refunded. 

7252.D2.7 Complete a tax return for an individual using the appropriate form 1040 and 
necessary schedules. 

7252.D2.8 Describe acceptable accounting methods for income tax purposes. 

7252.D2.9 Prepare a schedule C and/or schedule F (including depreciation schedules) with an 
accompanying schedule SE using the appropriate tax method. 

7252.D2.10 Discuss the rules for deducting IRAs and other retirement plans. 

7252.D2.11 Define a capital asset, contrast accounting vs. tax methods, explain the tax treatment 
of such assets, prepare a schedule D, and describe the tax treatment of sale of 
business assets including the filing of form 4797. 

7252.D2.12 Discuss the requirements of a tax preparer and explain the rules of tax compliance 
and the role and procedures of the IRS. 

7252.D2.13 Identify various tax planning techniques such as deferral or acceleration of income. 

7252.D2.14 Communicate effectively using correct standard English, both orally and in writing by 
completion of papers, projects and/or presentations. 

Domain Spreadsheets 

7252.D3.1 Create worksheets and workbooks. 

7252.D3.2 Navigate through worksheets and workbooks. 
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7252.D3.3 Format worksheets and workbooks. 

7252.D3.4 Customize options and views for worksheets and workbooks. 

7252.D3.5 Configure worksheets and workbooks to print or save. 

7252.D3.6 Insert data in cells and ranges. 

7252.D3.7 Format cells and ranges. 

7252.D3.8 Order and group cells and ranges. 

7252.D3.9 Create a table. 

7252.D3.10 Modify a table. 

7252.D3.11 Filter and sort a table. 

7252.D3.12 Utilize cell ranges and references in formulas and functions. 

7252.D3.13 Summarize data with functions. 

7252.D3.14 Utilize conditional logic in functions. 

7252.D3.15 Format and modify text with functions. 

7252.D3.16 Create a chart. 

7252.D3.17 Format a chart. 

7252.D3.18 Insert and format an object. 

7252.D3.19 Recognize special and/or advanced software features as they relate to software 
certifications. 
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Finance 

Finance and Investment 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4562 Principles of 
Business 
Management 

7150 Personal Finance 
and Banking 

5258 Finance and 
Investment 

 
Banking and 
Investment 
Capstone  

  4524 Accounting 
Fundamentals 

    

 

Principles of Business Management 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4562 

Course Description Principles of Business Management examines business ownership, organization 
principles and problems, management, control facilities, administration, financial 
management, and development practices of business enterprises. This course will 
also emphasize the identification and practice of the appropriate use of technology to 
communicate and solve business problems and aid in decision making. Attention will 
be given to developing business communication, problem-solving, and decision-
making skills using spreadsheets, word processing, data management, and 
presentation software. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: BUSN 101, BOAT 207 or CINS 101 
VU: MGMT 100, COMP 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Business 

4562.D1.1 Identify the social, legal, economic, and ethical challenges of the business 
environment. 
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4562.D1.2 Identify management and leadership functions, and the relationship to operations 
and supply chain management. 

4562.D1.3 Relate the characteristics of organizational structures to legal forms of business 
ownership including small business and entrepreneurship. 

4562.D1.4 Examine the principles of short- and long-range financial planning, as well as the role 
of the stock exchanges in the financial markets. 

4562.D1.5 Analyze business issues and events related to strategic decision-making in an 
international and global context. 

4562.D1.6 Describe the marketing mix/marketing concept and its relationship to purchasing, 
production, distribution, and quality. 

4562.D1.7 Interpret the importance of communication and technology to the success of the 
organization. 

4562.D1.8 List and describe the human resource functions in business. 

4562.D1.9 Examine career opportunities in business. 

Domain  Business Software Applications 

4562.D2.1 Explain the purpose of information systems to support organizations and enhance 
productivity. 

4562.D2.2 Explain the physical components and operation of microcomputers. 

4562.D2.3 Use word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation applications to 
perform key business tasks. 

4562.D2.4 Explain the difference between computer operating systems and user software 
programs. 

4562.D2.5 Identify when to use appropriate features within a software application. 

4562.D2.6 Utilize internet applications and “cloud” technologies in business situations. 

4562.D2.7 Utilize collaboration technologies. 

4562.D2.8 Explain security goals, response to threats, and safeguards. 

4562.D2.9 Discuss issues related to the ethical use of information technology. 
 

 
Personal Finance and Banking 

Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Banking and Investment 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7150 

Course Description Personal Finance and Banking emphasizes management of individual financial 
resources for growth and maintenance of personal wealth.  Covers home buying and 
mortgage financing, installment financing, life and health insurance, securities, 
commodities and other investment opportunities. Students will gain an overview of 
banking industry and the financial services provided by banks for individuals and 
businesses. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward  
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: FINC 100, ECON 208 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CPC Banking (Jasper) (52.0803) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: MATT 109 Business Mathematics 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Personal Finance 

7150.D1.1 Establish financial goals for maximizing earnings, efficient consumption, life 
satisfaction, reaching financial security, wealth accumulation and estate planning. 

7150.D1.2 Calculate the effect of income tax on personal finance. 

7150.D1.3 Demonstrate methods of personal budgeting and managing credit. 

7150.D1.4 Evaluate alternative methods of meeting housing and transportation needs. 

7150.D1.5 Compare, evaluate and select equity and / or income producing investments including 
savings accounts, stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. 

7150.D1.6 Demonstrate an understanding of retirement and estate planning. 

7150.D1.7 Develop a comprehensive financial plan. 

Domain  Banking 

7150.D2.1 Overview of the Banking Industry 

7150.D2.2 Evaluate the impact of electronic banking on the industry 

7150.D2.3 Describe common services offered by banks and other financial institutions for 
consumers and businesses 

7150.D2.4 Analyze the competitive environment of the banking industry 
 
 
 

Accounting Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Business Admin 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 4524 

Course Description Accounting Fundamentals introduces the language of business using Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and procedures for proprietorships and 
partnerships using double-entry accounting. Emphasis is placed on accounting 
principles as they relate to both manual and automated financial systems. This 
course involves understanding, analyzing, and recording business transactions and 
preparing, analyzing, and interpreting financial reports as a basis for decision-
making. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management (NLPS) 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 
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Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective all diplomas 

Additional Notes Formerly Introduction to Accounting 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ACCT 101 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Business Administration; TC Business Administration (52.0201) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 114 Student Success in Business, 
Humanities/Social & Behavioral 3-4 hours 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Financial Accounting 

4524.D1.1 Recognize the meaning and function of accounting, its importance, and basic US 
accounting rules and the body most responsible for their development. 

4524.D1.2 Use the accounting cycle, including analyzing and recording transactions and 
preparing basic financial statements in accordance with accrual accounting principles. 

4524.D1.3 Account for buying and selling merchandise, including using LIFO, FIFO, and weighted 
average to assign values to cost of goods sold and ending inventory. 

4524.D1.4 Recognize the purpose, advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of internal 
controls. Prepare a bank reconciliation. 

4524.D1.5 Account for uncollectible accounts receivable using the allowance method. 

4524.D1.6 Account for notes receivable, including interest accruals. 

4524.D1.7 Account for notes payable, including interest accruals. Recognize acceptable 
accounting for basic payroll and other short-term liabilities. 

4524.D1.8 Recognize the cost of a plant asset and use accepted method(s) to depreciate a plant 
asset. Account for the disposal of a plant asset. Recognize acceptable accounting for 
other non-current assets. 

4524.D1.9 Calculate the present value of bonds at issuance and account for borrowing by issuing 
bonds. 

4524.D1.10 Account for issuing common and preferred stock, treasury stock transactions, and for 
dividends. 

4524.D1.11 Prepare a multi-step income statement and a classified balance sheet. Given cash 
pieces, prepare a statement of cash flows. 

4524.D1.12 Analyze a set of financial statements for profitability and liquidity. 
 
 
 

Finance and Investment 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Banking and Investment 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5258 

Course Description Finance and Investments addresses the need of schools in areas that have workforce 
demand in the finance industry. It analyzes and synthesizes high-level skills needed 
for a multitude of career in the banking and investment industry. Students learn 
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banking, investments, and other finance fundamentals and applications related to 
financial institutions, business and personal financial services, investment and 
securities, risk management products, and corporate finance. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Business Management, Personal Finance and Banking or Accounting 
Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: FINC 205, FINC 245 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CPC Banking (Jasper) (52.0803) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: MATT 109 Business Mathematics 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Investing 

5258.D1.1 Students evaluate the history, future, and roles of the banking industry in local, 
national and global economies 

5258.D1.2 Describe the role of regulatory organizations, such as but not limited too the Federal 
Reserve System, Federal Depository Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and Office of 
Controller of Currency (OCC) 

5258.D1.3 Analyze banking legislation that affects the operation of business firms 

5258.D1.4 Evaluate how financial institutions affect personal and corporate financial planning 

5258.D1.5 Explain how international monetary exchanges work 

5258.D1.6 Assess the value of a country’s currency on imports and exports and international 
travel 

5258.D1.7 Explain the role of international banks in the global economy 

5258.D1.8 Identify agencies that assist companies in reducing global financial risk 

5258.D1.9 
 

5258.D1.10 Describe the history and purpose of securities and securities markets 

5258.D1.11 Differentiate among stocks, bonds, and other securities 

5258.D1.12 Explain the role of initial public offerings (IPOs) in raising capital for corporations 

5258.D1.13 Review the use and impact of technology in the brokerage industry 

5258.D1.14 Describe the role of regulatory organizations, such as but not limited to Securities and 
Exchange Commission, and their impact on business financing 

5258.D1.15 Explain the role of stock exchanges and brokers in securities transactions 

5258.D1.16 Evaluate the risks and rewards of trading 

5258.D1.17 Analyze mutual funds, stocks and bonds as an investment opportunity 

5258.D1.18 Appraise the investment needs of clients, both consumers and businesses 

5258.D1.19 Critique informational sources for buying/selling decisions 

5258.D1.20 Identify the components and purposes of a bond table, stock table and mutual fund 
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5258.D1.21 Identify the components and purposes of quote found on a bond table, stock table 
and mutual fund 

5258.D1.22 Evaluate a business plan from an investor’s standpoint as an investment option 

5258.D1.23 Compute the effect of the time value of money 

5258.D1.24 Critique factors to consider when deciding on the form of dividend distribution 

5258.D1.25 Compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of a cash dividend and a 
stock split 

5258.D1.26 Generate motives for a company to repurchase stock 

5258.D1.27 Evaluate a company portfolio for diversification 

5258.D1.28 Examine benefits and costs of investments 

5258.D1.29 Investigate employee retirement plans 

5258.D1.30 Analyze the role of stockholders within a corporate structure 

5258.D1.31 Evaluate the components of corporate governance 

5258.D1.32 Identify the standard components of an annual report 

5258.D1.33 Explain the components of a financial plan 

5258.D1.34 Examine and assess strategies for effective debt management by individuals and 
corporations through either short-term or long-term financing options 

5258.D1.35 Identify steps to be used by financial planners for developing a personal budget 
 
 
 

Banking and Investment Capstone 
Career Cluster Business Management, Marketing and Finance 

Program of Study Banking and Investment 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description The Banking and Investment Capstone course would include content on Credit and 
Collections, Real Estate, Business Law and possibly Accounting. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Personal Finance and Banking or Accounting Fundamentals; Finance and Investment 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: BLAW 203, FINC 220, FINC 230 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CPC Banking (Jasper) (52.0803) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: MATT 109 Business Mathematics 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Business Law 
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5258-C.D1.1 Discuss state and federal judicial systems and jurisdictions. 

5258-C.D1.2 Identify the sources of laws as applied to business. 

5258-C.D1.3 Apply appropriate legal principles to contractual obligations. 

5258-C.D1.4 Understand the parameters of the various business structures. 

5258-C.D1.5 Apply the laws of agency and debt adjustment to factual situations. 

5258-C.D1.6 Recognize the obligations and rights of parties to negotiate instruments. 

5258-C.D1.7 Recognize the rights and obligations of parties as regards personal and real 
property. 

5258-C.D1.8 Recognize the rights and obligations of the parties to sales and lease of goods 
contracts. 

5258-C.D1.9 Apply the Uniform Commercial Code to sales contracts and differentiate 
common law and Uniform Commercial Code situations. 

5258-C.D1.10 Understand the application of consumer protection laws. 

5258-C.D1.11 Recognize the importance of both Federal and State employment laws to 
effective organizational leadership. 

5258-C.D1.12 Understand the importance of protecting intellectual property rights. 

Domain Investments 

5258-C.D2.1 Evaluate the concepts of risk management 

5258-C.D2.2 Analyze the elements of the insurance industry 

5258-C.D2.3 Examine the process of underwriting an insurance policy 

5258-C.D2.4 Assess liability insurance for individuals and business 

5258-C.D2.5 Evaluate automobile insurance 

5258-C.D2.6 Evaluate personal and commercial property insurance 

5258-C.D2.7 Analyze components of health and long-term care insurance 

5258-C.D2.8 Analyze government supported health insurance programs 

5258-C.D2.9 Assess government supported employment insurance programs 

5258-C.D2.10 Differentiate among components of life insurance 

5258-C.D2.11 Explain qualifications needed by an individual or business firm to obtain credit 

5258-C.D2.12 Compare and contrast terms and conditions of various sources of credit 

5258-C.D2.13 Assess and recommend credit options available for financial plans 

5258-C.D2.14 Evaluate the implications of bankruptcy for consumers and for businesses 

5258-C.D2.15 Analyze the impact of economic conditions on financial plans 

5258-C.D2.16 Identify tax planning strategies that may be recommended by financial 
planners 

5258-C.D2.17 Develop, analyze and update a financial plan for an individual and/or company 

5258-C.D2.18 Distinguish among trust services provided for individuals and corporations 

5258-C.D2.19 Compare and contrast investment options for a monetary inheritance 
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5258-C.D2.20 Evaluate types and purposes of estate planning tools 

5258-C.D2.21 Define and analyze tax planning strategies for long-term financial assets 

5258-C.D2.22 Describe the impact of gift tax on a person‘s income 
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Finance 

Insurance 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7152 Principles of 
Business 

7149 Insurance 
Fundamentals 

7151 Personal and 
Property 
Insurance 

  Insurance Capstone 

 

In Progress –  

Please contact the Office of CTE for additional details if you are planning to offer 

the NLPS in the Fall of 2021.   

 

  

mailto:cte@gov.in.gov
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Education and Training 

Early Childhood Education 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7160 Principles of Early 
Childhood 
Education 

7158 Early Childhood 
Education 
Curriculum 

7159 Early Childhood 
Education 
Guidance 

 7259 Early Childhood 
Education 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Early Childhood Education 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Early Childhood 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7160 

Course Description This course provides students with an overview of skills and strategies necessary to 
successfully complete a certificate. Additionally, it provides an overview of the 
history, theory, and foundations of early childhood education as well as exposure to 
types of programs, curricula and services available to young children. This course also 
examines basic principles of child development, Developmentally Appropriate 
Practices (DAP), importance of family, licensing, and elements of quality care of 
young children with an emphasis on the learning environment related to health, 
safety, and nutrition. Students may be required to complete observations and field 
experiences with children as related to this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ECED 100, ECED 101 
FACS 233, 235 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Early Childhood Ed: CDA Process, TC Early Childhood Education (13.12.10) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition, PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology or SOCI 111 Introduction to Sociology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Introduction to Early Childhood 

7160.D1.1 Recognize the value of developing positive communication strategies and establishing 
beneficial relationships within an early childhood facility. 

7160.D1.2 Implement skills to build positive relationships with families. 
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7160.D1.3 Study the history, theories, and foundations of early childhood education 

7160.D1.4 Recognize and explore various curriculums and settings for early childhood education 
programs. 

7160.D1.5 Identify effective, quality programs for young children in various settings. 

7160.D1.6 Identify and organize resources within the community to enhance family well being. 

7160.D1.7 Evaluate present and determine future professional goals while exploring 
opportunities in the field of early childhood, advocacy, organizations, and resources. 

7160.D1.8 Identify and practice appreciation for diversity. 

7160.D1.9 Identify and practice various observation/recording methods. 

7160.D1.10 Explore the role of technology in programs for young children. 

7160.D1.11 Examine the NAEYC Code of Ethics, CDA, NAEYC Accreditation standards, state 
licensing regulations, and membership in professional organizations. 

7160.D1.12 Complete Indiana ILEAD webinar trainings for Child Abuse Prevention and Detection, 
and Health and Safety Modules 1.4. 

7160.D1.13 Begin their own Professional Program Portfolio based on local campus guidelines 
(contact local program chair for instructions). 

Domain Health, Safety, and Nutrition 

7160.D2.1 Describe and discuss the physical, cognitive, social, emotional, and creative 
developmental domains of the young child from infancy through eight years of age. 

7160.D2.2 Discuss Developmentally Appropriate Practice (DAP) in terms of chronological age and 
developmental levels in terms of appropriateness of activities and environments for 
children from infancy through eight years of age. 

7160.D2.3 Describe, discuss, and practice observation skills, and assess safe and healthy 
practices. 

7160.D2.4 Describe and discuss developmentally appropriate guidance practices. 

7160.D2.5 Describe and recognize the importance of the child's family and its role as the child's 
first teacher in enhancing safe and healthy learning. 

7160.D2.6 Identify primary elements of Indiana's licensing requirements for early care and 
education. 

7160.D2.7 Demonstrate cooperation through group creation and presentation of a health and 
safety educational experience. 

7160.D2.8 Identify and discuss quality care issues relating to safe and health, safety, and 
nutritional components essential for providing quality care including routines, daily 
schedule, and the physical arrangement of the indoor and outdoor play areas. 

7160.D2.9 Identify, describe, and discuss stressors and potential stressors that may affect 
children, families and early care and education teachers. 

 
 

Early Childhood Education Curriculum 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Early Childhood 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7158 

Course Description Early Childhood Education Curriculum examines developmentally appropriate 
environments and activities in various childcare settings while exploring the varying 
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developmental levels and cultural backgrounds of children. Students may be required 
to complete observations and field experiences with children as related to this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Early Childhood Education 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ECED 103 
FACS 233, 235 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Early Childhood Ed: CDA Process, TC Early Childhood Education (13.12.10) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition, PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology or SOCI 111 Introduction to Sociology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Early Childhood Curriculum 

7158.D1.1 Describe and discuss Developmentally Appropriate Practice as it pertains to the young 
child from infancy through eight years of age with an emphasis on the importance of 
healthy and respectful relationships between adults, children, and families in the 
early learning setting. 

7158.D1.2 Recognize and describe the ways young children develop in the physical, 
communication, arts, inquiry, social, and self-awareness domains. 

7158.D1.3 Recognize and discuss inappropriate teaching methods for young children. 

7158.D1.4 Research current curriculum models in use in early childhood education. 

7158.D1.5 Describe, discuss, and evaluate Developmentally Appropriate environments that 
promote the young child’s healthy development. 

7158.D1.6 Demonstrate observation skills to evaluate an early learning setting and develop a 
plan to enhance the environment for all children, including those with special needs. 

7158.D1.7 Demonstrate the ability to access and utilize the Indiana Early Learning Foundations 
to plan meaningful curriculum for young children. 

7158.D1.8 Describe and discuss Bloom’s Taxonomy and its relationship to planning 
developmentally appropriate activities for young children. 

7158.D1.9 Create Developmentally Appropriate Activity (Lesson) Plans that promote the young 
child’s development in the physical, communication, arts, inquiry, social, and self-
awareness domains. 

7158.D1.10 Incorporate Developmentally Appropriate Activity (Lesson) Plans into an Integrated 
Curriculum Study appropriate for use in the infant/toddler, preschool, or school-age 
classroom. 

7158.D1.11 Complete Indiana ILEAD webinar training for Introduction to the Indiana Early 
Learning Foundations. 

7158.D2.1 Recognize Indiana’s Foundations for Birth to age 5 and Indiana Academic standards 
for Kindergarten through 3rd grade. 
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Early Childhood Education Guidance 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Early Childhood 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7159 

Course Description This course allows students to analyze developmentally appropriate guidance, theory 
and implementation for various early care and education settings. It also provides a 
basic understanding of the anti-bias/multicultural emphasis in the field of early 
childhood. Students may be required to complete observations and field experiences 
with children as related to this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Early Childhood Education 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ECED 130 
FACS 233 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Early Childhood Ed: CDA Process, TC Early Childhood Education (13.12.10) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition, PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology or SOCI 111 Introduction to Sociology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Early Childhood Guidance 

7159.D1.1 Identify, define and evaluate developmentally appropriate practices in early 
childhood multicultural curriculum in terms of gender, culture and ability. 

7159.D1.2 Describe the social foundations and theory of anti-bias issues in the early childhood 
profession. 

7159.D1.3 Examine multicultural issues in the early childhood field including guidance, basic 
routines, communication, play and socialization. 

7159.D1.4 Obtain and use resources for an anti-bias curriculum. 

7159.D1.5 Design anti-bias activities for young children and implement activities in an early care 
setting. 

7159.D1.6 Define and demonstrate positive child guidance strategies and the influence of 
culture on behavior. 

7159.D1.7 Design an environment conducive to both short term and long-term goals in relation 
to individual needs. 

7159.D1.8 Identify the elements of prosocial behavior and develop culturally sensitive strategies 
for individual children in the early childhood setting. 

7159.D1.9 Identify and evaluate how personal biases impact effective interactions between 
children and their families and assessments of young children. 

7159.D1.10 Observe, practice and critique positive guidance techniques, which are culturally 
sensitive and consider the needs of individual children. 
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Early Childhood Education Capstone 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Early Childhood 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7259 

Course Description This course will prepare students to complete the application, CDA exam, and 
verification process for the Child Development Associate (CDA) credential. Students 
will participate in supervised visits at their practical work/volunteer sites as the 
college instructor fulfills the role of the Professional Development Specialist, as 
outlined by the Council for Professional Recognition. Students will study the physical, 
social, emotional, cognitive, and moral development of children from conception to 
age twelve. Theories of child development, biological and environmental foundations, 
prenatal development, the birth process, and the newborn baby will be discussed. 
Additionally, students will explore the aspects of early literacy skill development in 
young children from birth through third grade. Analyzes the vital role adults play in 
supporting children’s language arts development. The course identifies age-
appropriate practices and materials provided in the learning environment that 
support meaningful speech, listening skills and fundamental concept development 
about print. Students will explore techniques, technological tools and other learning 
opportunities that encourage positive attitudes in children regarding listening, 
speaking, reading and writing activities. In the course, students will research, 
examine and explore the use of observation in screening and assessment to promote 
healthy literacy development in early childhood education. Finally, students will be 
provided an introduction to caring for each exceptional child. This includes theories 
and practices for producing optimal developmental growth. Students will be able to 
develop teaching techniques and explores public policy including legislative mandates 
and will explore the types of special needs and provides methods for assistance. 
Students may be required to complete observations and field experiences with 
children as related to this course.  Complete the standards in the domains correlated 
to the dual credit being offered and the dual credit arrangements. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Early Childhood Curriculum,  
Early Childhood Guidance 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ECED 105, ECED 120, ECED 233, ECED 230 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Early Childhood Ed: CDA Process, TC Early Childhood Education (13.1210) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition, PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology or SOCI 111 Introduction to Sociology 

Promoted Certifications Child Development Associate 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
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Competency # Competency  

Domain Child Development Associate (CDA) Process 

7259.D1.1 Prepare and implement activities and experiences for physical, cognitive, and creative 
and affective development within the context of the whole child. 

7259.D1.2 Practice standards of the settings. 

7259.D1.3 Evaluate activities and experiences in the early childhood setting. 

7259.D1.4 Support positive self-concept in self, children, families, and staff. 

7259.D1.5 Demonstrate pro-social and professional behavior. 

7259.D1.6 Select activities and techniques that promote individual skills. 

7259.D1.7 Synthesize prior knowledge to exhibit skills in the CDA competencies. 

7259.D1.8 Recognize specific behaviors in children related to the CDA competencies. 

7259.D1.9 Demonstrate mastery of communication competence in accordance to professional 
early childhood practices. 

7259.D1.10 Demonstrate safe and healthy standards of the setting. 

7259.D1.11 Demonstrate appropriate environments for the setting. 

7259.D1.12 Successfully complete applications for a Child Development Associate (CDA) to the 
Council for Professional Recognition in Washington DC. 

Domain Child Growth and Development 

7259.D2.1 Identify and define the sequence and process underlying physical, cognitive, social, 
emotional, and moral characteristics and needs of development from conception to 
twelve years. 

7259.D2.2 Recognize the impact of culture and society on the child’s development including 
support systems in various countries. 

7259.D2.3 Identify and explore ways to support children in their growth and development 
process related to early brain development, learning, self-concept, and their 
relationship with others. 

7259.D2.4 Identify the content knowledge of major theories of early child growth and 
development and the strengths and challenges of each. 

7259.D2.5 Identify and discuss appropriate environments that promote healthy development of 
children from a variety of cultural and ethnic backgrounds. 

7259.D2.6 Review and critique topical literature and other professional resources in early 
childhood education, to integrate knowledgeable, critical and reflective perspective. 

7259.D2.7 Survey observational methods used by early care and educational professionals. 

7259.D2.8 Conduct a research project related to child development utilizing common 
information gathering methods. 

Domain The Exceptional Child 

7259.D3.1 Identify positive relationships and supportive interactions as guidance techniques that 
form the foundation to support children in their development. 

7259.D3.2 Recognize appropriate personal and professional strengths and behaviors, making 
connections between prior knowledge and experience and new learning, which are 
desired when working with children birth through twelve years of age, including 
written and verbal communication skills. 

7259.D3.3 Evaluate life experiences and reflect on own practice in relation to developmental 
theory, to promote positive outcomes for children. 
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7259.D3.4 Identify and describe society’s changing attitudes towards children with disabilities. 

7259.D3.5 Discuss causes of disabilities and become aware of federal legislation that impacts 
children with disabilities. 

7259.D3.6 Explain the term LRE (Least Restrictive Environment) and how this influences the 
services provided to infants, toddlers, and preschoolers with disabilities. 

7259.D3.7 Examine intervention and prevention techniques (some of the causes of disabilities). 

7259.D3.8 Identify likenesses and differences in all children. 

7259.D3.9 Investigate various types of disabilities and the developmental and health problems 
associated with them. 

7259.D3.10 Define the aspects of the family/professional partnership. 

7259.D3.11 Explain the IFSP/IEP process and the requirements of each. 

7259.D3.12 Develop techniques to work with the exceptional child and support inclusion in the 
typical classroom setting. 

7259.D3.13 Design environments to meet the needs of children with special needs. 

7259.D3.14 Create adaptive materials to use with children with special needs. 

7259.D3.15 Recognize developmental delays and deviations in children and infants. 

7259.D3.16 Determine and write instructional goals for children with special needs. 

7259.D3.17 Describe the main goals of early intervention. 

7259.D3.18 Recognize the need and develop the techniques to collaborate with other 
professionals and parents regarding children with special needs. 

Domain Emerging Literacy 

7259.D4.1 Identify and define emergence of speech and listening skills in children, birth through 
third grade. 

7259.D4.2 Recognize and evaluate the aspects of the learning environment that support the 
emergence of literacy skill development in children Identify and evaluate the 
developmental stages of writing in young children 

7259.D4.3 Identify the importance of the adult role in providing an appropriate communication 
model that supports active listening, meaningful vocabulary development, and 
supports an appreciation of print/media, language and literacy. 

7259.D4.4 Explore cultural influences in language and literacy development in children. 

7259.D4.5 Select and evaluate developmentally appropriate literature. 

7259.D4.6 Develop activities that support families in providing emerging literacy activities in the 
home 

7259.D4.7 Define and explore the importance of technology to language and literacy 
development in 

7259.D4.8 early childhood. 

7259.D4.9 Identify the use of observations, assessments, and screenings when planning 
language art activities for young children. 

7259.D4.10 Demonstrate activities and experiences for the development of communication skills. 

7259.D4.11 Prepare and implement activities and experiences to promote emergent literacy; 
utilizing assessment techniques that promote individual skills and learning styles in 
young children. 

7259.D4.12 Recognize Indiana’s Foundations for Infant, Toddlers, and Preschooler utilizing the 
Indiana Early Learning Foundations. 
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Education and Training 

Education Professions 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7161 Principles of 
Teaching 

7157 Child and 
Adolescent 
Development 

7162 The Exceptional 
Child 

  Education 
Professions 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Teaching 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Ed Professions 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7161 

Course Description This course provides a general introduction to the field of teaching. Students will 
explore educational careers, teaching preparation, and professional expectations as 
well as requirements for teacher certification. Current trends and issues in education 
will be examined. A volunteer experience of a minimum of 20 hours is required for 
successful completion of this course. This course has been approved to be offered for 
dual credit. Students pursuing this course for dual credit are still required to meet the 
minimum prerequisites for the course and pass the course with a C or better in order 
for dual credit to be awarded. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDUC 101 

Postsecondary Credential TC Elementary Education (13.1202) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University 
Transition, PSYC 101 Introduction to Psychology or SOCI 111 Introduction to 
Sociology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
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Child and Adolescent Development 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Ed Professions 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7157 

Course Description Child and Adolescent Development examines the physical, social, emotional, 
cognitive, and moral development of the child frm birth through adolescence with a 
focus on the middle years through adolescence. Basic theories of child development, 
biological and environmental foundations of development, and the study of children 
through observation and interviewing techniques are explored. The influence of 
parents, peers, the school environment, culture and the media are discussed. An 
observation experience up to 20 hours may be required for completion of this course. 
This course has been approved to be offered for dual credit. Students pursuing this 
course for dual credit are still required to meet the minimum prerequisites for the 
course and pass the course with a C or better in order for dual credit to be awarded. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Teaching 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDUC 121 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Elementary Education (13.1202) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

The Exceptional Child 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Ed Professions 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7162 

Course Description This course provides an introduction to teaching the exceptional child. Includes 
theories and practices for producing optimal developmental growth. This course 
develops teaching techniques, explores public policy, inclusion, early intervention, 
and learns about individual education plans and associated laws (IEPs). Explores the 
types of special needs and provides opportunities through field experience to practice 
methods for helping children within special education and gifted/talented programs. 
A volunteer experience of up to 20 hours in an educational environment may be 
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required as part of this course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Teaching; Child and Adolescent Development 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDUC 230 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Elementary Education (13.1202) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available by 4-23-21 
 
 
 

Education Professions Capstone 
Career Cluster Education and Training 

Program of Study Ed Professions 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description This course examines children’s literature for the preschool child through 
adolescence. Students will also study the relationship to literacy development. This 
course not only focuses on the traditional aspects of literacy but also examines other 
genres of literature (i.e. picture books, folk tales, poetry, short stories, historical and 
contemporary fiction, fantasy, biographies, and novels). Also, the benefits and 
rewards to literature will be discussed – enjoyment, aesthetics, comprehension 
strategies, imagination, cognition, language, multicultural integration, as well as, the 
development of the love of reading. Additionally, the role of art, illustrations, and 
media adaptations will be examined in conjunction with children’s literature 
throughout the years. Students will also be introduced to literature awarded with the 
Newbery Award and Caldecott Medal distinctions. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Child and Adolescent Development,  
The Exceptional Child 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diploma 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: EDUC 233 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Elementary Education (13.1202) 
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Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Health Sciences 

Biomedical Sciences 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

5218 Principles of 
Biomedical 
Sciences 

5216 Human Body 
Systems 

5217 Medical 
Interventions 

5219 Biomedical 
Innovations 

 

Principles of Biomedical Sciences 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Biomed 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 5218 

Course Description Principles of the Biomedical Sciences provides an introduction to this field through 
“hands-on” projects and problems. Student work involves the study of human 
medicine, research processes and an introduction to bioinformatics. Students 
investigate the human body systems and various health conditions including heart 
disease, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and infectious diseases. A theme through 
the course is to determine the factors that led to the death of a fictional person. After 
determining the factors responsible for the death, the students investigate lifestyle 
choices and medical treatments that might have prolonged the person’s life. Key 
biological concepts included in the curriculum are: homeostasis, metabolism, 
inheritance of traits, feedback systems, and defense against disease. Engineering 
principles such as the design process, feedback loops, fluid dynamics, and the 
relationship of structure to function will be included where appropriate. The course is 
designed to provide an overview of all courses in the Biomedical Sciences program 
and to lay the scientific foundation necessary for student success in the subsequent 
courses. NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW Principles of Biomedical Sciences 
curriculum.  Use of the PLTW Curriculum may require additional training and 
membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Biology I or concurrent enrollment in Biology I is required 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science requirement for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences  
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Requirements 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Human Body Systems 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Biomed 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5216 

Course Description Human Body Systems is a course designed to engage students in the study of basic 
human physiology and the care and maintenance required to support the complex 
systems. Using a focus on human health, students will employ a variety of monitors 
to examine body systems (respiratory, circulatory, and nervous) at rest and under 
stress, and observe the interactions between the various body systems. Students will 
use appropriate software to design and build systems to monitor body functions. 
NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW Human Body Systems curriculum.  Use of the 
PLTW Curriculum may require additional training and membership in the PLTW 
network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Biomedical Sciences 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science requirement for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Medical Interventions 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Biomed 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 
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Course Code 5217 

Course Description Medical Interventions is a course that studies medical practices including 
interventions to support humans in treating disease and maintaining health. Using a 
project-based learning approach, students will investigate various medical 
interventions that extend and improve quality of life, including gene therapy, 
pharmacology, surgery, prosthetics, rehabilitation, and supportive care. Students will 
also study the design and development of various interventions. Lessons will cover 
the history of organ transplants and gene therapy with additional readings from 
current scientific literature addressing cutting edge developments. NOTE: This course 
aligns with the PLTW Medical Interventions curriculum.  Use of the PLTW Curriculum 
may require additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Biomedical Sciences 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science requirement for all diploma types 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Biomedical Innovations 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Biomed 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 5219 

Course Description Biomedical Innovation is a capstone course designed to give students the opportunity 
to design innovative solutions for the health challenges of the 21st Century as they 
work through progressively challenging open-ended problems, addressing topics such 
as clinical medicine, physiology, biomedical engineering, and public health. Students 
have the opportunity to work on an independent project and may work with a 
mentor or advisor from a healthcare or post- secondary industry. Throughout the 
course, students are expected to present their work to an adult audience that may 
include representatives from the local business and healthcare community. NOTE: 
This course aligns with the PLTW Biomedical Innovations curriculum.  Use of the 
PLTW Curriculum may require additional training and membership in the PLTW 
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network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Human Body Systems or Anatomy and Physiology; Medical Interventions 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
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Health Sciences 

Central Service Technician 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7168 Principles of 
Healthcare 

5274 Medical 
Terminology 

7163 Central Service 
Technician 
Fundamentals 

 7257 Central Service 
Technician 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Healthcare 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7168 

Course Description Principles of Healthcare content includes skills common to specific health career 
topics such as patient nursing care, dental care, animal care, medical laboratory, 
public health, and an introduction to healthcare systems.  Lab experiences are 
organized and planned around the activities associated with the student’s career 
objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HLHS 100, HLHS 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthcare Systems 

7168.D1.1 Describe how health care is developed, delivered and organized. 

7168.D1.2 Discuss health care delivery systems and trends. 

7168.D1.3 Identify ethical and legal issues in health care. 

7168.D1.4 Apply basic medical terminology principles. 

7168.D1.5 Identify the basic organization of the human body, the body systems, and the stages 
of growth and development. 
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7168.D1.6 Analyze behaviors for success in the health care field, including lifestyles 
management, professionalism, and lifelong learning. 

7168.D1.7 Describe personal and workplace safety measures including body mechanics, 
infection control, and environmental safety. 

7168.D1.8 Discuss principles of communication in a health care setting including treating the 
patient with respect as an individual, accommodation of cultural diversity, 

7168.D1.9 identifying and providing for patient needs. 

7168.D1.10 Identify the purposes and procedures for medical documentation. 

7168.D1.11 Compare various health care occupations, including education requirements, 
credentialing or licensing, scope of practice, and workforce data. 

Domain CPR / Basic Life Support 

7168.D2.1 Recognize cardiac vascular emergencies and/or respiratory arrest and take 
appropriate action. 

7168.D2.2 Establish an airway and initiate ventilation. 

7168.D2.3 Manage obstructed airway in adult, child and infant. 

7168.D2.4 Perform one and two-person adult, child and infant CPR using universal precautions. 

7168.D2.5 Demonstrate the use of an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
 
 

Medical Terminology 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5274 

Course Description Medical Terminology prepares students with language skills necessary for effective, 
independent use of health and medical reference materials. It includes the study of 
health and medical abbreviations, symbols, and Greek and Latin word part meanings, 
all taught within the context of body systems. This course builds skills in pronouncing, 
spelling, and defining new words encountered in verbal and written information in 
the healthcare industry. Students have the opportunity to acquire essential skills for 
accurate and logical communication, and interpretation of medical records. Emphasis 
is on forming a foundation of a medical vocabulary including; appropriate and 
accurate meaning, spelling, and pronunciation of medical terms, and abbreviations, 
signs, and symbols. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, maximum of 
2 credits 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

HLHS 101, HLHS 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Terminology 

5274.D1.1 Demonstrate the use of a medical dictionary. 

5274.D1.2 Define and properly use prefixes and suffixes with word roots and combining forms to 
build medical terms. 

5274.D1.3 Define medical terms. 

5274.D1.4 Locate and identify the organs within body systems and define their basic functions. 

5274.D1.5 Define and use medical abbreviations, signs, and symbols accurately. 

5274.D1.6 Define common diseases and conditions. 

5274.D1.7 Identify selected procedures, treatments and diagnostic tests. 

5274.D1.8 Spell medical terms correctly. 

5274.D1.9 Pronounce medical terms. 

Domain Essential Anatomy and Physiology 

5274.D2.1 Apply basic knowledge of chemistry as pertinent to the human body. 

5274.D2.2 Identify the major body systems and the organs which comprise each of them. 

5274.D2.3 Summarize and define the basic structure and function of each of the body systems. 

5274.D2.4 Demonstrate the ability to utilize a microscope to examine prepared slides and apply 
to physiological conditions and body systems. 

5274.D2.5 Adapt the structural and functional aspects of cell organization to the body systems. 

5274.D2.6 Classify the types and composition of the 4 basic types of body tissues. 

5274.D2.7 Discuss and identify disease states in relation to body systems. 

 

Central Service Technician Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Cent Serv Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7163 

Course Description This course introduces students to the field of central service and prepares students 
to identify surgical instruments by category type and use. Students will learn the 
principles and importance of the flow of material along with the environmental 
control factors affecting the central service department. The student will differentiate 
between equipment management systems and compare out-sourcing and insourcing. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Healthcare 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, maximum of 
2 credits 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CSTC 102, CSTC 105 

Postsecondary CT Central Service Technician (51.1012) 
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Credential 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 112 Student Success in Healthcare 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain CST Skills 

7163.D1.1 Describe the functions of the central supply department. 

7163.D1.2 Differentiate between CST and CRCST 

7163.D1.3 Trace the flow of materials 

7163.D1.4 Examine environmental control factors 

7163.D1.5 Use proper medical terminology 

7163.D1.6 Practice total quality management 

7163.D1.7 Practice safety and risk management 

7163.D1.8 Practice inventory management 

7163.D1.9 Apply information technology 

7163.D1.10 Differentiate between management systems 

7163.D1.11 Examine technology management 

7163.D1.12 Analyze inventory methods 

7163.D1.13 Discuss storage and inventory of sterile supplies 

Domain Surgical Instrumentation 

7163.D2.1 Identify basic surgical instruments by type, function, and name. 

7163.D2.2 Understand the importance of properly inspecting surgical instruments. Inspect 
surgical instruments. 

7163.D2.3 Describe the use of surgical instruments. 

7163.D2.4 Perform instrument sharpness testing. 

7163.D2.5 Differentiate between reusable and Discuss the reuse of single use medical devices. 

7163.D2.6 Demonstrate the proper procedure for assembling instrument/procedure trays. 

7163.D2.7 Differentiate between various types of specialty instrumentation utilized in operating 
rooms. 

 
 
 

Central Service Technician Capstone 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Cent Serv Tech 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7257 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward  
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CSTC 107, CSTC 108, HLHS 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Central Service Technician (51.1012) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 112 Student Success in Healthcare 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Application of CST Skills 

7257.D1.1 Differentiate between the various sterilization methods. 

7257.D1.2 Compare the different solutions used to sterilize. 

7257.D1.3 Identify the procedure for sterilizing instruments after exposure to infectious 
diseases. 

7257.D1.4 List steam, gas, and chemical sterilization components. 

7257.D1.5 Define accepted processes for disinfection of equipment. 

7257.D1.6 Differentiate between sterilization and disinfection. 

7257.D1.7 Recognize the importance of sterile technique in the OR. 

7257.D1.8 Discuss the procedure for loading and operating Washer /sterilizer. 

7257.D1.9 Analyze the effectiveness of various types of transfer systems used in central 
processing departments. 

7257.D1.10 Demonstrate the process of cleaning patient care equipment. 

7257.D1.11 Demonstrate various techniques for wrapping packages. 

7257.D1.12 Recognize the importance of microbiology for the central processing 
technician. 

Domain Clinical Experience 

7257.D2.1 Discuss the responsibilities of the central process technician’s management of 
patient care equipment 

7257.D2.2 Understand the proper procedures for assembling and testing patient care 
equipment 

7257.D2.3 Demonstrate proper cleaning of instruments and equipment by manual and 
mechanical processes. 

7257.D2.4 Prepare equipment for terminal cleaning in a washer/sterilizer. 

7257.D2.5 Demonstrate proper use of sterilizers including high temperature, low 
temperature, and point of use systems. 

7257.D2.6 Wrap and package instrument trays 

7257.D2.7 Demonstrate the proper handling of sterile supplies 

7257.D2.8 Perform basic packaging procedures for peel pouches and flat wrapping 
materials Understand basic information about packaging and storage of sterile 
supplies. 

7257.D2.9 Explain the various inventory replenishment systems used by central process. 
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Define the term universal precautions and review its role in preventing the 
transmission of infectious organisms. 

7257.D2.10 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of purchase, rent, or loan options 
for patient care equipment. 
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Health Sciences 

Emergency Medical Technician 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7168 Principles of 
Healthcare 

5274 Medical 
Terminology 

7165 Emergency 
Medical Tech 

 7255 Healthcare 
Specialist 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Healthcare 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7168 

Course Description Principles of Healthcare content includes skills common to specific health career 
topics such as patient nursing care, dental care, animal care, medical laboratory, 
public health, and an introduction to healthcare systems.  Lab experiences are 
organized and planned around the activities associated with the student’s career 
objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HLHS 100, HLHS 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthcare Systems 

7168.D1.1 Describe how health care is developed, delivered and organized. 

7168.D1.2 Discuss health care delivery systems and trends. 

7168.D1.3 Identify ethical and legal issues in health care. 

7168.D1.4 Apply basic medical terminology principles. 

7168.D1.5 Identify the basic organization of the human body, the body systems, and the stages 
of growth and development. 
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7168.D1.6 Analyze behaviors for success in the health care field, including lifestyles 
management, professionalism, and lifelong learning. 

7168.D1.7 Describe personal and workplace safety measures including body mechanics, 
infection control, and environmental safety. 

7168.D1.8 Discuss principles of communication in a health care setting including treating the 
patient with respect as an individual, accommodation of cultural diversity, 

7168.D1.9 identifying and providing for patient needs. 

7168.D1.10 Identify the purposes and procedures for medical documentation. 

7168.D1.11 Compare various health care occupations, including education requirements, 
credentialing or licensing, scope of practice, and workforce data. 

Domain CPR / Basic Life Support 

7168.D2.1 Recognize cardiac vascular emergencies and/or respiratory arrest and take 
appropriate action. 

7168.D2.2 Establish an airway and initiate ventilation. 

7168.D2.3 Manage obstructed airway in adult, child and infant. 

7168.D2.4 Perform one and two-person adult, child and infant CPR using universal precautions. 

7168.D2.5 Demonstrate the use of an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
 
 

Medical Terminology 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5274 

Course Description Medical Terminology prepares students with language skills necessary for effective, 
independent use of health and medical reference materials. It includes the study of 
health and medical abbreviations, symbols, and Greek and Latin word part meanings, 
all taught within the context of body systems. This course builds skills in pronouncing, 
spelling, and defining new words encountered in verbal and written information in 
the healthcare industry. Students have the opportunity to acquire essential skills for 
accurate and logical communication, and interpretation of medical records. Emphasis 
is on forming a foundation of a medical vocabulary including; appropriate and 
accurate meaning, spelling, and pronunciation of medical terms, and abbreviations, 
signs, and symbols. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, maximum of 
2 credits 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

HLHS 101, HLHS 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Terminology 

5274.D1.1 Demonstrate the use of a medical dictionary. 

5274.D1.2 Define and properly use prefixes and suffixes with word roots and combining forms to 
build medical terms. 

5274.D1.3 Define medical terms. 

5274.D1.4 Locate and identify the organs within body systems and define their basic functions. 

5274.D1.5 Define and use medical abbreviations, signs, and symbols accurately. 

5274.D1.6 Define common diseases and conditions. 

5274.D1.7 Identify selected procedures, treatments and diagnostic tests. 

5274.D1.8 Spell medical terms correctly. 

5274.D1.9 Pronounce medical terms. 

Domain Essential Anatomy and Physiology 

5274.D2.1 Apply basic knowledge of chemistry as pertinent to the human body. 

5274.D2.2 Identify the major body systems and the organs which comprise each of them. 

5274.D2.3 Summarize and define the basic structure and function of each of the body systems. 

5274.D2.4 Demonstrate the ability to utilize a microscope to examine prepared slides and apply 
to physiological conditions and body systems. 

5274.D2.5 Adapt the structural and functional aspects of cell organization to the body systems. 

5274.D2.6 Classify the types and composition of the 4 basic types of body tissues. 

5274.D2.7 Discuss and identify disease states in relation to body systems. 

 

Emergency Medical Tech 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study EMT 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7165 

Course Description This course is based on the training program developed by the Department of 
Transportation and the Emergency Medical Services Commission of Indiana. It covers 
theories, techniques and operational aspects of pre-hospital emergency care within 
the scope and responsibility of the emergency medical technician (EMT). It requires 
laboratory practice and clinical observation in a hospital emergency room and 
ambulance. Successful completion of the course meets national requirements to test 
for certification as an NREMT. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Healthcare; and Medical Terminology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes Schools are strongly encouraged to offer the EMT course along with Principles of 
Healthcare and Medical Terminology as part of a 3 period block of time. 
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

PARM 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Emergency Medical Technician (51.0810) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 112 Student Success in Healthcare 

Promoted Certifications Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Emergency Medical Care 

7165.D1.1 Define key terms. 

7165.D1.2 Give an overview of the historical events leading to the development of modern 
emergency medical services (EMS). 

7165.D1.3 Describe the importance of each of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration standards for assessing EMS systems. 

7165.D1.4 Describe the components of EMS system that must be in place for a patient to receive 
emergency medical care. 

7165.D1.5 Compare and contrast the training and responsibilities of EMRs, EMTs, AEMTs and 
Paramedics. 

7165.D1.6 Explain each of the specific areas of responsibility for the EMT. 

7165.D1.7 Give examples of the physical and personality traits that are desirable for EMTs. 

7165.D1.8 Describe various job settings that may be available to EMTs. 

7165.D1.9 Describe the purpose of the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians. 

7165.D1.10 Explain the purpose of quality improvement programs in EMS programs. 

7165.D1.11 Explain the role in the quality improvement process. 

7165.D1.12 Explain medical direction as it relates to EMS systems. 

7165.D1.13 List ways in which research may influence EMT practice. 

7165.D1.14 Give examples of how EMS providers can play a role in public health. 

7165.D1.15 Given scenarios, decide how an EMT may demonstrate professional behavior. 

Domain Preparation for EMT 

7165.D2.1 Connect Emergency Medical Services (EMS) and know the roles, responsibilities and 
characteristics of the EMT-Basic 

7165.D2.2 Connect the reactions EMT-Basic and family may experience when facing trauma, 
illness and death and ways to recognize and protect oneself 

7165.D2.3 Analyze the EMT scope of practice in dealing with DNR (do not resuscitate), expressed 
and implied consent, duty to act, confidentiality, and other related issues 

7165.D2.4 Verify topographic terms such as medial, lateral, proximal, distal, superior, inferior, 
anterior, posterior, midline, right and left, mid-clavicular, bilateral, mid-axillary and 
know anatomy and function of the following major body systems: respiratory, 
circulatory, musculoskeletal, nervous and endocrine 

7165.D2.5 Verify the components of vital signs such as breathing, pulse rate, skin color, 
temperature, pupils, blood pressure and other vital signs 

7165.D2.6 Evaluate the guidelines and safety precautions that need to be followed when lifting a 
patient and various patient carrying devices 
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7165.D2.7 Evaluate the components of vital signs such as breathing, pulse rate, skin color, 
temperature, pupils, blood pressure and other vital signs 

Domain Respiratory System 

7165.D3.1 Establish the major structures of the respiratory system, signs of adequate and 
inadequate breathing, and multiple methods and techniques of improving breathing 
and ventilation 

7165.D3.2 Select the following techniques including head-tilt chin lift, jaw thrust, suctioning, 
using a pocket mask and the bag-valve mask system, and a flow restricted, oxygen-
powered ventilation device 

7165.D3.3 Recommend the steps in performing the actions taken when providing mouth-to-
mouth and mouth-to-stoma artificial ventilation 

7165.D3.4 Verify how to measure and insert an oropharyngeal (oral) and nasopharyngeal (nasal) 
airway and the components of an oxygen delivery system 

7165.D3.5 Choose a nonrebreather facemask and state the oxygen flow requirements needed 
for its use and indications for using a nasal cannula versus a nonrebreather facemask 

7165.D3.6 Establish the rationale for basic life support artificial ventilation and airway protective 
skills taking priority over most other basic life support skills 

Domain Patient Assessment 

7165.D4.1 Evaluate common hazards found at the scene of a trauma and a medical patient and 
how to evaluate the scene for safety and potential hazards 

7165.D4.2 Integrate how to perform an initial assessment of an adult, child or infant patient 

7165.D4.3 Verify the methods and rationale of conducting a rapid trauma assessment and a 
focused history and physical exam 

7165.D4.4 Diagnose individuals with specific chief complaints with known and not known prior 
history, unresponsive patients, and patients with an altered mental status 

7165.D4.5 Verify the areas of the body that are evaluated during a detailed physical exam of 
both a trauma and medical patient 

7165.D4.6 Establish the reasons and demonstrate the skills for repeating the initial assessment 
as part of the on-going assessment 

7165.D4.7 Verify various methods of communicating with a patient and about a patient’s 
condition including radio communications and patient reports on the scene or at a 
facility 

7165.D4.8 Verify the components and related issues of the written patient report including a 
prehospital care report, patient refusal, legal implications, EMS gathering systems and 
proper use of medical terminology 

Domain General Pharmacology 

7165.D5.1 Evaluate the medications with which the EMT-Basic may assist the patient with 
administering and know the generic names, medication forms and rationale for 
administering 

7165.D5.2 Verify the structure and function of the respiratory system including signs, symptoms 
and emergency care of patients with breathing difficulties 

7165.D5.3 Verify the structure and function of the cardiovascular system including signs, 
symptoms and emergency care of patients with various cardiac emergencies 

7165.D5.4 Analyze and know the steps in the emergency medical care of the patient taking 
diabetic medicine with an altered mental status and a history of diabetes 
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7165.D5.5 Evaluate and know the emergency medical care of the patient with an allergic 
reaction 

7165.D5.6 Analyze patients and know emergency medical care for the patient with possible 
overdose 

7165.D5.7 Verify how to identify, assess and provide emergency medical care to a patient 
experiencing an environmental emergency 

7165.D5.8 Verify how to identify, assess and provide emergency medical care to a patient with 
psychological, behavioral, and/or suicidal emergencies 

7165.D5.9 Connect obstetrics and gynecology structures and techniques for providing 
emergency medical care in cases of delivery and birth 

Domain EMT Basic / Trauma 

7165.D6.1 Connect the structure and function of the circulatory system and steps in the 
emergency medical care and transportation of the patient with shock and signs and 
symptoms of internal and/or external bleeding 

7165.D6.2 Evaluate the major functions of the skin and the emergency medical care of a patient 
with open and closed soft tissue injuries, chest and abdomen injuries, amputations 
and various burns 

7165.D6.3 Analyze the functions of the muscular and skeletal systems and the emergency care 
of patients requiring splinting those with painful, swollen deformed extremities 

7165.D6.4 Evaluate the functions of the nervous system and the emergency care and 
transportation of patients with spinal injuries 

Domain Infants and Children 

7165.D7.1 Establish the developmental considerations of infants, toddlers, pre-school, school 
age and adolescent children 

7165.D7.2 Verify the cognitive, affective and psychomotor issues of emergency care of patients 
who are infants or children 

Domain Ambulance Operations 

7165.D8.1 Apply and adapt the medical and non-medical equipment needed to respond to a call, 
laws related to ambulance operation, safety considerations, transportation of 
patients, cleaning, disinfection and sterilization, and the patient information report 

7165.D8.2 Connect the fundamental components of extrication and patient access 

7165.D8.3 Verify responsibilities and procedures, including triage, when responding to calls 
involving hazardous materials or conditions, multiple-causality situations, and 
disasters 

Domain Hazardous Materials 

7165.D9.1 Connect and meet the competencies for First Responder Awareness and Operations 
Levels as set forth by OSHA 1910.120 and NFPA 472 

7165.D9.2 Manage a hazardous materials incident to determine the magnitude of the problem 

7165.D9.3 Establish how to plan an initial response within the capabilities and competencies of 
available personnel, personal protective equipment, and control equipment 

7165.D9.4 Verify how to implement the planned response to favorably change the outcomes 
consistent with the local emergency response plan and the organization’s standard 
operating procedures 

7165.D9.5 Verify how to evaluate the progress of the actions taken to ensure that the response 
objectives are being met safely, effectively, and efficiently 
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Domain Response to Terrorism 

7165.D10.1 Select domestic and international terrorism per the current Department of Justice 
definition 

7165.D10.2 Evaluate, through case histories, various types of potential incidents 

7165.D10.3 Choose differences and similarities between responding to terrorist and non-terrorist 
incidents 

7165.D10.4 Confirm suspicious circumstances which may indicate possible terrorism 

7165.D10.5 Select the appropriate use of shielding at B-NICE incidents 

7165.D10.6 Choose the use of time and distance as protective measures at B-NICE incidents 

7165.D10.7 Choose the basic steps of emergency decon and routine post-exposure decon 

7165.D10.8 Establish unique challenges that may confront responders when attempting to 
implement scene control 

7165.D10.9 Connect what hazard and risk components influence public protection considerations 

7165.D10.10 Recommend what resources should be utilized to maintain perimeter security at a 
terrorist incident 

7165.D10.11 Verify outward warning signs of B-NICE incidents 

7165.D10.12 Establish and explain tactical considerations associated with acts of terrorism 
involving biological, nuclear, incendiary, chemical, and explosive materials 

7165.D10.13 Select and list specialized equipment needed to support tactical operations involving 
BNICE incidents 

7165.D10.14 Given a case study, integrate tactical considerations for each incident category 

7165.D10.15 Verify the authorities and responsibilities in Presidential Decision Directive 39 

7165.D10.16 Analyze crime scene issues which must be addressed when managing an incident 
involving potential criminal activities 

7165.D10.17 Select applicable resources referenced in the Federal Response Plan (FRP) and the 
FRP Terrorism Annex 

7165.D10.18 Choose the preliminary indicators for transition from emergency phase to recovery 
and termination 

7165.D10.19 Recommend unique debriefing and security issues 

 

Healthcare Specialist Capstone 

Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Pre Nursing 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7255 

Course Description The capstone course will provide Healthcare students acquire additional knowledge 
and skills necessary to work in a variety of health care settings beyond a long term 
care facility, including hospitals, doctor’s offices and clinics.  Students can accomplish 
this goal by completing coursework that will cover topics such as Medical Law and 
Ethics, Electronic Health Records, and/or Behavioral Health.  Students are highly 
encouraged to pursue additional healthcare certifications such as the Certified 
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Clinical Medical Assistant or Phlebotomy. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Medical Terminology 
Healthcare Specialist: CNA, EMT or Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HLHS 105, HLHS 122, HLHS 125 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Law and Ethics 

7255.D1.1 Explain how professional standards, laws, and ethics guide behavior for health care 
professionals in medical practices, hospitals, long term care facilities, clinics, and in 
emergency service settings. 

7255.D1.2 Compare and contrast concepts related to ethics, bioethics, and law. 

7255.D1.3 Discuss the United States legal system and processes as they relate to medical 
practice. 

7255.D1.4 Describe the current health care environment including types of practices, licensing, 
and certification of health care professionals. 

7255.D1.5 Defend the right of physicians and their patients as protected by federal and state 
laws. 

7255.D1.6 Detail federal and state statutes pertinent to health care professionals in the areas of 
hiring and employment, safety, patient privacy and confidentiality, consumer 
protection, and public records/reporting. 

7255.D1.7 Outline the public duties expected of physicians in the areas of reporting, legal 
records, management of controlled substances, and the Good Samaritan laws. 

7255.D1.8 Outline appropriate risk management procedures in regards to minimizing litigation 
and practicing within legal boundaries. 

Domain Electronic Health Records 

7255.D2.1 Describe accepted processes for handling medical records and for medical 
documentation. 

7255.D2.2 Apply course concepts to discussions of bioethical dilemmas. 

7255.D2.3 Describe the process, principles, and issues of risk management. 

7255.D2.4 Describe the transaction, privacy and security standards as related to HIPAA. 

7255.D2.5 Acquire, store and retrieve patient information from the EHR database. 

7255.D2.6 Execute, manage EHR database and maintain software and hardware including 
updates and file maintenance (e.g. purging, archiving). 
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7255.D2.7 Operate integrated devices with EHR software (e.g. scanners, fax machine, signature 
pads, and cameras) to transmit patient data for external use (e.g. insurance, 
pharmacies, and other providers). 

7255.D2.8 Access clinical vocabularies in a health information system when appropriate and 
comply with patient safety standards regarding abbreviations in the health 
information system. 

7255.D2.9 Generate Insurance verifications, patient statements, encounter forms/super bills, 
and face/admission sheets. 

7255.D2.10 Retrieve diagnosis and procedural descriptions from medical records, enter codes and 
billing information into the EHR, and post payments to patient accounts at the time of 
visit. 

7255.D2.11 Understand how to find codes in the ICD, CPT and HCPCS manuals. 

7255.D2.12 Review charts to ensure compliance of proper charting, report to the proper 
enforcement office, and document the link between effective charting and 
reimbursement for procedures performed by clinicians. 

7255.D2.13 Adhere to professional standards of care, including HIPAA Privacy & Security Rules 
and facility policy, as they pertain to medical records. 

7255.D2.14 Generate reports for clinical and financial resources (e.g. aging report and financial 
analysis). 

7255.D2.15 Compile and maintain medical care and census data for continuity of care records 
(e.g. reports on diseases treated, surgery performed, and use of hospital beds for 
clinical audits). 

7255.D2.16 Provide ongoing end-user training and technical support of EHR software. 

7255.D2.17 Execute EHR workflow, patient flow within the office (e.g. scheduling, patient 
registration and verification, patient referrals. 

7255.D2.18 Use proper privileges and develop clinical templates from existing searchable 
databases. 

Domain Behavioral Health 

7255.D3.1 Identify theories and demonstrate fundamental knowledge of biological, sociological, 
cultural, psychological and spiritual development across the adult lifespan. 

7255.D3.2 Define and discuss the impact of culture, diversity and social justice as they pertain to 
perception and treatment of behavioral health concerns and aging. 

7255.D3.3 Examine lifestyle behaviors associated with the development of chronic behavioral 
health illnesses. 

7255.D3.4 Discuss and identify treatment options, pharmacological and non-pharmacological 
interventions of psychological and behavioral disorders for the following: Anxiety, 
Stress Disorders, Disorders of Mood, Eating Disorders, Substance Use and Addictive 
Disorders, Disorders of Aging and Cognition, Exhibiting expression or indications of 
distress (i.e. anxiety, striking out, self isolating, etc) 

7255.D3.5 Identify types and classes of drugs related to the treatment of selected behaviors and 
abnormal behaviors, including potential complications from drug interactions. 

7255.D3.6 Discuss and define parameters of therapeutic touch and communication. 

7255.D3.7 Demonstrate general and specific verbal interventions used to support patient 
treatment and recovery. 
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7255.D3.8 Demonstrate understanding of caregiver behaviors which support low conflict 
interactions with patients. 

7255.D3.9 Identify strategies for behavioral health promotion and interprofessional 
collaborative practice when interacting with patients with behavioral health issues. 

7255.D3.10 Describe and discuss the dying process, the definition of death, and the stages of grief 
as they apply to caregivers. 

Domain Healthcare Specialist Certifications 

7255.D4.1 Certified Nursing Assistant (C N A) 

7255.D4.2 Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

7255.D4.3 Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

7255.D4.4 Phlebotomy (dual enrollment only) 

7255.D4.5 Electrocardiography (dual enrollment only) 
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Health Sciences 

Certified Clinical Medical Assistant 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7168 Principles of 
Healthcare 

5274 Medical 
Terminology 

7164 Certified Clinical 
Medical Assistant 
(CCMA) 

 7255 Healthcare 
Specialist 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Healthcare 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7168 

Course Description Principles of Healthcare content includes skills common to specific health career 
topics such as patient nursing care, dental care, animal care, medical laboratory, 
public health, and an introduction to healthcare systems.  Lab experiences are 
organized and planned around the activities associated with the student’s career 
objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HLHS 100, HLHS 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthcare Systems 

7168.D1.1 Describe how health care is developed, delivered and organized. 

7168.D1.2 Discuss health care delivery systems and trends. 

7168.D1.3 Identify ethical and legal issues in health care. 

7168.D1.4 Apply basic medical terminology principles. 

7168.D1.5 Identify the basic organization of the human body, the body systems, and the stages 
of growth and development. 
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7168.D1.6 Analyze behaviors for success in the health care field, including lifestyles 
management, professionalism, and lifelong learning. 

7168.D1.7 Describe personal and workplace safety measures including body mechanics, 
infection control, and environmental safety. 

7168.D1.8 Discuss principles of communication in a health care setting including treating the 
patient with respect as an individual, accommodation of cultural diversity, 

7168.D1.9 identifying and providing for patient needs. 

7168.D1.10 Identify the purposes and procedures for medical documentation. 

7168.D1.11 Compare various health care occupations, including education requirements, 
credentialing or licensing, scope of practice, and workforce data. 

Domain CPR / Basic Life Support 

7168.D2.1 Recognize cardiac vascular emergencies and/or respiratory arrest and take 
appropriate action. 

7168.D2.2 Establish an airway and initiate ventilation. 

7168.D2.3 Manage obstructed airway in adult, child and infant. 

7168.D2.4 Perform one and two-person adult, child and infant CPR using universal precautions. 

7168.D2.5 Demonstrate the use of an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
 
 

Medical Terminology 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5274 

Course Description Medical Terminology prepares students with language skills necessary for effective, 
independent use of health and medical reference materials. It includes the study of 
health and medical abbreviations, symbols, and Greek and Latin word part meanings, 
all taught within the context of body systems. This course builds skills in pronouncing, 
spelling, and defining new words encountered in verbal and written information in 
the healthcare industry. Students have the opportunity to acquire essential skills for 
accurate and logical communication, and interpretation of medical records. Emphasis 
is on forming a foundation of a medical vocabulary including; appropriate and 
accurate meaning, spelling, and pronunciation of medical terms, and abbreviations, 
signs, and symbols. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, maximum of 
2 credits 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

HLHS 101, HLHS 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Terminology 

5274.D1.1 Demonstrate the use of a medical dictionary. 

5274.D1.2 Define and properly use prefixes and suffixes with word roots and combining forms to 
build medical terms. 

5274.D1.3 Define medical terms. 

5274.D1.4 Locate and identify the organs within body systems and define their basic functions. 

5274.D1.5 Define and use medical abbreviations, signs, and symbols accurately. 

5274.D1.6 Define common diseases and conditions. 

5274.D1.7 Identify selected procedures, treatments and diagnostic tests. 

5274.D1.8 Spell medical terms correctly. 

5274.D1.9 Pronounce medical terms. 

Domain Essential Anatomy and Physiology 

5274.D2.1 Apply basic knowledge of chemistry as pertinent to the human body. 

5274.D2.2 Identify the major body systems and the organs which comprise each of them. 

5274.D2.3 Summarize and define the basic structure and function of each of the body systems. 

5274.D2.4 Demonstrate the ability to utilize a microscope to examine prepared slides and apply 
to physiological conditions and body systems. 

5274.D2.5 Adapt the structural and functional aspects of cell organization to the body systems. 

5274.D2.6 Classify the types and composition of the 4 basic types of body tissues. 

5274.D2.7 Discuss and identify disease states in relation to body systems. 

 

Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Medical Asst 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7164 

Course Description The Certified Clinical Medical Assistant course will prepare students for the National 
Healthcare Association CCMA exam.  Instruction includes taking and recording vital 
signs, preparing patients for examination, patient education, and assisting the 
physician during the exam. The collecting and preparation of laboratory specimen 
and basic laboratory test will be covered. Prepares for the administration of 
medication, venipuncture, ECG, and wound care. Provides a basic understanding of 
the clinical and administrative duties and responsibilities pertinent to medical offices. 
Includes instruction in medical correspondence and records, case histories of patients, 
filing, telephone procedures, appointment scheduling, receptionist duties, and 
processing mail. Written, verbal and nonverbal communications according to patient 
needs are covered as well as documentation and associated legal and ethical 
boundaries. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Healthcare, Medical Terminology 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes Schools are strongly encouraged to offer the EMT course along with Principles of 
Healthcare and Medical Terminology as part of a 3 period block of time. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC MEAS 225 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthcare Systems 

7164.D1.1 Identify the roles and responsibilities, scope of practice, titles and credentials, and the 
licensing and certification process of the Medical Assistant (MA), other healthcare 
providers, and allied health personnel 

7164.D1.2 Describe the various healthcare delivery models (HMOs, PPOs, POS, PCMH, 
accountable care organizations/payment for performance (ACOs), hospice, and 
collaborative care models). 

7164.D1.3 Describe the differences between general and specialty services, ancillary and 
alternative therapies that that take place within the healthcare setting 

7164.D1.4 Explain insurance fundamentals 

Domain Medical Terminology 

7164.D2.1 Define and use common medical abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols accurately 

7164.D2.2 Define and properly use prefixes and suffixes with word roots and combining forms to 
build medical terms 

7164.D2.3 Define medical conditions, procedures, and instruments 

7164.D2.4 Identify and use positional and directional terminology accurately 

Domain Basic Pharmacology 

7164.D3.1 Identify commonly prescribed medications and approved abbreviations, forms of 
medication (pill, capsule, ointment), and discern between look alike/sound alike 
medications 

7164.D3.2 Identify the classifications of medications including, side effects, adverse effects, 
indications, and contraindications 

7164.D3.3 Calculate proper measurement (metric and household), mathematical conversions, 
and dosage calculations 

7164.D3.4 Explain routes of administration 

7164.D3.5 Describe the processes involved with Pharmacokinetics (absorption, distribution, 
metabolism, and excretion). 

7164.D3.6 Demonstrate an understanding of the rights of drug/medication administrations. 

7164.D3.7 Use the Physicians’ Desk Reference and online resources 

7164.D3.8 Describe the principles of proper storage and disposal of medications. 
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Domain Nutrition 

7164.D4.1 Identify the nutrients necessary for good nutrition (general and related to diseases 
and conditions) 

7164.D4.2 Explain the role vitamins and supplements play in nutrition and health wellness. 

7164.D4.3 Demonstrate how to read food labels 

7164.D4.4 Discuss disease states and treatments related to nutritional health 

Domain Psychology 

7164.D5.1 Describe the developmental states of an individual, including end-of-life and stages of 
grief 

7164.D5.2 Describe the psychology the physically disabled, developmentally delayed, and those 
with diseases 

7164.D5.3 Explain how environmental and socio-economic stressors impact psychology of an 
individual 

7164.D5.4 Explain the role mental health screening can play on the health of an individual 

7164.D5.5 Identify defense mechanisms that impact the psychology of an individual. 

Domain Essential Anatomy and Physiology 

7164.D6.1 Identify the anatomical structures, locations, and positions of the body structures and 
organ systems 

7164.D6.2 Explain the structure and function of major body systems, and the interactions 
between organ systems 

7164.D6.3 Describe the signs, symptoms, and etiology of common diseases, conditions, and 
injuries due to pathophysiology and disease processes. 

7164.D6.4 Explain diagnostic measures and treatment modalities 

7164.D6.5 Describe incidence, prevalence, risk factors, and factors leading to high mortality and 
morbidity 

7164.D6.6 Explain epidemics and pandemics 

7164.D6.7 Identify cell structures, common pathogens and nonpathogens, organisms and 
microorganisms, and infectious agents, chain of infection, and conditions for growth. 

Domain Patient Care 

7164.D7.1 Identify patient 

7164.D7.2 Prepare examination/procedure room 

7164.D7.3 Ensure patient safety within the clinical setting 

7164.D7.4 Complete a comprehensive clinical intake process, including the purpose of the visit 

7164.D7.5 Measure vital signs 

7164.D7.6 Obtain anthropomorphic measurements 

7164.D7.7 Identify/document/report abnormal signs and symptoms 

7164.D7.8 Assist provider with general physical examination 

7164.D7.9 Assist provider with specialty examinations 

7164.D7.10 Prepare patient for procedures 

7164.D7.11 Prepare and administer medications and/or injectables using non parenteral and 
parenteral routes (excluding IV) (for example, oral, buccal, sublingual, intramuscular, 
intradermal, subcutaneous, topical, transdermal, and inhalation) 

7164.D7.12 Perform staple and suture removal 

7164.D7.13 Administer eye, ear, and topical medications 
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7164.D7.14 Perform ear and eye irrigation 

7164.D7.15 Administer first aid and basic wound care 

7164.D7.16 Identify and respond to emergency/priority situations 

7164.D7.17 Perform CPR 

7164.D7.18 Assist provider with patients presenting with minor and traumatic injury 

7164.D7.19 Assist with surgical interventions (for example, sebaceous cyst removal, toenail 
removal, colposcopy, cryosurgery) 

7164.D7.20 Review provider's discharge instructions/plan of care with patients 

7164.D7.21 Follow guidelines for sending orders for prescriptions and refills by telephone, fax, or 
email 

7164.D7.22 Document relevant aspects of patient care in patient record 

7164.D7.23 Operate basic functions of an EHR/EMR system 

7164.D7.24 Enter orders into CPOE 

7164.D7.25 Identify Patient identifiers and elements of a patient medical/surgical/family/social 
history 

7164.D7.26 Perform various methods for obtaining vital signs (manual & electronic blood 
pressure; respiration, temperature, pulse, pulse oximetry) 

7164.D7.27 Recognize normal and abnormal vital signs 

7164.D7.28 Perform methods for measuring height, weight, BMI; special considerations related to 
age, health, status, disability; growth chart 

7164.D7.29 Understand and demonstrate positioning and draping requirements for general and 
specialty examinations, procedures, and treatments 

7164.D7.30 Use various equipment, instruments, and supplies necessary to prepare the 
examination or procedure room, required equipment, supplies and instruments 
related to general physical examinations, and required equipment, supplies, and 
instruments related to specialty examinations 

7164.D7.31 Demonstrate an understanding of immunization schedules and requirements 

7164.D7.32 Record allergies (for example, common drug and non-drug allergies such as latex, bee 
stings; type of reactions [mild, moderate and severe] how to respond to allergic 
reactions or anaphylactic shock) 

7164.D7.33 Recognize the signs of infection 

7164.D7.34 Utilize sterile techniques related to examinations, procedures, injections and 
medication administration 

7164.D7.35 Calculate dosage measurements related to oral medications and injectables 

7164.D7.36 Explain commonly used oral and parenteral medications, including forms, packaging, 
routes of administration; rights of medication administration, and demonstrate 
techniques of administration 

7164.D7.37 Describe storage; labeling; and medication logs, supplies and equipment related to 
injections, and storage of injectables 

7164.D7.38 Demonstrate techniques and use of instruments for suture and staple removal, types 
and sizes of sutures 

7164.D7.39 Demonstrate methods of administration, techniques, procedures and supplies related 
to eye, ear, and topical medications 

7164.D7.40 Demonstrate use of instruments, supplies, and techniques related to eye and ear 
irrigation 
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7164.D7.41 Identify commonly occurring types of injuries (for example, lacerations, abrasions, 
fractures, sprains) and demonstrate treatment for commonly occurring types of 
injuries, (for example, bandaging, ice, elevation) 

7164.D7.42 Identify commonly occurring types of surgical interventions and the signs and 
symptoms related to urgent and emergency situations (for example, diabetic shock, 
heat stroke, allergic reactions, choking, syncope, seizure) 

7164.D7.43 Explain emergency action plans (for example, crash cart, emergency injectables) 

7164.D7.44 Demonstrate procedures to perform CPR, basic life support and AED 

Domain Infection Control 

7164.D8.1 Adhere to regulations and guidelines related to infection control 

7164.D8.2 Adhere to guidelines regarding hand hygiene 

7164.D8.3 Perform disinfection/sanitization 

7164.D8.4 Perform sterilization of medical equipment 

7164.D8.5 Perform appropriate aseptic techniques for various clinical situations 

7164.D8.6 Perform Universal precautions and demonstrate proper hand-washing techniques 

7164.D8.7 Explain Alcohol-based rubs/sanitizer 

7164.D8.8 Describe infectious agents, modes of transmission, precautions for bloodborne 
pathogens 

7164.D8.9 Demonstrate understanding of personal protective equipment (PPE) 

7164.D8.10 Demonstrate sterilization techniques (autoclave, instrument cleaner, germicidal 
disinfectants, disposables) and techniques for medical and surgical asepsis 

7164.D8.11 Order of cleaning and types of cleaning products 

7164.D8.12 Demonstrate an understanding of Safety Data Sheets (SDS), cautions related to 
chemicals, disposal methods, and exposure control plan 

7164.D8.13 Calibration of equipment and maintain logs (for example, maintenance, equipment 
servicing, temperature (refrigerator), quality control) 

 Testing and Lab Procedures 

7164.D9.1 Collect non-blood specimens (for example, urine, stool, cultures, sputum) 

7164.D9.2 Perform CLIA-waived testing (labs) 

7164.D9.3 Perform vision and hearing tests 

7164.D9.4 Perform allergy testing 

7164.D9.5 Perform spirometry/pulmonary function tests (electronic or manual) 

7164.D9.6 Recognize, document, and report normal and abnormal laboratory and test values 

7164.D9.7 Match and label specimen to patient and completed requisition 

7164.D9.8 Process, handle, and transport collected specimens 

7164.D9.9 Point of care testing and information required on provider request or requisition form 

7164.D9.10 Demonstrate specimen collection techniques and requirements 

7164.D9.11 Explain CLIA-waived testing regulations and COLA accreditation standards 

7164.D9.12 Explain Controls/calibration/quality control 

7164.D9.13 Recognize normal and abnormal lab values and test values 

7164.D9.14 Describe the elements related to vision and hearing tests including color, 
acuity/distance, visual fields; tone, speech and word recognition, tympanometry 

7164.D9.15 Identify peak flow rates 
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7164.D9.16 Identify common allergens and demonstrate understanding of scratch test and 
intradermal allergy test 

7164.D9.17 Describe Requirements for transportation, diagnosis, storage, and disposal of 
specimens, including patient identifiers, site or test 

7164.D9.18 Perform content of requisition, including date and time, and ICD-10 

Domain Phlebotomy 

7164.D10.1 Verify order details 

7164.D10.2 Select appropriate supplies for test(s) ordered 

7164.D10.3 Determine venipuncture site accessibility based on patient age and condition 

7164.D10.4 Prepare site for venipuncture 

7164.D10.5 Perform venipuncture 

7164.D10.6 Perform capillary puncture 

7164.D10.7 Perform post-procedural care 

7164.D10.8 Handle blood samples as required for diagnostic purposes 

7164.D10.9 Process blood specimens for laboratory 

7164.D10.10 Match and label specimen to patient and completed requisition 

7164.D10.11 Recognize and respond to abnormal test results 

7164.D10.12 Prepare samples for transportation to a reference (outside) laboratory 

7164.D10.13 Follow guidelines in distributing laboratory results to ordering providers after 
matching patient to provider 

7164.D10.14 Patient identifiers, including site or test; and content of requisition 

7164.D10.15 Requirements related to patient preparation for phlebotomy, including fasting/non-
fasting 

7164.D10.16 Assessment of patient comfort/anxiety level with procedure 

7164.D10.17 Blood vacuum tubes required for chemistry, hematology, and microbiology testing 

7164.D10.18 Blood-borne pathogens 

7164.D10.19 Medical conditions or history and medications impacting collection of blood order of 
draw for venipuncture 

7164.D10.20 Anatomy, skin integrity, venous sufficiency, contra-indications 

7164.D10.21 Phlebotomy site preparation including cleansing, wrapping, order of draw with micro-
tubes 

7164.D10.22 Insertion and removal techniques 

7164.D10.23 Evacuated tube, syringe, and butterfly methods 

7164.D10.24 Types of tubes, tube positions, number of tube inversions, and fill level/ratios 

7164.D10.25 Additives and preservatives 

7164.D10.26 Bandaging procedures, including allergies and skin types 

7164.D10.27 Pre-analytical considerations pertaining to specimen quality and consistency 

7164.D10.28 Special collections (for example, timed specimens, drug levels, blood cultures, fasting) 

7164.D10.29 Centrifuge and aliquot 

7164.D10.30 Normal and abnormal test values, control values 

7164.D10.31 Equipment calibration 

7164.D10.32 Storage conditions related to sensitivity to light and temperature 

7164.D10.33 Requirements for transportation, diagnosis, storage, disposal 
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7164.D10.34 Processing and labeling requirements 

7164.D10.35 External databases (for example, outside labs, reference sources) 

Domain EKG and Cardiovascular Testing 

7164.D11.1 Prepare patients for procedure 

7164.D11.2 Perform cardiac monitoring (EKG, ECG) tests 

7164.D11.3 Ensure proper functioning of EKG equipment 

7164.D11.4 Recognize abnormal or emergent EKG results (for example, dysrhythmia, arrhythmia, 
versus artifact) 

7164.D11.5 Assist provider with non-invasive cardiovascular profiling (for example, stress test, 
Holter monitoring, event monitoring) 

7164.D11.6 Transmit results or report to patient's EMR or paper chart, and provider 

7164.D11.7 Procedures and instructions to minimize artifacts 

7164.D11.8 Artifacts, signal distortions, and electrical interference (for example, fuzz and 
wandering baseline) 

7164.D11.9 Preparation, positioning, and draping of patient 

7164.D11.10 Supplies (paper, proper leads) 

7164.D11.11 Placement of limb and chest electrodes 

7164.D11.12 Techniques and methods for EKGs 

7164.D11.13 Signs of adverse reaction during testing (for example, signs of distress, elevated BP 
and respiration) 

7164.D11.14 Calibration of equipment 

7164.D11.15 Abnormal rhythms or dysrhythmias associated with cardiovascular testing 

7164.D11.16 Waveforms, intervals, segment 

Domain Patient Care Coordination 

7164.D12.1 Review patient record prior to visit to ensure health care is comprehensively 
addressed 

7164.D12.2 Collaborate with healthcare providers and community-based organizations 

7164.D12.3 Assist providers in coordinating care with community agencies for clinical and non-
clinical services 

7164.D12.4 Facilitate patient compliance (for example, continuity of care, follow up, medication 
compliance) to optimize health outcomes 

7164.D12.5 Participate in transition of care for patients 

7164.D12.6 Participate in team-based patient care (for example, patient centered medical home 
[PCMH], Accountable Care Organization [ACO]) 

7164.D12.7 Preventive medicine and wellness 

7164.D12.8 Demonstrate an understanding of education delivery methods and instructional 
techniques and learning styles 

7164.D12.9 Utilize resources and procedures to coordinate care outpatient services 

7164.D12.10 Access available resources for clinical services (for example, home health care), 
available community resources for non-clinical services (for example, adult day care, 
transportation vouchers), and specialty resources for patient/family medical and 
mental needs 

7164.D12.11 Complete referral forms and processes 

7164.D12.12 Recognize barriers to care (for example, socio-economic, cultural differences, 
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language, education) 

7164.D12.13 Utilize tracking and reporting technologies 

7164.D12.14 Identify roles and responsibilities of team members involved in patient centered 
medical home 

Domain Administrative Assisting 

7164.D13.1 Schedule and monitor patient appointments using electronic and paper-based 
systems 

7164.D13.2 Verify insurance coverage/financial eligibility 

7164.D13.3 Identify and check patients in/out 

7164.D13.4 Verify diagnostic and procedural codes 

7164.D13.5 Obtain and verify prior authorizations and pre-certifications 

7164.D13.6 Prepare documentation and billing requests using current coding guidelines 

7164.D13.7 Ensure that documentation complies with government and insurance requirements 

7164.D13.8 Perform charge reconciliation (for example, correct use of EHR software, entering 
charges, making adjustments, accounts receivable procedures) 

7164.D13.9 Bill patients, insurers, and third-party payers for services performed 

7164.D13.10 Resolve billing issues with insurers and third-party payers, including appeals and 
denials 

7164.D13.11 Manage electronic and paper medical records 

7164.D13.12 Facilitate/generate referrals to other healthcare providers and allied healthcare 
professionals 

7164.D13.13 Provide customer service and facilitate service recovery (for example, follow up 
patient calls, appointment confirmations, monitor patient flow sheets, collect on 
accounts, make up for poor customer service) 

7164.D13.14 Enter information into databases or spreadsheets (for example, Excel, EHR & EMR, 
billing modules, scheduling systems) 

7164.D13.15 Participate in safety evaluations and report safety concerns 

7164.D13.16 Maintain inventory of clinical and administrative supplies 

7164.D13.17 Demonstrate competency with filing systems, scheduling software, recognition of 
urgency of appointment needs, telephone etiquette, and records management 
systems and software (for example, manual filing systems – alphabetical, numeric, 
office storage for archived files, EMR/EHR software applications) 

7164.D13.18 Process legal requirements related to maintenance, storage, and disposal of records 

7164.D13.19 Identify categories of the medical record (for example, administrative, clinical, billing, 
procedural, notes, consents) 

7164.D13.20 Complete required documentation for patient review and signature, chart review, E-
referrals (for example, how they are created, required information, how they are 
sent), financial eligibility, sliding scales, and indigent programs 

7164.D13.21 Demonstrate competency in government regulations (for example meaningful use, 
MACRA), CMS billing requirements, and Third-party payer billing requirements, 
Advanced beneficiary notice (ABN) 

7164.D13.22 Specialty pharmacies (for example, compounding and nuclear pharmacies; forms of 
medication available such as liquid, elixir, balm, ointment) 

7164.D13.23 Define insurance terminology (for example, co-pay, co-insurance, deductible, tier 
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levels, explanation of benefits 

7164.D13.24 Process aging reports, collections due, adjustments and write-offs, online banking for 
deposits and electronic transfers, authorizations to approve payment processing, 
auditing methods, processes, and sign-offs, and Data entry and data fields 

7164.D13.25 Complete equipment inspection logs, required schedules, and compliance 
requirements, including inspection by medical equipment servicers 

Domain Communication and Customer Service 

7164.D14.1 Modify verbal and non-verbal communication for diverse audiences (for example 
providers, coworkers, supervisors, patients and caregivers, external providers) 

7164.D14.2 Modify verbal and non-verbal communications with patients and caregivers based on 
special considerations (for example pediatric, geriatric, hearing impaired, vision 
impaired, mentally handicapped or disabled) 

7164.D14.3 Clarify and relay communications between patients and providers 

7164.D14.4 Communicate on the telephone with patients and caregivers, providers, third party 
payers 

7164.D14.5 Prepare written/electronic communications/business correspondence 

7164.D14.6 Handle challenging/difficult customer service occurrences 

7164.D14.7 Engage in crucial conversations (with patients and caregivers/healthcare surrogates, 
staff, and providers) 

7164.D14.8 Facilitate and promote teamwork and team engagement 

7164.D14.9 Recognize patient characteristics impacting communication (for example, cultural 
differences and language barriers, cognitive level, developmental stage; sensory and 
physical disabilities; age) 

7164.D14.10 Define all medical terminology and jargon, layman's terms 

7164.D14.11 Demonstrate proficiency in therapeutic communication, interviewing and questioning 
techniques, including screening questions, open-, closed-, probing questions, and 
scope of permitted questions and boundaries for questions, active listening, 
communication cycle (clear, concise message relay), coaching and feedback, positive 
reinforcement of effective behavior 

7164.D14.12 Demonstrate professional presence (for example, appearance, demeanor, tone 

7164.D14.13 Process patient satisfaction surveys 

7164.D14.14 Recognize when to escalate problem situations 

7164.D14.15 Perform techniques to deal with patients (for example, irate clients, custody issues 
between parents, chain of command) 

7164.D14.16 Prepare incident/event/unusual occurrence reports; documentation of event 

7164.D14.17 Understand Cause-and-effect analysis (for example, anxiety increases blood pressure 
or heart rate; risk management related to patient and employee safety [reviewing the 
design, setting/population, protocols, measurements of a facility to ensure overall 
patient and employee safety]) 

7164.D14.18 Demonstrate Email etiquette and telephone etiquette 

7164.D14.19 Utilize Business letter formats 

Domain Medical Law and Ethics 

7164.D15.1 Comply with legal and regulatory requirements 

7164.D15.2 Adhere to professional codes of ethics 
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7164.D15.3 Obtain, review, and comply with medical directives 

7164.D15.4 Obtain and document healthcare proxies and agents 

7164.D15.5 Provide, collect, and store MOLST forms (medical order for life sustaining treatment) 

7164.D15.6 Protect patient privacy and confidentiality, including medical records 

7164.D15.7 Adhere to legal requirements regarding reportable violations or incidents 

7164.D15.8 Identify personal or religious beliefs and values and provide unbiased care 

7164.D15.9 Process an informed consent, advanced directives (for example, living will, DNR/DNI), 
and power of attorney 

7164.D15.10 Demonstrate proper storage of medical records 

7164.D15.11 Demonstrate competency in the conditions for sharing information/release of 
information, criminal and civil acts, and medical malpractice, mandatory reporting 
laws, triggers for reporting and reporting agencies, and the Hippocratic Oath 

 

Healthcare Specialist Capstone 

Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Pre Nursing 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7255 

Course Description The capstone course will provide Healthcare students acquire additional knowledge 
and skills necessary to work in a variety of health care settings beyond a long term 
care facility, including hospitals, doctor’s offices and clinics.  Students can accomplish 
this goal by completing coursework that will cover topics such as Medical Law and 
Ethics, Electronic Health Records, and/or Behavioral Health.  Students are highly 
encouraged to pursue additional healthcare certifications such as the Certified 
Clinical Medical Assistant or Phlebotomy. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Medical Terminology 
Healthcare Specialist: CNA, EMT or Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HLHS 105, HLHS 122, HLHS 125 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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Domain Medical Law and Ethics 

7255.D1.1 Explain how professional standards, laws, and ethics guide behavior for health care 
professionals in medical practices, hospitals, long term care facilities, clinics, and in 
emergency service settings. 

7255.D1.2 Compare and contrast concepts related to ethics, bioethics, and law. 

7255.D1.3 Discuss the United States legal system and processes as they relate to medical 
practice. 

7255.D1.4 Describe the current health care environment including types of practices, licensing, 
and certification of health care professionals. 

7255.D1.5 Defend the right of physicians and their patients as protected by federal and state 
laws. 

7255.D1.6 Detail federal and state statutes pertinent to health care professionals in the areas of 
hiring and employment, safety, patient privacy and confidentiality, consumer 
protection, and public records/reporting. 

7255.D1.7 Outline the public duties expected of physicians in the areas of reporting, legal 
records, management of controlled substances, and the Good Samaritan laws. 

7255.D1.8 Outline appropriate risk management procedures in regards to minimizing litigation 
and practicing within legal boundaries. 

Domain Electronic Health Records 

7255.D2.1 Describe accepted processes for handling medical records and for medical 
documentation. 

7255.D2.2 Apply course concepts to discussions of bioethical dilemmas. 

7255.D2.3 Describe the process, principles, and issues of risk management. 

7255.D2.4 Describe the transaction, privacy and security standards as related to HIPAA. 

7255.D2.5 Acquire, store and retrieve patient information from the EHR database. 

7255.D2.6 Execute, manage EHR database and maintain software and hardware including 
updates and file maintenance (e.g. purging, archiving). 

7255.D2.7 Operate integrated devices with EHR software (e.g. scanners, fax machine, signature 
pads, and cameras) to transmit patient data for external use (e.g. insurance, 
pharmacies, and other providers). 

7255.D2.8 Access clinical vocabularies in a health information system when appropriate and 
comply with patient safety standards regarding abbreviations in the health 
information system. 

7255.D2.9 Generate Insurance verifications, patient statements, encounter forms/super bills, 
and face/admission sheets. 

7255.D2.10 Retrieve diagnosis and procedural descriptions from medical records, enter codes and 
billing information into the EHR, and post payments to patient accounts at the time of 
visit. 

7255.D2.11 Understand how to find codes in the ICD, CPT and HCPCS manuals. 

7255.D2.12 Review charts to ensure compliance of proper charting, report to the proper 
enforcement office, and document the link between effective charting and 
reimbursement for procedures performed by clinicians. 

7255.D2.13 Adhere to professional standards of care, including HIPAA Privacy & Security Rules 
and facility policy, as they pertain to medical records. 
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7255.D2.14 Generate reports for clinical and financial resources (e.g. aging report and financial 
analysis). 

7255.D2.15 Compile and maintain medical care and census data for continuity of care records 
(e.g. reports on diseases treated, surgery performed, and use of hospital beds for 
clinical audits). 

7255.D2.16 Provide ongoing end-user training and technical support of EHR software. 

7255.D2.17 Execute EHR workflow, patient flow within the office (e.g. scheduling, patient 
registration and verification, patient referrals. 

7255.D2.18 Use proper privileges and develop clinical templates from existing searchable 
databases. 

Domain Behavioral Health 

7255.D3.1 Identify theories and demonstrate fundamental knowledge of biological, sociological, 
cultural, psychological and spiritual development across the adult lifespan. 

7255.D3.2 Define and discuss the impact of culture, diversity and social justice as they pertain to 
perception and treatment of behavioral health concerns and aging. 

7255.D3.3 Examine lifestyle behaviors associated with the development of chronic behavioral 
health illnesses. 

7255.D3.4 Discuss and identify treatment options, pharmacological and non-pharmacological 
interventions of psychological and behavioral disorders for the following: Anxiety, 
Stress Disorders, Disorders of Mood, Eating Disorders, Substance Use and Addictive 
Disorders, Disorders of Aging and Cognition, Exhibiting expression or indications of 
distress (i.e. anxiety, striking out, self isolating, etc) 

7255.D3.5 Identify types and classes of drugs related to the treatment of selected behaviors and 
abnormal behaviors, including potential complications from drug interactions. 

7255.D3.6 Discuss and define parameters of therapeutic touch and communication. 

7255.D3.7 Demonstrate general and specific verbal interventions used to support patient 
treatment and recovery. 

7255.D3.8 Demonstrate understanding of caregiver behaviors which support low conflict 
interactions with patients. 

7255.D3.9 Identify strategies for behavioral health promotion and interprofessional 
collaborative practice when interacting with patients with behavioral health issues. 

7255.D3.10 Describe and discuss the dying process, the definition of death, and the stages of grief 
as they apply to caregivers. 

Domain Healthcare Specialist Certifications 

7255.D4.1 Certified Nursing Assistant (C N A) 

7255.D4.2 Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

7255.D4.3 Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

7255.D4.4 Phlebotomy (dual enrollment only) 

7255.D4.5 Electrocardiography (dual enrollment only) 
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Health Sciences 

Certified Nursing Aide (CNA)  

Pre-Nursing*  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7168 Principles of 
Healthcare 

5274 Medical 
Terminology 

7166 Healthcare 
Specialist: C N A 

 7255 Healthcare Specialist 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Healthcare 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7168 

Course Description Principles of Healthcare content includes skills common to specific health career 
topics such as patient nursing care, dental care, animal care, medical laboratory, 
public health, and an introduction to healthcare systems.  Lab experiences are 
organized and planned around the activities associated with the student’s career 
objectives. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HLHS 100, HLHS 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthcare Systems 

7168.D1.1 Describe how health care is developed, delivered and organized. 

7168.D1.2 Discuss health care delivery systems and trends. 

7168.D1.3 Identify ethical and legal issues in health care. 

7168.D1.4 Apply basic medical terminology principles. 

7168.D1.5 Identify the basic organization of the human body, the body systems, and the stages 
of growth and development. 
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7168.D1.6 Analyze behaviors for success in the health care field, including lifestyles 
management, professionalism, and lifelong learning. 

7168.D1.7 Describe personal and workplace safety measures including body mechanics, 
infection control, and environmental safety. 

7168.D1.8 Discuss principles of communication in a health care setting including treating the 
patient with respect as an individual, accommodation of cultural diversity, 

7168.D1.9 identifying and providing for patient needs. 

7168.D1.10 Identify the purposes and procedures for medical documentation. 

7168.D1.11 Compare various health care occupations, including education requirements, 
credentialing or licensing, scope of practice, and workforce data. 

Domain CPR / Basic Life Support 

7168.D2.1 Recognize cardiac vascular emergencies and/or respiratory arrest and take 
appropriate action. 

7168.D2.2 Establish an airway and initiate ventilation. 

7168.D2.3 Manage obstructed airway in adult, child and infant. 

7168.D2.4 Perform one and two-person adult, child and infant CPR using universal precautions. 

7168.D2.5 Demonstrate the use of an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
 
 

Medical Terminology 
Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5274 

Course Description Medical Terminology prepares students with language skills necessary for effective, 
independent use of health and medical reference materials. It includes the study of 
health and medical abbreviations, symbols, and Greek and Latin word part meanings, 
all taught within the context of body systems. This course builds skills in pronouncing, 
spelling, and defining new words encountered in verbal and written information in 
the healthcare industry. Students have the opportunity to acquire essential skills for 
accurate and logical communication, and interpretation of medical records. Emphasis 
is on forming a foundation of a medical vocabulary including; appropriate and 
accurate meaning, spelling, and pronunciation of medical terms, and abbreviations, 
signs, and symbols. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, maximum of 
2 credits 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

HLHS 101, HLHS 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Terminology 

5274.D1.1 Demonstrate the use of a medical dictionary. 

5274.D1.2 Define and properly use prefixes and suffixes with word roots and combining forms to 
build medical terms. 

5274.D1.3 Define medical terms. 

5274.D1.4 Locate and identify the organs within body systems and define their basic functions. 

5274.D1.5 Define and use medical abbreviations, signs, and symbols accurately. 

5274.D1.6 Define common diseases and conditions. 

5274.D1.7 Identify selected procedures, treatments and diagnostic tests. 

5274.D1.8 Spell medical terms correctly. 

5274.D1.9 Pronounce medical terms. 

Domain Essential Anatomy and Physiology 

5274.D2.1 Apply basic knowledge of chemistry as pertinent to the human body. 

5274.D2.2 Identify the major body systems and the organs which comprise each of them. 

5274.D2.3 Summarize and define the basic structure and function of each of the body systems. 

5274.D2.4 Demonstrate the ability to utilize a microscope to examine prepared slides and apply 
to physiological conditions and body systems. 

5274.D2.5 Adapt the structural and functional aspects of cell organization to the body systems. 

5274.D2.6 Classify the types and composition of the 4 basic types of body tissues. 

5274.D2.7 Discuss and identify disease states in relation to body systems. 

 

Healthcare Specialist: CNA 

Career Cluster Health Science 

Program of Study Pre Nursing 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7166 

Course Description The Healthcare Specialist: CNA prepares individuals desiring to work as nursing 
assistants with the knowledge, skills and attitudes essential for providing basic care 
in extended care facilities, hospitals and home health agencies under the direction of 
licensed nurses. The course will introduce students to the disease process and aspects 
of caring for a long-term care resident with dementia.  Individuals who successfully 
complete this course are eligible to apply to sit for the Indiana State Department of 
Health (ISDH) certification exam for nursing assistants. This course meets the 
minimum standards set forth by the ISDH for Certified Nursing Assistant training and 
for health care workers in long-term care facilities. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Healthcare 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HLHS 107, HLHS 113 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Certified Nursing Aide (51.3902) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: APHY 101 Anatomy and Physiology I, ENGL 111 English Composition, PSYC 101 
Introduction to Psychology, IVYT 112 Student Success in Healthcare 

Promoted Certifications Certified Nursing Aide (CNA) 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain CNA Skills 

7166.D1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the role of the nursing assistant in health care. 

7166.D1.2 Identify and demonstrate beginning nursing assistant knowledge, skills and attitudes 
for the provision of quality nursing care. 

7166.D1.3 Demonstrate communication techniques appropriate to a nursing assistant. 

7166.D1.4 Perform resident care procedures according to the Indiana State Department of 
Health standards. 

7166.D1.5 Utilize knowledge of the legal and ethical aspects of health care related to the 
responsibilities as a nursing assistant and member of the health care team. 

7166.D1.6 Apply basic math skills to patient care situations. 

7166.D1.7 Apply knowledge of Infection Control Standard Operating Procedures, visitation 
guidelines for Long-term Care Facilities and proper use of PPE in the practice of skills 
and during supervised clinical experience.  

Domain Dementia Care 

7166.D2.1 Identify the major components of the dementia disease process and its treatment. 

7166.D2.2 Discuss how dementia affects patient behavior. 

7166.D2.3 Define different types of communication and why each type is important. 

7166.D2.4 Identify the key issues of keeping the environment safe for a person with dementia. 

7166.D2.5 Identify methods of involving the family in the care of a patient with dementia. 

7166.D2.6 Identify the components of planning care and activities that are meaningful to the 
client with dementia. 

7166.D2.7 Discuss appropriate communication techniques in dealing with a resident with 
dementia. 

7166.D2.8 Discuss the impact of the death of a patient/resident. 
 
 
 

Healthcare Specialist Capstone 

Career Cluster Health Science 
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Program of Study Pre Nursing 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7255 

Course Description The capstone course will provide Healthcare students acquire additional knowledge 
and skills necessary to work in a variety of health care settings beyond a long term 
care facility, including hospitals, doctor’s offices and clinics.  Students can accomplish 
this goal by completing coursework that will cover topics such as Medical Law and 
Ethics, Electronic Health Records, and/or Behavioral Health.  Students are highly 
encouraged to pursue additional healthcare certifications such as the Certified 
Clinical Medical Assistant or Phlebotomy. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Medical Terminology 
Healthcare Specialist: CNA, EMT or Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HLHS 105, HLHS 122, HLHS 125 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Healthcare Specialist (51.0711) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Medical Law and Ethics 

7255.D1.1 Explain how professional standards, laws, and ethics guide behavior for health care 
professionals in medical practices, hospitals, long term care facilities, clinics, and in 
emergency service settings. 

7255.D1.2 Compare and contrast concepts related to ethics, bioethics, and law. 

7255.D1.3 Discuss the United States legal system and processes as they relate to medical 
practice. 

7255.D1.4 Describe the current health care environment including types of practices, licensing, 
and certification of health care professionals. 

7255.D1.5 Defend the right of physicians and their patients as protected by federal and state 
laws. 

7255.D1.6 Detail federal and state statutes pertinent to health care professionals in the areas of 
hiring and employment, safety, patient privacy and confidentiality, consumer 
protection, and public records/reporting. 

7255.D1.7 Outline the public duties expected of physicians in the areas of reporting, legal 
records, management of controlled substances, and the Good Samaritan laws. 
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7255.D1.8 Outline appropriate risk management procedures in regards to minimizing litigation 
and practicing within legal boundaries. 

Domain Electronic Health Records 

7255.D2.1 Describe accepted processes for handling medical records and for medical 
documentation. 

7255.D2.2 Apply course concepts to discussions of bioethical dilemmas. 

7255.D2.3 Describe the process, principles, and issues of risk management. 

7255.D2.4 Describe the transaction, privacy and security standards as related to HIPAA. 

7255.D2.5 Acquire, store and retrieve patient information from the EHR database. 

7255.D2.6 Execute, manage EHR database and maintain software and hardware including 
updates and file maintenance (e.g. purging, archiving). 

7255.D2.7 Operate integrated devices with EHR software (e.g. scanners, fax machine, signature 
pads, and cameras) to transmit patient data for external use (e.g. insurance, 
pharmacies, and other providers). 

7255.D2.8 Access clinical vocabularies in a health information system when appropriate and 
comply with patient safety standards regarding abbreviations in the health 
information system. 

7255.D2.9 Generate Insurance verifications, patient statements, encounter forms/super bills, 
and face/admission sheets. 

7255.D2.10 Retrieve diagnosis and procedural descriptions from medical records, enter codes and 
billing information into the EHR, and post payments to patient accounts at the time of 
visit. 

7255.D2.11 Understand how to find codes in the ICD, CPT and HCPCS manuals. 

7255.D2.12 Review charts to ensure compliance of proper charting, report to the proper 
enforcement office, and document the link between effective charting and 
reimbursement for procedures performed by clinicians. 

7255.D2.13 Adhere to professional standards of care, including HIPAA Privacy & Security Rules 
and facility policy, as they pertain to medical records. 

7255.D2.14 Generate reports for clinical and financial resources (e.g. aging report and financial 
analysis). 

7255.D2.15 Compile and maintain medical care and census data for continuity of care records 
(e.g. reports on diseases treated, surgery performed, and use of hospital beds for 
clinical audits). 

7255.D2.16 Provide ongoing end-user training and technical support of EHR software. 

7255.D2.17 Execute EHR workflow, patient flow within the office (e.g. scheduling, patient 
registration and verification, patient referrals. 

7255.D2.18 Use proper privileges and develop clinical templates from existing searchable 
databases. 

Domain Behavioral Health 

7255.D3.1 Identify theories and demonstrate fundamental knowledge of biological, sociological, 
cultural, psychological and spiritual development across the adult lifespan. 

7255.D3.2 Define and discuss the impact of culture, diversity and social justice as they pertain to 
perception and treatment of behavioral health concerns and aging. 

7255.D3.3 Examine lifestyle behaviors associated with the development of chronic behavioral 
health illnesses. 
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7255.D3.4 Discuss and identify treatment options, pharmacological and non-pharmacological 
interventions of psychological and behavioral disorders for the following: Anxiety, 
Stress Disorders, Disorders of Mood, Eating Disorders, Substance Use and Addictive 
Disorders, Disorders of Aging and Cognition, Exhibiting expression or indications of 
distress (i.e. anxiety, striking out, self isolating, etc) 

7255.D3.5 Identify types and classes of drugs related to the treatment of selected behaviors and 
abnormal behaviors, including potential complications from drug interactions. 

7255.D3.6 Discuss and define parameters of therapeutic touch and communication. 

7255.D3.7 Demonstrate general and specific verbal interventions used to support patient 
treatment and recovery. 

7255.D3.8 Demonstrate understanding of caregiver behaviors which support low conflict 
interactions with patients. 

7255.D3.9 Identify strategies for behavioral health promotion and interprofessional 
collaborative practice when interacting with patients with behavioral health issues. 

7255.D3.10 Describe and discuss the dying process, the definition of death, and the stages of grief 
as they apply to caregivers. 

Domain Healthcare Specialist Certifications 

7255.D4.1 Certified Nursing Assistant (C N A) 

7255.D4.2 Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

7255.D4.3 Certified Clinical Medical Assistant (CCMA) 

7255.D4.4 Phlebotomy (dual enrollment only) 

7255.D4.5 Electrocardiography (dual enrollment only) 
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Hospitality and Tourism 

Culinary Arts – Baking and Pastry 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7173 Principles of 
Culinary and 
Hospitality 

7171 Nutrition 7169 Culinary Arts  7233 Culinary 
Capstone 

       7235 Pastry Capstone 

 

Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7173 

Course Description Principles of Culinary and Hospitality is designed to develop an understanding of the 
hospitality industry and career opportunities, and responsibilities in the food service 
and lodging industry. Introduces procedures for decision making which affects 
operation management, products, labor, and revenue. Additionally, students will 
learn the fundamentals of food preparation, basic principles of sanitation, service 
procedures, and safety practices in the food service industry including proper 
operation techniques for equipment. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 101, HOSP 102 
VU: REST 120, CULN 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain Basic Food Theory and Skills 

7173.D1.1 Define hospitality and the philosophy of the hospitality industry. 

7173.D1.2 Trace the growth and development of the hospitality and tourism industry. 
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7173.D1.3 Describe the various cuisines and contributions of leading culinarians. 

7173.D1.4 Identify professional organizations within the field; explain purposes and benefits. 

7173.D1.5 Outline the organization, structure, and functional areas in various hospitality 
organizations as a perspective for later courses. 

7173.D1.6 Discuss/evaluate industry trends as they relate to career opportunities and the future 
of the industry. 

7173.D1.7 Discuss and evaluate industry trade periodicals and social media 

7173.D1.8 Demonstrate how to read and follow a standard recipe. 

7173.D1.9 Demonstrate knife skills, hand tools, and equipment operation, emphasizing proper 
safety and sanitation. 

7173.D1.10 Identify and use utensils, pots and pans. 

7173.D1.11 Utilize weights and measures to demonstrate proper scaling and measurement 
techniques. 

7173.D1.12 Define, describe and demonstrate basic cooking methods to include boiling, steaming, 
poaching, roasting, pan frying, deep fat frying, sautéing, broiling, grilling, braising and 
sous vide. 

7173.D1.13 Demonstrate process of recipe yield adjustment. 

7173.D1.14 Identify and use herbs, spices, oils and vinegars. 

7173.D1.15 Identify and prepare fruits, vegetables, starches and farinaceous items. 

Domain Safety and Sanitation 

7173.D2.1 Identify the critical control points during all food handling processes as a method for 
minimizing the risk of food borne illness (HACCP system). 

7173.D2.2 Identify microorganisms, which are related to food spoilage and food borne illnesses; 
describe their requirements and methods for growth. 

7173.D2.3 Recognize symptoms common to food borne illnesses and how these illnesses can be 
prevented. 

7173.D2.4 Demonstrate knowledge of good personal hygiene and health habits. 

7173.D2.5 Develop acceptable procedures when preparing potentially hazardous foods to 
include time/temperature principles. 

7173.D2.6 Differentiate the major reasons for and recognize signs of food spoilage. 

7173.D2.7 Describe the requirements for proper receiving and storage of both raw and prepared 
foods. 

7173.D2.8 Recognize sanitary and safety design and construction features of food production 
equipment and facilities. (i.e., NSF, UL, OSHA, ADA, etc.). 

7173.D2.9 Differentiate current types of cleaners and sanitizers and their proper use. 

7173.D2.10 Review Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and understand their requirements in 
handling hazardous materials. Discuss right-to-know laws. 

7173.D2.11 Develop cleaning and sanitizing schedule and procedures for equipment and facilities. 

7173.D2.12 Identify proper methods of waste disposal and recycling. 

7173.D2.13 Differentiate signs of pest infestation and conclude appropriate measures for insects, 
rodents, and pest eradication appropriate measures for insects, rodents, and pest 
control eradication. 

7173.D2.14 Understand steps of a sanitation self-inspection and identify modification necessary 
for compliance with standards. 
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7173.D2.15 Differentiate appropriate types and use of fire extinguishers used in the foodservice 
area. 

7173.D2.16 Recall laws and rules of the regulatory agencies governing sanitation and safety in 
foodservice operation. 

7173.D2.17 Demonstrate knowledge of how blood-borne pathogens can spread. 

7173.D2.18 Demonstrate knowledge of basic first-aid techniques and CPR. 
 
 

Nutrition 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7171 

Course Description Nutrition students will learn the characteristics, functions and food sources of the 
major nutrient groups and how to maximize nutrient retention in food preparation 
and storage. Students will be made aware of nutrient needs throughout the life cycle 
and to apply those principles to menu planning and food preparation. This course will 
engage students in hands-on learning of nutritional concepts such as preparing 
nutrient dense meals or examining nutritional needs of student athletes 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 104 
VU: FACS 206 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Nutrition 

7171.D1.1 List the six food groups in the current USDA food guide, MyPlate, and the 
recommended daily servings from each. List the major nutrients contributed by each 
of the food groups. 

7171.D1.2 Discuss the current Dietary Guidelines for Americans and adapt recipes accordingly. 

7171.D1.3 Evaluate diets in terms of the Recommended Dietary Allowances. 

7171.D1.4 Describe the characteristics, functions and best sources of the major nutrients. 

7171.D1.5 List the primary functions and best sources of each of the major vitamins and 
minerals. 

7171.D1.6 Describe the process of human digestion. 

7171.D1.7 Discuss energy balance in terms of calories consumed and daily energy expenditure. 
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7171.D1.8 Discuss healthy cooking techniques and menu planning. 

7171.D1.9 Identify common food allergies and determine appropriate substitutions. 

7171.D1.10 Discuss contemporary nutritional issues such as vegetarianism, heart healthy menus 
and religious food preferences. 

7171.D2.1 Understand careers related to nutrition and the health industry. 

 

Culinary Arts 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Culinary 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7169 

Course Description Culinary Arts teaches students how to prepare the four major stocks, the five mother 
sauces (in addition to smaller sauces) and various soups. Additional emphasis is 
placed on the further development of the classical cooking methods. This course will 
also present the fundamentals of baking science including terminology, ingredients, 
weights and measures, and proper use and care of equipment. Students will produce 
yeast goods, pies, cakes, cookies, and quick breads. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 103, HOSP 105 
CULN 161 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Culinarian (12.0509), TC Hospitality Administration: Culinary (52.0299) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Soups, Stocks and Sauces 

7169.D1.1 Demonstrate knife skills, hand tool and equipment operation, emphasizing proper 
safety and sanitation. 

7169.D1.2 Identify and prepare various stocks, soups and sauces. 

7169.D1.3 Identify and select pre-made soup bases. 

7169.D1.4 Gain a working knowledge of the use of bases and flavorings for the preparation of 
various sauces and gravies. 

7169.D1.5 Demonstrate the use of bases in stock preparation. 

7169.D1.6 Describe the basic types of stocks. 

7169.D1.7 List ingredients and seasonings used in stock preparation. 

7169.D1.8 Identify and select stocks. 

7169.D1.9 Demonstrate the preparation and uses of glazes prepared from stocks. 
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7169.D1.10 Identify, select and prepare thickening agents. 

7169.D1.11 Identify the seasoning forms. 

7169.D1.12 Identify and select bones for stocks. 

7169.D1.13 Identify and select ingredients for soups. 

7169.D1.14 Outline the major classifications and uses of sauces. 

7169.D1.15 Demonstrate food presentation techniques. 

7169.D1.16 Discuss and demonstrate cooking techniques and storage principles for maximum 
retention of nutrients. 

Domain Baking and Pastries 

7169.D2.1 Define baking terms. 

7169.D2.2 Identify equipment and utensils used in baking and discuss proper use and care. 

7169.D2.3 Demonstrate proper selection of equipment and utensils for specific application. 

7169.D2.4 Identify ingredients used in baking. 

7169.D2.5 Demonstrate proper scaling and measurement techniques. 

7169.D2.6 Apply basic math skills to recipe conversions. 

7169.D2.7 Describe properties and list function of various ingredients. 

7169.D2.8 Prepare crusty, soft and specialty yeast products; observe reactions. 

7169.D2.9 Prepare quick breads. 

7169.D2.10 Produce a variety of types of pies and tarts. 

7169.D2.11 Produce a variety of types of cookies. 

7169.D2.12 Prepare laminated doughs such as puff pastry, croissant, and Danish pastry doughs. 

7169.D2.13 Prepare creams, custards, puddings, and related sauces. 

7169.D2.14 Discuss the application of mixes and other labor-saving products. 

7169.D2.15 Discuss nutritional concerns as they apply to baking, including recipe modifications. 

7169.D2.16 Prepare fritters, cobblers and crisps. 

7169.D2.17 Prepare a variety of fillings and toppings for pastries and baked goods. 
 
 
 

Culinary Arts Capstone 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Culinary 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7233 

Course Description This course covers the techniques and skills needed in breakfast cookery as well as 
insight into the pantry department. Various methods of preparation of eggs, 
pancakes, waffles and cereals will be discussed. Students will receive instruction in 
salad preparation, salad dressing, hot and cold sandwich preparation, garnishes and 
appetizers. This course also covers the necessary skills for proper recruiting, staffing, 
training, and management of employees at various levels. The course will help 
prepare the student for the transition from employee to supervisor. Additionally, it 
will help the student evaluate styles of leadership, and develop skills in human 
relations and personnel management. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 106, HOSP 108, HOSP 200, HOSP 207 
CULN 215 or Hosp 200 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Culinarian (12.0509), TC Hospitality Administration: Culinary (52.0299) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Serv Safe - Food Manager 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Human Relations Management 

7233.D1.1 Describe the process of management through effective communication skills. 

7233.D1.2 Summarize leadership styles and analyze when each is most appropriate. 

7233.D1.3 Outline the supervisor’s role in ethical decision-making, problem solving, and 
delegation of duties. 

7233.D1.4 Explain the role of job descriptions and specifications and develop written examples. 

7233.D1.5 Perform mock interviews; analyze results. 

7233.D1.6 Describe procedures of new employee orientation. 

7233.D1.7 Compare training methods; construct an effective employee-training program to 
include follow-up training and cross training. 

7233.D1.8 Analyze types and methods of employee evaluation. 

7233.D1.9 Describe necessity of change and ways of implementing change with the least 
employee resistance. 

7233.D1.10 Evaluate methods of conflict resolution. 

7233.D1.11 Identify reasons for disciplinary problems and discuss the supervisor’s role in handling 
them. 

7233.D1.12 Describe the procedure for terminating employees. 

7233.D1.13 Analyze motivational techniques/problems; discuss procedures for attitudinal 
changes. 

7233.D1.14 Analyze ways of dealing with stress in the workplace. 

7233.D1.15 Discuss time management and other organizational management techniques. 

Domain Pantry and Breakfast 

7233.D2.1 Prepare quick breads and muffins. 

7233.D2.2 Prepare laminated doughs. 

7233.D2.3 Prepare crepe and appropriate application. 

7233.D2.4 Identify the preparation, presentation and service of a variety of beverages, including 
coffee and tea. 

7233.D2.5 Identify and use herbs, spices, oils and vinegars. 

7233.D2.6 Identify and prepare various salads, dressings (emulsions), and marinades. 

7233.D2.7 Identify and prepare hot and cold sandwiches. 
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7233.D2.8 Identify and prepare canapés and hot and cold hor d’oeuvres. 

7233.D2.9 Identify and prepare breakfast meats, eggs, cereals and batter products. 

7233.D2.10 Demonstrate food presentation techniques. 

7233.D2.11 Identify and prepare different fruits and vegetables. 

7233.D2.12 Demonstrate skills illustrating short order cooking techniques. 

7233.D2.13 Illustrate appropriate garnishing techniques. 

7233.D2.14 Plan a la carte, cycle, ethnic, banquet and buffet menu. 

7233.D2.15 Prepare a variety of basic hot soufflés. 

Domain Meat and Seafood 

7233.D3.1 Demonstrate knife skills, hand tools and equipment operation. 

7233.D3.2 Understand the importance of proper sanitation procedures used during and after the 
butchery process. 

7233.D3.3 Identify and select knives to be used in the butchering of meats, poultry, fish and 
seafood (scimitar, boning knife – stiff and flexible, slicer, utility knife, meat handsaw, 
and meat cleaver). 

7233.D3.4 Describe the composition and structure of meat, poultry, fish and seafood; explain 
how it relates to protein selection and cooking methods. 

7233.D3.5 Use the federal meat inspection and grading system to select and purchase meats, 
poultry, fish and seafood. 

7233.D3.6 Explain proper purchasing, receiving, aging, storage and handling of meats, poultry, 
fish and seafood. 

7233.D3.7 Identify the primal cuts of beef, lamb, veal, and pork and list the major fabricated cuts 
obtained from each of them. 

7233.D3.8 Demonstrate the various market cuts used in selling fish and seafood  

7233.D3.9 Describe a variety of techniques used in merchandising seafood. 

7233.D3.10 Explain the significance of aging meats. 

7233.D3.11 Select appropriate cooking methods for the most important meat cuts, based on the 
meat’s tenderness and other characteristics. 

7233.D3.12 Demonstrate food presentation techniques. 

7233.D3.13 Wrap and store meats for maximum shelf life. 

7233.D3.14 Tie meats – tie string to form a net around meats for roasting. 

7233.D3.15 For poultry, explain the differences between “light meat” and “dark meat,” and 
describe how these differences affect cooking. 

7233.D3.16 Identify any domestic poultry item with reference to its kind, class and style. 

7233.D3.17 Cut chickens into halves, quarters and pieces of eight. 

7233.D3.18 Store poultry items properly. 

7233.D3.19 Define the concept of the “food mile.” 

7233.D3.20 Discuss controlling the amount of food prepared in order to reduce waste; and what 
can be done with excess prepared food as an alternative to composting. 

7233.D3.21 Identify a variety of protein products that can be purchased in your local area, and 
describe how you would procure them. 

7233.D3.22 Identify the pros and cons of purchasing locally produced (raised) proteins. 

7233.D3.23 Explain the pros and cons of purchasing organic foods. 

7233.D3.24 Research the different ways of raising sustainable proteins. 
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7233.D3.25 Define (10) terms used to describe “sustainable” foods (e.g.; free range, organic, 
heritage, heirloom, rBGH-free, etc.) 

7233.D3.26 Identify the pros and cons of purchasing locally. 

7233.D3.27 Understand the concept of sustainable seafood, and list 10 fish that are on the red, 
yellow and green lists. 

7233.D3.28 Research the benefits and issues related to aquaculture and wild-caught fish, along 
with the different wild-caught fish methods. 

7233.D3.29 List seafood that can be substituted for red-listed species, based on fish texture and 
flavor. 

Domain Customer Service 

7233.D4.1 Demonstrate the general rules of table settings and service. 

7233.D4.2 Demonstrate specific American, English, French and Russian service . 

7233.D4.3 Discuss food delivery system such as banquets, buffets and catering. 

7233.D4.4 Describe the functions of dining service. 

7233.D4.5 Discuss training procedures for processing guest checks. 

7233.D4.6 Discuss procedures for processing guest checks. 

7233.D4.7 Demonstrate and understanding of guest service and customer relations, including 
handling of difficult situations and accommodations for the disabled. 

7233.D4.8 Explain interrelationships and workflow between dining room and kitchen operations. 

7233.D4.9 Discuss sales techniques for service personnel, including menu knowledge and 
suggestive selling. 

7233.D4.10 Evaluate the relationship of beverages to food. 

7233.D4.11 Identify the preparation, presentation, and service of non-alcoholic and dealcoholized 
beverages to include coffees and teas. 

7233.D4.12 Identify equipment and glassware used for beverage preparation and service. 

7233.D4.13 Discuss opening and closing procedures of a beverage operation. 

7233.D4.14 Explain procedures for implementing internal beverage controls. 

7233.D4.15 Create menu item descriptions following established truth-in-menu guidelines. 
 
 
 

Baking and Pastry Capstone 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Baking and Pastry 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7235 

Course Description The objective of this course is to help students understand the science of baking and 
the different reactions that take place based on the ingredients, temperatures, and 
equipment in relation to the final product.  The course requires students to produce 
and finish a variety of cakes.  The course emphasizes application techniques, color 
coordination, and the flavor and texture of fillings.  Students will practice the 
techniques of basic cake decorating.This course will also address classical French and 
European desserts, including the preparation of goods such as Napoleons, Gateau St. 
Honoré, petit fours and petit fours sec, ganaches, pastry creams and fillings, sauces, 
flans and tarts, and European sponges.  The course also includes instruction in 
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tempering of chocolates, molding, and chocolate plastique, preparation of truffles, 
pastillage and marzipan, short doughs, and meringues.  The student will be 
instructed in the latest preparation methods, innovative ideas for impressive plate 
presentations, and techniques that utilize specialized equipment and tools to make 
high-tech, novel creations 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 108, HOSP 113, HOSP 111, HOSP 208, HOSP 209, HOSP 213 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Pastry Culinarian (12.0501), TC Hospitality Administration: Baking and Pastry 
(52.0299) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Human Relations Management 

7235.D1.1 Describe the process of management through effective communication skills. 

7235.D1.2 Summarize leadership styles and analyze when each is most appropriate. 

7235.D1.3 Outline the supervisor’s role in ethical decision-making, problem solving, and 
delegation of duties. 

7235.D1.4 Explain the role of job descriptions and specifications and develop written examples. 

7235.D1.5 Perform mock interviews; analyze results. 

7235.D1.6 Describe procedures of new employee orientation. 

7235.D1.7 Compare training methods; construct an effective employee-training program to 
include follow-up training and cross training. 

7235.D1.8 Analyze types and methods of employee evaluation. 

7235.D1.9 Describe necessity of change and ways of implementing change with the least 
employee resistance. 

7235.D1.10 Evaluate methods of conflict resolution. 

7235.D1.11 Identify reasons for disciplinary problems and discuss the supervisor’s role in handling 
them. 

7235.D1.12 Describe the procedure for terminating employees. 

7235.D1.13 Analyze motivational techniques/problems; discuss procedures for attitudinal 
changes. 

7235.D1.14 Analyze ways of dealing with stress in the workplace. 

7235.D1.15 Discuss time management and other organizational management techniques. 

Domain Cakes, Icing and Fillings 

7235.D2.1 Identify, select, and use and care for tools and equipment used in baking and 
decorating cakes. 
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7235.D2.2 Prepare and describe techniques used in mixing, panning, and baking cakes. 

7235.D2.3 Produce a variety of cakes including butter, sponge, high ratio, and other cake 
variations. 

7235.D2.4 Understand how to correct cake failures and defects. 

7235.D2.5 Produce a variety of icings used in cake assembly and production. 

7235.D2.6 Prepare a variety of fillings and toppings. 

7235.D2.7 Construct classical and special occasion cakes, including layer cakes and sheet cakes. 

7235.D2.8 Develop and utilize different decorating techniques. 

7235.D2.9 Identify and assess practical approaches to marketing. 

Domain Classical Pastries and Chocolates 

7235.D3.1 Utilize proper cake mixing methods to produce quality scratch baked cakes, icings and 
fillings for classical cake formulas. 

7235.D3.2 Develop basic icing, piping, decorating and finishing skills for cakes. 

7235.D3.3 Produce pastry dough for tart crusts. 

7235.D3.4 Produce fillings for pastry tarts with finishing techniques for proper presentation. 

7235.D3.5 Prepare Choux pastries. 

7235.D3.6 Prepare the three basic meringue types. 

7235.D3.7 Prepare a variety of dessert sauces. 

7235.D3.8 Discuss the application of mixes and other value added products. 

7235.D3.9 Identify types of chocolate and demonstrate proper technique in tempering chocolate 
and use chocolate effectively for garnishes. 

7235.D3.10 Demonstrate proper technique in cooking sugar and producing basic sugar works. 

7235.D3.11 Prepare ice creams, sorbets and other frozen desserts. 

7235.D3.12 Prepare hot and cold soufflés. 

7235.D3.13 Produce and prepare marzipan figurines. 

Domain Yeast Breads 

7235.D4.1 Demonstrate intermediate knowledge of baking terms, ingredients, equipment and 
utensils. 

7235.D4.2 Apply basic math skill to recipe conversions. 

7235.D4.3 Demonstrate proper scaling and measurement techniques. 

7235.D4.4 Demonstrate proper selection of equipment and utensils for specific application. 

7235.D4.5 Demonstrate basic knowledge and proficiency in the production of principle yeast 
bread products: lean yeast doughs, crusty European-style hearth/artisan breads 
(French bread varieties), sourdough bread, rich yeast doughs, soft-roll yeast doughs, 
sweet yeast doughs, laminated yeast doughs (croissant & Danish), specialty yeast 
doughs (Baba & Savarin, pizza dough, focaccia), and yeast biscuits. 

Domain Baking Science 

7235.D5.1 Understand the nature of the combination of ingredients in baking formulas. 

7235.D5.2 Understand the methods of mixing and its importance in baking. 

7235.D5.3 Understand the importance of standardized formulas and the science of 
substitutions. 

7235.D5.4 Utilize basic mathematics in formulas to ensure the consistency of products. 

Domain Advanced Decorating Candies 
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7235.D6.1 Demonstrate knowledge of the science and art of classical and contemporary candies 
and confectionary decorating. 

7235.D6.2 Develop a concise workable recipe repertoire with format and logical categorization 

7235.D6.3 Demonstrate proficiency in the production of candy products. 

7235.D6.4 Demonstrate proficiency in decorating confections and other patisserie. 

7235.D6.5 Produce and merchandise confections and other patisserie. 
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Hospitality and Tourism 

Hospitality Management 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7173 Principles of 
Culinary and 
Hospitality 

7171 Nutrition 7172 Hospitality 
Management 

 7237 Hospitality 
Management 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7173 

Course Description Principles of Culinary and Hospitality is designed to develop an understanding of the 
hospitality industry and career opportunities, and responsibilities in the food service 
and lodging industry. Introduces procedures for decision making which affects 
operation management, products, labor, and revenue. Additionally, students will 
learn the fundamentals of food preparation, basic principles of sanitation, service 
procedures, and safety practices in the food service industry including proper 
operation techniques for equipment. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 101, HOSP 102 
VU: REST 120, CULN 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain Basic Food Theory and Skills 

7173.D1.1 Define hospitality and the philosophy of the hospitality industry. 

7173.D1.2 Trace the growth and development of the hospitality and tourism industry. 

7173.D1.3 Describe the various cuisines and contributions of leading culinarians. 

7173.D1.4 Identify professional organizations within the field; explain purposes and benefits. 

7173.D1.5 Outline the organization, structure, and functional areas in various hospitality 
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organizations as a perspective for later courses. 

7173.D1.6 Discuss/evaluate industry trends as they relate to career opportunities and the future 
of the industry. 

7173.D1.7 Discuss and evaluate industry trade periodicals and social media 

7173.D1.8 Demonstrate how to read and follow a standard recipe. 

7173.D1.9 Demonstrate knife skills, hand tools, and equipment operation, emphasizing proper 
safety and sanitation. 

7173.D1.10 Identify and use utensils, pots and pans. 

7173.D1.11 Utilize weights and measures to demonstrate proper scaling and measurement 
techniques. 

7173.D1.12 Define, describe and demonstrate basic cooking methods to include boiling, steaming, 
poaching, roasting, pan frying, deep fat frying, sautéing, broiling, grilling, braising and 
sous vide. 

7173.D1.13 Demonstrate process of recipe yield adjustment. 

7173.D1.14 Identify and use herbs, spices, oils and vinegars. 

7173.D1.15 Identify and prepare fruits, vegetables, starches and farinaceous items. 

Domain Safety and Sanitation 

7173.D2.1 Identify the critical control points during all food handling processes as a method for 
minimizing the risk of food borne illness (HACCP system). 

7173.D2.2 Identify microorganisms, which are related to food spoilage and food borne illnesses; 
describe their requirements and methods for growth. 

7173.D2.3 Recognize symptoms common to food borne illnesses and how these illnesses can be 
prevented. 

7173.D2.4 Demonstrate knowledge of good personal hygiene and health habits. 

7173.D2.5 Develop acceptable procedures when preparing potentially hazardous foods to 
include time/temperature principles. 

7173.D2.6 Differentiate the major reasons for and recognize signs of food spoilage. 

7173.D2.7 Describe the requirements for proper receiving and storage of both raw and prepared 
foods. 

7173.D2.8 Recognize sanitary and safety design and construction features of food production 
equipment and facilities. (i.e., NSF, UL, OSHA, ADA, etc.). 

7173.D2.9 Differentiate current types of cleaners and sanitizers and their proper use. 

7173.D2.10 Review Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and understand their requirements in 
handling hazardous materials. Discuss right-to-know laws. 

7173.D2.11 Develop cleaning and sanitizing schedule and procedures for equipment and facilities. 

7173.D2.12 Identify proper methods of waste disposal and recycling. 

7173.D2.13 Differentiate signs of pest infestation and conclude appropriate measures for insects, 
rodents, and pest eradication appropriate measures for insects, rodents, and pest 
control eradication. 

7173.D2.14 Understand steps of a sanitation self-inspection and identify modification necessary 
for compliance with standards. 

7173.D2.15 Differentiate appropriate types and use of fire extinguishers used in the foodservice 
area. 

7173.D2.16 Recall laws and rules of the regulatory agencies governing sanitation and safety in 
foodservice operation. 
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7173.D2.17 Demonstrate knowledge of how blood-borne pathogens can spread. 

7173.D2.18 Demonstrate knowledge of basic first-aid techniques and CPR. 
 
 

Nutrition 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7171 

Course Description Nutrition students will learn the characteristics, functions and food sources of the 
major nutrient groups and how to maximize nutrient retention in food preparation 
and storage. Students will be made aware of nutrient needs throughout the life cycle 
and to apply those principles to menu planning and food preparation. This course will 
engage students in hands-on learning of nutritional concepts such as preparing 
nutrient dense meals or examining nutritional needs of student athletes 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 104 
VU: FACS 206 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Nutrition 

7171.D1.1 List the six food groups in the current USDA food guide, MyPlate, and the 
recommended daily servings from each. List the major nutrients contributed by each 
of the food groups. 

7171.D1.2 Discuss the current Dietary Guidelines for Americans and adapt recipes accordingly. 

7171.D1.3 Evaluate diets in terms of the Recommended Dietary Allowances. 

7171.D1.4 Describe the characteristics, functions and best sources of the major nutrients. 

7171.D1.5 List the primary functions and best sources of each of the major vitamins and 
minerals. 

7171.D1.6 Describe the process of human digestion. 

7171.D1.7 Discuss energy balance in terms of calories consumed and daily energy expenditure. 

7171.D1.8 Discuss healthy cooking techniques and menu planning. 

7171.D1.9 Identify common food allergies and determine appropriate substitutions. 

7171.D1.10 Discuss contemporary nutritional issues such as vegetarianism, heart healthy menus 
and religious food preferences. 
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7171.D2.1 Understand careers related to nutrition and the health industry. 

 

Hospitality Management 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Hospitality 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7172 

Course Description Hospitality Management prepares students for employment in the hospitality 
industry. It provides the foundations for study in higher education that leads to a full 
spectrum of hospitality careers. This is a broad-based course that introduces students 
to all segments of hospitality, what it includes, and career opportunities that are 
available; provides a survey of management functions, highlighting basic theories 
and facts; and exposes students to current trends and current events within the 
industry. Three major goals of this course are for students to be able to identify 
current trends in hotel and restaurant management, distinguish the difference 
between hospitality and tourism, and state differences in front of the house versus 
back of the house. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 114, HOSP 171 
REST 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Hospitality Administration: Hospitality Management (52.0299) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Hospitality Management 

7172.D1.1 Discuss different job placement techniques. 

7172.D1.2 Discuss the function of service and its impact on hospitality operations. 

7172.D1.3 Describe the management functions of planning, organizing, staffing, controlling, and 
leadership. 

7172.D1.4 Discuss early contributors to the hospitality industry and their impact on 
management philosophy and leadership. 

7172.D1.5 Evaluate various segments of the foodservice industry. 

7172.D1.6 Discuss how supply, demand, labor, and competition affect the hospitality industry. 

7172.D1.7 Identify major consumer concerns and how they impact the foodservice industry. 

7172.D1.8 Identify and describe the principal types of lodging properties. 

7172.D1.9 Discuss the major departments in a hotel and how they function. 
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7172.D1.10 Examine key features of hotels relating to competition. 

7172.D1.11 Assess the impact tourism has on the economy. 

7172.D1.12 Discuss destination mix activities. 

7172.D1.13 Describe the various channels of distribution found in tourism. 

7172.D1.14 Interact with guest speakers representing various hospitality industry segments. 

7172.D2.1 Appreciate how the hospitality management industry affects students 

7172.D2.2 Understand how the hospitality management industry impacts others 

7172.D2.3 Understand the basic demands of today’s hospitality employees/managers 

7172.D2.4 Appreciate the connectivity of hospitality departments 

7172.D2.5 Understand fundamental hospitality terms 

Domain Convention and Meeting Management 

7172.D3.1 Identify aspects of convention/meeting management. 

7172.D3.2 Analyze the growth and coinciding changes that this industry has experienced and 
project trends for the industry. 

7172.D3.3 Construct a basic framework for planning a meeting, convention, or exposition. 

7172.D3.4 Demonstrate the skills necessary for interacting with various service providers 
involved in the industry. 

7172.D3.5 Compare and contrast types of convention facilities. 

7172.D3.6 Construct a space utilization plan. 
 
 
 

Hospitality Management Capstone 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Hospitality 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7237 

Course Description This course presents the essentials of effective food and beverage control while 
establishing systems for sale values of food and beverages that are outlined. This 
course addresses the application of the four-step control process to the primary 
phases of foodservice operations: purchasing, receiving, storing, issuing and 
production. Labor costs and sales forecasting are analyzed. This course is also 
opportunity for the Intermediate Hospitality student to acquire valuable field 
experience by working the Hospitality Manager supervision. The student keeps a 
journal and prepares a report of their experience at the end of the course. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 107 or HOSP 272, HOSP 108, HOSP 201, HOSP 173, HOSP 280 
REST 150, REST 150L 

Postsecondary TC Hospitality Administration: Hospitality Management (52.0299) 
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Credential 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Serv Safe - Food Manager 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Human Relations Management 

7237.D1.1 Describe the process of management through effective communication skills. 

7237.D1.2 Summarize leadership styles and analyze when each is most appropriate. 

7237.D1.3 Outline the supervisor’s role in ethical decision-making, problem solving, and 
delegation of duties. 

7237.D1.4 Explain the role of job descriptions and specifications and develop written examples. 

7237.D1.5 Perform mock interviews; analyze results. 

7237.D1.6 Describe procedures of new employee orientation. 

7237.D1.7 Compare training methods; construct an effective employee-training program to 
include follow-up training and cross training. 

7237.D1.8 Analyze types and methods of employee evaluation. 

7237.D1.9 Describe necessity of change and ways of implementing change with the least 
employee resistance. 

7237.D1.10 Evaluate methods of conflict resolution. 

7237.D1.11 Identify reasons for disciplinary problems and discuss the supervisor’s role in handling 
them. 

7237.D1.12 Describe the procedure for terminating employees. 

7237.D1.13 Analyze motivational techniques/problems; discuss procedures for attitudinal 
changes. 

7237.D1.14 Analyze ways of dealing with stress in the workplace. 

7237.D1.15 Discuss time management and other organizational management techniques. 

Domain Hospitality Purchasing and Control 

7237.D2.1 Discuss the flow of goods in a foodservice operation. 

7237.D2.2 Describe the various formal and informal purchasing methods. (i.e. bid, phone, etc.) 

7237.D2.3 Research and analyze market fluctuations and product cost. 

7237.D2.4 Discuss legal and ethical considerations of purchasing. 

7237.D2.5 Explain regulations for inspecting and grading of meats, poultry, seafood, eggs, dairy 
products, fruits and vegetables. Explain quality and yield grades as directed by the 
National Association of Meat Purveyors (NAMP) and the International Association of 
Meat Purveyors (INAMP) specifications for meats. 

7237.D2.6 Write a bid specification. 

7237.D2.7 Explain proper receiving and storage of food and non-food items, comparing to 
product specifications. 

7237.D2.8 Conduct yield and quality tests of canned, fresh, frozen, refrigerated and staple 
goods. 

7237.D2.9 Analyze the product costs and labor costs of pre-fabricated products and product 
produced on-premises. 

7237.D2.10 Discuss inventory, rotation of stock, issuing, and current computerized systems for 
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purchasing and inventory control. 

7237.D2.11 Create sales forecasts. 

7237.D2.12 Create labor schedules. 

7237.D2.13 Calculate food, beverage and cost percentages, labor costs and percentages and 
other related costs. 

7237.D2.14 Demonstrate process of recipe yield adjustment. 

7237.D2.15 Demonstrate the process of recipe costing. 

7237.D2.16 Determine selling price of menu items. 

7237.D2.17 Identify environmentally friendly cleaning products and what common chemicals they 
can replace. Identify and compare costs. 

7237.D2.18 Research/identify the benefits of using fiber textiles, including fiber textiles made 
from other recycled materials (e.g.; carpet, clothing, seat covers, towels, napkins, 
curtains, etc.) 

7237.D2.19 Identify regularly purchased products that could be replaced with recyclable, reusable 
or biodegradable items. 

7237.D2.20 Identify local purchasing sources for produce and fruits. 

7237.D2.21 Identify seasonally specific products. Discuss the pros and cons of menuing seasonal 
products. 

7237.D2.22 Identify the benefits and challenges of stabling a facility garden to provide produce 
and herbs for your kitchen, 

7237.D2.23 Compare the price of non-local to local food. 

7237.D2.24 Identify local source(s) for recycling fats, oils, and grease. 

7237.D2.25 Discuss the financial implications of recycling fats, oils and grease from a restaurant’s 
perspective, 

7237.D2.26 Identify items that contain batteries that should be recycled. 

7237.D2.27 Determine/research the cost benefit of recycling cardboard or another item. 

7237.D2.28 Identify one organization in your area that will recycle glass. 

7237.D2.29 List the post-consumer paper content in the paper products being used throughout 
the facility. 

7237.D2.30 Research how alternatives to paper towels compare in terms of sustainability. 

Domain Special Event Management 

7237.D3.1 Identify the historic roots of celebration. 

7237.D3.2 Recognize the demographic changes affecting global event management growth. 

7237.D3.3 Identify new and emerging career opportunities and industry certifications in event 
management. 

7237.D3.4 Outline the stages of modern event management. 

7237.D3.5 Identify key sources of information for planning. 

7237.D3.6 Design and develop a strategic event and theme while managing a timeline and 
production schedule. 

7237.D3.7 Develop policies, procedures and practices expected of event staff and volunteers. 

7237.D3.8 Develop an event budget, correctly forecasting event revenue and expenses and 
report post-event financial results. 

7237.D3.9 Identify communication styles and develop leadership and problem solving abilities. 

7237.D3.10 Conduct an event site inspection. 
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7237.D3.11 Recognize the importance of working effectively with third party suppliers and 
vendors. 

7237.D3.12 Identify the five P’s in event management and successful sponsorship and advertising 
campaigns. 

7237.D3.13 Explain how to comply with standard event regulations and evaluate legal event 
documents. 

7237.D3.14 Demonstrate ability to use emerging technology within the event industry. 

7237.D3.15 Describe opportunities available to advance an event management career. 

Domain Hospitality Sales and Marketing 

7237.D4.1 Distinguish marketing from sales and identify trends that affect marketing and sales in 
the hospitality industry. 

7237.D4.2 Identify and describe the key elements of a marketing plan. 

7237.D4.3 Summarize the duties and responsibilities of positions typically found in a hotel 
marketing and sales office. 

7237.D4.4 Describe the key components of a presentation sales call. 

7237.D4.5 Explain the basics of effective telephone communication and describe various types 
of outgoing and incoming telephone calls related to the marketing and sales function. 

7237.D4.6 Describe internal marketing and sales in a hospitality business environment. 

7237.D4.7 Explain the role of advertising, public relations, and publicity in reaching prospective 
guests. 

7237.D4.8 Summarize how hospitality properties are meeting the needs of business travelers. 

7237.D4.9 Explain how hospitality properties are meeting the needs of leisure travelers. 

7237.D4.10 Describe travel agencies and the travelers they serve. 

7237.D4.11 Summarize how hotels market and sell to meeting planners. 

7237.D4.12 Identify considerations for marketing hospitality products and services to 
international travelers and other special segments such as honeymooners, sports 
teams, and government travelers. 

7237.D4.13 Summarize trends affecting the food and beverage industry, and describe positioning 
strategies and techniques for restaurants and lounges. 

7237.D4.14 Explain how hotels market and sell catered events and meeting rooms. 

Domain Quantity Food Purchasing 

7237.D5.1 Student will be able to select appropriate venders 

7237.D5.2 Student will learn the procedures for, receiving, storage, and inventory control 

7237.D5.3 Student will be aware of techniques of specification and bid purchasing 

7237.D5.4 Student will learn economical use of product. 

7237.D5.5 Student will learn how the menu is the foundation of the food service industry 
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Hospitality and Tourism 

Nutrition Science 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7173 Principles of 
Hospitality 

7171 Nutrition 7170 Nutrition Planning 
and Therapy 

 7239 Nutrition Science 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7173 

Course Description Principles of Culinary and Hospitality is designed to develop an understanding of the 
hospitality industry and career opportunities, and responsibilities in the food service 
and lodging industry. Introduces procedures for decision making which affects 
operation management, products, labor, and revenue. Additionally, students will 
learn the fundamentals of food preparation, basic principles of sanitation, service 
procedures, and safety practices in the food service industry including proper 
operation techniques for equipment. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 101, HOSP 102 
VU: REST 120, CULN 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 
Competency # Competency  

Domain Basic Food Theory and Skills 

7173.D1.1 Define hospitality and the philosophy of the hospitality industry. 

7173.D1.2 Trace the growth and development of the hospitality and tourism industry. 

7173.D1.3 Describe the various cuisines and contributions of leading culinarians. 

7173.D1.4 Identify professional organizations within the field; explain purposes and benefits. 

7173.D1.5 Outline the organization, structure, and functional areas in various hospitality 
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organizations as a perspective for later courses. 

7173.D1.6 Discuss/evaluate industry trends as they relate to career opportunities and the future 
of the industry. 

7173.D1.7 Discuss and evaluate industry trade periodicals and social media 

7173.D1.8 Demonstrate how to read and follow a standard recipe. 

7173.D1.9 Demonstrate knife skills, hand tools, and equipment operation, emphasizing proper 
safety and sanitation. 

7173.D1.10 Identify and use utensils, pots and pans. 

7173.D1.11 Utilize weights and measures to demonstrate proper scaling and measurement 
techniques. 

7173.D1.12 Define, describe and demonstrate basic cooking methods to include boiling, steaming, 
poaching, roasting, pan frying, deep fat frying, sautéing, broiling, grilling, braising and 
sous vide. 

7173.D1.13 Demonstrate process of recipe yield adjustment. 

7173.D1.14 Identify and use herbs, spices, oils and vinegars. 

7173.D1.15 Identify and prepare fruits, vegetables, starches and farinaceous items. 

Domain Safety and Sanitation 

7173.D2.1 Identify the critical control points during all food handling processes as a method for 
minimizing the risk of food borne illness (HACCP system). 

7173.D2.2 Identify microorganisms, which are related to food spoilage and food borne illnesses; 
describe their requirements and methods for growth. 

7173.D2.3 Recognize symptoms common to food borne illnesses and how these illnesses can be 
prevented. 

7173.D2.4 Demonstrate knowledge of good personal hygiene and health habits. 

7173.D2.5 Develop acceptable procedures when preparing potentially hazardous foods to 
include time/temperature principles. 

7173.D2.6 Differentiate the major reasons for and recognize signs of food spoilage. 

7173.D2.7 Describe the requirements for proper receiving and storage of both raw and prepared 
foods. 

7173.D2.8 Recognize sanitary and safety design and construction features of food production 
equipment and facilities. (i.e., NSF, UL, OSHA, ADA, etc.). 

7173.D2.9 Differentiate current types of cleaners and sanitizers and their proper use. 

7173.D2.10 Review Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and understand their requirements in 
handling hazardous materials. Discuss right-to-know laws. 

7173.D2.11 Develop cleaning and sanitizing schedule and procedures for equipment and facilities. 

7173.D2.12 Identify proper methods of waste disposal and recycling. 

7173.D2.13 Differentiate signs of pest infestation and conclude appropriate measures for insects, 
rodents, and pest eradication appropriate measures for insects, rodents, and pest 
control eradication. 

7173.D2.14 Understand steps of a sanitation self-inspection and identify modification necessary 
for compliance with standards. 

7173.D2.15 Differentiate appropriate types and use of fire extinguishers used in the foodservice 
area. 

7173.D2.16 Recall laws and rules of the regulatory agencies governing sanitation and safety in 
foodservice operation. 
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7173.D2.17 Demonstrate knowledge of how blood-borne pathogens can spread. 

7173.D2.18 Demonstrate knowledge of basic first-aid techniques and CPR. 
 
 

Nutrition 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7171 

Course Description Nutrition students will learn the characteristics, functions and food sources of the 
major nutrient groups and how to maximize nutrient retention in food preparation 
and storage. Students will be made aware of nutrient needs throughout the life cycle 
and to apply those principles to menu planning and food preparation. This course will 
engage students in hands-on learning of nutritional concepts such as preparing 
nutrient dense meals or examining nutritional needs of student athletes 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 104 
VU: FACS 206 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Nutrition 

7171.D1.1 List the six food groups in the current USDA food guide, MyPlate, and the 
recommended daily servings from each. List the major nutrients contributed by each 
of the food groups. 

7171.D1.2 Discuss the current Dietary Guidelines for Americans and adapt recipes accordingly. 

7171.D1.3 Evaluate diets in terms of the Recommended Dietary Allowances. 

7171.D1.4 Describe the characteristics, functions and best sources of the major nutrients. 

7171.D1.5 List the primary functions and best sources of each of the major vitamins and 
minerals. 

7171.D1.6 Describe the process of human digestion. 

7171.D1.7 Discuss energy balance in terms of calories consumed and daily energy expenditure. 

7171.D1.8 Discuss healthy cooking techniques and menu planning. 

7171.D1.9 Identify common food allergies and determine appropriate substitutions. 

7171.D1.10 Discuss contemporary nutritional issues such as vegetarianism, heart healthy menus 
and religious food preferences. 
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7171.D2.1 Understand careers related to nutrition and the health industry. 

 

Nutrition Planning and Therapy 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Nutrition Sci 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7170 

Course Description This course presents the basic principles of nutrition; the role nutrients play in 
maintaining good health as well as their effect on certain disease states. Students will 
learn to modify diets to meet various nutritional needs and to plan menus using 
modified diet principles. This course teaches students to develop an in-depth 
understanding of the principles of diet therapy. Students will learn to assess patients’ 
nutritional needs, develop care plans, and implement a delivery system. Students will 
also learn documentation skills required by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS). 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Culinary and Hospitality; Nutrition 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 115, HLHS 123 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Dietary Management (19.0505) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Diet Therapy 

7170.D1.1 List the characteristics, functions and food sources of carbohydrate, protein, and fat. 

7170.D1.2 Describe the primary function and food source of each of the major vitamins and 
minerals. 

7170.D1.3 Trace the process of digestion in the human body. 

7170.D1.4 Determine energy requirements based upon basal metabolic rate and exercise 
expenditure. 

7170.D1.5 Write diets modified in calories, carbohydrates, fats, minerals, protein and texture. 

7170.D1.6 Recognize the type of modified diet needed for specific patient needs. 

7170.D1.7 Demonstrate ability to document nutritional care plans. 

7170.D1.8 Understand various nutritional needs throughout the life cycle. 

Domain Meal Planning in Healthcare 

7170.D2.1 Apply principles of nutrition therapy when preparing meals for clients with diabetes, 
cardiovascular disease, celiac disease, COPD, and Alzheimer’s disease. 
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7170.D2.2 Identify methods to prevent food-borne illnesses, including how to store dry, 
refrigerated, and frozen foods. 

7170.D2.3 Explain effective ways to clean and sanitize kitchen areas and equipment. 

7170.D2.4 Identify food sources on MyPlate and MyPlate for Older Adults. 

7170.D2.5 Use a Nutrition Facts Label to identify food choices appropriate for therapeutic diets. 

7170.D2.6 Identify key practices for preparing a meal plan that is balanced in nutrition and is 
cost effective. 

7170.D2.7 Demonstrate how to store and prepare meats, proteins, fruits, and vegetables for 
cooking and consumption. 

7170.D2.8 Discuss management of food allergies 

Domain  

7170.D3.1 Utilize nutritional information in care planning and evaluate the effectiveness of care 
plans. 

7170.D3.2 Understand the Minimum Data Sets and Resident Assessment Protocols. 

7170.D3.3 Work with an interdisciplinary healthcare team. 

7170.D3.4 Recognize and understand drug and nutrient interaction. 

7170.D3.5 Understand and comply with the policies and procedures developed by the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). 

 
 
 

Nutrition Science Capstone 
Career Cluster Hospitality and Tourism 

Program of Study Nutrition Sci 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7239 

Course Description This course offers practical experience in a health care facility monitored by a 
Registered Dietician in order to build specialized skills. This work-based experience 
provides an opportunity for students to transfer their academic preparation into 
actual work-based learning by acquiring "real world" skills and building ties with the 
healthcare community. Student must complete 150 hours of field experience. 
(Students should have a site in mind prior to registering for this course--coordinator 
will assist.) 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HOSP 116, HOSP 117, HOSP 118, HOSP 278 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Dietary Management (19.0505) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Dietary Management and Supervision 
7239.D1.1 Explain management practices as they are used in foodservice operations. 

7239.D1.2 Demonstrate leadership skills. 

7239.D1.3 Understand the process of staffing, scheduling, and training of employees. 

7239.D1.4 Explain the importance of effective communication skills within and outside the 
foodservice operation. 

7239.D1.5 Practice accurate costing, budgeting, and inventory procedures. 

7239.D1.6 Determine effective marketing techniques. 

7239.D1.7 Implement cost effective financial procedures. 

7239.D1.8 Learn the importance of professional development. 

Domain Cost Controls 

7239.D2.1 Explain purchasing and receiving practices as they are used in foodservice operations. 

7239.D2.2 Understand the terminology and practice of food production skills. 

7239.D2.3 Identify equipment needs. 

7239.D2.4 Supervise the production and service of food. 

7239.D2.5 Write purchase specifications. 

7239.D2.6 Write general and modified menus. 

7239.D2.7 Implement cost effective procedures 

Domain Resident Clinical Assessment and Documentation 

7239.D3.1 Understand and apply the principles of diet therapy. 

7239.D3.2 Develop and implement care plans to meet nutritional goals. 

7239.D3.3 Utilize nutritional information in care planning and evaluate the effectiveness of care 
plans. 

7239.D3.4 Understand the Minimum Data Sets and Resident Assessment Protocols. 

7239.D3.5 Work with an interdisciplinary health care team. 

7239.D3.6 Recognize and understand drug and nutrient interaction. 

7239.D3.7 Understand and comply with the policies and procedures developed by the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). 

Domain Dietary Management Internship 

7239.D4.1 Discuss and demonstrate how concepts and skills learned in the classroom apply to 
the health care environment in the field of patient dietary management. 

7239.D4.2 Identify and apply requisite skills needed in the fulfillment of a job assignment. 

7239.D4.3 Compare and contrast the student’s expectations of the internship and actual 
experience derived. 

7239.D4.4 Summarize and evaluate the knowledge, skills and experience gained on the 
internship to apply these to the next job obtained by the student. 

7239.D4.5 Explain and demonstrate how to adapt to the work environment as appropriate. 

7239.D4.6 Document 150 work hours in the field required before testing for the Dietary 
Management certification. 

Domain  

7239.D5.1 List the benefits and nutritional components of regular physical activity. 

7239.D5.2 State the basic ways in which to assess nutritional status and intervene effectively. 
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7239.D5.3 Discuss disease states and treatments related to nutritional health 

7239.D5.4 Define a healthy body weight and explain methods used to assess body composition. 

7239.D5.5 Explain the principles of weight management. 

7239.D5.6 Recognize the importance of nutritional knowledge in a health care professions. 
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Human and Social Services 

Human Services 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7176 Principles of 
Human Services 

7174 Understanding 
Diversity 

7177 Relationships and 
Emotions 

 7241 Human Services 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Human Services 
Career Cluster Human Services 

Program of Study Human and Soc Services 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7176 

Course Description Principles of Human Services explores the history of human services, career 
opportunities, and the role of the human service worker. Focuses on target 
populations and community agencies designed to meet the needs of various 
populations. The course includes a required job shadowing project in a Human 
Services setting (a suggested four-hour minimum to meet Ivy Tech requirements). 
This course will also encourage cultural awareness and appreciation of diversity. 
Focuses on cultural variations in attitudes, values, language, gestures, and customs. 
Includes information about major racial and ethnic groups in the United States. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HUMS 101 
SOC 153 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Human Services (51.1502) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Human Services 

7176.D1.1 Discuss the development of the human service worker. 

7176.D1.2 Examine the history of the human service profession. 

7176.D1.3 Identify the relationship of the human services profession to social work and 
psychology. 
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7176.D1.4 Understand how the codes of ethics, as defined by the National Organization of 
Human Services and National Association of Social Workers, applies to helping 
professions. 

7176.D1.5 Discuss cultural diversity and its impact on human services. 

7176.D1.6 Understand the importance of and demonstrate professional behavior in terms of 
confidentiality, client autonomy, reliability, and responsibility. 

7176.D1.7 Identify target populations and specific needs of these groups. 

7176.D1.8 Formulate an understanding of the roles and range of services provided by a human 
service worker. 

7176.D1.9 Compare careers and salary ranges available for human service workers. 

7176.D1.10 Identify factors associated with burnout in human service workers. 

7176.D2.1 Analyze interpersonal skills and personal characteristics needed to interact effectively 
with individuals and families. 

7176.D2.2 Identify ethical and legal issues faced by those in human and social service careers. 

7176.D2.3 Classify harmful, fraudulent, and deceptive human services practices. 

7176.D2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of how personal values, biases, and stereotypes may 
impact those in Human and Social Services careers. 

7176.D2.5 Appraise how conflicts between a helping individual’s personal values and the needs 
and behaviors of clients can be resolved 

7176.D2.6 Analyze and document effective advocacy strategies used to overcome diverse 
challenges in the human services work setting 

7176.D2.7 Students will explore and analyze the human services resources that are available 
within their community. 

7176.D2.8 Observe and assist (as appropriate) an analysis of client strengths, needs, and goals 
across the life span through formal and informal assessment practices. (could be a 
part of observation) 

 
 

Understanding Diversity 
Career Cluster Human Services 

Program of Study Human and Soc Services 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7174 

Course Description Understanding Diversity encourages cultural awareness and appreciation of diversity.  
Focuses on cultural variations in attitudes, values, language, gestures, and customs.  
Includes information about major racial and ethnic groups in the United States. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Human Services 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HUMS 109 
SOC 164 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Human Services (51.1502) 
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Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Understanding Diversity 

7174.D1.1 Define and discuss the meaning of culture and cultural diversity. 

7174.D1.2 Examine the impact of cultural stereotypes and prejudice. 

7174.D1.3 Identify cultural variations in verbal and nonverbal communications. 

7174.D1.4 Analyze similarities and differences among the major world religions. 

7174.D1.5 Evaluate the theories related to poverty and the cultural impact of socioeconomic 
class. 

7174.D1.6 Examine the cultural influence on time and space orientation. 

7174.D1.7 Demonstrate culturally sensitive interpersonal skills. 

7174.D1.8 Explain the history, contributions, and social customs of the major ethnic groups in 
the United States. 

7174.D2.1 Consider how factors like race, class, gender, and age, can influence an individual’s 
beliefs regarding social values and social justice. 

7174.D2.2 Understand client(s) demographics and how to apply culturally appropriate methods 
of providing services for individuals and families. 

7174.D2.3 Demonstrate awareness of one’s own belief system and its fit with social work values 
and ethics, including a commitment to economic and social justice. 

7174.D2.4 Practice interpersonal skills appropriate for therapeutic interactions with individuals 
and families through case studies and role playing. 

7174.D2.5 Demonstrate an understanding of how the interactions between an individual and 
their environment can impact interventions within the human services work setting. 

 
 

Relationships and Emotions 
Career Cluster Human Services 

Program of Study Human and Soc Services 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7177 

Course Description Relationship & Emotions examines the key elements of healthy relationships. Explores 
the main problems that damage relationships. Presents research findings on 
successful and unsuccessful relationships, and emotional connections. Explores the 
impact of one’s emotional and relationship history on current and future romantic 
relationships. Presents practical, scientific-based skills for improving relationships. 
Additionally, this course offers practical and useful information for people who have 
experienced loss. Students have the opportunity to evaluate their own experiences 
and attitudes toward loss and grief. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Human Services 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HUMS 135, HUMS 140 
SOC 261, SOC 260 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Human Services (51.1502) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Healthy Relationships 

7177.D1.1 Analyze purposes and expectations of various types of relationships in career, 
community, and family settings. 

7177.D1.2 Examine and contrast characteristics and consequences of healthy and unhealthy 
relationships in career, community, and family settings. 

7177.D1.3 Describe the main problems that damage relationships. 

7177.D1.4 Examine research findings on successful and unsuccessful relationships. 

7177.D1.5 Explain how couples can improve intimacy and romance. 

7177.D1.6 Describe the process of emotional connection. 

7177.D1.7 Examine the impact of one’s emotional and relationship history. 

7177.D1.8 Develop and apply effective communication skills. 

7177.D1.9 Apply scientifically based skills for improving relationships 

Domain Loss and Grief 

7177.D2.1 Define loss, grief, mourning, and bereavement. 

7177.D2.2 Identify and explain common theories related to the grief and mourning process. 

7177.D2.3 Explain the psychosocial needs of persons in bereavement. 

7177.D2.4 Discuss issues related to children and loss. 

7177.D2.5 Explain the function of the hospice movement. 

7177.D2.6 Discuss ethical and moral issues related to loss and grief. 

7177.D2.7 Identify complicated grief issues. 

7177.D3.1 Understand and apply conflict resolution skills to a variety of scenarios. 

7177.D3.2 Understand the role of empathy, acceptance, and tolerance in healthy relationships. 

7177.D3.3 Evaluate influences of personal needs and wants on relationships in career, 
community, and family settings. 

7177.D3.4 Examine impacts of stress on relationships and identify stress management 
techniques. 

 

Human Services Capstone 
Career Cluster Human Services 

Program of Study Human and Soc Services 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7241 
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Course Description This course provides opportunities to increase effectiveness in helping people. 
Examines the helping process in terms of skills, helping stages, and issues involved in 
a helping relationship. This course also introduces and develops basic interviewing 
skills. Includes assessment strategies and treatment planning. This course provides 
basic information about the problems of alcohol and other drug abuse. Explores 
symptoms and effects of abuse and dependence on individuals, families, and society 
Additionally, this course studies group dynamics, issues and behavior. Includes group 
functioning and leadership, guidelines on working effectively with a co-leader, and 
practical ways of evaluating the group processes. It provides an overview of legal and 
ethical aspects in the field of human services with implications for the human service 
worker. Includes topics such as confidentiality, rights of clients, client records, equal 
protection for staff and clients, and discrimination. The Human Service Ethical Code 
and related codes are covered with an overview of ethical dimensions of practice. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Relationships & Emotions,  
Understanding Diversity 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HUMS 113, HUMS 116, HUMS 155, HUMS 102, HUMS 103 
Soc 180 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Human Services (51.1502) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Substance Abuse 

7241.D1.1 Describe the nature of substance abuse and dependence. 

7241.D1.2 Understand the motivation for using alcohol and other drugs. 

7241.D1.3 Identify the major classifications of drugs and the physiological, psychological, and 
sociological effects of their use. 

7241.D1.4 Recognize the etiology, symptoms, and treatment models of chemical addiction. 

7241.D1.5 Understand the effects of chemical dependence on the family. 

7241.D1.6 Identify laws pertaining to the major classifications of drugs. 

7241.D1.7 Recognize the effects of substance abuse on fetal development. 

7241.D1.8 Identify the effects and patterns of substance abuse in different populations. 

7241.D1.9 Examine the use of psychotherapeutic drugs in our culture and evaluate its impact on 
our society. 

7241.D1.10 Assess the pharmacological effects of psychoactive drugs on the central nervous 
system. 

7241.D1.11 Compare the CNS naturally occurring psychoactive chemicals with those used illicitly. 

7241.D1.12 Determine the effects of illicit drug use on the various organs of the body. 
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Domain Family and Community in Youth Work 

7241.D2.1 Discuss the role of community in empowering children and youth. 

7241.D2.2 Identify diverse family systems in the multicultural setting. 

7241.D2.3 Identify and analyze the stages of the family life cycle. 

7241.D2.4 Identify and analyze the child in the family from the family systems approach. 

7241.D2.5 Identify the ecological systems affecting the family. 

7241.D2.6 Discuss, demonstrate and analyze principles and techniques of culturally sensitive 
interpersonal skills for working with families. 

7241.D2.7 Identify community and professional resources needed to support youth and their 
families. 

7241.D2.8 Analyze specific family challenges in various types of families and cultural/religious 
settings. 

7241.D2.9 Identify and assess family support systems within the community. 

7241.D2.10 Identify, describe and discuss stressors and potential stressors that may affect 
children, youth and families. 

7241.D2.11 Describe and reflect on the family strengths model. 

7241.D2.12 Define and discuss the meaning of culture and cultural diversity. 

7241.D2.13 Examine the impact of cultural stereotypes and prejudice. 

7241.D2.14 Analyze the cultural impact of socioeconomic class and the cultural influence on time 
and space orientation. 

Domain Introduction to Disabilities 

7241.D3.1 Present historical information about the field of disabilities and its impact on current 
services and approaches. 

7241.D3.2 Identify the living and learning environments of individuals with disabilities. 

7241.D3.3 Describe the difference between biological/genetic disabilities and those disabilities 
occurring through circumstance or environment. 

7241.D3.4 Determine the process by which an individual with disability seeks out a diagnosis and 
receives services. 

7241.D3.5 Identify and explain the characteristics of today’s most prevalent disabilities. 

7241.D3.6 Demonstrate an awareness of the social, legal, and ethical issues pertaining to 
individuals with developmental disabilities. 

7241.D3.7 Appraise community resources for individuals with disabilities and list services 
available. 

7241.D3.8 Examine the problems and difficulties associated with developmental delays, 
developmental psychopathology and dual diagnosis. 

7241.D3.9 Analyze the difficulties experienced by those with disabilities in their process of active 
socialization in the community. 

7241.D3.10 Examine and categorize the effects of stress on families living with an individual with 
a disability. 

7241.D3.11 Diagram the socioeconomic status of families/individuals living with disabilities. 

7241.D3.12 Construct a chart showing the major disorders included in developmental disabilities 
and populations comparing the major difficulties experienced by each. 

7241.D3.13 Categorize the needs for the individual with an autism spectrum disorder. 

7241.D3.14 Compare and contrast the differences between treatments for individuals with 
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disabilities over the years. 

7241.D3.15 Debate how legislation has affected the rights and lives of those with disabilities over 
the years. 

7241.D3.16 Examine how social attitudes have changed toward disabilities and individuals with 
disabilities throughout history. 

7241.D3.17 Identify opportunities for individuals with disabilities. 

7241.D3.18 Categorize helping profession concepts and their practical application in the delivery 
of services for disabled populations. 

7241.D3.19 Identify terminology and acronyms used in Human Services and Special Populations. 

Domain Additional 

7241.D4.1 Examine the societal attitudes shaping personal and public responses to substance 
use disorders. 

7241.D4.2 Understand the history of the addiction profession. 

7241.D4.3 Describe classification models of psychoactive drugs. 

7241.D4.4 Compare the effects of psychoactive drug use. 

7241.D4.5 Explain the basic components of the theories and models utilized to explain substance 
use disorders. 

7241.D5.1 Compare differences between needs of an adult with disabilities to a youth with 
disabilities. 

7241.D5.2 Understand financial needs and support for those with disabilities. 

7241.D5.3 Collaborate with staff to determine appropriate resources available within agency 

7241.D5.4 Collaborate with staff to determine appropriate resources from other area agencies 

7241.D5.5 Communicate with client to emphasize the importance of friends, family, and 
community relationships 
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Information Technology 

Cybersecurity (VU) 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7183 Principles of 
Computing 

7179 Cybersecurity 
Fundamentals 

7178 Advanced 
Cybersecurity 

 7243 Cybersecurity 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Computing 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7183 

Course Description Principles of Computing provides students the opportunity to explore how computers 
can be used in a wide variety of settings.  The course will begin by exploring trends of 
computing and the necessary skills to implement information systems.  Topics include 
operating systems, database technology, cybersecurity, cloud implementations and 
other concepts associated with applying the principles of good information 
management to the organization. Students will also have the opportunity to utilize 
basic programming skills to develop scripts designed to solve problems.  Students will 
learn about algorithms, logic development and flowcharting. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 120, INFM 109 
VU: COMP 177 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Computing Basics 

7183.D1.1 Discuss different aspects of the nature of information from a human and mechanical 
standpoint. 

7183.D1.2 Demonstrate awareness of the history of computing. 

7183.D1.3 Demonstrate a working knowledge of computer hardware basics and the ability to 
use the available productivity software. 
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7183.D1.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of Software, different categories, and how it is developed. 

7183.D1.5 Understand cloud computing, virtualization, and the Internet 

7183.D1.6 Discuss the basic use of data visualization, statistics, and reporting within an 
organization. 

7183.D1.7 Discuss the concepts of logical and physical data storage as they apply locally and in 
the cloud, including the use of database structures and storage area network 
technology. 

7183.D1.8 Explain the fundamental concepts of an information system, including the life cycle, 
components, and flow of information within an organization. 

7183.D1.9 Summarize how informatics can support the organization, including general 
management, operations, human resources, and financial management. 

7183.D1.10 Discuss the importance of security within informatics, including its application in 
various aspects of the computing disciplines. 

7183.D1.11 Discuss the importance of ethics, bias, and effective dissemination of technological 
knowledge. 

Domain Programming Basics 

7183.D2.1 Identify the standard documentation tools of displaying algorithms such as 
pseudocode, flowchart symbols and UML. 

7183.D2.2 Apply basic logical structures, file handling, matrices, and arrays to program 
algorithms. 

7183.D2.3 Apply truth tables, Boolean logic, control structures, relational and logical operators 
to program algorithms 

7183.D2.4 Use set theory and logic gate theory to develop program algorithms. 

7183.D2.5 Document and express code and algorithms in an easily understandable manner using 
tools such as data flow diagrams, flowcharts, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, 
and state tables. 

7183.D2.6 Develop a simple program and/or script using a compiled, object-oriented scripting 
language like Python. 

7183.D2.7 Compare key techniques to visually represent data such as graphs, charts and tables. 

7183.D2.8 Create applications that interact with users, demonstrating proper formatting of data. 

7183.D2.9 Apply base numbering systems techniques to convert numeric data to any base 
numbering format, including binary, decimal, and hexadecimal. 

7183.D2.10 Identify the uses of various programming and scripting languages in computer 
systems. 

7183.D2.11 Compare and Contrast software development methodologies as it pertains to 
software development and problem solving. 

7183.D2.12 Discuss the concepts and justifications for using secure design techniques. 

7183.D2.13 Demonstrate secure code by means of data validation. 

7183.D2.14 Describe the different methods for encoding data such as BCD, 1’s complement, 2’s 
complement, ASCII, and Unicode. 

7183.D2.15 Describe the components of a computer architecture. 

7183.D2.16 Understand and implement the fundamentals of Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) suitable for Python development. 

7183.D2.17 Successfully identify and debug errors in Python applications produced by themselves 
or others. 
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7183.D2.18 Use puzzles and games to enhance problem-solving skills. 

7183.D2.19 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving methodologies. 

7183.D2.20 Show the ability to delegate tasks into user defined procedures for the purpose of 
efficiency. 

 

Cybersecurity Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Cyber 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7179 

Course Description This course introduces fundamental networking protocols and their hierarchical 
relationship in the context of conceptual Information Communication Technology 
(ICT) frameworks.  Students will learn how networked hosts and applications 
communicate across networks. Emphasis is placed on security throughout the entire 
SDLC (Systems Development Life Cycle). 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: CNET 146, CNET 246 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CG Cyber Security and Network Operations (11.1003) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, PSYC 141 
Applied Psychology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Advanced Cybersecurity 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Cyber 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7178 

Course Description Students will acquire the fundamentals of information and data security and 
understand the vulnerability most organizations have in their security systems with 
an emphasis on firewalls, security plans and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). 
Discussions will include data security methods, authentication, network attacks, 
malicious code and viruses, wireless security, e-mail and web security and disaster 
recovery. This course will also focus on the managerial aspects of information 
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security and assurance. Topics covered include access control models, information 
security governance, and information security program assessment and metrics. 
Coverage on the foundational and technical components of information security is 
included to reinforce key concepts, such as security planning and contingencies, 
security policies, security management models and practices and ethics. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing; Cybersecurity Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: CNET 151, CNET 251 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CG Cyber Security and Network Operations (11.1003) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, PSYC 141 
Applied Psychology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Cybersecurity Capstone 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Cyber 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7243 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Cybersecurity Fundamentals; Advanced Cybersecurity 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

VU: CNET 155, CNET 255, CNET 236 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CG Cyber Security and Network Operations (11.1003) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

VU: ENGL 101 English Composition, MATH 103 Quantitative Reasoning, PSYC 141 
Applied Psychology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Information Technology 

Information Technology Operations 

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7183 Principles of 
Computing 

7180 Information 
Technology 
Fundamentals 

7181 Networking and 
Cybersecurity 
Operations 

 7249 Cybersecurity 
Operations 
Capstone 

             7245 IT Support 
Capstone  

             7247 Cloud and Server 
Operations 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Computing 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7183 

Course Description Principles of Computing provides students the opportunity to explore how computers 
can be used in a wide variety of settings.  The course will begin by exploring trends of 
computing and the necessary skills to implement information systems.  Topics include 
operating systems, database technology, cybersecurity, cloud implementations and 
other concepts associated with applying the principles of good information 
management to the organization. Students will also have the opportunity to utilize 
basic programming skills to develop scripts designed to solve problems.  Students will 
learn about algorithms, logic development and flowcharting. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 120, INFM 109 
VU: COMP 177 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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Domain Computing Basics 

7183.D1.1 Discuss different aspects of the nature of information from a human and mechanical 
standpoint. 

7183.D1.2 Demonstrate awareness of the history of computing. 

7183.D1.3 Demonstrate a working knowledge of computer hardware basics and the ability to 
use the available productivity software. 

7183.D1.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of Software, different categories, and how it is developed. 

7183.D1.5 Understand cloud computing, virtualization, and the Internet 

7183.D1.6 Discuss the basic use of data visualization, statistics, and reporting within an 
organization. 

7183.D1.7 Discuss the concepts of logical and physical data storage as they apply locally and in 
the cloud, including the use of database structures and storage area network 
technology. 

7183.D1.8 Explain the fundamental concepts of an information system, including the life cycle, 
components, and flow of information within an organization. 

7183.D1.9 Summarize how informatics can support the organization, including general 
management, operations, human resources, and financial management. 

7183.D1.10 Discuss the importance of security within informatics, including its application in 
various aspects of the computing disciplines. 

7183.D1.11 Discuss the importance of ethics, bias, and effective dissemination of technological 
knowledge. 

Domain Programming Basics 

7183.D2.1 Identify the standard documentation tools of displaying algorithms such as 
pseudocode, flowchart symbols and UML. 

7183.D2.2 Apply basic logical structures, file handling, matrices, and arrays to program 
algorithms. 

7183.D2.3 Apply truth tables, Boolean logic, control structures, relational and logical operators 
to program algorithms 

7183.D2.4 Use set theory and logic gate theory to develop program algorithms. 

7183.D2.5 Document and express code and algorithms in an easily understandable manner using 
tools such as data flow diagrams, flowcharts, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, 
and state tables. 

7183.D2.6 Develop a simple program and/or script using a compiled, object-oriented scripting 
language like Python. 

7183.D2.7 Compare key techniques to visually represent data such as graphs, charts and tables. 

7183.D2.8 Create applications that interact with users, demonstrating proper formatting of data. 

7183.D2.9 Apply base numbering systems techniques to convert numeric data to any base 
numbering format, including binary, decimal, and hexadecimal. 

7183.D2.10 Identify the uses of various programming and scripting languages in computer 
systems. 

7183.D2.11 Compare and Contrast software development methodologies as it pertains to 
software development and problem solving. 

7183.D2.12 Discuss the concepts and justifications for using secure design techniques. 

7183.D2.13 Demonstrate secure code by means of data validation. 

7183.D2.14 Describe the different methods for encoding data such as BCD, 1’s complement, 2’s 
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complement, ASCII, and Unicode. 

7183.D2.15 Describe the components of a computer architecture. 

7183.D2.16 Understand and implement the fundamentals of Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) suitable for Python development. 

7183.D2.17 Successfully identify and debug errors in Python applications produced by themselves 
or others. 

7183.D2.18 Use puzzles and games to enhance problem-solving skills. 

7183.D2.19 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving methodologies. 

7183.D2.20 Show the ability to delegate tasks into user defined procedures for the purpose of 
efficiency. 

 

Information Technology Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7180 

Course Description Information Technology Fundamentals provides the necessary competencies required 
for an entry-level Information Technology professional. Students will have the 
knowledge required to assemble components based on customer requirements, 
install, configure and maintain devices/software for end users, understand the basics 
of networking and security, properly and safely diagnose, resolve and document 
common hardware and software issues while applying troubleshooting skills. 
Students will also learn appropriate customer support, understand the basics of 
virtualization, desktop imaging, and deployment. This course should also prepare 
students for the CompTia A+ Certification Exam. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ITSP 132, ITSP 134, ITSP 136 
VU: CMET 140, CMET 185, CMET 195 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications CompTia A+ 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Mobile Devices 

7180.D1.1 Apply appropriate installation and configuration of laptop hardware, accessories, 
ports, components and features. 

7180.D1.2 Describe characteristics of various types of other mobile devices. 
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7180.D1.3 Confirm basic mobile device network connectivity, application support, and device 
synchronization. 

Domain  Networking 

7180.D2.1 Identify wired and wireless networking protocols, ports, services provided by network 
hosts and network configuration concepts. 

7180.D2.2 Explain common networking hardware devices to include; Routers, Switches, Wireless 
Access Points and Firewalls. 

7180.D2.3 Build and configure a basic wired/wireless SOHO network. 

7180.D2.4 Assess Internet connection types, network types, basic cable types, common 
connector types, and their features. 

7180.D2.5 Examine the appropriate use of networking tools to include crimpers, cable strippers, 
multimer, tone generator and probe, cable tester, loopback plug, punchdown tool 
and WiFi analyzer. Install SOHO multifunctional devices and/or printers and configure 
appropriate settings. 

Domain Hardware 

7180.D3.1 Select the appropriate installation and configuration of various RAM types, storage 
devices, motherboards, CPU’s, and add-on cards. 

7180.D3.2 Explain the purposes and uses of various peripheral types and power supplies. 

7180.D3.3 Devise a plan to select and configure appropriate components for a custom PC 
configuration to meet customer specifications or needs. 

7180.D3.4 Apply appropriate installation and configuration of SOHO multifunction 
devices/printers and maintenance of various print technologies. 

7180.D3.5 Analyze common mobile device and printer issues; and common wired and wireless 
network problems. 

Domain Virtualization and Cloud Computing 

7180.D4.1 Investigate cloud computing concepts and the deployment and configuration of 
client-side virtualization. 

Domain  Troubleshooting  

7180.D5.1 Assess best practice methodologies to resolve problems related to network problems, 
motherboards, RAM, CPUs, power, hard drive, RAID arrays, video projector and 
display issues. 

Domain Operating Systems 

7180.D6.1 Compare common operating system types and their purposes including Microsoft 
Windows, Mac OS and Linux. 

7180.D6.2 Demonstrate general installation and configuration of common operating systems  
including upgrades. 

7180.D6.3 Evaluate common operating system features and tools, including scripting techniques. 

Domain Security 

7180.D7.1 Explain the importance of physical security measures, logical security concepts, 
wireless security protocols. and authentication methods. 

7180.D7.2 Differentiate social engineering, threats, and vulnerabilities; and the procedures to 
detect, remove and prevent malware using appropriate tools. 

7180.D7.3 Implement security best practices to secure a workstation, mobile devices, SOHO 
wired and wireless networks; and appropriate data destruction and disposal methods. 

7180.D8.1 Examine Microsoft Windows OS problems and resolve PC security issues to include 
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malware identification and removal. 

7180.D8.2 Analyze mobile OS and application issues and mobile application security issues. 

Domain Operational Procedures 

7180.D9.1 Explain best practices associated with types of documentation, basic change 
management, basic disaster prevention and recovery. 

7180.D9.2 Identify common computing safety procedures, environmental impacts and 
appropriate controls. 

7180.D9.3 Explain the processes for addressing prohibited content/activity, and privacy, 
licensing, and policy concepts. 

7180.D9.4 Apply proper communication techniques and professionalism. 

Domain CompTia A+ Certification 

7180.D10.1 Apply skills necessary to prepare for workforce employment. 

7180.D10.2 Examine the objectives of the certification objectives. 

7180.D10.3 Plan the approach to certification exam taking skills. 

7180.D10.4 Explore the skills required in preparation for the workforce and the certification 
exam. 

 
 
 

Networking and Cybersecurity Operations 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7181 

Course Description Advanced Information Technology will provide students with the fundamental 
concepts in networking and cybersecurity.  Students are introduced to the principles 
and concepts of computer networking, covering the architecture, components, and 
operations of routers and switches in a small network. Students learn how to 
configure a router and a switch for basic functionality. Students will be able to 
troubleshoot routers and switches and resolve common issues.  The students will also 
explore the field of Cyber Security/Information Assurance focusing on the technical 
and managerial aspects of the discipline. Students will be introduced to the basic 
terminology, concepts, and best practices of computer/network security and the roles 
and responsibilities of management/security personnel. The students will learn the 
technologies used and techniques involved in creating a secure computer networking 
environment including authentication and the types of attacks against an 
organization. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing; Information Technology Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: NETI 104, CSIA 105 

Postsecondary  
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Credential 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Networking 

7181.D1.1 Define the ISO OSI and TCP/IP network models, identifying applicable layers and their 
appropriate devices, protocols, services, and applications. 

7181.D1.2 Explain the configuration, characterization, characteristics, and application of network 
topologies, types, and technologies. 

7181.D1.3 Examine cloud computing concepts, purposes, and technologies. 

7181.D1.4 Implement network services such as DNS and DHCP. 

7181.D1.5 Determine the appropriate selection, cabling and/or wireless connection(s), and basic 
configuration solution(s) for applicable network implementations. 

7181.D1.6 Design IPv4 and IPv6 addressing schemes. Assess appropriate documentation, 
diagrams, business continuity, and disaster recovery concepts for a given scenario or 
scenarios. 

7181.D1.7 Identify appropriate network operations components such as use policies, best 
practices, remote access methods, scanning, monitoring, and patching. 

7181.D1.8 Assess appropriate devices, authentication and access controls, and detection and 
mitigation techniques to provide adequate network security under various conditions. 

7181.D1.9 Given a scenario, provide appropriate network troubleshooting and setup using 
industry standard tools for wired and wireless network devices and services. 

Domain Cybersecurity 

7181.D2.1 Use virtual machine technology to test security tools in a sandbox environment. 

7181.D2.2 Identify security threats to network services, devices, traffic and data. 

7181.D2.3 Use tools to secure network communications. 

7181.D2.4 Monitor the security infrastructure with current industry standard utilities. 

7181.D2.5 Discuss roles and responsibilities of information security personnel. 

7181.D2.6 Use cryptography and public key infrastructures to secure remote access, wireless, 
and virtual private networks. 

7181.D2.7 Implement “defense in depth” to shield against network attacks. 

7181.D2.8 Discuss computer forensics and incident response. 

7181.D2.9 Discuss basic characteristics of information. 

7181.D2.10 Discuss information security as it applies to application guidance, and policies. 

7181.D2.11 Describe the legal elements of investigative authorities in criminal prosecution, 
evidence collection, and evidence preservation. 

7181.D2.12 Understand the concepts of trust through assurance, mechanism, and policy. 

7181.D2.13 Understand the practical performance measures employed in designing security 
measures and programs. 

7181.D2.14 Describe and discuss administrative security procedural controls. 

7181.D2.15 Discuss the auditing and monitoring of security systems. 
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Cybersecurity Operations Capstone 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations: Cybersecurity 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7249 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Information Technology Fundamentals; Networking and Cybersecurity Operations 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CSIA 115, CSIA 210, CSIA 225, SVAD 111, CSIA 106 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Cyber Security and Network Operations, TC Cyber Security and Information 
Assurances (11.0401) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 115 Student Success in Computing and 
Informatics, MATH 136+ College Algebra or Higher 

Promoted Certifications CompTia Security+ 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Cybersecurity 

7249.D1.1 Use the command line for help, listing directories & files, and archiving files. 

7249.D1.2 Write basic shell scripts using Linux commands. 

7249.D1.3 Demonstrate knowledge of major operating systems and Linux distributions. 

7249.D1.4 Determining the basic requirements for a computer on a Local Area Network (LAN) 
and configure the network interface card (NIC). 

7249.D1.5 Create user accounts and groups and configure user passwords and user and group 
permissions. 

7249.D1.6 Demonstrate knowledge of devices and how they interact with the system. 

7249.D1.7 Configure devices using O.S. tools and commands. 

7249.D1.8 Describe how virtualization software works. 

7249.D1.9 Identify categories of virtualization software. 

7249.D1.10 Select a virtualization software product based its features and system requirements. 

7249.D1.11 Work with the administrative virtualization software consoles. 

7249.D1.12 Use virtualization software to create and run virtual machines. 

7249.D1.13 Install virtualization software. 

7249.D1.14 Troubleshoot and repair systems using virtualization software. 

7249.D2.1 Explain role of Cybersecurity Operations Analyst. 

7249.D2.2 Utilize Operating Systems features needed to support cybersecurity analyses. 

7249.D2.3 Explain the operation of network infrastructure and classify the various network 
attacks. 

7249.D2.4 Analyze the operation of network protocols and services and use monitoring tools to 
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identify attacks. 

7249.D2.5 Use various methods to prevent malicious access to computer hosts and data. 

7249.D2.6 Explain the impact of cryptography on network security monitoring. 

7249.D2.7 Explain how to investigate and evaluate endpoint vulnerabilities and network security 
alerts. 

7249.D2.8 Use virtual machines to implement, evaluate, and analyze cybersecurity threat 
events. 

7249.D2.9 Analyze network intrusion data to identify compromised hosts and vulnerabilities. 

7249.D2.10 Apply incident response model (CSIRSTs and NIST) to manage security incidents. 

7249.D2.11 Understand how a SOC team detects and responds to security incidents, and how 
they protect their organization’s information from modern threats. 

7249.D2.12 Understand further how modern organizations are dealing with detecting and 
responding to cybercrime, cyberespionage, insider threats, advanced persistent 
threats, regulatory requirements, and other cybersecurity issues facing their 
organizations and their customers. 

7249.D3.1 Develop an understanding of basic IP packet structures. 

7249.D3.2 Explore and explain the Data Link and Network Layer Protocols examining 
packet/frame types, hardware addresses, and the Neighbor Discovery Protocol. 

7249.D3.3 Analyze routing and routed protocols with considerations for both IPv4 and IPv6 
protocols and behaviors. 

7249.D3.4 Examine ICMP testing and troubleshooting methods, security issues, and ICMP 
message types and codes. 

7249.D3.5 Explain how neighbor discovery works on IPv6 networks. 

7249.D3.6 Describe various auto-addressing schemes and mechanisms used on IPv4 and IPv6 
networks. 

7249.D3.7 Explain key services used to resolve symbolic, human-readable network names, and 
addresses into machine-intelligible network addresses. 

7249.D3.8 Examine the common and appropriate uses of the TCP and UDP protocols. 

7249.D3.9 Describe issues and techniques that apply when IPv4 and IPv6 must coexist on the 
same networks. 

7249.D3.10 Examine tunneling mechanisms and protocols. 

7249.D3.11 Understand, plan, deploy, and use IPv6 on modern TCP/IP networks. 

7249.D3.12 Appraise general network security basics with a particular emphasis on IP security 
topics. 

7249.D3.13 Review key topics including perimeter security, infrastructure security, and host 
device security. 

7249.D4.1 Demonstrate use of resources to perform system footprinting and enumeration. 

7249.D4.2 Discuss the characteristics of Trojans, Viruses and worms. 

7249.D4.3 Use sniffing tools to glean information about a network and demonstrate how social 
engineering and phishing work. 

7249.D4.4 Defend against denial of service attacks and vulnerabilities associated with buffer 
overflows. 

7249.D4.5 Hack Web servers and database servers and use password-cracking techniques. 

7249.D4.6 Identify and protect against Web application vulnerabilities. 
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7249.D4.7 Hack Linux, Macintosh, routers, cable modems, firewalls, mobile devices, Bluetooth 
devices, RFID and USB devices. 

7249.D4.8 Determine security policies for Linux, Macintosh, routers, cable modems, firewalls, 
mobile devices, Bluetooth devices, RFID and USB devices 

7249.D4.9 Hack wireless networks and discuss physical security. 

7249.D4.10 Evade IDS and Firewalls and detect the existence of honey pots. 

7249.D4.11 Apply data security and controls and use basic cryptography for secure 
communications. 

 
 
 

IT Support Capstone 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations: Support 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7245 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Information Technology Fundamentals; Networking and Cybersecurity Operations 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SVAD 121, SVAD 111, ITSP 175, DBMS 110 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Information Technology: Help Desk, TC Information Technology Support 
(11.1006) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 115 Student Success in Computing and 
Informatics 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain IT Support 

7245.D1.1 Perform and troubleshoot an unattended installation of Windows servers and clients. 

7245.D1.2 Deploy service packs and other critical updates. 

7245.D1.3 Configure, troubleshoot, and control access to system resources such as files, 
printers, and web sites. 

7245.D1.4 Manage and troubleshoot the use and synchronization of offline files. 

7245.D1.5 Monitor and optimize usage of system resources, disk performance, compression, 
and quotas. 

7245.D1.6 Manage, recover, and optimize availability of processes, System State data, and user 
data. 

7245.D1.7 Configure and manage user profiles. 

7245.D1.8 Manage applications by using Windows Installer packages. 

7245.D1.9 Install, configure, and troubleshoot shared and remote access, virtual private network 
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(VPN), and network protocols. 

7245.D1.10 Configure and troubleshoot accessibility services. 

7245.D1.11 Configure and troubleshoot the TCP/IP protocol. 

7245.D1.12 Encrypt data on a hard disk by using Encrypting File System (EFS). 

7245.D1.13 Implement, configure, manage, and troubleshoot policies in a Windows environment, 
including auditing, local accounts and security. 

7245.D2.1 Use the command line for help, listing directories & files, and archiving files. 

7245.D2.2 Write basic shell scripts using Linux commands. 

7245.D2.3 Demonstrate knowledge of major operating systems and Linux distributions. 

7245.D2.4 Determining the basic requirements for a computer on a Local Area Network (LAN) 
and 

7245.D2.5 configure the network interface card (NIC). 

7245.D2.6 Create user accounts and groups and configure user passwords and user and group 

7245.D2.7 permissions. 

7245.D2.8 Demonstrate knowledge of devices and how they interact with the system. 

7245.D2.9 Configure devices using O.S. tools and commands. 

7245.D2.10 Describe how virtualization software works. 

7245.D2.11 Identify categories of virtualization software. 

7245.D2.12 Select a virtualization software product based on its features and system 
requirements. 

7245.D2.13 Work with the administrative virtualization software consoles. 

7245.D2.14 Use virtualization software to create and run virtual machines. 

7245.D2.15 Install virtualization software. 

7245.D2.16 Troubleshoot and repair systems using virtualization software. 

7245.D3.1 Explain the evolution of help desk technical support as a profession in the IT industry. 

7245.D3.2 Describe the roles and operations of different levels of IT customer support agents. 

7245.D3.3 Define responsibilities and skill sets required to support a customer service help desk. 

7245.D3.4 Recognize the most common practices used in help desk operations and how their 
performance is measured to improve quality support. 

7245.D3.5 Identify and explore the tools and technology used in an IT customer help desk 
environment including appropriate ticketing systems. 

7245.D3.6 Exhibit proficiency using the features and functionality of a helpdesk ticketing system. 

7245.D3.7 Demonstrate professionalism in working with end users. 

7245.D3.8 Develop work habits that promote organization and personal success. 

7245.D3.9 Exhibit proper written and oral documentation and communication skills required of a 
help desk technician including training users in both internal and external 
environments. 

7245.D3.10 Demonstrate proper troubleshooting techniques using problem-solving and critical-
thinking skills. 

7245.D3.11 Investigate methods of user needs analysis and assessment to select appropriate 
customer solutions. 

7245.D4.1 Define data and evaluate its need for decision-making in a business setting. 

7245.D4.2 Identify, define or describe the types and nature of databases in a business setting. 
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7245.D4.3 Compare and contrast the general structure and organization of relational, 
hierarchical, and network database structures. 

7245.D4.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the relational data model. 

7245.D4.5 Given a scenario, plan, design, create and modify a database schema. 

7245.D4.6 Document a database by creating entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs), describing the 
field names, field types, and relationships among tables. 

7245.D4.7 Demonstrate an understanding of normalization techniques in the design of 
databases utilizing 1NF, 2NF, & 3NF. 

7245.D4.8 Define and describe higher normal forms. 

7245.D4.9 Discover unstructured data techniques including Key-pair and JSON. 

7245.D4.10 Retrieve, insert, update, and manipulate data using SQL commands. 

7245.D4.11 Define stored procedures, triggers, views and functions. 

7245.D4.12 Identify data integrity and security requirements. 

7245.D4.13 Discuss the concepts and use of big data, data warehousing, and data mining. 

7245.D4.14 Discuss the use and implementation of distributed database systems. 

7245.D4.15 Explore job opportunities in data analytics. 

 

Cloud and Server Operations Capstone 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations: Cloud and Server 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7247 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Information Technology Fundamentals; Networking and Cybersecurity Operations 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DBMS 110, INFM 209, INFM 219 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Informatics 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Cloud Computing  

7247.D1.1 Perform and troubleshoot an unattended installation of Windows servers and clients. 

7247.D1.2 Deploy service packs and other critical updates. 

7247.D1.3 Configure, troubleshoot, and control access to system resources such as files, 
printers, and web sites. 
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7247.D1.4 Manage and troubleshoot the use and synchronization of offline files. 

7247.D1.5 Monitor and optimize usage of system resources, disk performance, compression, 
and quotas. 

7247.D1.6 Manage, recover, and optimize availability of processes, System State data, and user 
data. 

7247.D1.7 Configure and manage user profiles. 

7247.D1.8 Manage applications by using Windows Installer packages. 

7247.D1.9 Install, configure, and troubleshoot shared and remote access, virtual private network 
(VPN), and network protocols. 

7247.D1.10 Configure and troubleshoot accessibility services. 

7247.D1.11 Configure and troubleshoot the TCP/IP protocol. 

7247.D1.12 Encrypt data on a hard disk by using Encrypting File System (EFS). 

7247.D1.13 Implement, configure, manage, and troubleshoot policies in a Windows environment, 
including auditing, local accounts and security. 

7247.D2.1 Use the command line for help, listing directories & files, and archiving files. 

7247.D2.2 Write basic shell scripts using Linux commands. 

7247.D2.3 Demonstrate knowledge of major operating systems and Linux distributions. 

7247.D2.4 Determining the basic requirements for a computer on a Local Area Network (LAN) 
and 

7247.D2.5 configure the network interface card (NIC). 

7247.D2.6 Create user accounts and groups and configure user passwords and user and group 

7247.D2.7 permissions. 

7247.D2.8 Demonstrate knowledge of devices and how they interact with the system. 

7247.D2.9 Configure devices using O.S. tools and commands. 

7247.D2.10 Describe how virtualization software works. 

7247.D2.11 Identify categories of virtualization software. 

7247.D2.12 Select a virtualization software product based its features and system requirements. 

7247.D2.13 Work with the administrative virtualization software consoles. 

7247.D2.14 Use virtualization software to create and run virtual machines. 

7247.D2.15 Install virtualization software. 

7247.D2.16 Troubleshoot and repair systems using virtualization software. 

7247.D3.1 Describe cloud deployment models 

7247.D3.2 Describe a cloud-based global infrastructure 

7247.D3.3 Identify elements of the Total Cost of Ownership 

7247.D3.4 Describe the Shared Responsibility model between the customer and cloud provider 

7247.D3.5 Create and configure a virtual private cloud environment 

7247.D3.6 Create and configure server instances and storage volumes 

7247.D3.7 Discuss methods for implementing security in the cloud 

7247.D3.8 Discuss different database solutions and discuss best use cases of each 

7247.D3.9 Explain how load balancing and high availability are achieved in the cloud 

7247.D3.10 List and explain the principles of a well-architected design 
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Information Technology 

Networking  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7183 Principles of 
Computing 

7180 Information 
Technology 
Fundamentals 

7182 Networking 
Fundamentals 

 7251 Networking 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Computing 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7183 

Course Description Principles of Computing provides students the opportunity to explore how computers 
can be used in a wide variety of settings.  The course will begin by exploring trends of 
computing and the necessary skills to implement information systems.  Topics include 
operating systems, database technology, cybersecurity, cloud implementations and 
other concepts associated with applying the principles of good information 
management to the organization. Students will also have the opportunity to utilize 
basic programming skills to develop scripts designed to solve problems.  Students will 
learn about algorithms, logic development and flowcharting. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 120, INFM 109 
VU: COMP 177 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Computing Basics 

7183.D1.1 Discuss different aspects of the nature of information from a human and mechanical 
standpoint. 

7183.D1.2 Demonstrate awareness of the history of computing. 

7183.D1.3 Demonstrate a working knowledge of computer hardware basics and the ability to 
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use the available productivity software. 

7183.D1.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of Software, different categories, and how it is developed. 

7183.D1.5 Understand cloud computing, virtualization, and the Internet 

7183.D1.6 Discuss the basic use of data visualization, statistics, and reporting within an 
organization. 

7183.D1.7 Discuss the concepts of logical and physical data storage as they apply locally and in 
the cloud, including the use of database structures and storage area network 
technology. 

7183.D1.8 Explain the fundamental concepts of an information system, including the life cycle, 
components, and flow of information within an organization. 

7183.D1.9 Summarize how informatics can support the organization, including general 
management, operations, human resources, and financial management. 

7183.D1.10 Discuss the importance of security within informatics, including its application in 
various aspects of the computing disciplines. 

7183.D1.11 Discuss the importance of ethics, bias, and effective dissemination of technological 
knowledge. 

Domain Programming Basics 

7183.D2.1 Identify the standard documentation tools of displaying algorithms such as 
pseudocode, flowchart symbols and UML. 

7183.D2.2 Apply basic logical structures, file handling, matrices, and arrays to program 
algorithms. 

7183.D2.3 Apply truth tables, Boolean logic, control structures, relational and logical operators 
to program algorithms 

7183.D2.4 Use set theory and logic gate theory to develop program algorithms. 

7183.D2.5 Document and express code and algorithms in an easily understandable manner using 
tools such as data flow diagrams, flowcharts, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, 
and state tables. 

7183.D2.6 Develop a simple program and/or script using a compiled, object-oriented scripting 
language like Python. 

7183.D2.7 Compare key techniques to visually represent data such as graphs, charts and tables. 

7183.D2.8 Create applications that interact with users, demonstrating proper formatting of data. 

7183.D2.9 Apply base numbering systems techniques to convert numeric data to any base 
numbering format, including binary, decimal, and hexadecimal. 

7183.D2.10 Identify the uses of various programming and scripting languages in computer 
systems. 

7183.D2.11 Compare and Contrast software development methodologies as it pertains to 
software development and problem solving. 

7183.D2.12 Discuss the concepts and justifications for using secure design techniques. 

7183.D2.13 Demonstrate secure code by means of data validation. 

7183.D2.14 Describe the different methods for encoding data such as BCD, 1’s complement, 2’s 
complement, ASCII, and Unicode. 

7183.D2.15 Describe the components of a computer architecture. 

7183.D2.16 Understand and implement the fundamentals of Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) suitable for Python development. 

7183.D2.17 Successfully identify and debug errors in Python applications produced by themselves 
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or others. 

7183.D2.18 Use puzzles and games to enhance problem-solving skills. 

7183.D2.19 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving methodologies. 

7183.D2.20 Show the ability to delegate tasks into user defined procedures for the purpose of 
efficiency. 

 

Information Technology Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study IT Operations 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7180 

Course Description Information Technology Fundamentals provides the necessary competencies required 
for an entry-level Information Technology professional. Students will have the 
knowledge required to assemble components based on customer requirements, 
install, configure and maintain devices/software for end users, understand the basics 
of networking and security, properly and safely diagnose, resolve and document 
common hardware and software issues while applying troubleshooting skills. 
Students will also learn appropriate customer support, understand the basics of 
virtualization, desktop imaging, and deployment. This course should also prepare 
students for the CompTia A+ Certification Exam. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: ITSP 132, ITSP 134, ITSP 136 
VU: CMET 140, CMET 185, CMET 195 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications CompTia A+ 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Mobile Devices 

7180.D1.1 Apply appropriate installation and configuration of laptop hardware, accessories, 
ports, components and features. 

7180.D1.2 Describe characteristics of various types of other mobile devices. 

7180.D1.3 Confirm basic mobile device network connectivity, application support, and device 
synchronization. 

Networking  

7180.D2.1 Identify wired and wireless networking protocols, ports, services provided by network 
hosts and network configuration concepts. 
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7180.D2.2 Explain common networking hardware devices to include; Routers, Switches, Wireless 
Access Points and Firewalls. 

7180.D2.3 Build and configure a basic wired/wireless SOHO network. 

7180.D2.4 Assess Internet connection types, network types, basic cable types, common 
connector types, and their features. 

7180.D2.5 Examine the appropriate use of networking tools to include crimpers, cable strippers, 
multimer, tone generator and probe, cable tester, loopback plug, punchdown tool 
and WiFi analyzer. Install SOHO multifunctional devices and/or printers and configure 
appropriate settings. 

Domain Hardware 

7180.D3.1 Select the appropriate installation and configuration of various RAM types, storage 
devices, motherboards, CPU’s, and add-on cards. 

7180.D3.2 Explain the purposes and uses of various peripheral types and power supplies. 

7180.D3.3 Devise a plan to select and configure appropriate components for a custom PC 
configuration to meet customer specifications or needs. 

7180.D3.4 Apply appropriate installation and configuration of SOHO multifunction 
devices/printers and maintenance of various print technologies. 

7180.D3.5 Analyze common mobile device and printer issues; and common wired and wireless 
network problems. 

Domain Virtualization and Cloud Computing 

7180.D4.1 Investigate cloud computing concepts and the deployment and configuration of 
client-side virtualization. 

Domain Troubleshooting 

7180.D5.1 Assess best practice methodologies to resolve problems related to network problems, 
motherboards, RAM, CPUs, power, hard drive, RAID arrays, video projector and 
display issues. 

Domain Operating Systems 

7180.D6.1 Compare common operating system types and their purposes including Microsoft 
Windows, Mac OS and Linux. 

7180.D6.2 Demonstrate general installation and configuration of common operating systems  
including upgrades. 

7180.D6.3 Evaluate common operating system features and tools, including scripting techniques. 

Domain Security 

7180.D7.1 Explain the importance of physical security measures, logical security concepts, 
wireless security protocols. and authentication methods. 

7180.D7.2 Differentiate social engineering, threats, and vulnerabilities; and the procedures to 
detect, remove and prevent malware using appropriate tools. 

7180.D7.3 Implement security best practices to secure a workstation, mobile devices, SOHO 
wired and wireless networks; and appropriate data destruction and disposal methods. 

7180.D8.1 Examine Microsoft Windows OS problems and resolve PC security issues to include 
malware identification and removal. 

7180.D8.2 Analyze mobile OS and application issues and mobile application security issues. 

Domain Operational Procedures 

7180.D9.1 Explain best practices associated with types of documentation, basic change 
management, basic disaster prevention and recovery. 
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7180.D9.2 Identify common computing safety procedures, environmental impacts and 
appropriate controls. 

7180.D9.3 Explain the processes for addressing prohibited content/activity, and privacy, 
licensing, and policy concepts. 

7180.D9.4 Apply proper communication techniques and professionalism. 

Domain CompTia A+ Certification 

7180.D10.1 Apply skills necessary to prepare for workforce employment. 

7180.D10.2 Examine the objectives of the certification objectives. 

7180.D10.3 Plan the approach to certification exam taking skills. 

7180.D10.4 Explore the skills required in preparation for the workforce and the certification 
exam. 

 

 

Networking Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Networking 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7182 

Course Description Networking Fundamentals describes, explores and demonstrates how a network 
operates in our everyday lives. The course covers the technical pieces and parts of a 
network and also societal implications such as security and data integrity. Using 
hands-on lab work, this course offers students the critical information needed for a 
role as an Information Technology professional who support computer networks. 
Concepts covered include the TCP/IP model, OS administration, designing a network 
topology, configuring the TCP/IP protocols, managing network devices and clients, 
configuring routers and switches, wireless technology and troubleshooting. Provides 
students the ability to implement, administer, and troubleshoot information systems 
that incorporate the Microsoft Windows clients and servers in an enterprise 
environment. Students will be introduced to managing applications, files, folders, and 
devices in a windows active directory environment. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computers and Informatics; and Information Technology Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: NETI 109, SVAD 121 
VU: CMET 215, CPNS 170 or CPNS 175 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Networking Infrastructure (11.0901) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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 In Progress – Will be available by 4/16/21 
 
 
 

Networking Capstone 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Networking 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7251 

Course Description Networking Capstone includes hands-on lab work, and a wide array of assessment 
types and tools. The course covers the architecture, components, and operations of 
routers and switches in small networks and introduces wireless local area networks 
(WLAN) and security concepts. Students learn how to configure and troubleshoot 
routers and switches for advanced functionality using security best practices and 
resolve common issues with protocols in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The course 
also emphasizes network security concepts and introduces network virtualization and 
automation. Students learn how to configure, troubleshoot, and secure enterprise 
network devices and understand how application programming interfaces (API) and 
configuration management tools enable network automation. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Website and Database Development and Software Development 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SVAD 111, NETI 119, NETI 209, NETI 219 
VU: CPNS 101, CPNS 102, ELEC 130, ELEC 105, CMET 220 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Networking Infrastructure (11.0901) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications CCNA 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available for the 2022-2023 school year. 
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Information Technology 

Software Development  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7183 Principles of 
Computing 

7185 Website and 
Database 
Development 

7184 Software 
Development 

 7253 Software 
Development 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Computing 
Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study  

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7183 

Course Description Principles of Computing provides students the opportunity to explore how computers 
can be used in a wide variety of settings.  The course will begin by exploring trends of 
computing and the necessary skills to implement information systems.  Topics include 
operating systems, database technology, cybersecurity, cloud implementations and 
other concepts associated with applying the principles of good information 
management to the organization. Students will also have the opportunity to utilize 
basic programming skills to develop scripts designed to solve problems.  Students will 
learn about algorithms, logic development and flowcharting. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 120, INFM 109 
VU: COMP 177 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Computing Basics 

7183.D1.1 Discuss different aspects of the nature of information from a human and mechanical 
standpoint. 

7183.D1.2 Demonstrate awareness of the history of computing. 

7183.D1.3 Demonstrate a working knowledge of computer hardware basics and the ability to 
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use the available productivity software. 

7183.D1.4 Demonstrate a knowledge of Software, different categories, and how it is developed. 

7183.D1.5 Understand cloud computing, virtualization, and the Internet 

7183.D1.6 Discuss the basic use of data visualization, statistics, and reporting within an 
organization. 

7183.D1.7 Discuss the concepts of logical and physical data storage as they apply locally and in 
the cloud, including the use of database structures and storage area network 
technology. 

7183.D1.8 Explain the fundamental concepts of an information system, including the life cycle, 
components, and flow of information within an organization. 

7183.D1.9 Summarize how informatics can support the organization, including general 
management, operations, human resources, and financial management. 

7183.D1.10 Discuss the importance of security within informatics, including its application in 
various aspects of the computing disciplines. 

7183.D1.11 Discuss the importance of ethics, bias, and effective dissemination of technological 
knowledge. 

Domain Programming Basics 

7183.D2.1 Identify the standard documentation tools of displaying algorithms such as 
pseudocode, flowchart symbols and UML. 

7183.D2.2 Apply basic logical structures, file handling, matrices, and arrays to program 
algorithms. 

7183.D2.3 Apply truth tables, Boolean logic, control structures, relational and logical operators 
to program algorithms 

7183.D2.4 Use set theory and logic gate theory to develop program algorithms. 

7183.D2.5 Document and express code and algorithms in an easily understandable manner using 
tools such as data flow diagrams, flowcharts, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, 
and state tables. 

7183.D2.6 Develop a simple program and/or script using a compiled, object-oriented scripting 
language like Python. 

7183.D2.7 Compare key techniques to visually represent data such as graphs, charts and tables. 

7183.D2.8 Create applications that interact with users, demonstrating proper formatting of data. 

7183.D2.9 Apply base numbering systems techniques to convert numeric data to any base 
numbering format, including binary, decimal, and hexadecimal. 

7183.D2.10 Identify the uses of various programming and scripting languages in computer 
systems. 

7183.D2.11 Compare and Contrast software development methodologies as it pertains to 
software development and problem solving. 

7183.D2.12 Discuss the concepts and justifications for using secure design techniques. 

7183.D2.13 Demonstrate secure code by means of data validation. 

7183.D2.14 Describe the different methods for encoding data such as BCD, 1’s complement, 2’s 
complement, ASCII, and Unicode. 

7183.D2.15 Describe the components of a computer architecture. 

7183.D2.16 Understand and implement the fundamentals of Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) suitable for Python development. 

7183.D2.17 Successfully identify and debug errors in Python applications produced by themselves 
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or others. 

7183.D2.18 Use puzzles and games to enhance problem-solving skills. 

7183.D2.19 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving methodologies. 

7183.D2.20 Show the ability to delegate tasks into user defined procedures for the purpose of 
efficiency. 

 

Website and Database Development 

Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Software Dev 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7185 

Course Description Website and Database Development will provide students a basic understanding of 
the essential Web and Database skills and business practices that directly relate to 
Internet technologies used in Web site and Database design and development. 
Students will learn to develop Web sites using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). Additionally students will be introduced to the basic 
concepts of databases including types of databases, general database environments, 
database design, normalization and development of tables, queries, reports, and 
applications. Students will be familiarized with the use of ANSI Standard Structured 
Query Language. Students will be introduced to data concepts such as data 
warehousing, data mining, and BIG Data. Students will develop a business 
application using database software such as Microsoft Access. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 153, DBMS 110 
VU: COMP 107, COMP 185 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Software Development (11.0101) 
CG Information Technology (11.0103) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, COMM 101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking, 
IVYT 115 Student Success in Computing and Informatics, MATH 136+ College Algebra 
or Higher 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition I, ENGL 102 English Composition II, MATH 103 
Quantitative Reasoning 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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Domain Website Development 

7185.D1.1 Identify and define important evolutionary changes in modern markup and style 
languages. 

7185.D1.2 Define and apply essential semantic and logical elements of HTML. 

7185.D1.3 Use CSS to apply style to a single HTML element, a single Web page, and an entire 
Web site. 

7185.D1.4 Create wireframes for a variety of viewports including mobile and desktop. 

7185.D1.5 Write valid and responsive HTML and CSS code based on a wireframe. 

7185.D1.6 Develop Web pages and sites using current industry and W3C standards without the 
support of WYSIWYG software. 

7185.D1.7 Understand appropriate application of Tables to complete web sites. 

7185.D1.8 Develop Web pages and sites that follow the “Mobile First” and “Responsive Web 
Design” (RWD) approach to Web development. 

7185.D1.9 Identify essential ethical and legal issues in developing and maintaining a Web site. 

7185.D1.10 Apply the phases of the SDLC and the principles of project management to design, 
develop, test, implement, and maintain a Web site. 

7185.D1.11 Use Creative Commons licensing and attributions to offer usage rights, reserve other 
rights, and comply with existing copyright licenses for images and multimedia 
elements on a Web site. 

7185.D1.12 Apply common techniques to improve search engine rankings and enhance the 
marketing of a Web site. 

7185.D1.13 Trace and explain programs in JavaScript or other client-side scripting languages 
encoding operators, variables, arrays, control structures, events, and functions.  

7185.D1.14 Explain the behavior of HTTP including GET and POST. 

7185.D1.15 Examine secure programming including HTTPS and languages such as SQL injections. 

Domain Database Design and Management 

7185.D2.1 Define data and evaluate its need for decision-making in a business setting. 

7185.D2.2 Identify, define or describe the types and nature of databases in a business setting. 

7185.D2.3 Compare and contrast the general structure and organization of relational, 
hierarchical, and network database structures. 

7185.D2.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the relational data model. 

7185.D2.5 Given a scenario, plan, design, create and modify a database schema. 

7185.D2.6 Document a database by creating entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs), describing the 
field names, field types, and relationships among tables. 

7185.D2.7 Apply normalization techniques to the design of databases, and define and describe 
the 1NF, 2NF, 3NF, and BCNF. 

7185.D2.8 Define and describe higher normal forms. 

7185.D2.9 Discover unstructured data techniques including Key-pair and JSON. 

7185.D2.10 Retrieve, insert, update, and manipulate data using SQL commands. 

7185.D2.11 Create and manage tables and data bases using an integrated environment like SQL 
Management Studio. 

7185.D2.12 Successfully identify and debug errors in SQL queries. 

7185.D2.13 Create and manage user roles on a SQL database server. 

7185.D2.14 Define stored procedures, triggers, views and functions. 
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7185.D2.15 Identify data integrity and security requirements. 

7185.D2.16 Discuss the concepts and use of big data, data warehousing, and data mining. 

7185.D2.17 Discuss the use and implementation of distributed database systems. 
 
 
 

Software Development 

Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Software Dev 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7184 

Course Description Software Development introduces students to concepts and practices of 
programming languages and software development. Students are introduced to 
algorithms and development tools used to document/implement computer logic. 
Discusses the history of software development, the different types of programming 
such as real time processing, web/database applications, and different program 
development environments. Concepts will be applied using different programming 
languages, and students will develop and test working programs in an integrated 
system. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Computing 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 140 
VU: COMP 203 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

TC Software Development (11.0101) 
CG Information Technology (11.0103) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, COMM 101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking, 
IVYT 115 Student Success in Computing and Informatics, MATH 136+ College Algebra 
or Higher 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition I, ENGL 102 English Composition II, MATH 103 
Quantitative Reasoning 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Software Development 

7184.D1.1 Distinguish between systems software and application software. 

7184.D1.2 Compare and utilize compilers, interpreters and code generators. 
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7184.D1.3 Describe and explain the use of variables, constants and data types used in 
programming. 

7184.D1.4 Identify and use control structures. 

7184.D1.5 Understand the fundamentals of programming using Object Oriented Programming 
Concepts. 

7184.D1.6 Learn to use a current industry standard IDE. 

7184.D1.7 Demonstrate the ability to pseudocode and use design logic for applications requiring 
end-user input. 

7184.D1.8 Understand assignment operators, variables, string, and arithmetic operations. 

7184.D1.9 Demonstrate the use of conditionals to logically program applications per provided 
specifications. 

7184.D1.10 Explain abstraction, modularization, functions and parameter passing in 
programming. 

7184.D1.11 Write, perform use-case testing, debug and document programs in an integrated 
development environment. 

7184.D1.12 Develop competence in the techniques of systematic problem analysis, algorithm 
development, program construction and documentation. 

7184.D1.13 Apply the phases and design concepts of software development life cycle (SDLC), 
including version controls. 

7184.D1.14 Gain an understanding of the basic concepts of best practice user-interface design. 

7184.D1.15 Understand industry-standard software engineering tools. 

7184.D1.16 Understand social, legal and ethical issues in software engineering. 

7184.D1.17 Examine basic concepts related to secure programming. 

7184.D1.18 Examine the use of software repositories and collaboration tools in software 
development. 

 
 
 

Software Development Capstone 

Career Cluster Information Technology 

Program of Study Software Dev 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7253 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Website and Database Development and Software Development 

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: SDEV 250, SDEV 253, SDEV 200, 210, 220, 230 or 240 
VU: COMP 257 or COMP 275, CNET 151 
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Postsecondary Credential TC Software Development (11.0101) 
CG Information Technology (11.0103) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, COMM 101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking, 
IVYT 115 Student Success in Computing and Informatics, MATH 136+ College 
Algebra or Higher 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition I, ENGL 102 English Composition II, MATH 103 
Quantitative Reasoning 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Advanced Software Development 

7253.D1.1 Identify key concepts of object-oriented programming. 

7253.D1.2 Program in Java-based classes, objects, and inheritance. 

7253.D1.3 Create applets for Web applications. 

7253.D1.4 Create applications for working with Web databases. 

7253.D1.5 Understand the design and implementation of classes using inheritance and 
polymorphism. 

7253.D1.6 Understand the use and implementation of interfaces. 

7253.D1.7 Understand how to handle user and coding errors using expressions. 

7253.D1.8 Understand and work with the implementation of Linked List data structures. 

7253.D1.9 Be familiar with the Stack and Queue data structures. 

7253.D1.10 Be exposed to the Java Collections interface. 

7253.D2.1 Apply the Visual Studio Integrated development environment (IDE) functionality to 
create console, desktop, and web based (ASPX) software applications. 

7253.D2.2 Explain the philosophy, structure, and foundations of the .NET framework. 

7253.D2.3 Describe and create applications using factoring and object-oriented programming 
(OOP) concepts. 

7253.D2.4 Implement projects that interact with Windows functionality. 

7253.D2.5 Apply programming structures, data types, naming, and best practice concepts. 

7253.D2.6 Apply methods and techniques to find (debug), prevent errors, and trap exceptions 
in projects. 

7253.D2.7 Implement Visual Basic projects using various control objects in desktop and web 
based projects. 

7253.D2.8 Implement collection objects including arrays in projects. 

7253.D2.9 Apply programming objects that interact with files, file systems, and the network. 

7253.D2.10 Create projects that interact with databases objects including the LINQ class. 

7253.D2.11 Implement projects using graphics and multimedia. 

7253.D3.1 Create programs using the basic structure of the Python language including 
variables, constants and character strings, arithmetic operators, expressions and 
control statements. 

7253.D3.2 Create programs using Python-based classes, objects, and inheritance 

7253.D3.3 Use functions in programs 

7253.D3.4 Use lists, tuples, dictionaries and sets in programs. 
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7253.D3.5 Use searching, sorting, and complexity analysis in programs. 

7253.D3.6 Evaluate the importance of using tools for design, documentation and testing. 

7253.D3.7 Demonstrate how to utilize collections, arrays, and linked structures such as stacks, 
queues, and lists. 

7253.D3.8 Create applications using recursive functions. 

7253.D3.9 Evaluate, test and debug Python programs. 

7253.D3.10 Create applications using GUI Programming. 

7253.D3.11 Discuss Linked lists, stacks, queues, binary search trees. 

7253.D4.1 Design programs utilizing class and data abstraction. 

7253.D4.2 Understand and use the basic programming constructs of C++. 

7253.D4.3 Describe the various classifications of I/O streams. 

7253.D4.4 Manipulate various C++ datatypes, such as arrays, strings, and pointers. 

7253.D4.5 Describe and utilize C++ searching and sorting techniques. 

7253.D4.6 Isolate and fix common errors in C++ programs. 

7253.D4.7 Demonstrate an understanding and proper use of exception handling and recursive 
functions. 

7253.D4.8 Use memory appropriately, including proper allocation/deallocation procedures. 

7253.D4.9 Apply object-oriented approaches to software problems in C++. 

7253.D4.10 Demonstrate an understanding of linked lists, stacks, and queues. 

7253.D4.11 Design programs showing an understanding of inheritance and composition. 

7253.D4.12 Design, code, edit, compile, test, and debug advanced level C++ language programs 
or Software Design Using C#. 

7253.D4.13 Construct proper C# programming statements correctly using variables, constants, 
character strings, arithmetic operators, expressions and statements. 

7253.D4.14 Use control structures and methods in programs. 

7253.D4.15 Design and implement user defined methods for satisfying stated programming 
objectives. 

7253.D4.16 Apply the use of variable pointers and array processing. 

7253.D4.17 Create and access data files using sequential and random access operation 
techniques. 

7253.D4.18 Demonstrate how to create and utilize user defined data structures. 

7253.D4.19 Demonstrate and use multi-dimensional arrays, array lists, queues, stacks and other 
collection classes. 

7253.D4.20 Design programs utilizing class and object definitions. 

7253.D4.21 Utilize various I/O functions for performing random access file operations. 

7253.D4.22 Setup and use the concepts of inheritance and polymorphism in an object oriented 
program. 

7253.D4.23 Demonstrate the use of exception handling. 

7253.D4.24 Design, code, edit, compile, test, and debug C# language programs. 

Domain Advanced Web Page Design 

7253.D5.1 Demonstrate the ability to develop advanced Cascading Style Sheets 

7253.D5.2 Understand how to insert multimedia components into a Web page 
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7253.D5.3 Create dynamic Web pages and add functionality using JavaScript and the 
Document Object Model 

7253.D5.4 Demonstrate the ability to validate Web forms 

7253.D5.5 Understand the purpose and use of XML documents 

7253.D6.1 Understand the differences in the capabilities of a client-side scripting language and 
a server-side scripting language. 

7253.D6.2 Understand the importance of Mobile First, responsive Web design (RWD), and 
progressive enhancement (PE) using the latest HTML standards and semantic 
elements. 

7253.D6.3 Use the Document Object Model (DOM) to map and manipulate an HTML 
document. 

7253.D6.4 Understand and explain the synchronous behavior of HTTP requests. 

7253.D6.5 Understand and explain the use of Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) as it is 
used to update part of a Web page without requiring a new HTTP request (page 
refresh). 

7253.D6.6 Understand and demonstrate the different uses for GET and POST requests and 
queries. 
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Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security 

Criminal Justice  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7193 Principles of 
Criminal Justice  

7191 Law Enforcement 
Fundamentals  

7188 Corrections and 
Cultural 
Awareness 

 7231 Criminal Justice 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Criminal Justice 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Crim Justice 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7193 

Course Description Principles of Criminal Justice covers the purposes, functions, and history of the three 
primary parts of the criminal justice system: law enforcement, courts, and 
corrections. This course further explores the interrelationships and responsibilities of 
these three primary elements of the criminal justice system. It will critically examine 
the history and nature of the major theoretical perspectives in criminology, and the 
theories found within those perspectives. Analyzes the research support for such 
theories and perspectives, and the connections between theory and criminal justice 
system practice within all the major components of the criminal justice system. 
Demonstrates the application of specific theories to explain violent and non-violent 
criminal behavior on both the micro and macro levels of analysis. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CRIM 101  
VU: LAWE 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: TC Criminal Justice (43.0104) 
VU: CG Law Enforcement (43.0107) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University, COMM 
101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal 
Communication 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; COMM 143 Speech or COMM 148 Interpersonal 
Communication; Social Science Elective 3 hours; UCC Elective 6 hours. 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  
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Domain Criminal Justice 

7193.D1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the sources of American criminal law. 

7193.D1.2 Explain how law defines the elements of a crime. 

7193.D1.3 Discuss the correlates of crime. 

7193.D1.4 Explain the biological, psychological, and sociological determinants of crime. 

7193.D1.5 Analyze the defenses against criminal charges. 

7193.D1.6 Discuss the evolution of the American system of law and justice. 

7193.D1.7 Describe and explain the three major components of the criminal justice system. 

7193.D1.8 Evaluate the various issues in law enforcement and police behavior. 

7193.D1.9 Explain the process of adjudication from accusation through sentencing. 

7193.D1.10 Discuss the elements of the correctional system drawing from the concepts of 
punishment, rehabilitation and reform. 

7193.D1.11 Demonstrate an understanding of the problems facing the American correctional 
system. 

7193.D1.12 Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of community correction measures. 

7193.D1.13 Recognize the role of oneself and one’s culture through multiple frames of reference, 
including the perception of others from around the world as it applies to law and 
crime. 

7193.D1.14 Demonstrate aptitude to appropriately adapt one’s own practices, values, and 
behaviors related to criminal justice when encountering diverse perspectives from 
around the world. 

 
 

Law Enforcement Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Crim Justice 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7191 

Course Description Law Enforcement and Cultural Awareness introduces fundamental law enforcement 
operations and organization. Includes the evolution of law enforcement at federal, 
state, and local levels. Emphasizes the study of American criminal justice problems 
and systems in historical and cultural perspectives, as well as discussing social and 
public policy factors affecting crime. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Criminal Justice 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CRIM 105, CRIM 110 
VU: LAWE 101, LAWE 150 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: TC Criminal Justice (43.0104) 
VU: CG Law Enforcement (43.0107) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University, COMM 
101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal 
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Communication 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; COMM 143 Speech or COMM 148 Interpersonal 
Communication; Social Science Elective 3 hours; UCC Elective 6 hours. 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Law Enforcement 

7191.D1.1 Discuss the history of policing. 

7191.D1.2 Explain the role and function of policing in a democratic society as it pertains to the 
Constitution. 

7191.D1.3 Develop a profile of the personality that is attracted to policing. 

7191.D1.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the scope of administrative functions in a police 
department. 

7191.D1.5 Discuss the various operations involved in police work including, but not limited to, 
line and support functions, crime control strategies, search and seizure, arrest and 
interrogation. 

7191.D1.6 Develop and demonstrate knowledge of special problems for police. 

7191.D1.7 Explain the special problem of stress as it pertains to the work of policing. 

7191.D1.8 Analyze the problem of deadly force and police brutality connected with police work. 

7191.D1.9 Interpret the specific problems associated with police corruption and its impact on 
credibility. 

7191.D1.10 Discuss the role and impact of the introduction of women into the police force. 

7191.D1.11 Explain the importance of including minorities into the police force. 

Domain Criminology 

7193.D2.1 Identify the major theoretical perspectives in criminology and understand their 
ideological basis. 

7193.D2.2 Evaluate the connection between ideology, theory, and practice in the criminal justice 
system. 

7193.D2.3 Discuss the role of criminological research within the broader context of social, 
political, and economic inequality in America. 

7193.D2.4 Apply a specific criminological theory to explain a celebrated crime. 

7193.D2.5 Discuss the effects of criminological theories on best practices in corrections and 
sentencing. 

7193.D2.6 Critique the various rationales for punishment. 

7193.D2.7 Discuss the policy implications of criminological theories on crime reduction 
consistent with available research. 

7193.D3.1 Understand the Bill of Rights and how these are connected to the criminal justice 
system.  

 
 

Corrections and Cultural Awareness 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Crim Justice 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 
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Course Code 7188 

Course Description Courts and Corrections introduces topics related to the adjudication process in 
criminal cases, including arraignments and preliminary hearings, suppression 
hearings, trials, sentencing, juvenile court, and probation and parole. Reviews the 
role of criminal justice personnel in court processes. This course also examines the 
American correctional system; the study of administration of local, state, and federal 
correctional agencies. The examination includes the history and development of 
correctional policies and practices, criminal sentencing, jails, prisons, alternative 
sentencing, prisoner rights, rehabilitation, and community corrections including 
probation and parole. Current philosophies of corrections and the debates 
surrounding the roles and effectiveness of criminal sentences, institutional 
procedures, technological developments, and special populations are discussed. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement and Cultural Awareness 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CRIM 103, CRIM 130  
VU: LAWE 145 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: TC Criminal Justice (43.0104) 
VU: CG Law Enforcement (43.0107) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University, COMM 
101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal 
Communication 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; COMM 143 Speech or COMM 148 Interpersonal 
Communication; Social Science Elective 3 hours; UCC Elective 6 hours. 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Corrections 

7188.D2.1 Discuss the origins and history of American corrections. 

7188.D2.2 Understand the major purposes of corrections and how they influence correctional 
policies. 

7188.D2.3 Analyze the nature of inmate behavior and the management of that behavior. 

7188.D2.4 Understand the function of jails, prisons, community corrections, intermediate 
sanctions, probation and parole. 

7188.D2.5 Discuss the ethical issues surrounding such topics as the death penalty, race, and 
poverty. 

7188.D2.6 Research the history and development of laws affecting correctional institutions and 
the applicability to inmates. 

7188.D2.7 Understand the social and political context that shapes the American correctional 
system. 

7188.D3.1 Understand how once convicted, due process rights change. 

7188.D3.2 Discuss multiculturalism and diversity in the Criminal Justice field. 

7188.D3.3 Discuss the pendulum of change in corrections over time. 
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7188.D3.4 Understand the jurisdiction of various Law Enforcement Agencies including various 
levels of governments and how governmental branches work together 

7188.D3.5 Understand the concept of reasonable person test and looking at the totality of the 
circumstances involved in an investigation 

Domain Cultural Awareness 

7191.D2.1 Develop fundamental definitions and concepts of race, ethnic, discrimination, and 
minorities. 

7191.D2.2 Analyze racial, cultural, and ethnic factors and perspectives in the demographics of 
victims, offenders, and statistical data related to crimes. 

7191.D2.3 Interpret available empirical data related to crime and the criminal to determine the 
effect of bias or prejudice in the American system of justice and death penalty 
statutes. 

7191.D2.4 Evaluate the American social structure on the basis of discrimination and social and 
economic inequality. 

7191.D2.5 Analyze the relationship between law enforcement agencies and racial and/or ethnic 
minorities. 

7191.D2.6 Analyze the relationship between the judicial system and racial and/or ethnic 
minorities in the pre-trial procedures, trial, and sentencing. 

7191.D2.7 Evaluate the racial and ethnic composition of the offender population in the federal 
and state correctional systems. 

7191.D2.8 Discuss the need for and/or the possibility for change in the criminal justice system 
for minorities at the local, state, and federal level. 

7191.D3.1 Discuss what the goals and outcomes of the criminal justice system are and how 
success should be measured. 

7191.D3.2 Discuss why various law enforcement systems exist. 

7191.D3.3 Understand the history of Criminal Justice and current/modern Law Enforcement 
operations and practices. 

 
 
 
 

Criminal Justice Capstone 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Crim Justice 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7231 

Course Description The Criminal Justice Capstone course allows students to complete additional 
instruction to earn a postsecondary certificate and should include a work-based 
learning component such as job shadowing, internship, etc. once the core content is 
completed. Note that there may be age restrictions on work-based learning 
components. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Law Enforcement and Cultural Awareness, Courts and Corrections 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: CRIM 201, CRIM 134 
VU: LAWE 281, LAWE 282, LAWE 270 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: TC Criminal Justice (43.0104) 
VU: CG Law Enforcement (43.0107) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: ENGL 111 English Composition, IVYT 111 Student Success for University, COMM 
101 Fundamentals of Public Speaking or COMM 102 Introduction to Interpersonal 
Communication 
VU: ENGL 101 English Composition; COMM 143 Speech or COMM 148 Interpersonal 
Communication; Social Science Elective 3 hours; UCC Elective 6 hours. 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security 

Fire and Rescue  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7195 Principles of Fire 
Fighting  

7189 Fire Fighting 
Fundamentals 

7186 Advanced Fire 
Fighting  

 7229 Fire and Rescue 
Capstone/EMT 

       EMT 

 

Principles of Fire and Rescue 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Fire and Rescue 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7195 

Course Description Fire and Rescue introduces students to the various roles that firefighters and 
emergency services workers play to protect the public from the loss of life and 
property.  They are frequently the first emergency personnel at the scene of a traffic 
accident or medical emergency and may be called upon to put out a fire, treat 
injuries or perform other vital functions. This course will introduce students to the 
history, terminology,  and basic firefighting skills needed for a beginning firefighter.  
Additionally students will develop a career plan for a career in public safety; including 
areas of Fire Science, Homeland Security, and Emergency Medical Services. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: HSPS 102, HSPS 106 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Fire Fighter (43.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Fire Suppression 

7195.D1.1 Discuss the history of fire service. 

7195.D1.2 Discuss personal safety. 
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7195.D1.3 Identify personal protective equipment. 

7195.D1.4 Describe portable fire extinguishers. 

7195.D1.5 Define fire behavior. 

7195.D1.6 List and describe portable ground ladders. 

7195.D1.7 List ventilation types. 

7195.D1.8 List and describe nozzles and fittings. 

7195.D1.9 Demonstrate tying of knots. 

7195.D1.10 Describe forcible entry. 

7195.D1.11 List and demonstrate salvage and overhaul. 

7195.D1.12 List and describe sprinkler systems. 

Domain Public Safety Careers 

7195.D2.1 Research Career Opportunities in the field of Public Safety. 

7195.D2.2 Describe job opportunities in each of the selected fields within the Public Safety 
Degree program. 

7195.D2.3 Describe relevant knowledge, skills and abilities required for entry level positions in 
Public Safety. 

7195.D2.4 Identify options for obtaining or developing the relevant knowledge, skills and 
abilities required for entry level positions. 

7195.D2.5 Determine certification and licensing requirements for entry level positions in Public 
Safety. 

7195.D2.6 Develop and Individual Academic Plan for completion of a degree in Public Safety. 

7195.D2.7 Prepare and present a Cover page, Resume, and Oral presentation for a selected 
career goal in the field of Public Safety. 

 
 

Fire Fighting Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Fire and Rescue 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7189 

Course Description Fire Fighting Fundamentals is for those students who are seeking certification as a 
firefighter. This course will prepare students for the Hazardous Materials Awareness 
and Operations certifications and will introduce students to NFPA 1001 which serves 
as the standard of measurement for all fire fighters in North America. Students will 
learn the knowledge and hands-on practical skills for managing and controlling a 
hazardous materials incident required for the certifications. Furthermore, students 
will study how a fire behaves and will learn the basic firefighting skills needed to 
extinguish a fire while protecting themselves and other firefighters. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Fire and Rescue 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course ITCC HSPS 122, HSPS 165 
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Alignment 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Fire Fighter (43.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Hazardous Material Awareness and Operations, Fire Fighting I 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Hazardous Materials 

7189.D1.1 Identify hazardous materials regulations and definitions. 

7189.D1.2 Identify hazardous materials properties and hazards. 

7189.D1.3 Become familiar with the incident solving process. 

7189.D1.4 Identify the seven clues that may be available to identify the presence of a hazardous 
material. 

7189.D1.5 Become familiar with the incident management elements including incident priorities, 
management structure, and the problem-solving process. 

7189.D1.6 Identify the various types of personal protective equipment (PPE) including 
respiratory protection and personal protective equipment for biological, chemical, 
radiological, nuclear, and explosive incidents. Become familiar with PPE in ensembles, 
classifications, and selection. 

7189.D1.7 Identify contamination and decontamination methods and types. 

7189.D1.8 Identify incident-specific strategies and tactics for the nine DOT hazard classes. 

7189.D1.9 Define terrorism and identify the different types of terrorist attacks. Identify special 
operational considerations at terrorist or criminal incidents. 

7189.D1.10 Have a working knowledge of various materials and equipment used in the mitigation 
of hazardous materials incidents. 

7189.D1.11 Gain practical experience and pass the evaluation process associated with the hands-
on use of the equipment and materials used in mitigation process. 

Domain Fire Fighting I 

7189.D2.1 Relate the history of fire service through examination. 

7189.D2.2 Discuss personal safety as related to all areas of NFPA 1500. 

7189.D2.3 Demonstrate the use of all personal protective equipment. 

7189.D2.4 Demonstrate the use of portable fire extinguishers. 

7189.D2.5 Define fire behavior and how it relates to safety and extinguishment. 

7189.D2.6 Demonstrate the proper use of portable ground ladders. 

7189.D2.7 List ventilation types and demonstrate the proper use of ventilation equipment. 

7189.D2.8 Demonstrate the proper care and use of nozzles and fittings. 

7189.D2.9 Demonstrate tying of 6 special fire service knots. 

7189.D2.10 Describe/demonstrate forcible entry techniques. 

7189.D2.11 List and demonstrate salvage and overhaul techniques. 

7189.D2.12 Describe and demonstrate the proper use of SCBA. 

7189.D2.13 Discuss and describe building construction concepts as it relates to the fire service. 

7189.D2.14 Demonstrate basic rescue and extrication techniques. 
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7189.D2.15 List the principles of a water supply system. 

7189.D2.16 Demonstrate the proper care and use of selected fire hoses. 

7189.D2.17 Demonstrate how to develop and use fire streams. 

7189.D2.18 Demonstrate the ability to understand NIMS. 

7189.D2.19 Describe communications with the public and within the fire service. 
 
 

Advanced Fire Fighting 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Fire and Rescue 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7186 

Course Description Advanced Fire Fighting expands upon the principles and techniques of firefighting 
learned in Fire Fighting Fundamentals.  Students will study fire protection systems, 
firefighter safety and survival. Students will also learn what fire is, the chemical 
hazards of combustion, and related by-products of fire. Additionally, students will 
gain a better understanding of fire department organization, administration, 
operations, and basic strategies and tactics. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Fire and Rescue, Fire Fighting Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HSPS 167 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Fire Fighter (43.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Fire Fighting II 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Fire Fighting II 

7186.D1.1 Application of automatic sprinkler systems. 

7186.D1.2 Discuss and demonstrate personal safety as related to all areas of NFPA 1500. 

7186.D1.3 Demonstrate the use of all personal protective equipment in a timed manner. 

7186.D1.4 Explain fire behavior and the chemical reaction of pyrolysis. 

7186.D1.5 Describe/demonstrate forcible entry techniques. 

7186.D1.6 Demonstrate the proper use of SCBA in a timed manner. 

7186.D1.7 Crawl through maze under simulated fire conditions. 

7186.D1.8 Discuss and describe building construction concepts as they relate to the fire service. 

7186.D1.9 Demonstrate basic rescue and extrication techniques. 

7186.D1.10 List the principles of water supply hydraulics. 

7186.D1.11 Demonstrate the proper care and use of selected fire hoses. 
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7186.D1.12 Demonstrate how to develop and use fire streams. 

7186.D1.13 Demonstrate the ability to understand NIMS. 

7186.D1.14 Communications with the public and within the fire service. 

7186.D1.15 Mount a ladder and ventilate a roof with selected tools. 

7186.D1.16 Recognize and select tools related to the fire service. 

Domain Basic First Aid / CPR 

7186.D2.1 Discuss the importance of body substance isolation. 

7186.D2.2 Describe the components of personal protective equipment. 

7186.D2.3 Discuss diseases of concern. 

7186.D2.4 Describe laws that relate to infection control. 

7186.D2.5 Explain the importance of immunizations. 

7186.D2.6 Assess the causes, types, symptoms and ways of dealing with stress. 

7186.D2.7 Describe scene safety considerations at hazardous materials incidents and rescue 
operations. 

7186.D2.8 Describe actions required when responding to scenes involving violent or dangerous 
situations. 

7186.D2.9 Discuss the circulatory system. 

7186.D2.10 List the links in the chain of survival. 

7186.D2.11 Explain actions to be taken before resuscitation. 

7186.D2.12 Discuss rescue breathing. 

7186.D2.13 Describe the steps of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

7186.D2.14 Describe CPR techniques for individuals ranging from infant to adult. 

7186.D2.15 Discuss indications of effective CPR and when CPR may be interrupted. 

7186.D2.16 Summarize when not to begin or to terminate. 

7186.D2.17 Summarize actions taken when clearing an airway obstruction. 

7186.D2.18 Describe the main components of the circulatory system. 

7186.D2.19 Differentiate between arterial, venous, and capillary bleeding. 

7186.D2.20 Describe the steps for controlling external bleeding. 

7186.D2.21 Discuss internal bleeding. 

7186.D2.22 Describe types and signs of shock. 

7186.D2.23 Describe the steps for managing shock. 

 

Fire and Rescue Capstone 
Career Cluster Law and Public Safety 

Program of Study Fire and Rescue 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7229 

Course Description Fire and Rescue Capstone will prepare students to earn the EMT certification. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Fire Fighting Fundamentals, Advanced Fire Fighting 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC HSPS 125, HSPS 163, HSPS 169, HSPS 204, PARM 102 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

ITCC: CT Fire Fighter (43.0203) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications Emergency Medical Responder, Emergency Medical Technician 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security 

Paralegal Studies  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7194 Principles of 
Paralegal Studies       

7192 Paralegal 
Fundamentals 

7187 Advanced 
Paralegal Studies 

  Paralegal Studies 
Capstone 

 

In Progress –  

Please contact the Office of CTE for additional details if you are planning to offer 

the NLPS in the Fall of 2021.   

 

  

mailto:cte@gov.in.gov
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Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

Design Technology  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4802 Introduction to 
Engineering 
Design 

7196 Mechanical and 
Architectural 
Design 

7202 Manufacturing 
Principles and 
Design 

 7225 Mechanical 
Design Capstone 

      7197 BIM Architecture  7223 Architectural 
Design Capstone 

 

Introduction to Engineering Design 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4802 

Course Description Introduction to Engineering Design is a fundamental pre-engineering course where 
students become familiar with the engineering design process. Students work both 
individually and in teams to design solutions to a variety of problems using industry 
standard sketches and current 3D design and modeling software to represent and 
communicate solutions. Students apply their knowledge through hands-on projects 
and document their work with the use of an engineering notebook. Students begin 
with completing structured activities and move to solving open-ended projects and 
problems that require them to develop planning, documentation, communication, 
and other professional skills. Ethical issues related to professional practice and 
product development are also presented. NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW 
Introduction to Engineering Design curriculum.   Use of the PLTW curriculum may 
require additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes NOTE: Schools that have agreed to be part of the Project Lead the Way network 
must follow all training and data collection requirements. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 101, DESN 113 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Intro to Design 

4802.D1.1 Exercise file management and printing/plotting practices. 

4802.D1.2 Understand the role of various types of drawings as applied to the design process. 

4802.D1.3 Research potential career fields in Design Technology and Engineering. 

4802.D1.4 Effectively communicate spatial visualizations with appropriate choices of technical 
drawings. 

4802.D1.5 Demonstrate appropriate application of drawing standards to technical sketches and 
working drawings. 

4802.D1.6 Collaborate in a studio setting. 

4802.D1.7 Demonstrate relevant safety practices when using tools and equipment as 
determined by task, materials, environment, and protective attire. 

4802.D1.8 Apply corrective action(s) to eliminate hazards. 

4802.D1.9 Explain the importance of design documentation. 

4802.D1.10 Apply sketching and annotation skills to document work. 

4802.D1.11 Produce working drawings using appropriate drawing styles and techniques. 

4802.D1.12 Formulate unbiased research questions to collect information/data and apply 
investigative strategies. 

4802.D1.13 Select resources that are appropriate for academic research and relevant to the 
identified problem. 

4802.D1.14 Discuss historical and current events related to engineering and technology and 
analyze the impact on society. 

4802.D1.15 Discuss the importance of ethics in engineering design. 

4802.D1.16 Synthesize information collected during the research process. 

Domain Design Process 

4802.D2.1 Describe the steps in the design process. 

4802.D2.2 Generate a valid and justifiable problem. 

4802.D2.3 Create a design brief by constructing a problem and design statement and identifying 
problem constraints. 

4802.D2.4 Apply the steps of the design process as they are used to solve the problem. 

4802.D2.5 Describe the iterative nature of the design loop. 

4802.D2.6 Discuss how the design process impacts the outcome when designing solutions to 
problems. 

4802.D2.7 Implement design briefs in the problem-solving process. 

4802.D2.8 Collaborate on engineering projects by working in design teams to solve valid 
problems. 

4802.D2.9 Examine a design (product) with respect to its quality and usability. 

4802.D2.10 Assess and refine original design solutions based upon reflection, critique, practice, 
and research. 

Domain 2D Computer Aided Design 

4802.D3.1 Create and use a template drawing. 

4802.D3.2 Manipulate advanced dimensioning variables. 
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4802.D3.3 Use advanced editing commands. 

4802.D3.4 Create blocks and form a symbol library. 

4802.D3.5 Assign data/attributes to blocks. 

4802.D3.6 Apply section lines to various types of drawing parts. 

4802.D3.7 Create drawings using an isometric approach. 

4802.D3.8 Share data utilizing external references. 

4802.D3.9 Set up a plotter and plot a drawing. 

Domain Additional Technical Drawing 

4802.D4.1 Distinguish between line types utilized on a technical drawing per industry standard 
(ANSI Line Conventions and Lettering Y14.2M-2008). 

4802.D4.2 Interpret and develop appropriate annotations for technical drawings. 

4802.D4.3 Differentiate between the various types of tolerances. 

4802.D4.4 Analyze types of fits in relation to mating parts. 

4802.D4.5 Collect and display data related to the sizes and shapes of objects utilizing various 
measuring tools. 

4802.D4.6 Determine the appropriate number of views, including alternate views (auxiliary, 
section, detail), to fully document the details of a design. 

4802.D4.7 Identify and produce various pictorial drawings including isometric, oblique, and 
perspective drawings for technical drawing representations. 

4802.D4.8 Differentiate when the physical properties of geometric shapes can be utilized in 
order to optimize design solutions. 

4802.D4.9 Apply industry accepted dimensioning practices to technical drawings to annotate 
design features. 

4802.D4.10 Identify and produce multi-view drawings in proper orientation, scale, and proportion 
through methods of orthographic projection. 

4802.D4.11 Illustrate and calculate mathematical problems related to real world situations 
involving characteristics of geometric shapes and solids. 

Domain Reverse Engineering 

4802.D5.1 Identify visual, functional, and structural properties of a product. 

4802.D5.2 Differentiate between invention and innovation. 

4802.D5.3 Describe the relationship between reverse engineering and product/system 
improvement. 

4802.D5.4 Create an innovation to a system or product using information obtained from a 
product analysis. 

4802.D5.5 Evaluate the effectiveness of elements and principles in other design solutions and 
use analysis to revise original design. 

4802.D5.6 Perform mathematical calculations to identify structural properties of a product. 

Domain Modeling 

4802.D6.1 Formulate methods of communicating designs using various forms of modeling such 
as conceptual, graphical, mathematical, physical or computer modeling. 

4802.D6.2 Utilize appropriate modeling materials to construct a physical model such as a 
prototype or mock-up. 

4802.D6.3 Interpret the details of a sketch and generate physical or computer models using 
appropriate modeling materials and techniques. 
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4802.D6.4 Recognize and utilize constraints such as dimensional, geometric, assembly and 
parametric constraints in regard to modeling. 

4802.D6.5 Identify the six degrees of freedom of a component floating in space in the context of 
an assembly. 

4802.D6.6 Differentiate between assemblies and subassemblies and their appropriate use. 

4802.D6.7 Use engineering design equipment (3D modeling software, 3D printer, etc.) to create 
3D and 2D models to document engineering design.  (move to modeling) 

4802.D6.8 Analyze the remaining degrees of freedom of mating components after systematically 
applying assembly constraints until only desired components are allowed to move. 

4802.D6.9 Apply visual design principles to enhance the aesthetic appeal of a design solution. 

4802.D6.10 Analyze products or systems by identifying problematic features to generate potential 
solution(s). 

 

 

Mechanical and Architectural Design 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Design Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7196 

Course Description Mechanical and Architectural Design provides students with a basic understanding of 
creating working drawings related to manufacturing detailing and assembly as well 
as a survey of Architectural design focused on the creative design of buildings. Topics 
include fastening devices, thread symbols and nomenclature, surface texture 
symbols, classes of fits, and the use of parts lists, title blocks and revision blocks. 
From an Architecture perspective, this course covers problems of site analysis, 
facilities programming, space planning, conceptual design, proper use of materials, 
and selection of structure and construction techniques. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 104, DESN 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Computer-Aided Design, TC Design Technology (15.1301) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics, ENGL 111 English Composition or 
COMM 104 Workplace Communication, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Mechanical Graphics 

7196.D1.1 Identify and draw various fastening devices. 
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7196.D1.2 Draw thread symbols and understand thread nomenclature. 

7196.D1.3 Develop proper surface texture symbols. 

7196.D1.4 Calculate classes of fits. 

7196.D1.5 Develop a parts list. 

7196.D1.6 Complete accurate title and revision blocks. 

7196.D1.7 Research and utilize various standard parts. 

7196.D1.8 Develop detailed part and assembly drawings. 

Domain Architectural Design 

7196.D2.1 Identify the distinguishable design characteristics of the significant architectural styles 
in the history of Western civilization. 

7196.D2.2 Comprehend and discuss the purpose and need for "facilities programming." 

7196.D2.3 Develop sketches and diagrams that demonstrate problem solving of programmatic 
issues i.e., traffic flow, and material handling concepts. 

7196.D2.4 Create design studies and drawings utilizing the views known as the Plan, Section and 
Elevation of a building. 

7196.D2.5 Utilize fundamentals of formal conceptual relationships, design methodology and 
design process. 

7196.D2.6 Develop basic spatial and compositional ideas introduced through the study of 
typology, diagrams, and a process of conceptualization. 

7196.D2.7 Demonstrate an ability to represent ideas in form and space, as a conceptual and 
cultural response to program, type, basic building construction, architectural 
language and design methods. 

7196.D2.8 Integrate history, theory, technology and structures to influence formal and 
conceptual design manifested in materials, details, language and imagery. 

7196.D2.9 Apply basic building codes in the context of social, political, civic and environmental 
responsibilities relative to our society. 

7196.D2.10 Develop and present oral presentations 

7196.D2.11 Collaborate in a studio setting 
 
 
 

Manufacturing Principles and Design 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Design Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7202 

Course Description Manufacturing Principles and Design will challenge students will use 2D and 3D CAD 
skills to explore topics related to manufacturing principles and design. Students will 
gain an understanding of solid modeling and parametric solid modeling and use 3D 
printers to create industry part prints.  Additionally, students will compare 
manufacturing practices like Lean Manufacturing, design and program CNC 
processes, and use metrology tools and practices to evaluate an object. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design; Mechanical and Architectural Design 
Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
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maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 195, DESN 220 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Computer-Aided Design, TC Design Technology (15.1301) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics, ENGL 111 English Composition or 
COMM 104 Workplace Communication, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Manufacturing Principles 

7202.D1.1 Describe and compare basic manufacturing practices (i.e. Six Sigma, Lean 
Manufacturing, Kaizen). 

7202.D1.2 Develop drawings for a manufacturing facility layout. 

7202.D1.3 Design and program introductory CNC processes. 

7202.D1.4 Identify and describe material properties, testing, and applications. 

7202.D1.5 Contrast and compare various manufacturing production techniques and systems. 

7202.D1.6 Utilize metrology tools and practices in order to effectively evaluate and measure an 
object. 

7202.D1.7 Identify the critical aspects of manufacturing workplace safety. 

Domain 3-D Computer Aided Design 

7202.D2.1 Understand the similarities and differences between solid modeling and parametric 
solid modeling. 

7202.D2.2 Navigate 3D space. 

7202.D2.3 Create and modify 3D models. 

7202.D2.4 Create production drawings from 3D models. 

7202.D2.5 Demonstrate proficiency with 3D Printers by making industry part prints. 
 
 
 

BIM Architecture 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Design Tech 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7197 

Course Description BIM Architecture will introduce students to Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
which is an intelligent 3D model-based process that gives architecture, engineering, 
and construction professionals the insight and tools to better plan, design, and 
construct buildings.  Students will deepen their skills in 3D CAD and learn to use BIM 
software to capture and analyze concepts and to prepare client presentations for 
Commercial Construction. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 
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Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 115, DESN 220 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Computer-Aided Design, TC Design Technology (15.1301) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

ITCC: MATH 122 Applied Technical Mathematics, ENGL 111 English Composition or 
COMM 104 Workplace Communication, IVYT 113 Student Success in Technology 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain BIM Architecture 

7197.D1.1 Demonstrate basic skills in the usage and application of pull-down menus, commands, 
and building layouts. 

7197.D1.2 Employ the use of families. 

7197.D1.3 Illustrate the use of templates, title blocks and page layouts. 

7197.D1.4 Successfully import AutoCAD documents and export 2D and 3D documents into CAD. 

7197.D1.5 Create models that include building and site elements. 

7197.D1.6 Demonstrate the ability to create interior and exterior elevations. 

7197.D1.7 Annotate, manage and modify notes and dimensions. 

7197.D1.8 Develop Schedules. 

7197.D1.9 Prepare Client Presentations for Commercial Construction 

7197.D1.10 Collaborate in a studio setting. 

Domain 3-D Computer Aided Design 

7197.D2.1 Understand the similarities and differences between solid modeling and parametric 
solid modeling. 

7197.D2.2 Navigate 3D space. 

7197.D2.3 Create and modify 3D models. 

7197.D2.4 Create production drawings from 3D models. 

7197.D2.5 Demonstrate proficiency with 3D Printers by making industry part prints. 
 
 
 

Mechanical Design Capstone 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Design Tech 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7225 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 
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Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 195, DESN 223, DESN 227, DESN 271, DESN 273 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Computer-Aided Design, TC Design Technology (15.1301), CT Mechanical Design 
(15.1306) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Parametric Solid Modeling 

7225.D1.1 Explain the different approaches to 3D modeling. 

7225.D1.2 Create sketch-based features. 

7225.D1.3 Choose an appropriate modeling scheme based on design intent. 

7225.D1.4 Apply constraints in a parametric model and assembly to capture and implement 
desired design intent. 

7225.D1.5 Create part models. 

7225.D1.6 Edit models. 

7225.D1.7 Create reference geometry. 

7225.D1.8 Managing parent/child relationships. 

7225.D1.9 Assemble components with constraints. 

7225.D1.10 Apply materials and extract basic engineering properties. 

7225.D1.11 Create and modify views for design communication (exploded, cutaway, etc.). 

7225.D1.12 Generate a complete set of working drawings. 

7225.D1.13 Create photo-realistic rendering of parts and assemblies. 

7225.D1.14 Apply aspects of color, lighting, and texture. 

7225.D1.15 Generate an animation. 

Domain Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerances 

7225.D2.1 Identify and apply Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing symbols on drawings. 

7225.D2.2 Understand the similarities and differences between coordinate and geometric 
dimensioning and tolerancing. 

7225.D2.3 Describe the three-plane concept. 

7225.D2.4 Apply datums to appropriate surfaces. 

7225.D2.5 Understand the uses of and apply: Tolerances of orientation, Location tolerances, 
Tolerances of run-out, Tolerances of profile 

Domain Introduction to Solidworks 

7225.D3.1 Understand the similarities and differences between 2D sketches and 3D models. 

7225.D3.2 Perform parametric sketching using geometric and dimensional constraints. 

7225.D3.3 Manage and navigate the 3D modeling environment. 

7225.D3.4 Incorporate design intent in an effort to create robust, easily edited 3D models. 

7225.D3.5 Create, modify, and use 3D solid models. 

7225.D3.6 Create assembly models of 3D components. 
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7225.D3.7 Create production drawings based on solid models and solid assemblies. 

Domain Design for Additive Manufacturing 

7225.D4.1 Demonstrate basic additive manufacturing concepts and skills in order to print a 
design. 

7225.D4.2 Operate and maintain 3D printing devices in conjunction with CAD software in order 
to manipulate designs and print objects. 

7225.D4.3 Operate and maintain 3D scanning devices and determine how scanning is utilized in 
association with additive manufacturing processes. 

7225.D4.4 Identify and perform basic safety practices, preventative maintenance practices, and 
general cleanup of 3D printers and 3D scanners. 

7225.D4.5 Determine and perform appropriate post-processing techniques for different 3D 
printers. 

 
 
 

Architectural Design Capstone 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Design Tech 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 7223 

Course Description Available for the 2022-2023 School Year 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s)  

Credits 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 115, DESN 204, DESN 108, DESN 109,  or DESN 210 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Computer-Aided Design, TC Design Technology (15.1301), CT Architectural Design 
(15.1303) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Residential Design 

7223.D1.1 Identify and use architectural symbols to create plans and details. 

7223.D1.2 Lay out floor plans using application software. 

7223.D1.3 Lay out foundation plans using application software. 

7223.D1.4 Develop appropriate detail drawings. 

7223.D1.5 Construct building elevations and sections according to the plans established. 

7223.D1.6 Develop a site plan from surveying notes or given site data. 

7223.D1.7 Generate appropriate schedules for doors, windows, hardware, room finish, etc. 

Domain Construction Materials 
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7223.D2.1 Distinguish good planning concepts and use them to establish a floor plan. 

7223.D2.2 Determine structural requirements for a residence. 

7223.D2.3 Design and layout the residential heating, plumbing and electrical systems. 

7223.D2.4 Create a set of residential construction and presentation drawings. 

7223.D2.5 Identify historical architectural styles and identify distinct characteristics of each. 

7223.D2.6 Gather information from a client that is needed to design an architectural project. 

7223.D2.7 Design floor plans to accommodate the needs of persons with physical impairments. 

7223.D2.8 Apply the principles and elements of design to creating elevation drawings. 

7223.D2.9 Recognize different roof styles as options for roof design. 

7223.D2.10 Draw sections, using correct codes and proper dimensioning. 

7223.D2.11 Relate the development of materials and construction methods to residential design. 

7223.D2.12 Analyze a building site and orient a house to take advantage of solar energy and lot 
features. 

Domain Architectural Rendering 

7223.D3.1 Identify the 16 Divisions of the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) Format. 

7223.D3.2 Name the materials that are represented in each of the 16 Divisions of the CSI 
Format. 

7223.D3.3 Recognize building materials and discuss their composition. 

7223.D3.4 Calculate the volume requirements for structural materials including; cubic yards, 
board feet, square feet, cubic feet, linear feet, and concrete block units. 

7223.D3.5 Prepare materials lists for (given) construction phases of a small building. 

7223.D3.6 Demonstrate knowledge of the legal aspects of contracts and bidding; types of 
construction documents including bonds; interpretation of technical building 
specifications and their application to selection and installation of materials, 
equipment and systems. 

7223.D3.7 Explain the design and construction process and the roles of the different participants 
in the process. 

7223.D3.8 Read, write and edit construction specifications. 

7223.D4.1 Demonstrate the basics of scaled architectural perspective drawing using one, two 
and three point methods. 

7223.D4.2 Demonstrate competency in basic architectural rendering technique for textures, 
shade and shadows. 

7223.D4.3 Demonstrate competency in the composition and execution of a cohesive 
presentation using foreground, middle ground, background, and entourage. 

7223.D4.4 Demonstrate the basics of color theory. 
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Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

Energy Technology  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7203 Principles of 
Energy 
Technology 

7200 Fundamentals of 
Electricity and 
Motors 

7198 Electrical Power 
and Distribution 

  Electrical Line 
Capstone 

              Industrial Wind 
Capstone 

              Natural Gas 
Capstone 

 

In Progress –  

Please contact the Office of CTE for additional details if you are planning to offer 

the NLPS in the Fall of 2021.   
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Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

Engineering  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

4802 Introduction to 
Engineering 
Design  

5644 Principles of 
Engineering  

5538 Digital Electronics  5698 Engineering Design 
and Development 

        5650 Civil Engineering 
and Architecture  

    

        5518 Aerospace 
Engineering  

    

        5534 Computer 
Integrated 
Manufacturing  

    

        4818 Environmental 
Sustainability 

    

 

Introduction to Engineering Design 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 4802 

Course Description Introduction to Engineering Design is a fundamental pre-engineering course where 
students become familiar with the engineering design process. Students work both 
individually and in teams to design solutions to a variety of problems using industry 
standard sketches and current 3D design and modeling software to represent and 
communicate solutions. Students apply their knowledge through hands-on projects 
and document their work with the use of an engineering notebook. Students begin 
with completing structured activities and move to solving open-ended projects and 
problems that require them to develop planning, documentation, communication, 
and other professional skills. Ethical issues related to professional practice and 
product development are also presented. NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW 
Introduction to Engineering Design curriculum.   Use of the PLTW curriculum may 
require additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes NOTE: Schools that have agreed to be part of the Project Lead the Way network 
must follow all training and data collection requirements. 
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Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: DESN 101, DESN 113 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Intro to Design 

4802.D1.1 Exercise file management and printing/plotting practices. 

4802.D1.2 Understand the role of various types of drawings as applied to the design process. 

4802.D1.3 Research potential career fields in Design Technology and Engineering. 

4802.D1.4 Effectively communicate spatial visualizations with appropriate choices of technical 
drawings. 

4802.D1.5 Demonstrate appropriate application of drawing standards to technical sketches and 
working drawings. 

4802.D1.6 Collaborate in a studio setting. 

4802.D1.7 Demonstrate relevant safety practices when using tools and equipment as 
determined by task, materials, environment, and protective attire. 

4802.D1.8 Apply corrective action(s) to eliminate hazards. 

4802.D1.9 Explain the importance of design documentation. 

4802.D1.10 Apply sketching and annotation skills to document work. 

4802.D1.11 Produce working drawings using appropriate drawing styles and techniques. 

4802.D1.12 Formulate unbiased research questions to collect information/data and apply 
investigative strategies. 

4802.D1.13 Select resources that are appropriate for academic research and relevant to the 
identified problem. 

4802.D1.14 Discuss historical and current events related to engineering and technology and 
analyze the impact on society. 

4802.D1.15 Discuss the importance of ethics in engineering design. 

4802.D1.16 Synthesize information collected during the research process. 

Domain Design Process 

4802.D2.1 Describe the steps in the design process. 

4802.D2.2 Generate a valid and justifiable problem. 

4802.D2.3 Create a design brief by constructing a problem and design statement and identifying 
problem constraints. 

4802.D2.4 Apply the steps of the design process as they are used to solve the problem. 

4802.D2.5 Describe the iterative nature of the design loop. 

4802.D2.6 Discuss how the design process impacts the outcome when designing solutions to 
problems. 

4802.D2.7 Implement design briefs in the problem-solving process. 

4802.D2.8 Collaborate on engineering projects by working in design teams to solve valid 
problems. 
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4802.D2.9 Examine a design (product) with respect to its quality and usability. 

4802.D2.10 Assess and refine original design solutions based upon reflection, critique, practice, 
and research. 

Domain 2D Computer Aided Design 

4802.D3.1 Create and use a template drawing. 

4802.D3.2 Manipulate advanced dimensioning variables. 

4802.D3.3 Use advanced editing commands. 

4802.D3.4 Create blocks and form a symbol library. 

4802.D3.5 Assign data/attributes to blocks. 

4802.D3.6 Apply section lines to various types of drawing parts. 

4802.D3.7 Create drawings using an isometric approach. 

4802.D3.8 Share data utilizing external references. 

4802.D3.9 Set up a plotter and plot a drawing. 

Domain Additional Technical Drawing 

4802.D4.1 Distinguish between line types utilized on a technical drawing per industry standard 
(ANSI Line Conventions and Lettering Y14.2M-2008). 

4802.D4.2 Interpret and develop appropriate annotations for technical drawings. 

4802.D4.3 Differentiate between the various types of tolerances. 

4802.D4.4 Analyze types of fits in relation to mating parts. 

4802.D4.5 Collect and display data related to the sizes and shapes of objects utilizing various 
measuring tools. 

4802.D4.6 Determine the appropriate number of views, including alternate views (auxiliary, 
section, detail), to fully document the details of a design. 

4802.D4.7 Identify and produce various pictorial drawings including isometric, oblique, and 
perspective drawings for technical drawing representations. 

4802.D4.8 Differentiate when the physical properties of geometric shapes can be utilized in 
order to optimize design solutions. 

4802.D4.9 Apply industry accepted dimensioning practices to technical drawings to annotate 
design features. 

4802.D4.10 Identify and produce multi-view drawings in proper orientation, scale, and proportion 
through methods of orthographic projection. 

4802.D4.11 Illustrate and calculate mathematical problems related to real world situations 
involving characteristics of geometric shapes and solids. 

Domain Reverse Engineering 

4802.D5.1 Identify visual, functional, and structural properties of a product. 

4802.D5.2 Differentiate between invention and innovation. 

4802.D5.3 Describe the relationship between reverse engineering and product/system 
improvement. 

4802.D5.4 Create an innovation to a system or product using information obtained from a 
product analysis. 

4802.D5.5 Evaluate the effectiveness of elements and principles in other design solutions and 
use analysis to revise original design. 

4802.D5.6 Perform mathematical calculations to identify structural properties of a product. 

Domain Modeling 
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4802.D6.1 Formulate methods of communicating designs using various forms of modeling such 
as conceptual, graphical, mathematical, physical or computer modeling. 

4802.D6.2 Utilize appropriate modeling materials to construct a physical model such as a 
prototype or mock-up. 

4802.D6.3 Interpret the details of a sketch and generate physical or computer models using 
appropriate modeling materials and techniques. 

4802.D6.4 Recognize and utilize constraints such as dimensional, geometric, assembly and 
parametric constraints in regard to modeling. 

4802.D6.5 Identify the six degrees of freedom of a component floating in space in the context of 
an assembly. 

4802.D6.6 Differentiate between assemblies and subassemblies and their appropriate use. 

4802.D6.7 Use engineering design equipment (3D modeling software, 3D printer, etc.) to create 
3D and 2D models to document engineering design.  (move to modeling) 

4802.D6.8 Analyze the remaining degrees of freedom of mating components after systematically 
applying assembly constraints until only desired components are allowed to move. 

4802.D6.9 Apply visual design principles to enhance the aesthetic appeal of a design solution. 

4802.D6.10 Analyze products or systems by identifying problematic features to generate potential 
solution(s). 

 
 

Principles of Engineering 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 5644 

Course Description Principles of Engineering is a course that focuses on the process of applying 
engineering, technological, scientific and mathematical principles in the design, 
production, and operation of products, structures, and systems. This is a hands-on 
course designed to provide students interested in engineering careers to explore 
experiences related to specialized fields such as civil, mechanical, and materials 
engineering. Students will engage in research, development, planning, design, 
production, and project management to simulate a career in engineering. The topics 
of ethics and the impacts of engineering decisions are also addressed. Classroom 
activities are organized to allow students to work in teams and use modern 
technological processes, computers, CAD software, and production systems in 
developing and presenting solutions to engineering problems. Schools may use the 
PLTW curriculum to meet the standards for this course.  NOTE: This course aligns with 
the PLTW Principles of Engineering curriculum.   Use of the PLTW curriculum may 
require additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science course requirement for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

DESN 104 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 

Environmental Sustainability 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 4818 

Course Description Environmental Sustainability is a specialization course that builds upon prior 
knowledge learned in previous engineering and science courses. Students investigate 
and design solutions in response to current challenges such as providing the world 
with clean and abundant drinking water, an adequate food supply, and renewable 
energy. Students are introduced to environmental issues and use the engineering 
design process to design, build, and test potential solutions. This course engages 
critical thinking and problem-solving skills as students apply and extend their 
knowledge through designing experiments, managing projects, conducting research, 
and creating presentations to communicate solutions. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Fulfills a science course requirement for all diplomas 
If PLTW curriculum is used, PLTW training is required of the teacher. 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
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Aerospace Engineering 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5518 

Course Description Aerospace Engineering should provide students with the fundamental knowledge and 
experience to apply mathematical, scientific, and engineering principles to the 
design, development, and evolution of aircraft, space vehicles and their operating 
systems. Emphasis should include investigation and research on flight characteristics, 
analysis of aerodynamic design, and impact of this technology on the environment. 
Classroom instruction should provide creative thinking and problem-solving activities 
using software that allows students to design, test, and evaluate a variety of air and 
space vehicles, their systems, and launching, guidance and control procedures. NOTE: 
This course aligns with the PLTW Aerospace Engineering curriculum.   Use of the 
PLTW curriculum may require additional training and membership in the PLTW 
network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5534 

Course Description Computer Integrated Manufacturing is a course that applies principles of rapid 
prototyping, robotics, and automation. This course builds upon the computer solid 
modeling skills developed in Introduction of Engineering Design. Students will use 
computer controlled rapid prototyping and CNC equipment to solve problems by 
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constructing actual models of their three-dimensional designs. Students will also be 
introduced to the fundamentals of robotics and how this equipment is used in an 
automated manufacturing environment. Students will evaluate their design solutions 
using various techniques of analysis and make appropriate modifications before 
producing their prototypes. NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing curriculum.   Use of the PLTW curriculum may require 
additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 

Digital Electronics 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5538 

Course Description Digital Electronics is a course of study in applied digital logic that encompasses the 
design and application of electronic circuits and devices found in video games, 
watches, calculators, digital cameras, and thousands of other devices. Instruction 
includes the application of engineering and scientific principles as well as the use of 
Boolean algebra to solve design problems. Using computer software that reflects 
current industry standards, activities should provide opportunities for students to 
design, construct, test, and analyze simple and complex digital circuitry software will 
be used to develop and evaluate the product design. This course engages students in 
critical thinking and problem-solving skills, time management and teamwork skills. 
NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW Digital Electronics curriculum.   Use of the 
PLTW curriculum may require additional training and membership in the PLTW 
network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 
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Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas   
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 
 

Civil Engineering and Architecture 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 5650 

Course Description Civil Engineering and Architecture introduces students to the fundamental design and 
development aspects of civil engineering and architectural planning activities. 
Application and design principles will be used in conjunction with mathematical and 
scientific knowledge. Computer software programs should allow students 
opportunities to design, simulate, and evaluate the construction of buildings and 
communities. During the planning and design phases, instructional emphasis should 
be placed on related transportation, water resource, and environmental issues. 
Activities should include the preparation of cost estimates as well as a review of 
regulatory procedures that would affect the project design. NOTE: This course aligns 
with the PLTW Civil Engineering and Architecture curriculum.   Use of the PLTW 
Curriculum may require additional training and membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

DESN 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  
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CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
 
 

Engineering Design and Development 
Career Cluster STEM 

Program of Study Engineering 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code 5698 

Course Description Engineering Design and Development is an engineering research course in which 
students work in teams to research, design, test, and construct a solution to an open-
ended engineering problem. The product development life cycle and a design process 
are used to guide the team to reach a solution to the problem. The team and/or 
individual(s)communicates their solution to a panel of stakeholders at the conclusion 
of the course. As the capstone course in the Engineering Pathway, EDD engages 
students in critical thinking, problem-solving, time management, and teamwork 
skills. NOTE: This course aligns with the PLTW Engineering Design and Development 
curriculum.   Use of the PLTW curriculum may require additional training and 
membership in the PLTW network. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Introduction to Engineering Design; Principles of Engineering Design; and one pre-
engineering specialty course 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 Please refer to current course standards 
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Transportation 

Automotive Services  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7213 Principles of 
Automotive 
Services 

7205 Brake Systems 7212 Steering and 
Suspensions 

  Automotive Service 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Automotive Services 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Service 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7213 

Course Description This course gives students an overview of the operating and general maintenance 
systems of the modern automobile. Students will be introduced to the safety and 
operation of equipment and tools used in the automotive industry. Students will 
study the maintenance and light repair of automotive systems. Also, this course gives 
students an overview of the electrical operating systems of the modern automobile. 
Students will be introduced to the safety and operation of equipment and tools used 
in the electrical diagnosis and repair in the automotive electrical industry. Students 
will study the fundamentals of electricity and automotive electronics. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUTI 100, AUTI 111 
VU: AUTO 105, AUTO 110, AUTO 110L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Maintenance and Light Repair, TC Automotive Service Technology (47.0604) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications ASE Certification G-1 Any of the following ASE A1-A8; ASE A-6 Electrical/Electronic 
System 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Maintenance and Light Repair 

7213-D1.1 Identify proper shop safety practices while in the labs. 

7213-D1.2 Identify tools & fasteners used in automotive repair. 

7213-D1.3 Identify and explain how the automotive repair industry is structured. 
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7213-D1.4 Identify and explain operation of the 8 major systems of the automobile. 

7213-D1.5 Identify and explain what EPA, CAFÉ and NHTSA regulations are and how they affect 
the automotive industry. 

7213-D1.6 Identify and perform basic service and maintenance procedures including tire 
mounting, balancing, and repair. 

7213-D1.7 Attain readiness to be certified to use industry standard diagnostic equipment, like 
ShopKey Pro. 

7213-D1.8 Attain readiness to take SP/2 Mechanical Safety exam. 

7213-D1.9 Attain readiness to take SP/2 Pollution Prevention exam. 

Domain Basic Automotive Electrical 

7213-D2.1 Demonstrate safe shop practices while working with electrical systems. 

7213-D2.2 Describe the basic laws of electricity and circuit construction. 

7213-D2.3 Identify Electrical symbols and components. 

7213-D2.4 Calculate resistance, current, and voltage problems using Ohms Laws. 

7213-D2.5 Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements using the proper 
measurement devices. 

7213-D2.6 Perform voltage drop testing on multiplex and non-multiplex circuits. 

7213-D2.7 Perform basic battery testing and diagnosis. 

7213-D2.8 Identify starting and charging system components and circuits. 

7213-D2.9 Diagnose starting and charging system faults. 

7213-D2.10 Attain readiness to be certified to use an industry standard multimeter or fluke meter 
(e.g. Snap-On EEDM504B4). 

7213-D3.1 Complete a vehicle inspection. 

7213-D3.2 Perform an oil change and demonstrate basic fluid maintenance. 

7213-D3.3 Understand fundamentals of the 4-stroke cycle of an internal combustion engine. 
 
 
 

Brake Systems 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Service 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7205 

Course Description This course gives students an in-depth study of vehicle electrical systems. Students 
will study the fundamentals of electricity and automotive electronics in various 
automotive systems.  Additionally it teaches theory, service and repair of automotive 
braking systems. This course provides an overview of various mechanical brake 
systems used on today’s automobiles. This course will emphasize professional 
diagnosis and repair methods for brake systems. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Automotive Services 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes Schools partnering with Vincennes University must offer the program of study as 
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part of a 2-3 period block. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUTI 121 
VU: AUTO 120, AUTO 120L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Maintenance and Light Repair, TC Automotive Service Technology (47.0604) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications ASE A-5 Brakes 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Brake Systems 

7205-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the labs. 

7205-D1.2 Use and identify tools used to repair brake systems. 

7205-D1.3 Explain friction principles and Newton’s laws of Motion. 

7205-D1.4 Identify and explain operation of braking system components including hydraulic 
control devices. 

7205-D1.5 Perform Disc Brake Inspection and recommend necessary repairs. 

7205-D1.6 Perform Drum Brake Inspection and recommend necessary repairs. 

7205-D1.7 Adjust parking brakes. 

7205-D1.8 Demonstrate resurfacing of drums and rotors including on-car brake lathes. 

7205-D2.1 Understand anti-lock braking systems and perform diagnostic procedures: Pull ABS 
trouble codes; Bleeding ant-locking braking systems; How to use the multi-meter 

7205-D2.2 Understand driveline service including, differentials, axles, and driveline angles 

7205-D2.3 Diagnose if a differential seal is leaking. 
 
 
 

Steering and Suspensions 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Service 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7212 

Course Description This course takes an in-depth look at engine performance, including concepts in the 
diagnosis and repair of ignition, fuel, emission and related computer networks. This 
course presents engine theory and operation and studies the various engine designs 
utilized today. This course also takes an in-depth look at engine performance, 
including advanced concepts in the diagnosis and repair of ignition, fuel, emission 
and related computer networks. This course presents engine theory and operation 
and studies the various engine designs utilized today. Hybrid/Alternative fuel 
technology will also be introduced. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Automotive Services; and Brakes and Electrical 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
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Additional Notes Schools partnering with Vincennes University must offer the program of study as 
part of a 2-3 period block. 

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUTI 122, AUTI 145 
 
VU: AUTO 120, AUTO 120L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Maintenance and Light Repair, TC Automotive Service Technology (47.0604) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications ASE A-4 Steering and Suspension 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Steering and Suspensions 

7212-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the labs. 

7212-D1.2 Identify tools used for steering and suspension repair. 

7212-D1.3 Diagnose steering and suspension concerns and determine worn/defective 
components. 

7212-D1.4 Remove, inspect and service or replace front or rear wheel bearings. 

7212-D1.5 Inspect, rotate, mount and balance tires. 

7212-D1.6 Diagnose abnormal tire pull and drifting/pulling concerns. 

7212-D1.7 Perform Pre-Alignment inspections. 

7212-D1.8 Perform 4-wheel alignments. 

Domain Driveline 

7212-D2.1 Demonstrate safe shop practices and work habits while working with driveline 
equipment and lifts. 

7212-D2.2 Demonstrate usage of tools for driveline diagnosis and repair. 

7212-D2.3 Describe basic power flow of the vehicle driveline. 

7212-D2.4 Identify correct fluids for manual and automatic transmissions and drive axles. 

7212-D2.5 Inspect for sources of leaks. 

7212-D2.6 Remove and Replace drive axle bearings, axle shafts, seals, and wheel studs. 

7212-D2.7 Remove and Replace universal joints, yokes, and shafts. 

7212-D2.8 Remove and Replace and/or repair constant velocity joints and/ or half-shafts. 

7212-D2.9 Locate specifications for drivelines from repair databases. 

7212-D3.1 Demonstrate operation of a scan tool. 

7212-D3.2 Understand, hybrid automotive systems and alternative fuels. 

7212-D3.3 Understand drive trains, manual transmissions, and auto SIR systems. 
 
 
 

Automotive Service Capstone 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Service 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  
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Course Description This course further explores important skills and competencies within the Automotive 
Service Technology Pathway.  Topics such as Steering & Suspension, Engine Repair, 
Climate Control, and Driveline Service.  Additionally, Co-Op and Internship 
opportunities will be available for students. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Automotive Services 
Brakes and Electrical 
Engine Performance 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUTI 141, AUTI 142, AUTI 112, AUTI 132, AUTI 131 
VU: AUTO 130, AUTO 130L, AUTO 160, AUTO 160L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Maintenance and Light Repair, TC Automotive Service Technology (47.0604) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications ASE A-1 Engine repair; ASE A-7 Heating and Air; ASE A-8 Engine Performance and ASE 
A-6 Electrical Systems;  
 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Engine Performance and Repair 

7212-C-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the labs. 

7212-C-D1.2 Explain four-stroke cycle fundamentals and volumetric efficiency. 

7212-C-D1.3 Identify and explain the operation of fuel injection systems. 

7212-C-D1.4 Identify and explain operation of ignition systems. 

7212-C-D1.5 Identify and explain operation of vehicle emission systems. 

7212-C-D1.6 Identify and explain operation of sensors and actuators. 

7212-C-D1.7 Retrieve DTCs and freeze frame data with a scan tool. 

7212-C-D1.8 Diagnose fuel and ignition faults. 

7212-C-D1.9 Describe the major engine operating systems and their function. Identify engine 
configurations. 

7212-C-D1.10 Demonstrate basic engine diagnosis including compression and leak down testing. 

Domain Engine Performance Systems 

7212-C-D2.1 Demonstrate knowledge of computer sensors and inputs. 

7212-C-D2.2 Demonstrate knowledge of computer actuators and outputs. 

7212-C-D2.3 Diagnose inputs and outputs. 

7212-C-D2.4 Describe the function of the OBD II Monitors. 

7212-C-D2.5 Diagnose OBD II system fault codes and determine repair needed. 

7212-C-D2.6 Determine if OBD II monitors have executed. 

7212-C-D2.7 Attain readiness to take the VERUS Navigation and Scanner Certification exam. 

Domain Engine Fundamentals 

7212-C-D3.1 Identify tools used for common engine repair. 
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7212-C-D3.2 Describe the major engine operating systems and their function. 

7212-C-D3.3 Identify engine configurations. 

7212-C-D3.4 Describe engine components and their functions. 

7212-C-D3.5 Describe engine lubricants and sealing systems. 

7212-C-D3.6 Demonstrate use of precision measuring equipment. 

7212-C-D3.7 Describe fasteners and torque requirements and procedures. 

7212-C-D3.8 Inspect cylinder long block components and determine needed repairs. 

7212-C-D3.9 Properly install camshaft and timing chain(s) and /or belts. 

7212-C-D3.10 Disassemble and reassemble engines to industry standards. 

7212-C-D3.11 R & R engine assembly. 

7212-C-D3.12 Attain readiness to take Snap on Torque Electrical Certification exam. 

7212-C-D3.13 Attain readiness to take Snap on Torque Mechanical Certification exam. 

Domain Electrical Systems 

7212-C-D4.1 Describe and explain analog and digital signals. 

7212-C-D4.2 Explain and diagnose body modules and their function. 

7212-C-D4.3 Demonstrate knowledge of wiring and circuit diagrams. 

7212-C-D4.4 Demonstrate knowledge of voltage, current, and resistance measurements using 
meters and scopes. 

7212-C-D4.5 Diagnose service and repair electrical/electronic system faults. 

7212-C-D4.6 Demonstrate the ability to diagnose automotive circuits using electrical schematics. 

7212-C-D4.7 Explain Hybrid Electrical systems and their operation. 

7212-C-D4.8 Explain/demonstrate Hybrid vehicle service safety precautions. 

7212-C-D4.9 Explain and diagnose advanced automotive systems and networks. 

7212-C-D4.10 Utilize scan tools, lab scopes, and other electronic diagnostic equipment. 

Domain Climate Control 

7212-C-D5.1 Demonstrate proper handling of refrigerants. 

7212-C-D5.2 Identify tools and equipment used in climate control systems. 

7212-C-D5.3 Identify all components of the heating and air conditioning system. 

7212-C-D5.4 Explain the purpose and function of the heating and air conditioning systems. 

7212-C-D5.5 Explain refrigeration theory. 

7212-C-D5.6 Diagnose service and repair heating and air conditioning components. 

7212-C-D5.7 Recover and recycle refrigerants using approved equipment. 

7212-C-D5.8 Demonstrate knowledge of automatic climate control systems. 

7212-C-D5.9 Diagnose automatic and manual climate control systems. 

7212-C-D5.10 Explain hybrid climate control system operation. 
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Transportation 

Automotive Collision Repair  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7215 Principles of 
Collision Repair 

7204 Automotive Body 
Repair 

7206 Plastic Body 
Repair and 
Painting 
Fundamentals 

  Collision Repair 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Collision Repair 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Collision Repair 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7215 

Course Description Principles of Collision Repair provides students an overview of the operating, 
electrical, and general maintenance systems of the modern automobile. Students will 
be introduced to the safety and operation of equipment and tools used in the 
automotive collision industry. Students will study the basics of collision repair, along 
with learning to perform basic service and maintenance, including the car’s starting 
and charging system. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUBR 100, AUTI 111 
VU: AUTO 105 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Collision Repair, TC Auto Body Technology (47.0603) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications ASE A-6 Electrical/Electronic System 

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Collision Repair 

7215-D1.1 Identify proper shop safety practices while in the labs. 

7215-D1.2 Identify tools & fasteners used in automotive repair. 

7215-D1.3 Identify and explain how the automotive collision industry is structured. 

7215-D1.4 Identify and explain operation of the 8 major systems of the automobile. 
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7215-D1.5 Identify and explain what EPA, CAFÉ and NHTSA regulations are and how they affect 
the automotive industry. 

7215-D1.6 Identify and perform basic service and maintenance procedures. 

7215-D1.7 Attain readiness to be certified to use an industry standard scanner, like Shop Key Pro 
exam. 

7215-D1.8 Attain readiness to take industry standard safety and pollution prevention 
certification exams. 

7215-D1.9 Attain readiness to take required environmental regulatory exams. 

7215-D1.10 Attain readiness to take ICAR Pro Level I Non-Structural and Refinish Certification 
exam 

Domain Basic Automotive Electrical 

7215-D2.1 Demonstrate safe shop practices while working with electrical systems. 

7215-D2.2 Describe the basic laws of electricity and circuit construction. 

7215-D2.3 Identify Electrical symbols and components. 

7215-D2.4 Calculate resistance, current, and voltage problems using Ohms Laws. 

7215-D2.5 Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements using the proper 
measurement devices. 

7215-D2.6 Perform voltage drop testing on multiplex and non-multiplex circuits. 

7215-D2.7 Perform basic battery testing and diagnosis. 

7215-D2.8 Identify starting and charging system components and circuits. 

7215-D2.9 Diagnose starting and charging system faults. 

7215-D2.10 Attain readiness to take Snap On 504 Multi-meter exam. 
 
 
 

Automotive Body Repair 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Collision Repair 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7204 

Course Description Automotive Body Repair provides students with an understanding of the materials, 
measuring, welding, and information resources applicable to collision repair.  
Students will study steel and aluminum dent repair, including the welding practices 
commonly performed within an automotive repair environment.  Students will gain 
basic skills and knowledge in oxy-fuel welding, cutting, brazing and plasma cutting, 
gas metal arc welding, squeeze type resistance welding, exterior panel welding and I-
CAR welding test preparation.  Students will also learn the installation of moldings, 
ornaments, and fasteners with emphasis on sheet metal analysis and safety. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Collision Repair, Plastic Body Repair and Paint Fundamentals 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUBR 101, AUBR 125 
VU: BODY 100, BODY 100L, WELD 185 
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Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Collision Repair, TC Auto Body Technology (47.0603) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Metal Body Repair 

7204-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the lab(s). This includes wearing 
safety glasses (goggles) at all times while in the lab(s). 

7204-D1.2 Define and describe different types of metals. This includes the identification of the 
various types of metals used on automobiles. 

7204-D1.3 Gauge metals. This includes the proper use of specific measuring tools used to gauge 
metals. 

7204-D1.4 Remove and install moldings and ornaments. This includes the proper removal, 
installation, inspection, and replacement (if necessary) of moldings and ornaments. 

7204-D1.5 Identify fasteners and their use. This includes all the various fasteners used on the 
automobile to attach a variety of body panels and pieces to the body and/or frame of 
the vehicle. 

7204-D1.6 Use and identify hand and power tools. This includes safely and properly using the 
tools. 

7204-D1.7 This also includes proper storing and oiling of air tools 

7204-D1.8 Perform minor damage repair. This includes properly mixing and applying body filler 
(bondo), sanding, priming, etc. in order to prepare the surface for painting. 

Domain Automotive Welding 

7204-D2.1 Demonstrate the proper safety procedures in oxy-fuel, gas metal arc welding, plasma 
cutting, squeeze type resistance and exterior panel welding. 

7204-D2.2 Set up and shut down an oxy-fuel station properly and safely. 

7204-D2.3 Perform soldering and brazing with oxy-fuel equipment. 

7204-D2.4 Perform square cut, bevel cut and hole cut with hand-held oxy-fuel cutting torch and 
plasma cutting equipment. 

7204-D2.5 Weld butt, lap and tee joints in the vertical and overhead positions with GMAW. 

7204-D2.6 Perform welds with a squeeze type resistance welder. 

7204-D2.7 Perform the replacement of body panels, both in steel and plastic parts. 

7204-D2.8 Perform all welds necessary for I-CAR welder qualification. 

7204-D2.9 Attain readiness to take ICAR Steel Welding Certification exam. 
 
 
 

Plastic Body Repair and Paint Fundamentals 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Collision Repair 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7206 

Course Description Plastic Body Repair and Paint Fundamentals introduces the types of fiberglass and 
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plastic materials used in auto body repair and considerations for automotive 
painting.  Students will explore methods for repairing fiberglass and plastic damage, 
like welding, reinforcing, repairing holes, and retexturing plastic.  Students will be 
asked to demonstrate the proper use of primers and sealers, spraying techniques, 
and an understanding of various paint finishes. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Collision Repair 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUBR 103, AUBR 220 
VU: BODY 100, BODY 100L 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Collision Repair, TC Auto Body Technology (47.0603) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Fiberglass and Plastic Body Repair 

7206-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the lab(s). This includes: always 
wearing safety glasses while in the lab(s). 

7206-D1.2 Define hazards and safety of materials. This includes proper handling, storing and use 
of materials and chemicals used. 

7206-D1.3 Select tools and equipment. This includes selecting and properly using tools and 
equipment for the job. 

7206-D1.4 Describe use of composite material. 

7206-D1.5 Identify different types of damage. 

7206-D1.6 Select related material in composite repair. 

7206-D1.7 Repair fiberglass and plastic damage. This includes several methods such as welding, 
reinforcing, repairing holes and retexturing plastics. 

Domain Paint Fundamentals 

7206-D2.1 Define and demonstrate metal conditioners as they relate to the different metals 

7206-D2.2 Demonstrate use of primers and sealers according to their uses (per manufacturer’s 
specifications) as a base for final finishes. This includes the proper mixing and 
application of both primers and sealers. 

7206-D2.3 Discuss and know the difference between enamel, urethane, and lacquer finishes and 
their applications. 

7206-D2.4 Determine the proper amount of paint needed for a specific job. 

7206-D2.5 Select the proper type of thinner or reducer needed for a specific job. 

7206-D2.6 Demonstrate proper spraying techniques using production type equipment for 
spraying 

7206-D2.7 lacquer and enamel finishes. 

7206-D2.8 Demonstrate the proper use and application of base coat/clear coat systems. 
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7206-D2.9 Clean and maintain spray equipment to remove excess materials remaining after 
spraying. 

7206-D2.10 Properly and safely handle, store, and remove toxic body shop materials. 
 
 
 

Collision Repair Capstone 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Auto Collision Repair 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description This course further explores important skills and competencies within the Automotive 
Body Technology Pathway.  Topics such as Automotive Painting Technology, Collision 
Damage Appraising, and Fiberglass Plastic Repair.  Additionally, Co-Op and Internship 
opportunities will be available for students. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Plastic Body Repair and Paint Fundamentals, Automotive Body Repair 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

AUBR 207, AUBR 209, AUBR 206, AUBR XXX 
VU: BODY 150, BODY 150L, BODY 280, BODY 290 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Collision Repair, TC Auto Body Technology (47.0603) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

Domain Painting and Refinishing 

7206-C-D1.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the lab(s). This includes wearing 
safety glasses (goggles) at all times while in the lab(s). 

7206-C-D1.2 Prepare surfaces for refinishing. This includes proper mixing and application of primer 
as well as sanding, cleaning, masking, etc. 

7206-C-D1.3 Spray Automotive Paint. This includes the knowledge of how to properly set up, use, 
clean and maintain a spray gun and its related equipment (i.e. air hoses, air source(s), 
air lines, etc.). 

7206-C-D1.4 Spot Refinishing. This includes properly matching paint colors and types in order to 
apply paint to one area of the automobile so that there is no evidence of the repair. 

7206-C-D1.5 Tint and Blend Colors. This includes being able to properly match paint color and type 
of that already on the vehicle. This also includes the ability to blend paint while 
applying it to the vehicle. 

7206-C-D1.6 Compound (buff), polish and clean up the job. This includes buffing and polishing the 
vehicle after wet sanding to remove any defects and bring out paint shine. This also 
includes cleaning body openings (door jambs, edges, etc.) as well as the entire 
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exterior to make the vehicle deliverable to its owner after repairs are completed. 

Domain Collision Damage Appraising 

7206-C-D2.1 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the lab(s). This includes wearing 
safety glasses (goggles) at all times while in the lab(s). 

7206-C-D2.2 Inspect and record damage on a damaged vehicle. Diagnose and measure structural 
damage using various measuring devices. 

7206-C-D2.3 Calculate paint and materials needed. This includes determining the proper type and 
amount of paint and related materials needed to make the repair. 

7206-C-D2.4 Estimate repairable damage. This includes determining all damage that needs to be 
repaired or determining if the vehicle is “totaled” or a “total loss”. 

7206-C-D2.5 Record labor times and parts pieces from cash guides on estimate form. Calculate 
data on estimate form. 

7206-C-D2.6 Demonstrate proper shop safety practices while in the lab(s). This includes wearing 
safety glasses (goggles) at all times while in the lab(s). 

Domain Metalwork and Filler 

7206-C-D3.1 Perform metal straightening and filling metals. This includes heat or cold shrinking of 
stretched metal panels, mixing and applying body filler (bondo) while shaping during 
curing as well as rough sanding cured body filler to contour and then finish sanding. 

7206-C-D3.2 Remove dents in body panels. This includes properly repairing, filling, etc. dents as 
well as sanding the filler to the contour of the vehicle. 

7206-C-D3.3 Demonstrate body-filling techniques. This includes mixing, proper application and 
sanding of body filler. 

7206-C-D3.4 Select proper tools and materials needed to repair damaged sheet metal. This 
includes knowing what each tool is for and how to properly use it. 
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Transportation 

Aviation Management  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7214 Principles of 
Aviation 
Management 

7217 Private Pilot 
Theory 

7207 Aviation Safety 
and Operations 

  Aviation 
Management 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Aviation Management 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Aviation Mgmt 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7214 

Course Description This course provides the student the opportunity to develop an understanding of 
various aspects of the aviation industry to include general regulations and laws 
associated with the field. Included is an overview of the aviation field and all 
employment opportunities. Areas of study include aerodynamics, aircraft systems, 
performance, weight and balance, physiology, regulations, cross country planning, 
weather, and decision-making skills. Students will also learn of the departments 
associated with an airport and their impact on the industry as a whole. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AVIT 111, AVIT 120 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 

Private Pilot Theory 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Aviation Mgmt 
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NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7217 

Course Description The student will receive ground school knowledge required for certification as a 
private pilot with an airplane single engine land rating. Areas of study include 
aerodynamics, aircraft systems, performance, weight and balance, physiology, 
regulations, cross country planning, weather, and decision-making skills. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Aviation Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AVIT 123, AVIT 124 

Postsecondary Credential  

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 

Aviation Safety and Operations 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Aviation Mgmt 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7207 

Course Description This course is an overview of general aviation operations, including the operation and 
management of the Fixed Base Operation (FBO). It introduces the challenges and 
complexity of aviation security faced by aviation professionals across the industry 
and traces the evolution of current security approaches and explores technologies 
and processes targeting threat mitigation and improved operational efficiency. 
Emphasis will be placed on financial and operational considerations as well as on 
regulatory requirements and constraints. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Aviation Management 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AVIT 132, AVIT 135 

Postsecondary Credential  

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 
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Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Aviation Management Capstone 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Aviation Mgmt 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description This course is an introduction to the aviation weather service program. Course 
includes the National Weather Service, Flight Service Stations, International Civil 
Aviation Organization, and analyzing and interpreting of weather reports and maps. 
Additionally, this course will prepare students for certification as an Instrument Pilot 
with an Airplane Single Engine Land rating. Areas of study include basic instrument 
flying, flying instruments, IFR charts and approach plates, IFR regulations and 
procedures, ATC clearances, and IFR flight planning 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Private Pilot Theory, Aviation Safety and Operations 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semester required, 1-3 credits per semester, 6 credits 
max 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AVIT 138, AVIT 202, AVIT 205 

Postsecondary Credential  

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available for 2022-2023 school year 
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Transportation 

Diesel Services  

Principles  CTE Concentrator A CTE Concentrator B Pathway Capstone 

7216 Principles of 
Diesel Services 

7210 Diesel Steering 
and Brakes 

7211 Diesel 
Transmission and 
Engine Repair 

  Diesel Services 
Capstone 

 

Principles of Diesel Services 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Diesel 

NLPS Sequence Principles 

Course Code 7216 

Course Description This course introduces the maintenance requirements and procedures of modern 
diesel engines and medium and heavy-duty trucks. Proper procedures and 
requirements for the Federal Highway Safety Inspection (DOT) will be discussed and 
practiced. In addition, this course gives students an overview of the electrical 
operating systems of the modern automobile. Students will be introduced to the 
safety and operation of equipment and tools used in the electrical diagnosis and 
repair in the automotive electrical industry. Students will study the fundamentals of 
electricity and automotive electronics. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) none 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: AUTI 111, TRCK 100 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Truck Chassis System, TC Diesel Heavy Truck Technology (47.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 

Diesel Steering and Brakes 
Career Cluster Transportation 
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Program of Study Diesel 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator A 

Course Code 7210 

Course Description This course studies steering, and suspension systems commonly used on modern 
tractors and trailers. Study will include steering and suspension components, power 
steering units, alignment theory and procedures, tire repair and service, and wheel 
balancing. Diagnosis, repair, and servicing of components including modern air 
suspension systems will be emphasized. Additionally, this course will cover theory, 
service, and repair of medium and heavy truck brake systems and their components. 
Emphasis is given to air brakes and their theory of operation, repair, and service of 
system components. Spring brakes and anti-lock systems will be studied on tractors 
and trailers. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Diesel Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: TRCK 101, TRCK 121 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Truck Chassis System, TC Diesel Heavy Truck Technology (47.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Diesel Transmission and Engine Repair 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Diesel 

NLPS Sequence Concentrator B 

Course Code 7211 

Course Description This course explores theory, diagnosis, and overhaul procedures related to manual 
transmissions and differentials. Course includes service of twin countershaft, under-
drive, overdrive, power-dividers, and air shift systems. Additionally, this course 
Studies precision tools, equipment, and procedures needed to repair modern diesel 
engines. Repair, proper assembly, and component identification are studied along 
with service of removable cylinder liners. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Principles of Diesel Technology 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a directed elective or elective for all diplomas 
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Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: TRCK 125, TRCK 127 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Truck Chassis System, TC Diesel Heavy Truck Technology (47.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available by 4-16-21 
 
 
 

Diesel Services Capstone 
Career Cluster Transportation 

Program of Study Diesel 

NLPS Sequence Capstone 

Course Code  

Course Description This course further explores important skills and competencies within the Diesel 
Technology Pathway.  Topics such as Truck Climate Control Systems, Diesel Engine 
Performance, HT Electrical Systems, Hd Truck Auto. Transmission and Heavy Truck 
Electronics.  Additionally, Co-Op and Internship opportunities will be available for 
students. 

Prereq(s)/Co-Req(s) Diesel Steering and Brakes, Diesel Transmission and Engine Repair 
Steering and Brakes 

Credits Credits: 2 semester course, 2 semesters required, 1 credit per semester, 2 credits 
maximum 

Counts Toward Counts as a Directed Elective or Elective for all diplomas 

Additional Notes  

Postsecondary Course 
Alignment 

ITCC: TRCK 142, TRCK 219, TRCK 224, One of: TRCK 235, TRCK 243, TRCK 280, 

Postsecondary 
Credential 

CT Truck Chassis System, TC Diesel Heavy Truck Technology (47.0613) 

Liberal Arts/Sciences 
Requirements 

 

Promoted Certifications  

CONTENT STANDARDS AND COMPETENCIES 

Competency # Competency  

 In Progress – Will be available for 2022-2023 school year 

 


